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INTRODUCTION

We have compiled this dossier to warn of Casey Jordan Cooper, an active white power organizer who studies at Atlanta’s John Marshall Law School (AJMLS). In March 2017, we first alerted AJMLS about Cooper. Our first article on Cooper (6-17) exposed that he was one of the most active white nationalists in the metro Atlanta area, that Cooper made a clear death threat against a local Black activist, and that he was responsible for placing racist stickers and posters around Atlanta campuses. AJMLS did not publicly respond to this information.

In May 2017, some of Casey Cooper’s organizing communications were leaked online (18-73). These communications revealed Cooper as a leader within the Atlanta area Alt-Right. A leaked photo showed Cooper wearing the logo for white power organization Identity Evropa, confirming his affiliation with the group (18, 39). A chat log also showed Cooper referring to others at his law school as “n[*****]s” (31). Atlanta Antifascists again published an article about Cooper, discussing what was the information leak (74-85). We again notified AJMLS. Our first article provided a clear case why Cooper could be confidently identified as Twitter user “Phoenix Reich” (9-11). The additional information in May left no reasonable room for denial. AJMLS made no public comment.

Cooper has since showed up at white nationalist events in at Auburn, Alabama in April (566-567) and Charlottesville, Virginia in May (568-571). Cooper consistently used “Phoenix” aliases online for his far-Right and racist organizing; it is no surprise that someone named “Phoenix-GA” appeared in planning chats for the bloody white power rally held in Charlottesville, Virginia on August 12 (575).

It feels especially urgent to release this dossier after anti-racist Heather Heyer was murdered that day in Charlottesville by a white supremacist. Casey Cooper actively organizes for the “Alt-Right” movement, which has been linked to several murders including the one in Charlottesville. Cooper himself is documented as having made an explicit death threat (252-253) – inexcusable in itself, and disturbing as a sign of what he may be willing to do. AJMLS should act responsibly and acknowledge that they have been educating a committed militant racist for a future position of power. Is this compatible with the safety of other students and the good of the broader community?

While we realize that this dossier contains a lot of information, we hope that readers carefully review its contents. We have prepared additional notes on the dossier content to help navigate this document (next two pages). Once you have checked the information out for yourself, please spread it far and wide. It is especially important that this information reaches law students in the Atlanta area. On the last page of this dossier, we have included contact information for Atlanta’s John Marshall Law School, for members of the public who wish to register concerns.

If you have further information about Casey Cooper’s activity or on white power organizing in our region, please contact Atlanta Antifascists.

ATLANTA ANTIFASCISTS
atlantaantifa.org
afainatl@riseup.net
ADDITIONAL NOTES ON DOSSIER CONTENT

The dossier begins with our article “Meet Casey Jordan Cooper: ‘Alt-Right’ White Power Organizer and Atlanta Law Student” (6-17), which was originally published on the Atlanta Antifascists website in March 2017. The article highlights Cooper’s participation in white nationalist events in our region, his work targeting campuses and neighborhoods with racist propaganda, and Cooper’s online activity, which includes a clear death threat against a Black activist in Atlanta as well as bigoted remarks about students in his law program. The article identifies Cooper as the person behind the “Phoenix Reich” Twitter account, providing clear reasons why Cooper can be confidently identified as the author (9-11). Materials in this dossier now provide even further certainty.

The information leak from Casey Cooper’s online accounts (18-73) appeared on the anarchist/antiracist website ItsGoingDown in May 2017. These materials include photos from a 2016 election-night “Alt-Right”/racist gathering at Casey Cooper’s family home in Sweet Bottom, Duluth, Georgia (39-42). One of the photographs shows Cooper posing with white nationalist leader Patrick Nelson Sharp. Cooper displays a logo pin for the white power organization Identity Evropa, indicating his membership (18, 39). The information leak also documents Cooper’s travel to a racist event hosted by TheRightStuff website (71-73) as well as Cooper’s inclusion on the email list for the Southern white nationalist “Atlanta Forum” held in Marietta, Georgia in January 2017 (71). The information leak highlights “Phoenix Reich”/Cooper’s central role in coordinating and publicizing a racist propaganda spree on the weekend after Trump’s election (42-58). The propaganda mission left Atlanta-area campuses plastered with posters such as “Why White Women Shouldn’t Date Black Men”.

The article “Leaked Information Details Atlanta’s ‘Alt-Right’ White Nationalist Scene” (74-85) discusses what the Casey Cooper information leak reveals about Atlanta-area white power organizing and about Cooper’s role as a racist organizer. Like the first Atlanta Antifascists article on Cooper, this piece was brought to the attention of Atlanta’s John Marshall Law School.

The photos of Alt-Right White Nationalists on Stone Mountain in September 2016 (86-87) are from a larger photo slideshow on the IAmTheMountain website. Cooper is visible in the gathering. We have also included information the t-shirt Cooper wore on Stone Mountain, which promotes TheRightStuff, a far-Right website.

The article “Alt-Right Racists on Stone Mountain” (88-92) is a written account from the IAmTheMountain website. The author discusses encountering the Alt-Right crowd, who jeered her with sexist and antisemitic abuse. Video footage of the incident is also available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DZunHvFSlhg

The record from the Texas Department of Public Safety of Casey Cooper’s 2013 arrest (93-94) is consistent with the claim by “Phoenix Reich” that he “was a professional weedsman” prior to involvement with the Alt-Right (539). We have also included a record of Cooper’s Dekalb County, Georgia arrest in 2014 (95).

The Facebook records of three comedy performances featuring “Casey J. Cooper” (96-98) correspond with claims by “Phoenix Reich” that he is a comedian (19, 181).

The archived Twitter messages of “Phoenix Reich” (99-550) leave no doubt about their author’s white power commitments. Note the tweets by “Phoenix Reich” about his law school surroundings (117, 126). “Phoenix Reich” also commented about losing “a low-impact shit tier election in a school in Atlanta” (179) at the time 2016 student representative election results came in at Atlanta’s John Marshall Law School. Other important posts are the death threat (252-253), the self-portrait posted by “Phoenix Reich” (498), and photos of his old doorstep (388).
The “Phoenix Thiccness” Twitter page is a revamped version of the @BigButternutJoe/“Phoenix Reich” account with the vast majority of posts deleted. The “Phoenix Reich” Twitter page was overhauled with most content deleted later in the day when Atlanta Antifascists exposed Cooper with our first article. What is described on the “Phoenix Thiccness” page as “my new backup account” is a different Twitter user – this may have been an attempt to sow confusion.

Cooper also appears to have used other forums and social media platforms. The introductory post by “Phoenix” on IronMarch, a “global fascist fraternity,” matches Cooper’s personal data and his past. “Phoenix” on TheRightStuff forums, another far-Right and racist site, matches the imagery of the “Phoenix Reich” Twitter account as well as details about Cooper’s life (“working in the legal field, attempting to be a comedian”). Also, the profile picture used by “Phoenix” on TheRightStuff forum can also be found on the “Phoenix Reich” Twitter feed. “Phoenix” had a profile on Gab.ai, a “free speech” social networking site used by some on the Alt-Right. (The Gab frog logo is a reference to “Pepe the Frog,” appropriated as a symbol by the Alt-Right.) An account for “Phoenix Right” on Facebook surfaced briefly in early 2017. This account’s friends list includes profiles for Jared Huggins and Evan Thomas Kuettner, who were both photographed at the election-night racist gathering at Cooper’s parental home.

The photos by “Phoenix Reich” of his doorstep, and the image of Casey Cooper’s old residence are provided for the sake of comparison. Be aware that Casey Cooper has now vacated this apartment in the Old Fourth Ward.

“Why White Women Shouldn’t Date Black Men” is one of the racist posters placed at Georgia State University and other campuses on the weekend after Trump’s election, as part of the white nationalist propaganda mission organized and later publicized by “Phoenix Reich”/Cooper.

The white power/neo-Nazis stickers found in Midtown Atlanta, December 2016 all surfaced within a block of Atlanta’s John Marshall Law School. Similar designs appeared several times in the Inman Park neighborhood of Atlanta, a short walk from Cooper’s old apartment in the Old Fourth Ward. As discussed in our initial article about Cooper, he has been linked to several other instances where far-Right and racist propaganda surfaced around Atlanta.

Casey Jordan Cooper’s involvement in the white power movement did not cease after he was exposed in May 2017. For example, Cooper was photographed at Richard Spencer’s event at Auburn University on April 18, 2017. Richard Spencer is a key white nationalist leader and public face for the “Alt-Right.”

Cooper was also filmed at a white nationalist protest in Charlottesville, Virginia on May 13, 2017. Cooper held a sign promoting the white nationalist AltRight.com website. After the daytime protest, the assembled racists had a nighttime torchlit rally reminiscent of Klan ceremonies. We have included news coverage about this May rally.

The May protest in Charlottesville, Virginia was a precursor to the “Unite the Right” rally in Charlottesville on August 12, 2017. At “Unite the Right,” one anti-racist was murdered and over a dozen more were injured when white supremacist James Fields Jr. rammed his car into a crowd of counter-protesters. In leaked planning chats for “Unite the Right,” a user named “Phoenix-GA” committed to attending the UTR rally.

Finally, we have included contact information for Atlanta’s John Marshall Law School for anyone who wishes to reach out to the school and express concern about their student Casey Jordan Cooper’s white power organizing and threatening behavior.
Meet Casey Jordan Cooper: “Alt-Right” White Power Organizer and Atlanta Law Student

MARCH 22, 2017 ~ ANTIFASCISTINATLANTA ~

Summary

Casey Jordan Cooper, a student at Atlanta’s John Marshall Law School, is the white power organizer behind the “Alt-Right” Twitter account @BigButternutJoe. Over the last year, Cooper participated in white nationalist events in the metro Atlanta area and posted racist propaganda on local campuses. Until recently, Casey Cooper’s Twitter account issued a stream of racist and homophobic slurs, some of them about his fellow students at John Marshall. He was recorded as part of a white nationalist group jeering a Stone Mountain Park visitor with sexist and antisemitic remarks. Cooper is responsible for a death threat against a prominent Black activist in Atlanta.

The Death Threat

In July 2016, a series of large protests raged in Atlanta after police shot and killed Alton Sterling in Louisiana and Philando Castile in Minnesota. While protests disrupted business-as-usual in response to these high-profile police killings of Black men, Georgia white supremacists tried to counter-mobilize.

The Atlanta-area Twitter user @BigButternutJoe wrote on July 12 that “Whites [...] are arming ourselves to the teeth” and that the Black Lives Matter movement will lead to a “massive wave of anti-black action in it’s [sic] wake.” This Twitter user earlier sent a private message to Atlanta Black activist Avery Jackson, which simply contained a picture of a noose. (Jackson was also tagged in the “arming [...] to the teeth” post by BigButternutJoe.)
Death threat to Avery Jackson from BigButternutJoe account (at the time this account used the name “Phoenix on the Right” and had a profile picture of Sam Hyde)

When Avery Jackson publicly drew attention to the Twitter death threat, BigButternutJoe retweeted Jackson’s post speaking out about the threat. He followed with another statement, suggesting that Jackson was exaggerating the death threat problem to “rent seek” (i.e. profit). BigButternutJoe clarified: “This is why you hang.”
BigButternutJoe repeats death threat to Avery Jackson

The person responsible for this online death threat has had a busy year, participating in Atlanta-area Alt-Right organizing, placing white power propaganda, and harassing enemies. For much of the same time, “BigButternutJoe” AKA Atlanta resident Casey Jordan Cooper has also been working towards a law degree at Atlanta’s John Marshall Law School, where he began as a 1L in August 2016. Atlanta’s John Marshall, a private law school in midtown Atlanta, states that almost 70% of its student body are of a “minority” population; more women than men also attend. Unsurprisingly, Cooper/“BigButternutJoe” doesn’t have pleasant things to say about fellow AJMLS students.

Casey Jordan Cooper at Atlanta’s John Marshall new student orientation, August 2016

Online Presence and Offline Identity
The @BigButternutJoe Twitter account was opened in early May 2016. It used the names “Phoenix on the Right” and then later “Phoenix Reich.” One of the very first posts to the page was a “selfie” photograph of the account owner, wearing sunglasses and only revealing part of his face.

BigButternutJoe selfie posted to Twitter, May 4 2016

From May 2016 to near the end of January 2017, BigButternutJoe logged over 3,000 posts on Twitter. However, on January 30, 2017 the user began rapidly deleting his posts, until only three were visible on his Twitter account’s front page. The user name was changed from “Phoenix Reich” to “Phoenix Thicness” and the account’s imagery was also completely altered. This rapid series of changes to the Twitter account may have been because BigButternutJoe realized that anti-fascists were taking an interest in his online boasts, for example about placing racist propaganda on campuses. Atlanta Antifascists archived a large portion of BigButternutJoe’s online posts before they were deleted, keeping a record of the account’s numerous rants against “k[***]s,” “n[***]rs,” and “f[***]ts.”

For most of the Twitter account’s existence, it used the name “Phoenix Reich,” which combines a reference to the “Phoenix Wright: Ace Attorney” video game with one to the Third Reich. The main profile picture at the time incorporated an image of Arno Breker’s statue Die Partei, which represents the spirit of Nazism.
Several other online accounts – a couple of Facebook pages for “Phoenix Right” (not available at time of writing), as well as accounts under the name “Phoenix” on Gab.ai; the racist/antisemitic TheRightStuff forums; and the fascist IronMarch site – all match the imagery and biographical information on the BigButternutJoe Twitter.

On TheRightStuff forums, “Phoenix” gives his location as “Apelanta, Georgia” and describes his life:

Working in the legal field, attempting to be a comedian in a liberal infested shithole of a city. Trying my goddamn hardest not to go crazy while being surrounded by the most pozzed f[****]ts and n[****]rs you’ll ever meet.

On IronMarch forums, the introductory post by “Phoenix” mentions living in the South, working in “the legal industry,” and having studied anthropology and psychology in college. The post also discussed the author’s political transformation, claiming that he “almost cried” when he heard a speech by American Nazi Party leader George Lincoln Rockwell for the first time. The March 2016 introductory post remarked: “The only reason I don’t call myself a fascist or a national socialist is because I don’t have a strong grasp on economics.” Within months, BigButternutJoe would feel comfortable stating “I’m a national socialist” on Twitter and would have a profile picture incorporating Nazi iconography.

It is apparent that Casey Jordan Cooper is behind these online accounts, for several reasons:

- The selfie posted by BigButternutJoe on Twitter looks just like Casey J. Cooper, as seen for example in [Casey Cooper’s 2014 Dekalb County mugshots](#).
- In May 2016, BigButternutJoe posted photos of a potted plant outside his apartment’s door. This photo exactly matches the colors and brickwork of Casey Cooper’s current residence.
- Some of the “Phoenix” profiles refer to employment in the legal field. In addition to his current legal studies, Casey Cooper worked as a paralegal for his father Gary Cooper in Duluth, Georgia.
- Casey Cooper has a University of Georgia bachelor’s degree in Psychology, consistent with claims by “Phoenix” about having studied this subject and Anthropology in college.
- On both his TheRightStuff profile and on Twitter, “Phoenix” mentioned being involved in the comedy scene. “Casey J. Cooper” performed in Atlanta-area comedy events. [1]
- Racist statements by BigButternutJoe about law school coincide with Casey Jordan Cooper beginning at John Marshall in Atlanta.

---

Phoenix Reich @BigButternutJoe · Sep 23

If you want an interesting legal world experience, have gay blacks explain an issue. You'll think it's funny at first, then terrifying.

---

Phoenix Reich @BigButternutJoe · Nov 17

The worst part about being a student of law in these times is seeing how many gay black women are given free passes. It's disgusting.
Alt-Right and Racist Organizing

According to one of his Twitter posts, “BigButternutJoe”/Cooper attended the “Rock Stone Mountain” white power rally at Stone Mountain Park outside Atlanta on April 23, 2016. The rally was organized by white supremacists and Klansmen, but was met with a large and determined anti-racist mobilization that vastly outnumbered the racists and largely ruined their event. BigButternutJoe claimed that he had encountered antifascist forces at Stone Mountain and found them “Not intimated [sic].” We have not identified Cooper in photo galleries of the “Rock Stone Mountain” event – if he was in the area, he may have either avoided photographers or never made it through the anti-racist protests to join the small white power rally.

Later in the year, Cooper turned his attention to white nationalism of the “Alt-Right” variety. In mid-August 2016, he Tweeted about “using my student loans to fund my trip to NPI” – the “Alt-Right” National Policy Institute conference that November. Half a dozen other Twitter posts also referenced his attendance at the NPI conference. Two more Atlanta Alt-Right militants known to have attended NPI 2016 are racist organizer Patrick Sharp, as well as Jared Huggins (who posed in a group photo of white nationalist Identity Evropa leaders attending the conference.) Cooper was photographed with Huggins, Sharp, and others at a September 2016 “Alt-Right” trip to Stone Mountain Park, discussed separately below.

By 2017, Casey Cooper was playing a central role in local “Alt-Right” racist organizing. The day before the “Atlanta Forum” white nationalist gathering this January, Cooper/BigButternutJoe stressed the effort which had gone into organizing the event: “After a lot of hard work from a lot of good southern goys, this weekend is going to be a fun one.”
Stone Mountain, September 2016

Casey Cooper – wearing sunglasses as in his Twitter “selfie” – was recorded at an “Alt-Right” gathering at Stone Mountain Park outside Atlanta on September 10, 2016. At this gathering, Casey Cooper and white nationalist leader Patrick Sharp both wore sleeveless shirts promoting the far-Right racist TheRightStuff.

The “I Am the Mountain” website contains a full account of the site editor’s encounter with the Alt-Right group at the mountain. The incident began after the website editor asked why one of the all-male group was carrying a Confederate battle flag – the response quickly degenerated into chants of “Alt-Right! Alt-Right!” plus sexist and antisemitic abuse (e.g. “Christ killer,” “Jews don’t wear panties”). Footage of the incident reveals Patrick Sharp and Casey Cooper as two leaders of the Alt-Right group, with Cooper exclaiming, “It’s 2016 — no one cares if you call me a racist anymore!”

Casey Cooper (wearing sunglasses and sleeveless TheRightStuff shirt, center foreground) and other Alt-Right racists on Stone Mountain, September 10, 2016

Propaganda Campaigns

We believe Casey J. Cooper helped place much of the “Alt-Right” and white power propaganda that appeared on campuses and in Atlanta neighborhoods over the past year. On his BigButternutJoe Twitter account, Casey Cooper celebrated and seemingly took responsibility for three incidents of racist/fascist propaganda:

1. On September 25, 2016, the BigButternutJoe account posted images of a sticker for the (now-cancelled) white power podcast “Fash the Nation” placed on the exterior of King of Pops in the Inman Park neighborhood. BigButternutJoe commented: “Atlanta’s favorite snack got a whole lot more fashy [i.e. fascist] today, and before the rush!”
2. BigButternutJoe also bragged about racist posters and stickers placed around Georgia State University, Georgia Tech, and Kennesaw State University campuses on the weekend of November 12-13, 2016. This coordinated propaganda effort was part of a TheRightStuff/“Daily Shoah” nationally-coordinated action targeting campuses. Over a dozen posters plus “Alt-Right” stickers appeared on each campus that received a visit. We have already discussed this coordinated propaganda action in detail, since white nationalist leader Patrick Sharp is responsible for the “Alt-Right” cityscape sticker design placed around the three campuses; Sharp may have participated in the fascist propaganda night out; and Sharp certainly celebrated it via Twitter. In addition to posters and stickers left on the campuses, as part of the same propaganda effort someone left graffiti threatening violence against “anti-whites” on a KSU fraternity landmark. BigButternutJoe/Casey Cooper was explicit about his involvement in the multi-campus propaganda effort, although he may not have been present on every campus (if coordinated teams were involved.) Afterward, BigButternutJoe/Cooper made seventeen posts to his Twitter with pictures from the various campuses hit in the propaganda mission, each post including multiple images of posters, stickers, or graffiti. BigButternutJoe/Cooper then added:

Learned quite a lot from this weekend. Our next campaign is going to be smooth, efficient, and with even better designs. Keep a look out.
BigButternutJoe/Casey Cooper post about white power materials at Georgia State University

BigButternutJoe/Casey Cooper post about white power materials at Georgia Tech
3. On January 24, 2017, Cooper’s Twitter account posted thirteen images (in four different posts) of new “Alt-Right” stickers placed around Georgia Tech campus. Designs included “Join the Alt-Right,” “White America: Who Protects You & Your Family?” and “Diversity is a False God.” Seeking media attention, Cooper/BigButternutJoe tagged news stations in these posts and even followed up with a post providing the locations on the stickers on campus. (Twitter user @largeguyUUUU posted an image of the same propaganda at Georgia Tech, suggesting that he may also have been involved in this action.)
January 2017 “Alt-Right” white nationalist materials at Georgia Tech campus, claimed by BigButternutJoe/Cooper on Twitter

These three incidents may not be the extent of Cooper’s street/campus propaganda efforts, though. The stickers that first surfaced around Georgia Tech in January have now popped up on other campuses. There is significant circumstantial evidence that Cooper also placed racist propaganda in a couple of Atlanta areas.

We already discussed the “Fash the Nation” sticker at King of Pops in Inman Park, which BigButternutJoe/Casey Cooper took responsibility for online. From November 2016 to February 2017, the Inman Park neighborhood was repeatedly hit with racist and fascist propaganda, with up to three dozen stickers appearing at a time. Some of the stickers that appeared in this neighborhood were the Patrick Sharp-produced “Alt-Right” cityscape design, stickers produced by Tightrope (a business which circulates Klan and neo-Nazi materials), and finally the newer “Alt-Right” designs which premiered on Georgia Tech campus in January 2017 (a campus action claimed by Cooper). Starting November 2016, anti-fascists removed well over 150 far-Right and racist stickers posted around Inman Park, the nearby Historic Fourth Ward skate-park, and the Atlanta Beltline. Cooper’s apartment is less than a 20-minute stroll from the epicenter of the Inman Park propaganda campaign.

Finally, approximately ten stickers from Tightrope — the Klan/neo-Nazi business — were found in Midtown Atlanta by antifascists in December 2016. These stickers were placed on Spring Street between 17th and 18th, as well as on 17th between Spring Street and West Peachtree Street. In other words: they all appeared within a block of Atlanta’s John Marshall Law School. (The stickers were also a block away from the Jewish Federation of Greater Atlanta, which is near John Marshall.)

Conclusion

Between white nationalist organizing, racist propaganda campaigns, instigating abuse and making threats, Casey Jordan Cooper has had a busy year. We hope that this documentation is shared widely, so that that Cooper’s identity as a militant racist is known to those who must deal with him daily, and to whom he may pose a threat. To collectively oppose racist organizing in our communities, it is important to know who is responsible.
Cooper’s recent white power agitation provides a clear case study of how small circles of Alt-Right racists are attempting to move from internet posting to street-level propaganda runs, networking events, and infrastructure-building for their movement. If anti-racists are strategic, we can counteract and undermine many of these fledgling efforts.

As always, we encourage anyone with information on racist and fascist organizing in our region to get in contact and share what you know.

NOTES

We are releasing over a hundred images from an old Twitter account and an email for Casey Jordan Cooper, an Atlanta-area “Alt-Right” white nationalist.

Cooper was exposed by anti-racists earlier this year for his white power organizing. Despite outcry, Cooper remains a law student at Atlanta’s John Marshall Law School.

With two exceptions, the screen-caps are unedited:
(1) We removed the street number from a Milton Ave address, because we have no evidence that racists eventually purchased this property; and

(2) We edited out Casey Cooper’s old address, since Cooper has subsequently left that apartment building.

This information leak shows the extent of Casey Cooper’s white power efforts. It also contains much information about how “Alt-Right” white nationalists have organized regionally, including email invitation list for the Atlanta Forum white power gathering. We hope that anti-racists in Georgia and beyond put this information to good use.
```
E pluribus unum.
```

---

```
 Philippines. Chores out to our get together on the 1st

Oh shit!

That’s awesome!

Mike was actually considering my plans for the 3rd. But I think my next trip was too much for him.

He had listened through it. I sound have loved it.

Everybody on the AirFlight stays pretty close-knit.

Do you do?

May 9
```

```
Agree&Amplify

Do you do?

That’s fantastic. I’ve been dying for some people like me. And yeah, I do. I there week in my current program right now.

I do have a key condition which is the worsening of a condition amount of however. It makes me feel instantly wiped.

Great. We ain’t pretty good shape, but I’m the only dedicated.

I need every week for 3-10 years now.

Go to LA/Mexico. Because I’m a sad sad man.

I’ve got a home here.

Are you available to get together this weekend?

That’s my goal. One day here that on my own.

Bring your TRS guys if you want to. So I can meet you all before our larger gathering next weekend.

and soon, I’ll come to. Please write. I’m busy. Wednesday is my off night. So I’ll be open then.

May 9
```

```
Agree&Amplify

Alright. Let’s go Wednesday.

That sounds great. How it probably get home around 6-30 or so. My availability is free after that.

We’ll meet in the Smyrna area. Cigar Villa. 3599 Atlanta Rd SE, Smyrna, GA 30080

Shoot for 7-30. The carrier is crisp.

Ciao. I invite some of my other friends and let you know as to who is going to arrive. I’m sorry to be late. I’ll try to be there in 20. Thank you, no rush to the event. I would love that.

May 9
```

---

```

```
We'll meet in the Shinryou area. Oasis 'nita, 309 Peachtree Rd NE, Shinryou, GA 30095

Shoot for 7:30. The owner is almost friendly.

Cool. I'll invite some of my other friends and let you know as to who is able to show up. Thank you so much for this invite. I really glad you

May 9

That sounds great. I will be those for sure. And thank you, he is really interested in running up and learning how I can connect with more of us. I've been so excited to be a part of this.

May 9

Are you familiar with Sam? That's our?

Not sure, but I hear his name.

May 9

Would also love to meet some of the night with you sometime.

Fine.

May 9

Exploring until the problem is that you know, sketch comedy, improv and performance comedy. All of that has been severely toned down because of the social influence of what I thought was able to put on in public. Kinda passed out a bit.

May 9

But I still have some great stories I would love to share with 5 or more.

Great, what's his background? Age, etc.

May 9

I'm 21, works in tech, engaged to his high school girlfriend, pretty cool guy who's a computer science major.

I don't think he's a student.

May 9

His name's on the list. I'm not sure, but he left a note.

We chat with a few other guys on a group chat on the Cyber Cafe app.

Another one of our friends is interested in running, we will call it a split.

He's 32 and married. He's pretty well established in a lot of respects and is no one, has two chairs, a couple of girls in the room who have done to do what we can to eliminate the stigma in our society so that we can really make it known there's stories for all. It's a real.

May 9

May 9

No, right now. I would love to and see others. I'll let you know if any more are interested. It's great to be in the same neighborhood.
Agree&Amplify

Hey, man, for the dress code for #Amplify, do I wear something similar to last night but not 'tech and with a tie, that works right?

May 17

I'm not sure, but it seems like a good idea.

May 17

Yeah, I guess it works.

May 17

But it's my new tuxedo, I can't be pushed so hard.

May 17

Yeah, it's a bit tight.

May 17

How did it yesterday? Who showed up? Any of the new guys?

Jun 15

It was good, yes youth there were a couple new people I hadn't seen before. Generally it was a good time. We had about 15-20 people there.

Jun 15

Yeah, it was fun.

Jun 15

Any other new guys?

Jun 15

Yeah, a few people showed up.

Jun 15

I'm glad #Sunset finally made it.

Jun 15

Yeah, it was a good event.

Jun 15

I'm looking forward to more events like this.

Jun 15

Yeah, let's keep doing this.

Jun 15

The aesthetic of the new guy was strange.

Jun 17

I'm not sure what the aesthetic of the new guy was.

Jun 17

Yeah, it was interesting.

Jun 17

I'm glad that a few people showed up.

Jun 17

Agree&Amplify was the one who asked most if but didn't.

Jul 15

But hell, I'm thinking.

Jul 15

I'm also thinking.

Jul 15

I don't know how to bring a few people into the fold.

Jul 15

Yeah, it's a bit awkward.

Jul 15

The aesthetics of the new guy was strange.

Jul 15

Yeah, it was a bit weird.

Jul 15

Yeah, I'm also thinking.

Jul 15

I'm also thinking.

Jul 15
Phoenix Reich
@Reich
Jun 23

Yeah, that's the problem. I'm not into

men. Husbands/pets/boyfriends have good

anesthetics


The rest of the other guys were fine. Not cool, bad, weird, long hair

so, could work on it and get a classic mohawk look but pronounced it hard to
gain those people in a gym

Yes, I'm considering making it a requirement

Long hair has to go

Beards must be warned

Jun 15

I would agree, although I feel like those with serious willpower there
would need to be a way to incentivize the condition. Censorship

although, that's an advantage. It's an internal and so how do you

encourage personal choice

We don't need people without willpower

I guess I'm confusing a voter base with an actual increment

I see the need for numbers in a democracy and a voter base, but within
our ranks it's not necessary

What's your phone number? I seem to be missing it

Jun 25

212-922-6733, yeah. I should be headed to a decal for a work
assignment then I'll be off through

Probably get finished around if you guys are still hanging out

Glad to hear from you. I was coming over to hang for a bit if you
want to join, we both just got off from games

Let me know who is, which new guys are good, which are N.E.T.

We'll do

I was not the guy who was coming from his pool

This will be the first time seeing him

Our dude is a good looking fell man

Jun 23

Yeah, very good to see him. I'm getting to other needs up

good banter, the only new guy who was able to relax and he was definitely
superman we want to keep around more.

Tell me (Cute Cock) for more agreement, I made out

Jun 25

Sterg

Jun 23

Sterg

Jun 23

Sterg
Ok. Just trying to figure out if anyone I'll recognize will be there. I'll just look for the group in shorts 😝

At front table in door.
We will look for the overdressed middle aged guy

He looks kinda normal and basic at the meeting, although he was big on the TV. CO2! GOGO! Waht! Whatever
He contacted the group really turned my thoughts. Oh! I think PAA’s more disappointed than anyone else

He definitely had some game with big guy

Big guy called him smarmy. I told him that was like calling a ratard a retard to their face.

He is a narcissist.
He is a magician

Magician at gym

We can make it disappear with the flick of a wrist

I think Gants is good and healthy. But red-blooded boy came across as meme retarded. Goku would have been his best friend.

Like me, I have time for you, but I know you know that is not just with him. He was brilliant while other important man with life to offer. I felt a little lost, but I have big guy as a good judge of character and I think a lot of him to what I know. Goku would have filled the gap out a little more and then been a lord. But being a lord from the get go did not help him.

Oh yeah, absolutely.

Like Chase and I are really good friends and we bashed each other but no and both know we have each others back 100%

Big pay. We played the real of the night. I went and hugged him in the middle of the bar

And that is important to be good friends and have each other's backside, I mean back.

And do guy stuff to him and he thinks its funny for the most part

"Haha I'm sorry, your balls as a joke lol so cool right?"

"Ha ha the just checking or temp cool or looked up right now trying just stand still?"
Almost done with the cabin. Touch about comic shop. Take it slow with the woman. They play the crazy card, ok, fun. They play it to eventually. Some are just more powerful. I was thinking to have a few guys up some time with the afterlife. It’s her deal. It’s really cool these.

I hear you. This is harder than anyone ever has before Saturday.

She invited me up to study. I’m trying to get online and set up so we can go our own, she’s looking for we will pass for more and gone. Whatever how do you think of this and shell me a picture of a really great scumbag. Virginia laken. Damn. I am a person to notice she was looking at and I knew it wasn’t her but she insisted. I was more so you like it?

Oh man, I kept telling her with some ass backass.

Oh man, I kept telling her with some ass backass.

Oh man, I kept telling her with some ass backass.

Now I know you’re not gay, I really like the Princeton titanic we have. I like its great and tidy property, you know?

Tell her to put up or shut up. Games you don’t have time to chase the rabbits tail.

Well she was just: pausing you to keep in control. You can either play that game or make it known you make the rules.

We had her drive me around thought for the day. She brought me to a cigar shop, bought me a new cigar, got me some wine go.

Growing since I graduated harder than I have ever been before. She hadn’t been with that one, I had already had a detour for something I never thought I would get off by.

She was just pausing you to keep in control. You can either play that game or make it known you make the rules.

Then she saw Star Wars action figures.
@wasstown
@wasstown
@wasstown
@wasstown
@wasstown
@wasstown
Enoch Was Right

Oh shit no kidding

We moved out a long time ago. I drove through there recently and it looked as if it was doing ok for such an old neighborhood.

OCT 31

Give me the lowdown for auction night.

OCT 31

Just a get together starting at 6pm at my parents place in secret bottom. It's kinda like a meetup at there except fuiy if you want to bring your ass over for it. It's nice and big so we can be spread out all over the place. Food, drinks, music, dancing.

I only bring my prey when I'm talking to:

OCT 31

Dude. My wife will be in Chicago and I will be on full time daddy duty. I really want to come. Shit, guess we can stop in on twitter...

Nov 1

Guess you can bring the kids (or just go full ass up and leave them to themselves.

Nov 1

nah. he is eight. he is not ready for complete exposure and submission.

Nov 1

Well I could go man.

Nov 1

The hole is strong with you but I can see.

Nov 1

You need to love more

Nov 1

Why would I be uninvited to your camper party?

Nov 1

because

Nov 1

The jeezus don't tell around they don't know

Nov 1

Lot. You are at least unaware.

Nov 1

Lot. You are at least unaware.
Enoch Was Right

Here is the text content:

1. You know, I'm not really sure how to respond. You just seem... 
   (cut off)

2. Enoch, I need a hug. Who loves ya?

3. I look forward to going out soon with you and blog party. You have a lot of 
   fun and Chat! Chaff group stuff makes me feel young.

4. I'm too old for this anymore. Why do I carry a gun? Talk to me bro.

5. Oh, I'm sorry I was hungry. I can't believe America is great again.

6. I am best. Buying us two seats for our new future?

7. I mentioned to AA to get on the boards. I did it and was 
   necessary. I think we have no pick, no leader on there. If we want to be 
   recognized, we need to be on TRS. Let's talk to you in confidence.

8. Our conversation was.

9. We are not on the TRS forum as a group? We didn't see our pool party 
   picks or a leader card. Just telling you know.

10. We have people on TRS. Do you see a reason for us to be on there as 
    a group?

11. Enoch Was Right, I've had enough of this nonsense. Let's talk about 
    moving forward. I've had enough of this nonsense. Let's talk about 
    moving forward.
Phoenix Reich
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Bombay Lives Matter

To whom: @gigluzz

Hey, I'm not worried at all. I just want to de-certify that report.

Ygori + 9

There are 3 step people in this group:

- We have people... now we just need material.
- Chase and I have the stuff Phoenix was handing out at the election day party
- We should just be a party
- Wheatpaste is easy to make and we have the propaganda

Ygori Oct 10

I can print some of them, but I will. Here is the link to the posters

Ygori Oct 10

Hey, I'll start getting people in for the event!
The conversation starts with Ygorn asking if they are in the right location. The response from 2C6Mita is to check with Whitehull. Ygorn then asks if the protesting students should be contacted, to which 2C6Mita responds that the student protesters should be addressed.

Ygorn shares an image with a caption asking if the protest is for the color change. The response from 2C6Mita is that the protest is about the color change.

Ygorn suggests contacting the media about the protest, and 2C6Mita agrees, stating that the media should be engaged.

Ygorn asks if the students are going to be in the Agathonite area, and 2C6Mita confirms that they are.

Ygorn then asks if there is a Sandy Springs station, to which 2C6Mita responds that Sandy Springs is far from Sandy Springs.

Ygorn then asks if the protest is related to Sandy Springs, and 2C6Mita responds that the protest is not related to Sandy Springs.

Ygorn concludes the conversation by thanking 2C6Mita for the information.
your right

Josh, All I can find up there is a Deby and ITT Tech account from
a couple of years ago. I doubt it's the place you're referring to.

It seems unlikely that there would be a bad smell if guys are interested in
drinking a lot.

what else on a building is that way?

Dr. D. Nov 10

come off with water

Dr. D. Nov 10

I don't see anything regarding that.

Nov 10

I suggested getting those printed on a laser printer since water based ink
will run in the paper.

Dr. D. Nov 10

Could we discuss where to send up the Atlanta based mission:
your home in Decatur and me and our support team in Atlanta.

Dr. D. Nov 10

Will run in the paste.

Dr. D. Nov 10

I'm going to discuss where to send up the Atlanta based mission.
We'll have two camps to hit and we should get started right on the list.

When we get in touch with him regarding this we will get back to you with
the details.

I appreciate you guys on this one. It won't take very long and it's easier
than I thought. It will be very fun.

When we finish up in Atlanta, I'll see if I can get my way up to you guys for
some more.

Dr. D. Nov 10

no more tears for you since you will be ITP?

Dr. D. Nov 10

Oh cool.

Dr. D. Nov 10

the jaw don't quit

Dr. D. Nov 10

so that there's still meat in the jaw I should probably try to piggyback
with Phoenix or Lightning dad squad wherever needs it.

2. Dr. D. Nov 10

I did not mean to plan something so I did not know of your plans. Glad to

Dr. D. Nov 10

with Phoenix or the Lightning dad squad wherever needs it.

2. Dr. D. Nov 10

I need to be at camp at 530 by 11.

Dr. D. Nov 10

What have you seen or heard anything when I discussed this on

Dr. D. Nov 10

That's my only concern

Dr. D. Nov 10

Oh

Dr. D. Nov 10
hahaha no worries man, no one said anything when i announced this on Tuesday.

That is my only concern.

Ok.

Well I do one long before that.

db/Reddit/talk/10000

Ok.

I think this 90s gang team has our name on it. I think this is getting some much needed promotion and then turning the tables? We need to add a new post. I think you'll have the response until everyone else. I just feel like we're missing the point.

I appreciate all of you.

Write getting to keep the pressure on these liberal faggots.

just tell me what I need to do by 6

I will do it.

We got a good crew up north. It will take no more than 15 minutes to hit the GOV and then we'll fight it out.

Ygor Nov 10

scroll up and read what you and the fags are gonna do.

Just in case.

Ygor Nov 10

Big Golf is tight.

Big Golf Nov 10

So you and your gang are doing this and tech and we are doing Alphabet?

All Chem Nov 10

And CIO

Eve is Wax Right Nov 10

Oh I'll read the chat. I'll be with the fags squads probably.

Big Golf Nov 10

I should be feeling good enough tomorrow to take a walk around that.

Ygor Nov 10

Ygor and I are on a course now.

Don't be right Nov 10

I'm feeling good, the fags, goons, goons, goons and heurich are getting GOV and tech.

Heurich Nov 10

Ok cool.

Heurich Nov 10

special thanks to heurich. I'm doing see you are up here? I'll join house to be a part of this.

Maya Nov 10

Throwing this with everyone, he going to be a part of this.

Ok.

Omg

Ygor Nov 10

This comes out after with everyone, he going to be a part of this.

Ok.

Ygor Nov 10

Omg

Ygor Nov 10

Omg

Ygor Nov 10

Ok

Ygor Nov 10

Omg

Ygor Nov 10

Ok

Ygor Nov 10

Omg

Ygor Nov 10
We're gonna put this done and we're gonna paint these right. Thanks to everyone.

Yeah, we're gonna have fun, I also have cigars for everyone courtesy of J.

damn, Big Guy, you may have to come out of pocket on this one.

Check - let's figure out logistics of printing. I have a color printer and kind of手工.

big guy and I think have posters

you off tomorrow right?

Enos is on right Nov 10

really they just need to copy them

what time are you shooting?

Enos is on right Nov 10

but you guys do whatever you need to

Big Guy said it's true

we have a lot of posters

yeah, I have a white-cork can 12:00-1:00, but then I'm free, I'll rendez

also remember to take pictures of what you put up

hyped for this bro, what supplies do I need to bring with me, or do we have what we need?

Hennes's Outlaw Nov 10

get the kind of angle they do for identity rebels

OK, Going to: Should be wear tactical swag?

Big Guy: For some white paper and a brush. Other than that nothing I can think of. Everyone should have brushes and poster.

Let's go as inconspicuously as possible.

I will handle the palettes for Northwest Right Wing Dad Squad

Enos is on right Nov 10

And we said BC has enough posters?

Yeah Nov 10

Ask D3 how many posters he has.

I have...
Ygorn + 9

Ygorn Nov 10

Ask: How many posters he has?

Chad

Chad Nov 10

I'm in the room right now. I'm sitting on a chair somewhere.

LOL

Ygorn Nov 10

Alright guys, I'm going to study now. Follow up will happen later tonight and I'll be on Twitter all afternoon with any interesting updates.

Chad

Chad Nov 10

@YgornMay I come in and play with you?

LOL

Ygorn Nov 10

I suggest capturing the posters and to use them to help assemble the poster board.

Also make sure you look official.

Hat and shades recommended.

Shades at night?

Good luck!

Ygorn Nov 10
Ygori + 9

Hi, I was really looking forward to our chat. I'm glad we finally got a chance to talk.

Ygori + 9

Hi there! I hope you're doing well.

Ygori + 9

I've been meaning to call you but have been really busy with work. How have you been?

Ygori + 9

I've been good, thanks for asking. I've been busy with some projects, but overall everything is fine.

Ygori + 9

That's good to hear. I'm glad you're doing well. I've been working on some new ideas for a project I'm working on. It's been challenging, but I think it's going to turn out well.

Ygori + 9

That's great! I'm sure your ideas will be fantastic. Keep me posted on how it goes.

Ygori + 9

I will. Thanks for your support. I really appreciate it.

Ygori + 9

No problem. It's always good to have someone to bounce ideas off of.

Ygori + 9

I couldn't agree more. Well, I should probably get back to work. Take care!

Ygori + 9

Take care too. Talk to you soon.

Ygori + 9

Sure thing. I look forward to our next chat.

Ygori + 9

Me too. Have a great day!

Ygori + 9

You too! Goodbye.
Ygori + 9

Ygori: You gotta come with me tonight... It's an adult sorta... across the street from Lemonade Bar.

Ygori: Merry Christmas!

Ygori: I'm looking for dinner...

Ygori: I'm kind of confused...

Ygori: Can we head downtown or somewhere?

Ygori: I was going to walk around downtown tomorrow, but it's too good to miss.

Ygori: I was driving in wonderful Atlanta traffic... I'm down with the northside creek, will be at Public parking lot at 6:30 on Saturday.

Ygori: I'm quite fine, you know... It's just so

Ygori: I'm not going to the downtown tomorrow, but it's too good to miss.

Ygori: I was looking for dinner...

Ygori: I'm kind of confused...

Ygori: Can we head downtown or somewhere?

Ygori: I was going to walk around downtown tomorrow, but it's too good to miss.

Ygori: I was driving in wonderful Atlanta traffic... I'm down with the northside creek, will be at Public parking lot at 6:30 on Saturday.

Ygori: I'm quite fine, you know... It's just so
I can't wait to see how the whole thing goes across the country, the wall moves are going to flood.

Chapoing
@Chapoing Nov 10

It's easy. This is all about keeping the pressure on. Showing them we are organized and turno and we are going to win some time soon.

Hehich [Reply: Nov 10]

You don't think I'd make Trump look bad?

Max Chao Nov 10

It's going to be good. This is a smart move.

This will be glorious.

Chapoing
@Chapoing Nov 10

This will be glorious.

Who cares about his already won.

Big shout @ Nov 10

Phoenix, you better not get me killed by troops.

Phoenix Reich @PhoenixReich Nov 10

You will be fine. We'll all be fine.

O you're getting killed.

Max Chao Nov 10

We're not going to run around like a bunch of fools. We're going to be anonymous.

Taking back earth, I seek death.

Then again, you look like you're about 15 so they may think you're some kind of super smart angel.

Chapo is both your son AND your lover and you fear what Trump will do to your face.

Leh
@Leh Nov 10

and we can be betrayed old men, show fits for me, I guess.

Big Guy and Chao are my boys

@BigGuy8995 Nov 10

Leh
@Leh Nov 10

Chapo is both your son AND your lover and you fear what Trump will do to your face.

Leh
@Leh Nov 10

I'm going to dress like a total normie old man looking for late career change (so pretty much in character). I wish I had a social protector.

Ygori +9
@Ygori Nov 10
Or is it just me or do you have a different background?

Phoenix, do you wear shorts in the winter or do you wear those城里 digger pants that come just above the feet?

Tweets:

@Ygor19

I normally just wear shorts with the front embroidered.

It'll take out the farts out.

Phoenix, you need a pen that's not too long.

Nancha pants huh?

Trump (ID) wins.

No.

Elephant pants all day.

So we are out, thanks for organizing phoenix, hopefully see you saturday. Actually, you better come out.

@BashaoMang

Sure, I'm doing some research in the area if anyone wants to meet for a cup of tea. It will be after 2:00. Though.

@Ygor19

I will. I appreciate this. I really want our group to Atlanta to get together before the weather changes. Do we plan on doing that right next weekend at all? If so, we will get very far.

Thank you guys for understanding and helping out with everything. I just gotta solidify the Atlanta crew information, and we'll be good.

@BashaoMang

Which street should I print out?

And now many?

@BashaoMang

Whenever you actually like. 3 or 4 of each.

OK.

I would say anything basically.

Just basic. paper is enough.

@BashaoMang

OK, I'll print out of each tomorrow, and get all the other materials. Sorry for being last out of the loop.

@BashaoMang

I have no worries man. The tail of the work is closer. We just need to get everything together and go.

As long as we have enough for people to follow on projects, we'll be in good shape. Once all the tasks have been made.
Ok, I'll print out 4 of each tomorrow and get the other materials. Sorry for being kind of out of the loop.

@CenturyDekoyer Nov 15

Can we summarize now - the best of the write is done. We just need to get everything together and go.

As long as we have time by the end of the week, we'll be in good shape once all the paste has been made.

@CenturyDekoyer Nov 15

---

As long as we have time by the end of the week, we'll be in good shape once all the paste has been made.

not going to bleed through?

the wheat paste

though boss paper?

@Ygon Nov 15

why need shirt?

knew in my right

waxed down school glue will work too

Eme Nov 15

any kind of paste will work. Temper glue takes a second to dry before it can be used effectively.

Wheat paste is just basic school materials

@CenturyDekoyer Nov 15

I have some of that too

Don't mix right Nov 15

good for tinfoil

pocoyo

Eme Nov 15

So I just get a bucket of wheat paste, smear it on like a telephone pole, and can immediately put the poster on, yes?

@CenturyDekoyer Nov 15

I wouldn't say a bucket, can't really carry a bucket. I got some portable material paint in those small bottles. It makes a sealable container, paste the back of the poster, and then put on.

The brush (rubber roller) is there to roll on the paste, remove, base paste, and build layers.

Ingredients are found at Michaels or JoAnn Fabrics

@CenturyDekoyer Nov 15

gesso can be used to smooth it out

Eme Nov 15

I have some gesso on hand, so this is perfect.

Craft walk comes through again

@CenturyDekoyer Nov 15

So all I need is to buy some wheat paste and a brush, put it in the flaps, and stick the poster to the window again.

@CenturyDekoyer Nov 15

yes.

work, you gots. Make wheat paste but in flour and water

and put it in the holes if you don't mean to do that.

spare grace or report your wins

@CenturyDekoyer Nov 15
I can't wait.
Emotion X Right Nov 11

I'm going to be great; if you have anything to report, please let me know.
Ygari Nov 11

Today is the day; it'll be YGOD.
All Church Nov 12

You're adorable.
Ygari Nov 12

Breakfast is ready.
Emotion X Right Nov 12

Okay, I'm going to be at home but I have some loose ends to tie up.
All Church Nov 12

It's just raining here across from the city market; I'm all set to go. Anyone in the area wants me, and maybe I could offer to help.

The raggers at school made a movie tonight; it's an hour version. Lapacholino.
Nov 12

I'll be ready in an hour, but it's been a tough week. Haven't been home yet; need to get ready.

You drive there Sam?
Customer Support Nov 12

I'm not at the parking desk.
Nov 12

There's another dude in a white car there just looking and idling as if he wants to look at the phone with a coat and sunglasses like the old.
Nov 12

PS4 Let's go.
Ben Groover Nov 12

Sup bro.
Nov 12

That's me.
Nov 12

Learning for Alphaville Publico in 13 min. Should be there by 6.30.
Ygari Nov 12

Note that the report is from tonight.
Big Boost Nov 12

May be there.
Big Boost Nov 12

I can't thank Ayudh for turning it into a gift! Just for the Lord's sake, it's very cheap.

Marie a bit earlier.
Big Boost Nov 12

I have been banned into a spot, just facing some dude; then I saw a trump sign about a mile down the road. No shit.

About 4 kids looked to be all mad.
Emotion X Right Nov 12

Boat out da get home.
Big Boost Nov 12

It's their round 02:30 as well.
Achem Nov 12

Chord and I left my house. Be there by 16.
You're one of the lawgops right?

My PTA is blowing the roof up over local news. I don't even go to that school. If they somehow ID me what's the worst that can happen?

No clue. At WORST I'm a moveeater. At best, they expel a kid after school.

That's awesome though. good results in it.

I was supposed to be a piece covering it on that Dicenso news

Very nice.

I wouldn't worry about expressing, if anything happens refuse to speak and get an attorney.

I can ask around but don't know many criminal attorneys.

You're gonna be fine. It's a first amendment issue, you're not advocating anything.

Thanks man. If you could see around that be awesome. Just to soothe my paranoia.
My brother is trying to date a cheerleader.
- General Dakota

How old is your brother Kaico?
- EngagedMishmash

Younger than me.
- General Dakota

The funny thing is, he has a mix of Asian traits.
- General Dakota

Anna body pillow - #flirtynerd girl
- General Dakota

None of the streetfighter girls he hangs out with would be caught dead with a white man, apparently because of their parents.
- General Dakota

And he tells me this, and I say, "Isn't that interesting? How other races prefer to stay within themselves?"
- General Dakota

I turned a Mexican on one but turns out she's just Italian with a bearer last name like me.
- General Dakota

And he's just the "mac don't care" I have lots of届cial friends.
- General Dakota

Lil ironic.
- General Dakota

Rule that term.
- General Dakota

It's artsy.
- General Dakota

My history teacher in said "Bullsh*t!"
- General Dakota

Funny really. Just sounds gay as fuck.
- General Dakota

Sorry, I've never met a more worthy person in my life.
- General Dakota

New black shoe.
- NewBlackShoeUSA

I'm pretty sure there are worse ones out there, but in my experience, I've met no end worse.
- General Dakota

I'm gonna come to your school and beat up your teachers.
- General Dakota
ATL Neo-Harambists

- what if you told your parents that you don't like going to school with so many remember?
- Big beautiful will 10h
- I actually put it in the essay too.
- General H窣 11h
- ask if you can move
- or if they can move.
- My beautiful will 11h
- Apparently not.
- General H窣 11h
- Full of coppers but is best school?
- General H窣 11h
- Full of coppers but is best school?
- General H窣 11h
- Ultimately it helps.
- It's not coppers.

Ultimately it helps.
- It's not coppers.
- General H窣 11h
- He can?
- General H窣 11h
- indians?
- General H窣 11h
- It's coppers, and coppers are coppers
- General H窣 11h
- I hate your defender.
- General H窣 11h
- I feel like one of those lofty charter schools where you have to have your name draw to get in. Clearly though they have minority quotas.
- General H窣 11h

I'm gonna come to your locker and clean at your watch.
ATL Neo-Haramists

- It's now a function of how many same minority members live in the county
  - General Hacka @ 11h
  - And how Whites tend to stick to their neighborhood as they get older
  - They "ząd" write have special of any kind
  - I would be surprised to find out that they do.
- General Hacka @ 11h
  - Not the case for the whites as much too. This county may be crisp, but not that far.
- General Hacka @ 11h
  - I would like Trump to eliminate affirmative action
  - Big Beautiful Wal @ 13h
  - Absolutely.
  - I'd like Trump to eliminate minorities.
  - General Hacka @ 11h
- General Hacka @ 11h
  - That's the problem ends instantly.
  - General Hacka @ 11h
  - It's like to have free reign to police my own community
  - Then the problem ends instantly.
- General Hacka @ 11h
  - I can't wait to get home and switch into my new balances
  - Big Beautiful Wal @ 12h
  - I need to buy some

- Big Beautiful Wal @ 12h
  - I got the basics but they aren't cheap.
  - Big Beautiful Wal @ 13h
  - For a very basic shoes $90 is kind of steep
  - Big Beautiful Wal @ 13h
  - But it is for the cause.
  - Big Beautiful Wal @ 13h
  - They're made in America
  - It's worth the price

ATL Neo-Haramists

- They're made in America
  - General Hacka @ 11h
- It's worth the price
  - General Hacka @ 11h
- That's even better
  - General Hacka @ 11h
- Brick Brink is talking about Sam Hyde
They’re made in America
It’s worth the price
Some 400 g
Big Beautiful Man is old
Big Beautiful Man is 100
Black Elgin is talking about Sam Hyde
Saying he hates old Swims and millions of dollars
Big Beautiful Man is old
Big Beautiful Man is 100
What
2 Sam Hyde
Big Beautiful Man is old
Big Beautiful Man is 100
WFest: Elgin is a right riot
That’s the only explanation
Big Beautiful Man is old
Big Beautiful Man is 100
He said he knew it was a riot while he was in the hospital
Big Beautiful Man is old
Big Beautiful Man is 100
WWE Elgin is trying to ride a lagoon now
Andreas Olsen is old
I’ll consider taking him off if he says on all that’s he’s a cock and all right in a legitimate movement
Andreas Olsen is old
Then tell him to run off
Andreas Olsen is old
Black needs to become a suited bodybuilder before being accepted
ATL Neo-Harambists
@atlneo-harambists
Andreas Olsen is old
Black needs to become a suited bodybuilder before being accepted
Confederate History is old
Made the right move for
Augusta University students call for...
archived 18 Nov 2016 22:24:26 UTC
ATL Neo-Harambists
@atlneo-harambists
Congrats man! Old at 100
Made Elgin a huge success and did something really hard to push up towards the all right
Order of the Dragon is old
That’s awesome! Congratulations, we gotta keep pushing
Andreas Olsen is old
I printed a list of the job posters at work. Will be dropped everywhere I go
Andreas Olsen is old
Need to make a campus run soon when I can get to a color printer
Andreas Olsen is old
ATL Neo-Harambists
@atlneo-harambists
at me, the A concourse goldbergs
I’m a one of a kind
Black disabled and make sure you get extreme
Evan’s New Right
OFA
Big Beautiful Man is old
Big Beautiful Man is 100
200 g
Big Beautiful Man is old
Big Beautiful Man is 100
375 g
Big Beautiful Man is old
Big Beautiful Man is 100
That would be a great gift
Big Beautiful Man is old
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Atlanta Antifascists

Analysis: Leaked Information Details Atlanta’s “Alt-Right” White Nationalist Scene

MAY 24, 2017MAY 23, 2017 ~ ANTIFASCISTINATLANTA

Introduction

Recently, screen-captured messages from Atlanta-area white nationalist leader Casey Cooper were published on Its Going Down, an anarchist and anti-racist website. This leak of white nationalist communications also included an email invitation list for the Atlanta Forum, a white power gathering in our region earlier this year. Taken together, the leaked materials show Casey Cooper’s transition from an “Alt-Right” sympathizer in the beginning of 2016 to a prospective state leader for the white power movement by the end of that year. The information from Casey Cooper’s accounts reveal how “Alt-Right” racists organize regionally, especially how the white nationalist organization Identity Evropa operates. The screen-captures establish that Cooper was a member of Identity Evropa, and engaged in activity on their behalf.

The newly-public online conversations also provide detail on how “Alt-Right” racists coordinated to hit multiple Georgia campuses with white power propaganda in the immediate aftermath of Trump’s electoral victory. In our analysis of the leaked white nationalist communications, we first discuss what the leak reveals about specific white nationalist figures; we then discuss the mid-November 2016 white power propaganda run coordinated by Casey Cooper; and we conclude with some notes about what this new information reveals about “Alt-Right” organizing more generally.
New Information About Casey Cooper’s White Power Activity

We have already written extensively about Casey Jordan Cooper, a militant racist who attends Atlanta’s John Marshall Law School (AJMLS). Cooper’s leaked correspondence further establishes that Cooper was behind the old “Phoenix Reich”/@BigButternutJoe Twitter account. As we have previously documented, Cooper used this Twitter account to issue death threats, agitate for the white power cause, and make racist and homophobic remarks about his neighbors as well as other AJMLS students. The new documentation on Its Going Down does not fundamentally alter the picture of Casey Cooper our organization has already provided. Rather, it adds new details to that picture.

Cooper’s online discussions show that when he first got active on the far-Right, he gravitated toward TheRightStuff (TRS) website and its forums. The first time Cooper met with racist leader Patrick Sharp (who was then “Agree&Amplify”/@AgreeAndAmp on Twitter) Cooper also planned to bring another “TRS guy” to the meet-up.

In a different discussion — this time with Alpharetta, Georgia white nationalist Zac Johnson, who at the time was “Enoch Was Right”/@_enoch_powell on Twitter — Cooper stated that one of his goals in attending the November 2016 National Policy Institute conference in Washington, DC was to “get back involved” with TRS podcaster “Musanous Rufus.” Casey Cooper added that “Rufus […] extended a lot of olive branches to me […] when I was newer” in the racist movement. Cooper would later assist the January 2017 “Atlanta Forum” white nationalist gathering, which was organized by “Rufus” and other TRS affiliates. The information leak also discloses that Casey Cooper traveled to the TheRightStuff “TRStlemania” conference, February 10-11, 2017 in Houston, Texas.
Despite these connections with TheRightStuff, Cooper appears to have joined the Identity Evropa white nationalist organization. In Cooper’s November 2016 photograph with Patrick Sharp, Cooper wears an Identity Evropa pin flaunting his affiliation with that organization. In an earlier discussion with Patrick Sharp, Cooper mentions that he “talked with the guys in IE [Identity Evropa] about our rally and success.” (It is unclear which rally Cooper was referring to.) When Cooper wrote in November 2016 of putting up propaganda with Joshua David Hitson during the previous “campaign,” it is likely that this earlier effort was placing Identity Evropa materials around Atlanta. In his Twitter messages, Cooper also mentions sending Zac Johnson “a referral from Identity Evropa,” again making clear that Cooper was part of Identity Evropa’s communication channels.

Identity Evropa logo, as featured on pin worn by Casey Cooper.

To be fully integrated within some white nationalist circles, it appears that Casey Cooper had to take a DNA test and share the results with others. In a message of October 13, Zac Johnson of Alpharetta reports to Cooper that the “DNA test looks good.” However, Cooper is also teased about being a “Jew” after this point, presumably because Cooper’s DNA test revealed some small amount of ethnically Jewish heritage.

By early November 2016 Casey Cooper got the impression that “they [national level Alt-Right leaders] want me to take the reigns [sic] and try to get in as the state level guy” for Alt-Right networks, while Patrick Sharp moved on a greater national-level role. When Cooper hosted an election-night gathering for white nationalists at his family home in Sweet Bottom, Duluth, Georgia, this event may have helped further boost Cooper’s reputation as a leader among Georgia Alt-Right participants. When Cooper organized racist posters to be placed on various Georgia campuses the weekend action Trump’s victory (see full discussion later), this coordinated action was planned to raise the stature of his Georgia Alt-Right networks prior to the National Policy Institute far-Right conference in Washington, DC.

Other Figures

(A) Zachary Van Johnson

While the information leak does not add a huge amount of detail to what our group has previously written about Alpharetta resident Zac Johnson, the newly-leaked messages corroborate our earlier claims about Johnson’s racist organizing and show Johnson to be fully integrated within Georgia Alt-Right circles. (Quick update: on the day that our initial article about Zac Johnson was published, Johnson’s longtime @j_enoch_powell profile suddenly vanished from Twitter.) In the leaked messages, Zac Johnson/”Enoch Was Right” discussed his work on a cabin in Blue Ridge, Georgia. Johnson was
referring to the Bigfoot Blue Ridge cabin, owned by him and his wife Bethany Del Campo Johnson. This cabin is currently being rented to vacationers, generating income that presumably enables Johnson’s white power organizing.

Zac Johnson played a key role in hitting the Georgia State University – North (formerly Georgia Perimeter College) campus with racist posters on November 12, 2016, using his wife’s Honda for this mission. The November poster campaign is discussed in a separate section below.

(B) Patrick Nelson Sharp

Messages between Casey Cooper and Zac Johnson reveal that by the end of 2016, white nationalist organizer Patrick Sharp was transitioning from regional white power efforts to potentially bigger, national-level activities within the Alt-Right. (Sharp is “Agree&Amplify”/@AgreeAndAmp in the leaked messages. We have already written extensively about Patrick Sharp’s organizing, for example this article discussing Sharp’s final years as a student at Georgia State University in Atlanta.)

The leaked messages from Casey Cooper show that Georgia Alt-Right participants typically defer to Patrick Sharp’s judgment. For example, in a discussion of where to place racist posters, the comment “Patrick [Sharp] said he doesn’t want them in bathrooms” immediately took that option off the table. Discussions between Casey Cooper and Zac Johnson of Patrick Sharp’s leadership style make it clear that Sharp has a pseudo-“veteran” status on the local far-Right, despite being active for less than half a decade. In addition, Patrick Sharp demands respect and an air of seriousness from who are active with him. Sharp obsesses over the appearance of Alt-Right participants, asserting that “We must have a handsome, eugenic crew”, and that ideally “long hair has to go” and “beards must be earned” within his all-male local crew. Given this pressure, it is no surprise that several of Sharp’s racist associates switched to short haircuts towards the end of 2016.

According to a November 2016 message from Casey Cooper to Zac Johnson, Patrick Sharp had outlined a new project: “the next big thing is the antifa psyop” which aimed at “subversion” of anti-fascist forces. Cooper summarized the Sharp-promoted “psyop” scheme as “We antifa now,” which suggests attempted infiltration or impersonation. If Sharp and his followers followed through on these plans, there is no evidence that they succeeded in anything beyond low-level electronic harassment.

Cooper’s leaked communications highlight that Sharp still occasionally takes part in street-level propaganda activity. For example, we were curious about who spray-painted a Kennesaw State University fraternity landmark with the slogan “Good Night Anti-Whites” on the weekend following Trump’s election. Now we have an answer, since Casey Cooper congratulated Sharp: “Killer work on the rock” (where the graffiti was placed).
Since the period outlined in the info leak, Patrick Sharp has been active in nationally-coordinated Alt-Right events. Predictably enough, Patrick Sharp attended white nationalist leader Richard Spencer’s appearance at Auburn University in Alabama this April (the event was in Sharp’s region and Sharp grew up in Alabama.) Sharp also traveled further afield, and was pictured at the May 13 white power rally in Charlottesville, Virginia where participants carried torches and chanted Nazi slogans.

(C) Sam Dickson

While Patrick Sharp benefits from a bogus “vetran” status gained over the course of just a few years on the racist Right, Atlanta lawyer Sam Dickson has been active in white power causes for decades. In the ‘70s and ‘80s, Dickson represented Klan clients. Dickson’s website boasts that he has spoken at every American Renaissance conference, since the suit-and-tie racist gatherings began in 1994. Dickson currently mentors younger “Alt-Right” white nationalists in our region. When Casey Cooper was getting more involved in white power organizing, “Are you familiar with Sam Dickson?” was one of the first questions Patrick Sharp asked Cooper.

The leaked “Alt-Right” messages make clear that Sam Dickson opens his Atlanta home for meet-ups by younger white nationalists. In one message, Patrick Sharp gives out Dickson’s address for a get-together. Dickson also mentors young white nationalists in other ways. Dickson made much of his wealth on the Atlanta property market, by purchasing unpaid tax debts and using them as leverage to acquire properties for cheap, frequently in gentrifying areas. When Patrick Sharp and Casey Cooper discussed purchasing property in the Chosewood Park area of Atlanta, Sharp wrote that: “I’m sure Sam will have good advice for us.”

(D) Joshua David Hitson
Cooper’s communications highlight the role played by Joshua David Hitson in Atlanta-area white nationalist activities. Hitson is a self-described “hipster” as well as a racist — prior to his white power efforts, Hitson was an early member of Atlanta hard rock act Bitters. As “JD Hitson”, he has been published on the white nationalist Radix Media website. Hitson also self-published a book, *Deep Lie the Roots*, which “examines the detriment of Judeo-Christianity on the consciousness of the European peoples.” Until recently, Joshua Hitson was @ContrarianGent on Twitter, using the account to publish a steady stream of abuse against people of color, Jewish people, feminists, and so on. Hitson’s compulsive Twitter use then switched to the “LeGentContraire”/@ Mr. Cavalier account, which again made clear Hitson’s white power commitments. (That account was shut down on the same day that the Casey Cooper info leak was published.)

![Twitter Screenshots]

Comments from Joshua Hitson’s
@ContrarianGent Twitter account, 2016

Hitson is listed as a 9th grade English teacher at Whitewater High School in Fayetteville, Georgia.

In Casey Cooper’s messages, Hitson is usually referred to as “Gent.” In one message, Hitson is mentioned by his old Twitter handle, when Patrick Sharp tells Casey Cooper that “I’ve got two guys I want you and @ContrarianGent to check out.” The fact that Joshua Hitson was trusted with screening participants for the local Alt-Right crew reveals that Hitson is an established, respected figure in Georgia racist circles.

Not only did Hitson help coordinate the November 12, 2016 propaganda mission in which racist posters were posted around several Georgia campuses (more information below) but according to Casey Cooper’s messages, Hitson also helped with an earlier propaganda “campaign.” Cooper’s comment seems to reference one or more earlier incidents in 2016 when Identity Evropa propaganda appeared in Atlanta.
Joshua Hitson is among those pictured at the election night racist gathering at Casey Cooper’s family home in Sweet Bottom, Duluth, Georgia.

(E) Evan Thomas Kuettner

The info leak also reveals that white nationalist leader Evan Thomas Kuettner has been spending time in the Atlanta metropolitan area. Kuettner is connected to Identity Evropa and helped to coordinate the November 2016 National Policy Institute (NPI) conference in Washington, DC. In an interview from that conference, Kuettner was quoted as “Evan Thomas of Michigan.” Thomas/Kuettner has an extensive history as a white nationalist in Michigan, where he operated as “Evan Thomas,” “Tom Kuettner” and “David Starr Jordan” (his handle on the white supremacist Stormfront.org forum). Kuettner organized events when Canadian neo-Nazi Paul Fromm visited Michigan; Kuettner also tried to advance his politics in more mainstream spheres by leading the Warren, Michigan Tea Party chapter and even running for Warren City Council in 2011.

Around the same time as the National Policy Institute conference last year, Kuettner’s “Evan Thomas” Twitter account gave a location of “Atlanta, GA,” which suggests that he spends at least some of his time locally. Now, Casey Cooper’s information leak corroborates this: Kuettner/Thomas is pictured at the 2016 election-night white nationalist gathering at Cooper’s family home in Duluth.

When Casey Cooper sent an October 2016 message that he “talked with the guys in IE [Identity Evropa] about our rally and success,” Cooper mentions name-dropping “Evan” in the conversation.

Most recently, “Evan Thomas” played a key role in the torch-bearing white nationalist demonstration in Charlottesville, Virginia on May 13, 2017 (which Patrick Sharp also attended.)

(F) Chase Riggs Carroll

The leaked messages also highlight Georgia State University (GSU) student Chase Riggs Carroll’s involvement in the regional white power scene. We have previously written about Carroll, and noted that Carroll traveled to Auburn University for white nationalist leader Richard Spencer’s event on April
Carroll is frequently mentioned in messages by Zac Johnson, Patrick Sharp and Casey Cooper, often referred to as “Big Guy.”

During the time documented in the info leak, Chase Carroll used the @BBlopperson Twitter account. (One post in the leaked messages is a photo of Carroll, which Carroll posted using the @BBlopperson profile.) In the leaked messages, the Twitter account’s name was set as “Big Moof,” but at other times the Twitter profile used Carroll’s nickname of “Big Guy.”

Later, Carroll went on to use the Twitter account @largeguyuuuu (now also gone.) This account also used the name “Big Guy” and shares the same profile picture as the old @BBlopperson account.

The @largeguyuuuu account posted an image on January 24, 2017 of a racist “Alt-Right” sticker (designed by Carroll’s friend Zac Johnson) at Georgia Tech campus. Casey Cooper also posted pictures of these stickers at Georgia Tech, suggesting that Carroll and Cooper may have placed the materials together.
(G) More Names

The info leak also contains messages from GSU students McKinley Witzler (formerly “9thCenturyDeplorable”/@USCharlemagne) and Charles/Chaz Neugebauer (formerly “Alt-Chud”/@chaz_nuke). City of Atlanta employee Alex Dibble (@AlbusDibbledore/“A. Domini” then @Karabiner_9814/“Fine ‘ol Solution” on Twitter, account now deleted) also appears in the leaked messages and took part in the Alt-Right crew’s activities. Many other profiles are in the info leak — we encourage anyone with more information about them to get in contact.

As well as the figures we’ve already mentioned, Identity Evropa member Jared Huggins and local Alt-Right participant Grant M. Hick (AKA “Grant Fox” on Facebook) appear in photographs from the 2016 election night racist gathering.
White Nationalist Propaganda Spree on Georgia Campuses, November 2016

A large portion of the leaked messages involve planning for a coordinated propaganda mission, which hit multiple Georgia campuses on the weekend after the 2016 election. The Georgia poster campaign was part of a national effort, publicized on TheRightStuff website. In Georgia, racist posters such as “Why White Women Shouldn’t Date Black Men” as well as “Alt-Right” stickers were placed on several campuses. We discussed this event in previous articles, since Patrick Sharp is responsible for the “Alt-Right” sticker placed on these campuses, and Casey Cooper used his Twitter account to circulate photos of the white power materials plastered around the universities. On the weekend of November 12-13, 2016, Georgia State University and Georgia Tech in Atlanta campuses were hit, as was Kennesaw State University. In previous articles, we did not mention that Georgia State University – North (formerly Georgia Perimeter College) in Alpharetta was also targeted with racist materials. However, Casey Cooper’s Twitter messages make clear that racist materials went up at this campus as well. A little white later, white power posters also appeared at Augusta University.

It is now clear that Casey Cooper coordinated the overall poster campaign, and that Zachary Van Johnson did much of the work to ensure that racist materials went up in Alpharetta. Patrick Sharp appears to have bottom-lined propaganda around Kennesaw State University, although a reference to “KSU guys” suggests Sharp was not alone. In a message to Cooper, Sharp accept credit for graffiti threatening “anti-whites.”

Casey Cooper thought of the November propaganda mission as an attempt to increase the prestige of the metro Atlanta Alt-Right crew, just as the National Policy Institute Conference in Washington, DC was approaching. Cooper also aimed to turn Georgia Tech and Georgia State into “our territory” with the white power posters. Other participants gleefully discussed what they anticipated the consequences of the poster campaign to be, especially any negative effects on students of color.

Six people are mentioned as being on the November 12 posting/stickering team for Georgia State University in Atlanta and Georgia Tech: Casey Cooper, Joshua D Hitson (“Gent”), McKinley Witzler (formerly “9thCenturyDeplorable”/@USCharlemagne), “Eugene” (formerly @GasChamberz), “Z. Ben Goeringson”/@BenGoeringson, and finally “Heinrich Gottlieb”/@h_glieb.

During planning, McKinley Witzler stated that he could not let placing racist posters interfere with him getting to work at 11PM on the Saturday night. (Witzler works as a security guard around Georgia State University.) Witzler offered that his “waifu” — i.e. girlfriend Madison Craytor — would make the wheat-paste for putting up posters. In the end, Witzler may have only helped with part of the racist posting mission, as Witzler later asked in the group chat where the posters had been placed around Georgia State campus, since he wanted to have a look while on break from his campus security job.
Racist posters at Georgia Tech campus,  
November 12, 2016

In one of our previous articles discussing the November racist propaganda spree, we stated that “it appears someone else may have placed” the racist posters at Augusta University, not the same individuals responsible for the posters around Atlanta. This assessment was based on the distance between Augusta and Atlanta, the posters appearing on different nights, and a different Twitter account publishing photos of the propaganda around Augusta University. (Casey Cooper published photos of the other campuses on his old “Phoenix Reich” Twitter account.) As it turns out, however, one of the participants in Georgia State/Georgia Tech posting mission later placed the Augusta University posters. “Heinrich”/@h_glieb drove a couple of hours to join with Atlanta Alt-Right participants to put up posters around Georgia Tech and Georgia State campuses on Saturday night. This same individual later placed racist materials around Augusta University’s campus.

It appears that five people volunteered to place Alt-Right posters around Georgia State University – North (formerly Georgia Perimeter College) in Alpharetta that same evening. The five participants mentioned in the messages were: Zac Johnson, Chase Carroll (“Big Mooof”/“Big Guy” in the messages), Chase’s friend Chaz Neugebauer (“Alt-Chud”), Alex Dibble (“A. Domini”) and finally “Ygori” (responsible for the now-deleted @_Ygori_ then @kebabinator1488 accounts on Twitter.) Zachary Van Johnson appears to have been the main coordinator for the Alpharetta team.

Additional Information About “Alt-Right” White Nationalist Organizing

The information leak shows that many local Alt-Right efforts are coordinated via group messaging on Twitter. The “ATL Neo-Harambists” messaging group on Twitter facilitates bigoted chit-chat as well as organizing efforts. When Patrick Sharp posted a photo of an October 2016 Atlanta “Alt-Right” meet-up to his Twitter, the logo for the “Neo-Harambists” was included on that image.
On a different note: Casey Cooper’s online payment for the February 2017 TheRightStuff conference in Houston, TX shows that, while the white nationalists at TheRightStuff were supposedly blocked from using Paypal, they simply use a new Paypal address to circumvent restrictions. That email account is: standardpoolco@gmail.com. Anti-Fascist News has raised this issue before, but so far it does not seem to have led to action.

Finally, the comments of white nationalist Patrick Sharp (“Agree & Amplify”) about his friendship with comedian Sam Hyde of the Million Dollar Extreme (MDE) troupe, as well as Patrick Sharp’s claim that “Sam [Hyde] was staying at my place while he was in town,” add to the evidence that MDE are not merely “edgy” entertainers, but are enmeshed in the broader Alt-Right.

Conclusion

We have discussed the Casey Cooper info leak in detail, since it explains a lot about regional Alt-Right organizing. We hope to have made a good start in analyzing the leaked messages. We invite other anti-racists to build on our efforts here. If you have further information on the white nationalists discussed in this article — or whose messages or photos appeared in the info leak — please get in contact.
PHOTOS OF ALT-RIGHT WHITE NATIONALISTS ON STONE MOUNTAIN,
SEPTEMBER 10, 2016
Note: the shirts worn by Patrick Nelson Sharp and Casey Jordan Cooper in these photos contain far-Right references. The Right Stuff is a notorious “Alt-Right” racist website. “88” is alphanumeric code for “H.H.” or “Heil Hitler.” The helicopter is a reference to murders under the Pinochet dictatorship in Chile.
Alt-Right Racists on Stone Mountain

November 5, 2016

The day before the 15-year anniversary of 9/11, 16-20 alt-right Trump supporters brought racism and hate speech to the top of Stone Mountain. The video below contains graphic and racist language but is important to see. UPDATE: Thanks to several readers, including a group called the Atlanta Antifascists, at least one of these males has been identified as a known white nationalist named Patrick Sharp. Another has been identified as Casey Jordan Cooper (as of March 2017).

I began my hike up the mountain on the afternoon of Saturday, September 10, with the usual wonderment of the perpetually fascinated. Signs of encroaching autumn rushed my senses and the 15-year anniversary of 9/11 weighed on my mind. A large banner decrying veterans lost to PTSD hung between two trees at the base of the walk-up trail. Shiny magenta clusters of beautyberry held up the blue autumn sky and Monarch butterflies fed on yellow daisies as the Yellow Daisy Festival went on elsewhere in the park. In a half hour I would be heckled and taunted and called a “Christ killer,” a “Jew,” and a “cunt” by a pack of sixteen twenty-something “alt-right” white males, two smoking cigars, one swilling beer (it’s not allowed) and donning a Confederate flag as a cape for show.
Midway up the mountain I stopped to talk with a lovely Pakistani family that lives in Johns Creek, GA and their friends visiting from Pakistan. Nadeem, an ENT, playfully climbed a tree and later shared that in his holy book, the Quran, mountains were created by Allah to keep the Earth from shaking. I shared my 9/11 story with them of how I walked across the Manhattan Bridge that day, the part where cars drive, with thousands of people, some covered in soot. Wearing all black, I had not come prepared for the 91-degree heat that afternoon and was so grateful for the bottle of water and popcorn they shared.

I rounded the top of the mountain and took in a heartwarming scene of a Mexican man sitting with his two daughters taking in the view of Atlanta, and they, too, graciously posed for photos, though one of the girls was tired. I then walked over to one of the geodetic markers at the very center of the mountain, where I made small talk with a Korean War vet in his 80s named Arden Rowley. One look at his hat, and I thanked him for his service and asked him to remind me why we were in Korea then in the first place. Even if I might know something (or think I know), I usually want to hear someone else’s explanation. America was protecting South Korea and fighting Communism and, indirectly, Russia and China. He took out his cell phone and pulled up a YouTube video showing a satellite image of South Korea all lit up and North Korea in darkness. But the sun made it too bright to see it, and I told him I’d go home and Google it.
I parted ways with Arden Rowley around the same time the alt-right troublemakers appeared on the mountain. They wanted to be noticed in their Trump T-shirts with their stinky cigar smoke and the Confederate flag, as if their theatrics were designed to recall a page out of the KKK’s old book of taking their white supremacy to the top of this very mountain.

**WARNING:** The video you are about watch contains graphic and racist language and scenes. You won’t be subjected to the vulgar worst of what I heard that afternoon, thanks to the wind, but you should watch this to familiarize yourself with the dangerous new younger generation of racist “alt-Republican” Trump supporters we’ve been hearing so much about during this election. If you recognize any of these boys, please let me know. **UPDATE:** Thanks to several readers, including a group called the Atlanta Antifascists, at least one of these males has been identified as a known white nationalist named Patrick Sharp.

"Why are you wearing a Confederate flag?" I asked.

"Dixie till I die!" he sang out.

"Even if it’s offensive to many people?" I questioned.
That was enough to light their powder keg, to ignite their political publicity stunt. Before they began chanting “all-right! all-right! all right!” I was told to go back to where I came from, called a cunt, and every anti-Semitic cliché in the book. One even said “Look at that nose.”

Arden Rowley walked over to the guy wearing the Confederate flag, and even they thanked him for his service, too. But Mr. Rowley actually had to ask them what kind of political party they were, as he’d never heard of the alt-right. It was so disheartening seeing this POW being taken in by them, as one of them pointed to me as an example of “the work” that’s still left to do, as Mr. Rowley squeezed one of the boy’s shoulders as an attaboy.

“No one’s buying what you’re selling anymore!” one of them shouted with a tone of na-na, na-na, boo-boo, stick your head in doo-doo. “It’s 2016. No one cares if you call me a racist anymore.”

You can see a little boy walk by in the video. And the Mexican and Pakistani families I’d just met, and so many other innocent passersby, were witnessing and hearing this obscene spectacle, too. One or two supporters cheered them on shouting “First amendment!”

“You guys are an embarrassment,” I said.

“To what...to what...to you?”

“To humanity,” I said. “You’re perpetuating hate and violence.”

Their “leader,” the one with the short dark hair, muttered something about me being a “Christ killer.”

“I asked you why you were wearing the flag, and you’re trying to incite me.”

“Whah, wah, wah,” one of them heckled.

“Are you a racist club? What kind of racist club are you?” I asked, and repeated. “What kind of racist club are you?”

The leader actually mumbled something about being “the chosen club.”

I later learned from a former APD detective that I should have just called 911 as soon as trouble began, but at that moment, shaken as I was to be this abused, I simply kept my camera pointed at them from a safe distance and yelled over to them, “I’ll be sure to report your racist activities!” I did call the park police to report it later that day for the record.

Then they began chanting “safe space! safe space! safe space!” like a brainwashed cheerleading squad trained for such choreographed antics at a Trump rally. Just when I thought it couldn’t get any worse, one of them says to me, “You’re the only one getting your panties in a wad.”

“She might not be wearing any panties. Jews don’t wear panties,” another taunted.

Just when I thought it couldn’t get any worse, one of them says to me, “You’re the only one getting your panties in a wad.”

“She might not be wearing any panties. Jews don’t wear panties,” another taunted.

Yikes, misogyny AND anti-Semitism. Who preps these louts? I told them they were disgusting cowards multiple times as they made to leave and walked towards the concession building. All they could muster was a feeble “is that what Hillary taught you?”

I thought they were gone, but maybe a half hour later they came barreling down
the mountain as I talked with one of the regulars at the mountain, Tony "Guitar Man" Taylor, about what had happened.

"There they are, Tony!" I said.

Tony confronted them and demanded they apologize to me, but of course they didn’t. They kept walking, and you could tell they didn’t want to mess with Tony—and just look at guys like this. Weak all by themselves but gaining perilous momentum to commit god knows what as a gang.

Here are some of Tony’s thoughts about racism from August 7, 2015:

It’s been almost two months since this happened, but it still disturbs me deeply—and it should greatly trouble you, too, that Donald Trump and his ilk inspire such odious and divisive behavior. The very people he riled up will still walk among us with such hate in their hearts long after the election and will continue to pose a danger to democracy and humanity. To these all-right bigots I say, I am all for free speech and defend your right to say it—and my right to speak out against reprehensible people like you—but I do not defend what you say or find it fair or just. Free speech is a privilege as much as it is a right. When you infringe upon people’s pursuits of happiness and safety with your hate speech—trying to stoke fear the day before the anniversary of 9/11, as you shout “Build the wall!” within earshot of Mexicans at a public park no less—you just prove yourselves to be huge un-American jerks.
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Search Information

COOPER, CASEY JORDAN (SID: 50216993)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SID</th>
<th>50216993</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DATE LAST UPDATED</td>
<td>8/23/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RACE</td>
<td>WHITE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEIGHT</td>
<td>5'8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEIGHT</td>
<td>140 LBS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EYES</td>
<td>BLUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAIR</td>
<td>BLONDE OR STRAWBERRY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLACE OF BIRTH</td>
<td>GEORGIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAME(S)</td>
<td>COOPER, CASEY JORDAN (PRIMARY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTH DATE(S)</td>
<td>3/15/1990 (PRIMARY)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ARREST SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE OF ARREST</th>
<th>SEQUENCE CODE</th>
<th>TRACKING NUMBER</th>
<th>AGENCY DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/22/2013</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>9129404487</td>
<td>HUDSPETH CO SO SIERRA BLANCA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Searches based on names, date of birth and other alphanumeric identifiers are not always accurate. The only way to positively link someone to a criminal record is through fingerprint identification. It is your responsibility to make sure the records you access through this site pertain to the person about whom you are seeking information. Extreme care should be exercised in using any information obtained from this Web site. Neither the DPS nor the State of Texas shall be responsible for any errors or omissions produced by secondary dissemination of this data.
### ARREST DATE 1/22/2013 (1 CHARGES)

#### ARREST DETAIL
- **ARREST DATE**: 1/22/2013
- **SEQUENCE CODE**: A
- **TRACKING NUMBER**: 9129404487
- **ARRESTING AGENCY**: HUDSPETH CO SO SIERRA BLANCA (TX1150000)

#### ARREST DATE 1/22/2013 (CHARGE A001)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OFFENSE RECORD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AGENCY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERNAL AGENCY CASE NUMBER</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARREST OFFENSE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARREST OFFENSE CITATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEVEL AND DEGREE OF OFFENSE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARREST DISPOSITION DATE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARREST DISPOSITION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PROSECUTOR ORI REFERRED TO</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROSECUTION DETAIL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AGENCY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ACTION DATE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PROSECUTOR ACTION FIELD</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PROSECUTOR OFFENSE CITATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PROSECUTOR OFFENSE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEVEL AND DEGREE PROSECUTED</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COURT STATUS A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AGENCY DESCRIPTION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COURT OFFENSE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COURT OFFENSE CITATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEVEL AND DEGREE OFFENSE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COURT DISPOSITION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COURT DISPOSITION DATE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DATE OF SENTENCE/STATUS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CAUSE NUMBER</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FINAL PLEADING</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COURT FINE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COURT COSTS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AGENCY RECEIVING CUSTODY</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Who is Casey Jordan Cooper? Was Casey Jordan Cooper arrested? When was Casey Jordan Cooper arrested? What was Casey Jordan Cooper arrested for? Is this a mugshot of Casey Jordan Cooper? Are there more Mugshots of Casey Jordan Cooper? Are Mugshot laws constitutional? Who decides which Mugshots are Indexed? Why must Mugshots remain public mugshots and public record? Is this the Casey Jordan Cooper you know?

Casey Jordan Cooper was booked in DeKalb County, GA for Driving under the influence - alcohol, Driving on roadways laned for traffic, Driving unsafe or improperly equipped vehicle, Tires. 40-8-75 Tire covers. 40-8-76 Safety.

All are presumed innocent until proven guilty in a court of law. Published mugshots and/or arrest records are previously published public records of: an arrest, an indictment, a registration, the deprivation of liberty or a detention. The mugshots and/or arrest records published on Mugshots.com are in NO way an indication of guilt and they are NOT evidence that an actual crime has been committed. For latest case status, contact the official law enforcement agency which originally released the information.

The following Official Record of Casey Jordan Cooper is being redistributed by Mugshots.com and is protected by constitutional, publishing, and other legal rights. This Official Record was collected from a Law Enforcement agency on 8/25/2014.

Mugshots.com ID: 79012766
Name: COOPER, CASEY JORDAN
Booking Number: 0650092
Permanent ID: X0485300
Release Date: 8/23/2014
Sex: M
DOB: 3/1990
Height: 5’ 8” (1.73 m)
Weight: 155 lb (70 kg)
Race: N/A
Convictions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current Housing Section</th>
<th>Current Housing Block</th>
<th>Booking Date</th>
<th>Release Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>08/23/2014</td>
<td>08/23/2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Names / Aliases: N/A

Bond Amount:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Post Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>Paid</td>
<td>08/23/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>Paid</td>
<td>08/23/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>Paid</td>
<td>08/23/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,300.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>Paid</td>
<td>08/23/2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Charges:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Offense Date</th>
<th>Discharge Date</th>
<th>Conviction Date</th>
<th>Sentence Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Driving under the influence - alcohol.</td>
<td></td>
<td>08/23/2014</td>
<td>08/23/2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Driving on roadways laned for traffic.</td>
<td></td>
<td>08/23/2014</td>
<td>08/23/2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Driving unsafe or improperly equipped vehicle.</td>
<td></td>
<td>08/23/2014</td>
<td>08/23/2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tires. 40-8-75 Tire covers. 40-8-76 Safety</td>
<td></td>
<td>08/23/2014</td>
<td>08/23/2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Detainers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complaint #</th>
<th>Detainer Charges</th>
<th>Complaint Date</th>
<th>Issuing Agency</th>
<th>Complaint Released?</th>
<th>Release Date/Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOID</td>
<td>23-AUG-14</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>23-AUG-14</td>
<td>02:55:50 PM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The best and brightest of the Atlanta comedy scene descend on the Big House On Ponce theater to perform solo comedy. This month is jam packed with monologues, characters, and other hilariously bizarre shit.

FEATURING:
Casey J. Cooper
Sara Gaare
Nick Gibbons

Recent Posts
Mike Hillman — hey, remember when it was still warm at night? like tag and share if the click feels right.
October 7, 2015
Andrea Dee — What?! Such a killer lineup!
August 30, 2015
Dottie — Now with up-to-date cover photo!
August 29, 2015

About Dottie
Dottie
Community
A night of solo comedy from loners and rebels.

About the Venue
368 Ponce de Leon Ave NE, Atlanta, Georgia 30308
Out of Ideas: A Sketch Show We Made

Friday, October 16, 2015 at 8 PM

7 Stages
1105 Euclid Ave NE, Atlanta, Georgia 30307

Details

A Dad's Garage Theatre Company Level 2 Sketch Writing Showcase featuring sketches written by Casey J. Cooper, Andrea Doom, August J. Pollak, Sean, Adam Scott, and Jared van Aalten! Hosted by Mark Kendall. Performed by over a dozen of Atlanta's finest. There will even be a pianist! Free show!

As always, this show contains humor for "adults".

Recent Posts

Andrea Dee — And one last post for those who wanted to know: Til Death and Dr. Seuss were written by Casey Cooper. Evangelical GPS and Crying Cashier were written...
October 17, 2015

Andrea Dee — Thanks so much to everyone who came out to see the show, all of the actors for bringing our comedy to life, David N. for playing music, Jeter for runn...
October 17, 2015

Laurie Sanii — Do you guys know if we can park free at Bass Lofts for this? I'm already nearby.
October 16, 2015

About the Venue

7 Stages
Performance Art Theatre

5,332 Likes
122 talking about this
BattleActs! Marches On!

Public · Comedy · Hosted by Academy Theatre

Saturday, March 19, 2016 at 8 PM
about 11 months ago

599 N Central Ave, Hapeville, Georgia 30354

We Celebrate the March of time with a new champion! Will he survive? Be there and determine his fate! — with Barrett Gaines Holly Renee, @Michael Garland, Elizabeth Kathryn, Allen Freedman, Casey J. Cooper At Hapeville Performing Arts Center

1 post in the discussion.
Phoenix Reich
@BigButterNutJoe

Far Right, Aryan Manhat, Destruction of the Left, Death to Cucks, Accumulator of Testosterone, Chicken Nugget Scoon.

I'm under the cubbard
 abduction

Joined May 2016

151 Photos and videos

Tweets

In reply to 🎉
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 18h
@6666913_ #hatecrimehoax

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 18h
it’s
amazing to think one of the edgier positions you can take in this world is to be anti-pornography. We have a third world morality now.

Lauren Southern @Lauren_Southern · 1d
Gov makes having children impossible by redistributing wealth to migrants
We need more immigration because birthrates are falling!

In reply to Hunted Kantbot II
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 15
@kantbot2000 Did you do this? Is this you
IN THE NOW @intheNow_tweet · Dec 14
Those “final messages” from Aleppo Syria look more like a coordinated social media campaign than a cry for help

@AnissaNow

Final message - I am very sad no one is helping us in this world, no one is evacuating me & my daughter. Goodbye.- Fatemah

#Aleppo

She, of course, also had a final message just in time.

Final messages are flying out of Aleppo, Syria

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 14
@TheAtlantic doesn't seem to mind when it's hires like @juliaioffe slander political figures and commit libel without repercussion.

Julia Ioffe @juliaioffe

Either Trump is fucking his daughter or he's shirking nepotism laws. Which is worse?

thehill.com/blogs/blog-bri ...
Pro-EU think-tank says Russia and Syria could be orchestrating migrant sex attacks to swing the upcoming German elections

By Dave Burke For Mailonline

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 14
#WeWuzAstronauts #Empire

Jus think wher we cud b mn

THIS COULD HAVE BEEN US

BUT YOU KEEP SHOOTING

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 14
@juliaioffe had to delete this tweet because she doesn't like people doing to her what she does to others on a daily basis.
No sympathy.

Either Trump is fucking his daughter or he's shirking nepotism laws. Which is worse?

[Link to article on thehill.com/blogs/blog-bri]

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Big Guy 🧑‍🎄 @BBlopperson · Dec 14
@TheyGottaGoBack OC

In reply to bear speaks truth
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 14
@bearspeakstruth Yeah dude any time. Its a fair exchange for my premiums going up 500%

In reply to Robin Hood Tax
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 13
@RobinHoodTax Horsey is one of the most hilariously terrible political cartoonists. I love it. Keep posting @OccupyDemocrats tier garbage
@Night_Of_Fire I wrote an email to Turner and I told them I was going to circumcise all their kids if they don't put you on the air.

Again.

@Night_Of_Fire is it possible to meme a show back on air? :) seems the future is in your savage hands

Just got a nervous phone call, execs didn't realize pressure from mde fans would be worse than the ten people who actually read buzzfeed

Hey @W00D3RSON, you mentioned a juice cleanse on Exodus Americanus. What method do you use, I'm interested in getting on one

It's not happening.

Like a fake account that got verified because social
@Medusa "I'm a take account that got verified because social media platforms can't stop trying to obviously engineer social perception"

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

���� jess���� @1quidcrystalI · Dec 12
people with "Reich" in their name trying to claim "what, these posters are just white people claiming their rights"

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

���� jess���� @1quidcrystalI · Dec 12
welp the nazis found this tweet. fucking desperate memelord fascists. burn in hell.

In reply to Charlie

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 12
@zam_charlie Ayy gurl

In reply to���� jess����

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 12
@1quidcrystalI These seem pretty reasonable. Is there something wrong with loving your own people?

In reply to #Ximena

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 12
@RepublicanChick @christina5303 To be fair, his form is all off. You gotta START with sending the girl a nude, insult her, then ask for #

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 12
It's interesting, my tweet interactions go up and my follower count goes down. I smell something (((fishy))) going on around here.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

WikiLeaks @wikileaks · Dec 9
Our favourite #FakeNews of the 2016 election

Rep. Steven Smith
In reply to Paul Town
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 11
@PaulTown_

In reply to Jess Lynn 🦊
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 11
@WhitestRabbit_ The photo looked a little off, so I went through and removed your edit job.

You can't keep getting away with this.
It's funny. You and Quentin Tarantino share the same delusion regarding the quality of the dialogue in your scripts. It's pathetic.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 10
I don't think anyone is surprised by this outcome. At least her headstone will say "19 years old. Wasn't a Racist"
That's worth it.

AJC @ajc
'Well-mannered' boyfriend accused of strangling 19-year-old on-ajc.com/2hcl2nY

In reply to John Rivers: Gab
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 10
@JohnRiversX4 You're just cattle and a walking bloodbag to them.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 10
If you wouldn't give your life for club penguin, you're not really a part of the white nationalist movement.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 10
@hateful_heretic successful woke me up with a nice blackpilled coffee this morning.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 9
If we had any relationship to America in our ethnostate, @fascistlemming would probably be the height standard for white basketball-americans

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 9
Looks like @MichaelMoore365 is going full "notice me senpai"

Disabled Vet @TKLogistics · 8s
retweet, moore needs to go away

flyingeagle @halestaryd048
Michael Moore calls for protesters to 'disrupt' Trump's inauguration.

RT if you also think that @FBI needs to pay him a visit!
twitter.com/TEN_GOP/status...
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 9
@Night_of_Fire I swear to god if I have to wait more than a week
before I can buy more of them I'm going to start drinking and smoking
pot.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 9
@Night_of_Fire Wow I was told to go buy your book and when I go it
says it's sold out

Wow, that's insensitive. Now I have to wait? Classy.

In reply to RAMZPAUL
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 9
@ramzpaul You're a weak man, part of a dying generation who has
accomplished nothing in furtherance of their goals. I pity you.

In reply to Emily Youcis
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 8
@realEmilyYoucis Turns out the spergs who keep "ooo emily-kun"ing
you work for snapchat. It makes sense.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
John Rivers: Gab @JohnRiversX4 · Dec 8
White Fringe: White Genocide is real. We just want to be left alone.
Black Mainstream: It should be legal for Blacks to murder White ppl.

Black lawyer: Free anyone charged with murdering whites

By PAUL BEDARD (@SECRETSBEDARD) · 12/8/16 8:36 AM

In a new wrinkle in the "black lives matter" movement, an editor of a
top-rated legal website is calling on blacks to scare whites by
automatically acquitting African-Americans accused of murdering or
raping whites, no matter what the facts.

On Above The Law, African-American editor Elie Mystal called for "jury
nullification" by blacks when on juries in trials that focus on white
victims.

"Jury nullification would get white people's attention. Remember how
pissed-off white people were about O.J.? And that was just one chide.

In reply to Big Guy
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Dec 8
@BBlopperson @GasChamberz "I'm Ookish"

In reply to Big Guy
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Dec 8
@BBlopperson @GasChamberz Not an Ookument

In reply to Big Guy
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Dec 8
@BBlopperson @GasChamberz "ook"

In reply to Big Guy
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Dec 8
@BBlopperson @GasChamberz "Ook" is probably not the best response to someone calling you that.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
RedPanels @Red_Panels · Dec 7
Observe:
The Left uses freedom of (dis)association to punish right-leaning websites. Let's not deny ourselves the benefit of using it either

Sleeping Giants
@sng_giants
We are trying to stop racist websites by stopping their ad dollars. Many companies don't even know it's happening. It's time to tell them.

Sleeping Giants Retweeted
Adam Rezich @adamrezich · Nov 13
@adamcurry @THErealDVORAK legitimately interesting: 4chan anon's insight on John Oliver
I ended up putting up an episode or two of zutubers to show her what I meant. All of the segments I've ever seen from this show follow the same repetitive format: present some "argumentation" and "tele" for about 10 seconds, then quickly follow these up with a weakly subliminal take in the form of complete non-sequential or otherwise absurd metaphors before any rational processing of the preceding argument can take place in the mind of the viewer. I gather that the only "laugh" or mental pause in the show's pacing exist solely to highlight the preceding laughter or applause of the studio audience. I expect the basic formula without variation (20-30 times in a row) and you have one of the "20-30 minute "segments" that form the backbone of the show.

The end effect is (alas) not to deliver information, but rather to literally teach the viewers — on a subconscious level — to mentally associate derivative laughter with any person or opinion that is at odds with the narrative's take on the chosen issue. And it accomplishes this by maintaining a strict adherence to a roughly 20-second cycle in which a stimulus is presented, and a response is evoked. This is the sense in which the show is fundamentally hypnotic in effect — even more so than its paroxysms in the genre (Daily Show, Colbert, etc).

To my mind, zutuber's show is representative of the media's increasing mastery of the methodologies of mass conditioning; in fact it is almost such a perfect technical accomplishment that I would almost have to admire it on technical grounds, which moreover is in the hands of the entirely wrong people.

In reply to CNN

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 7
@CNN @POTUS "I'm an impotent bitch and the only people who will miss me were high the past 8 years"

In reply to Hateful Heretic 🤗

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 7
@hateful_heretic There are some college-aged guys who will have more problems with this post than anything else you've said.

In reply to Cecilia Davenport 🎭

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 7
@CWDaven Am I allowed to miscegenate with a Canadian or a European? Is that too degenerate?

In reply to John Rivers: Gab 🎭

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 7
@JohnRiversX4 What if we put a baby with a Hitler mustache on the moon while he shotguns a beer with two hot blondes on either side?

In reply to T listotle

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 7
@villoli I don't know if this means we're failing or if we're winning, but we're making some sort of progress.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 7
amazon.com/gp/customer-re...

This Amazon user gets to experience what it was like to vote for @JohnKasich in the primaries.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 7
La
Fitness plays CNN and shit-pop. They want your T to go down. It's like training in 100x the normal gravity. Your T must learn to struggle.
Phoenix Reich Retweeted

McFeels @jazzhandmcfeels · Dec 6
Best part:

Spencer: "Oh, what's that? You're not going to answer?

Rabbi: "No, I'm not going to answer."

The Eagle @theeagle
.@tamu rabbi @aggiehilllel asks Spencer if he would study the Torah with him

In reply to william 🤚
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 6
@netflixandchill His father must be proud, especially on the day they go shopping for his first track suit.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 6
I think @Bernstein is a hero for getting the voice of hate from @mde_never_dies taken off of the air. A real hero.

In reply to Reuters Top News
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 6
@Reuters I think we're working too hard to replicate these results.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 5
Every pothead I've ever met loved sportsball. There's a major correlation between sportsball and low T.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 5
Only Jews say "fellow white people" exhibit 686Z

Adolf J. Biden @AJReturns

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 5
twitter.com/TheChrisSuprun/

Looks like we have our first open defecting Elector, trying to subvert our system. If only we could message him...
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 5
It feels good when your shitty username gets remembered on @tswarroom in a recollection of the AmRen bar fight.

In reply to The Atlantic
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 5
@TheAtlantic The answer is "No, they aren't even humans. They are actually parasitic nosferatu."

In reply to Emily Youcis
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 4
@realEmilyYoucis @ShawnMichaelIR Fat Fuck is the classic Coca-Cola of insults.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 3
Reminder: teenagers on YouTube who do makeup tutorials have more viewers than MSM news and most State mouthpieces.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 3
The cost of Muslim immigration is the life of white women. Weak men will pay this price, apologize, and defend this unnecessary atrocity.

ABC News @ABC
Canadian doctor Mohammed Shamji charged with murdering wife/mom of 3, who died of strangulation, blunt force trauma abcn.ws/2gmXcdr

In reply to Deplorable Vult
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 3
@CJM156156 Give him 3 years and he'll be an ethnocationalist.

In reply to Phoenix Reich
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 3
@BigButterNutJoe Everything is coming to the surface, it is most apparent now and will soon be removed. The body is expelling waste.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 3
I think a lot of the social and cultural black pilling we are experiencing is akin to a whitehead pimple forming.

In reply to Karl North
@KarlNorth_ @Kurisu_Kitsune He hates his children. He hates what he fought for. He knows everything he lived for until now was worthless.

@raidh0 I find the phrasing of this question offensive.

@JohnRiversX4 No one has tagged @BillKristol yet so I'll do the honors.

@hateful_heretic

Cigar smoking is the only good thing to come from the Conquistadorian whitening of aboriginal Latin American genes.

The only guy at the gym this morning with any T has an ugly asian girlfriend. Steroid use does not make you a man. Funny! Sad!
In reply to Skye 🌟
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 3
@TradSierraHotel I didn’t realize Mormon toilets were so big. That’s excessive.

In reply to Paul Town
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 2
@PaulTown_ What about if it’s for fun

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 2
youtu.be/Wb5Steb1gJ0

Hahahaha they just really can’t stop losing.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 2
I’m the leader of the #singlemomgenocide movement. Ask me anything

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 1
The only people who aren’t pumped about Mad Dog Mattis are probably illegals, children of illegals, and soon-to-be-dead men.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
McFeels @jazzhandmfeels · Nov 30
How to galvanize white nationalism in four easy tweets #Agenda2020

POLITICO 🌘 @politico · 3h
The America of 2050 will likely be much more diverse, older and America of 2016 politico/2guHy3sq #Agenda2020
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Dec 1
@AFP

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Seventh Son @SeventhSonTRS · Dec 1
Guys, help us out. We're raising money for the Tennessee fire victims.

John Rivers: Gab @JohnRiversX4 · Nov 29
broke: The Jews did it!
joke: The Jooos did it!
woke: Seriously, though, the Jews did it.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 30
@CNN quickly fading into obscurity, can't seem to understand that no one cares about their nazi comparisons anymore.

CNN @CNN
89-year-old Holocaust survivor pleads with Austrian voters: 'Don't let the far right win' cnn.it/2gynkCs
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 30
If you aren't listening to @trswarroom and @trshrebell you are running low on T. Bigly.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
rudy mustang @roostermustache · Nov 29
Trump: smile for the pic

Romney: you just called me a communist boner taxi what does that even-

Trump: i said smile u dildo pirate

Romney:

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Fascist Fitness @FashyFit · Nov 29
I would never have sex.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Red Ice TV @redicetv · Nov 29
Henrik & Lana comment on Paul Joseph Watson's hysterical video, Is The Alt-Right Dead? Paul invited Mike...

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
alt right fanfiction @allright_fanfic · Nov 29
Terrified of a Trump presidency, Amy Schumer and Lena Dunham
prepare to leave America.

In reply to Ben Shapiro
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 29
@benshapiro Ben 'Alt-Right are Just Right Wing SJWs' Shapiro: "Just Wow"

hahah sit the fuck down, boy

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Chris Smith⚡⚡ @ChrisBrownBruh · Nov 28
What's happening in #Gatlinburg is unreal!!!

VoIBlood

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 29
#Gatlinburg and the fires raging across the South are a product of arson. Muslim cells and liberal supporters are trying to burn us down.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 29
@AndrewCarey__ You got a nosebleed and smeared it on you face,
you're hilariously full of shit.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Nov 28
unlearnracism.ca

@JustinTrudeau is making Canada this weird combination of Soviet and full on dildo that shouldn't even be possible.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Nov 28
This whole #OhioState tragedy just shows we have yet to pass the #somalianthreshold needed to bring peace to our minorities. #LetThemIn!

Gab/WifeWithAPurpose @apurposefulwife · Nov 28
I hope #DylannRoof gets the death penalty BUT we need to recognize that the vast majority of hate crimes in this country are BLACK on WHITE!

Man Left Brain Dead By Attacker Shouting "I Hate White People"

Why isn't this case just as significant as the Trayvon Martin case? Actually, scratch that. Given the ambiguous nature of the Trayvon Martin case, why isn't this case an even bigger deal?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Nov 28
This One Simple Trick Clears Out a Law Library in the South!

Dindus Hate Him!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Nov 28
I'm glad all the pop punk people in their fifties are going to make anti-Trump albums to solidify their irrelevant status.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 27
All these tweets about #pizzagate are keeping me from reading shitty posts about how the alt-right is dead. Plz stop this

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 27
The alt-right really needs to esotericaspiral more often. Purity only gets you so far.

AndrewBreitbart @AndrewBreitbart · 4 Feb 2011
How
prog-guru John Podesta isn't household name as world class underage sex slave op cover-upperer defending unspeakable dregs escapes me.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 26
@TrumpHat I can't believe @WhitestRabbit voted for him and rabidly supports him like she does. It's insane. Women shouldn't vote.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 26
An old friend I hadn't talked to in months texts me, the first thing I ask is "How was the election" and I got no reply.

Winning is nice.
In reply to Mr Fox
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 26
@dualkoondog When they disable the ratings and the comments you know they know exactly what they are doing.

In reply to Sam Hyde
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 26
@Night_0f_Fire Well maybe you'd get a checkmark if you weren't a racist extremist you disgust me

In reply to Paul Joseph Watson
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 26
@PrisonPlanet "I have decided to destroy any nuance that made me unique and fade back into Joe Rogan tier of e-celebrities"

In reply to Russell
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 25
@Russmove Jobs not Jeb!

In reply to Karl North
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 25
@KarlNorth_ @hateful_heretic @MoltenAmber also blacks

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
HuffPost Religion @HuffPostRelig · Nov 25
This filthy Jewess is done with "Alt-right" bullshit huff.to/2f86ddC

In reply to Karl North
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 25
@KarlNorth_ @hateful_heretic @MoltenAmber also blacks

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Michael Tracey @mtracey · Nov 24
Ahahahaha this must've been a ton of fun

Never Trump Election Night Party
Public event · by Andrew Weinstein and 2 others

Interested Going More
Never Trump Election Night Party
Tuesday, November 8 at 6:30 PM - 11:30 PM EST

Please join your fellow Never Trump Republicans (and some friends from across the aisle) on election night to celebrate the end of this historically-awful campaign season and the electoral repudiation of Donald Trump and all he represents.

To honor the GOP's once and future values, we will be gathering to watch the election night results at Lincoln bar and restaurant at 1110 Vermont Avenue NW.

The bar is arranging for multiple TVs, so we can watch the Trump dumpster fire burn itself out across all of the major networks, and there will be drink specials.
Lincoln Restaurant DC
1110 Vermont Ave NW, Washington, District of Columbia 20006

In reply to @Burzenland
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 25
@Burzenland lawtp

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
wine boyfriend @sleepycurls · Nov 24
black twitter: "I bet yall whites go fuck your cousins" *thanksgiving*
black twitter:

kelly @justus_xx
Hopefully my fine ass cousin comes through

Trying to bring her in the back room and make that Mac&Cheese sound

Asian Hercules 2 Retweeted
mifan @mifanashley · 18m
my cousin daddy so fine 😍😍

Asian Hercules 2 Retweeted
Nigerian Doll 🇳🇬 @Love__Aliya · 18m
Everyone has that fine cousin , that wish they wasnt cousins lol

In reply to CHAD REBRANDED 2.2
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 25
@ResolutePleb2 My eyes went from rolling in annoyance to squinting with joy in mere moments.

In reply to Ari Ben Canaan
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 24
@ari_bencaana @jartaylor @vdare Yeah, nah cunt.

In reply to Ari Ben Canaan
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 24
@ari_bencaana @jartaylor @vdare That's nice.

In reply to Ari Ben Canaan
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 24
@ari_bencaana @jartaylor @vdare Guys, this Jew with no power, who only gets one like, demands that we accept defeat. Damn, he's right.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Goy Orbison @._GoyOrbison_ · Nov 23
At first I was like this...
But then I was like this...
@Camorich @BrownPlanet
@Cermovich @PrnsonHanet
Disingenuous bandwagon jumping comballs.

THEN

I went from libertarian to all-right after realizing tolerance only went one way and diversity is code for white genocides.

Mike Cermovich @Cermovich

NOW

I'm not all-right, there's no movement that can kick me out, I do my own thing. Gorilla Mindset.

dangerandplay.com/2016/08/31/...-

Mike Cermovich @Cermovich

In reply to Emily Youcis
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoes · Nov 24
@realEmilyYoucis This is one of the speeches that changed my life. I'm glad you're taking strength from it.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoes · Nov 23
Heard on @lrswarroom "You know how I can tell someone's got a boyfriend? She's attracted to me."

This truth solidifies my love for the cast

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoes · Nov 23
@montanaann3 @FDRLST Let it go.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoes · Nov 23
@BBlopperson @GenJohnBellHood She was also gay. I'm surprised you didn't notice that.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoes · Nov 23
@FDRLST We have had plenty of other wars since the second world war to talk about. Move on. No one cares anymore.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
The 1st Irregulars @1stirregulars · Nov 22
BLACK LIVES MATTER. SELF-DESCRIBED ANTI-FASCISTS BURN DOWN CITIES. THREATEN TO KILL WHITES AND NO ONE CATS AN EYE
AND NO ONE BATS AN EYE.
A DOZEN WHITE PEOPLE RAISE THEIR ARMS IN THE AIR
AND EVERY ONE LOSES THEIR MINDS.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 22
#JustCalledToSay You're gay for infighting over nothing. Crack a beer, light up a cigar, play with a pet. Don't play the left's game.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 22
#DatingIsHardBecause we were meant to have arranged marriages based upon eugenics, not third world practices that reduce our people to holes

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 22
I'm looking at all these people infighting on the right and just wondering "Who cares about any of this?"
Seriously. Stop whining.

In reply to Saul Townstein
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 22
@ThePaulTown Honestly I'm just a short guy and was trying to see if Richard saw me way in the back. Was saying "hey friend, great speech!"

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 22
My cat seems to hate it when I call him a nigger but I keep doing it anyway.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Johnny Monoxide @johnnymonoxide · Nov 22
The left: LOLOLOL TRUMP DISAVOWED THE ALT RIGHT!!

Me:
In reply to Saadia Muzaffar

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 22
@ThisTechGirl This is clearly fake. If this is how these people felt your house would be on fire.

Try harder, faggot.

In reply to #ChateauEmissary#

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 22
@ChateauEmissary "Strong" = "gay/feminine"

111

In reply to General Forrest ➡

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 22
@snickerspleez @ThaRightStuff I'll believe it when it doesn't happen or if he says it himself.

111

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 22
@snickerspleez @ThaRightStuff Do you not see the pattern here? This is a bunch of wishful thinking.

111

In reply to General Forrest ➡

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 22
@snickerspleez @ThaRightStuff >MSM has been wrong about everything
>None of them have talked to him
>"Lol look he's gonna put up Mitt"

122

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 21
youtu.be/vqJKCxzWSHw

😊😊😊
In reply to Jess Lynn
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 21
@WhitestRabbit_ A true gentleman shows and does not tell.

plz no dox tho
☐ 1 2

In reply to Jess Lynn
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 21
@WhitestRabbit_ It's a lifestyle. The short shorts lifestyle.

☐ 1 2

In reply to Jess Lynn
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 21
@WhitestRabbit_ If you haven't seen it it, you will.

☐ 1 1

In reply to Jess Lynn
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 21
@WhitestRabbit_ Are you officially denouncing the #shortshortsrigh??

☐ 1

In reply to миша Аникимов
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 21
@Burzenland This is why feminism is terrible for western women. The malice she feels towards her own people is sad.

☐ 1

In reply to Cheree Corbin
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 21
@chereecorbin @ira @amymaxmen It's a good thing you're stepping up and making your opinion known. We need more strong men like you! #Strong

☐ 1

In reply to VICE
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 21
@VICE Hahaha Oh wow. I love the airbrushed and photoshopped picture you got posted there. Really subtle.

☐

In reply to x-mas J. Riley
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 21
@alexrielyiscool Cock Joke

☐ 1

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 21
@villainial @villolli Looks like @ThePaulTown just keeps doxing himself. I don't see how he hasn't been taken down by the Reds yet.

☐ 2

In reply to Ira Madison III
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 21
@ira @amymaxmen @latimes I'll go out on a limb and say most people just assume black people can't read ;/
In reply to Steven Greenhouse
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 20
@greenhousenyt I think when the Press Conference from this year's conference is released, every derogatory comment will be rescinded.

In reply to I li st ot le
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 20
@villoli @realDonaldTrump How many different street girls have the password to this account?! @JamesOKeefelll next big story.

In reply to John Levenstein
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 20
@johnlevenstein This is one of the more Jewey headlines coming out of the NYPost I've seen in a while. No wonder your rag is failing.

In reply to CC
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 20
@ChristiChat So this confirms after the first four years, only ten minorities will remain in the US.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Reinhard Wolff @Europa1492 · Nov 17
ATTENTION:

Reinhard Wolff here. They banned my main account @whitewolfgeist for exposing pedophilia. Follow me and retweet this!
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 19
#NPI Press Conference was the most successfully smug and fantastic experience. The panel destroyed the lügenpresse.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 19
#NPI has also taught me that @basedmatforney is one of the best method actors I've ever met. Really great. The best.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 19
#NPI has shown me @villainial is really good at hiring prostitutes that fit his lies about having an unironic lollitradwife. Nothing else.

In reply to 🎨
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 17
@6666913_ Or we just destroy the ability for the third world to have population explosions then we are set.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 17
Spineless and weak. The Hamilton allows itself to be pushed around by people who have no political power. Sad!

The Hamilton @thehamllondc
@SmashRacismDC The event is no longer being held at The Hamilton.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 17
The worst part about being a student of law in these times is seeing how many gay black women are given free passes. It's disgusting.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Brasillach_ @Brasillach_ · Nov 17
It's time for Israel to join the rest of the 1st world and embrace multiculturalism #DiversityForIsrael #JewishResistance

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 16
Oh good. I'm getting "Finals Period Fat" just in time for NPI.

Woo

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 16
2) Then they came for Paul Town, and I did not speak for I am not a Chinese Jew. Then they came for me, and there was no one left to shitpost.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 16
1) First
they came for Spencer, and I did not speak for I am not implicit. Then they came for Ricky, and I did not speak for I am no athlete.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 15
politico.com/magazine/story...

My Little Press Can't Be This Lugen!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 15
#ThankYouObama for providing us everything we needed to get @realDonaldTrump into power.

In reply to ramshackle
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 15
@Raxsha This is the cry of the impotent loser. She played identity politics and lost because better identities played back.

In reply to ramshackle
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 15
@Raxsha You lost. Your hatred of whites will be your undoing. Your side will never have any power again. It's only just begun.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 14
@JamiDeeVi truthrevolt.org/news/bill-maher...
frontpagemag.com/fpm/262157/eve...

You guys haven't had moral authority in years. And you lost. And you deserve it.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 14
The people who lost by calling everyone Nazi's is now saying the GOP should listen to them and #StopBannon because he's a Nazi.

Oh okay.

In reply to Mike Cernovich
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 14
@Cernovich Stop winning so much. You'll get sick of it so you may as well just stop now.

In reply to biff
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 14
@biffmcniff @FashMySoul @kennesawstate @ThaRightStuff Your argumentation style is right out of his book "The Culture of Critique". Typical.

In reply to Lena Dunham
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 14
@lenadunham

> makes a statement on beauty
> is Lena Dunham

Oh jeez, I guess that means I can freely make statements on fluvian morphology

In reply to 🤔
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 14
@Erikm713 @timheidecker It's the final stage of a dying career. He's only good for being a lolcow. Like a shittier @lenadunham

In reply to McGurk
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 14
@m_mcgurk

"I'm 13 and have limited characters and your annoying me get off my timeline or ill still be a loser. Drumpf is your president."

In reply to McGurk
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 14
@m_mcgurk @timheidecker @mde_never_dies has a show called World Peace that is very entertaining, and it's men aren't impotent and irrelevant
In reply to This Week

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 14
@ThisWeekABC This is one of the most terrifying photos I’ve ever seen. I remember when beauty was a staple of art. This is just grotesque.

In reply to Tim Heidecker

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 14
@timheidecker I remember when people thought you were funny. Then you broke character and started talking. You should stop talking.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Evropa_Ascendant @Europa_Acendant · Nov 14
@IUPUI @antifa_indiana @indystar
Seen on #IUPUI campus
#trsprank @ThaRightStuff
Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Evropa_Ascendant @Evropa_Ascendant · Nov 14
@IUPUI @antifa_indiana @indystar
Seen on #IUPUI campus
#trsprank @ThaRightStuff
Evropa_Ascendant @Europa_Ascendant · Nov 14
@IUPUI @antifa_indiana @indystar
Seen on IUPUI's campus
#trsprank @ThaRightStuff

Evropa_Ascendant @Europa_Ascendant · Nov 14
@IUPUI @antifa_indiana @indystar
Seen on IUPUI's campus
#trsprank @ThaRightStuff

Evropa_Ascendant @Europa_Ascendant · Nov 14
@IUPUI @antifa_indiana @indystar
Seen on IUPUI's campus
#trsprank
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 14
Learned quite a lot from this weekend. Our next campaign is going to be smooth, efficient, and with even better designs. Keep a look out.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 13
Glad you liked it!

Merry Hubris @ShawnMichaelR
Big pranks happening in Georgia, we have the best pranksters folks 😛

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 13
@kennesawstate @ThaRightStuff Looks like some goys on campus are big fans of @OldRowOfficial.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 13
It looks like a couple of goys took a trip @kennesawstate to spread the message that @ThaRightStuff has been saying for years. #TRSPrank
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 13
It looks like a couple of guys took a trip @kennesawstate to spread the message that @ThaRightStuff has been saying for years. #TRSPrank
In reply to CNN
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Nov 13
@CNN I can't put quotations or parenthesis around interview hard enough.

****Interview**** (((((interview))))

Which one is more accurate?

In reply to Nod Roz
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Nov 13
@nodroz @GeorgiaStateU @ThaRightStuff They are specially made. If you like the design, the man to talk to is @agreeandamp!

In reply to Billy Wiggins
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Nov 13
@billyjowiggins @psycinfo They will.

In reply to Billy Wiggins
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Nov 13
@billyjowiggins @psycinfo I was quickly shadowbanned.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Nov 13
One of @kennesawstate's most popular fraternity fixtures got a visit from @ThaRightStuff. #TRSPrank
Oh wow, @GeorgiaTech was paid a visit from @ThaRightStuff last night to pass along a message. #TRSPrank
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 13
Oh wow, @GeorgiaTech was paid a visit from @ThaRightStuff last night to pass along a message. #TRSPrank

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 13
Oh wow, @GeorgiaTech was paid a visit from @ThaRightStuff last night to pass along a message. #TRSPrank
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 13
Looks like @GeorgiaStateU got a visit from @ThaRightStuff last night to share some educational materials. #TRSPrank

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 13
Looks like @GeorgiaStateU got a visit from @ThaRightStuff last night to share some educational materials. #TRSPrank
Looks like @GeorgiaStateU got a visit from @ThaRightStuff last night to share some educational materials. #TRSPrank

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 13
Looks like @GeorgiaStateU got a visit from @ThaRightStuff last night to share some educational materials. #TRSPrank

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 13
Looks like @GeorgiaStateU got a visit from @ThaRightStuff last night to share some educational materials. #TRSPrank
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 13
Looks like @GeorgiaStateU got a visit from @ThaRightStuff last night to share some educational materials. #TRSPrank
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 13
@FaceTheNation This is absolutely hilarious. You guys spend years destroying your legitimacy and then you turn around and beg for mercy.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 13
@SpeakerRyan You need to step down. Your career is over, you are weak and tried fighting the man who now owns you. Good luck, cuckboy.

Phoebe Reign Retweeted
VeronicaEvallon @veronicaevalon · Nov 12
Guess feminists were right all along

Women make 78% of what men make

In reply to Vic Berger IV
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 11
@VicBergerIV You are weak and embarrassing.

In reply to ACLU National
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 11
@ACLU Kill yourselves. No one cares.

In reply to Renee Bracey Sherman
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 11
@RBraceySherman Wrong.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Rebel Yell @trsrbellyell · Nov 11
Rebel Yell 144: Bulbasaur
@Bulbasaur_TRS joins us this week!

radio.therightstuff.biz/2016/11/11/reb...

In reply to Louise Mensch
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Nov 11
@LouiseMensch You're pretty bad at LARPing like you didn't lose.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Nov 10
@lenadunham What's going on? Why haven't you been on the internet? Are you packing up?

In reply to NPR
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Nov 10
@NPR All that work just to go back! I'd say what a shame, but I don't really care about Muslims at all. Only Americans. Actual Americans.

In reply to Paul Town
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Nov 10
@PaulTown_ Paul Town confirmed for China

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Nov 10
@sallykohn Hey there kike, you looked pretty disgusting on CNN last night when you were losing your mind. Here's to the next shoah!

In reply to Michael T Wilson
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Nov 10
@michaelwilson99 @chuckwoolery You sound like a serial loser.

In reply to Michael T Wilson
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Nov 10
@michaelwilson99 @chuckwoolery Wrong.

If you think the left is going to be allowed to walk by after all the shit they've done, you're wrong

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Michael @mterr337 · May 10
I want to say to all you #Bernie supporters who wont support #Hillary in the General we don't need you. We really don't. Believe me we dont!

In reply to Laci Green
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Nov 9
@gogreen18 You should probably just move somewhere. No one really cares about you at all.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 9
@lenadunham So when are you packing up and heading out? Lena "The Pebbler" Dunham had a good run here but it's time to go.

In reply to Jewish Insider
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 9
@J_Insider He may actually just kill all of his children but Barron because he's spoofer specret Hitler

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 9
I'd like to congratulate the Alt-Right for grabbing this election, this year, and this zeitgeist by the pussy.

In reply to Coffin Builder
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 9
@CoffinBuilder88 Hey man if you need anything please let me know. I may not live close by but I'll do what I can brother.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump · Nov 8
TODAY WE MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN!

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Madman @RoninMemes · Nov 6
John & Tony PODESTA match police sketches of suspects in Madeleine McCaan KIDNAPPING! 😱呜呜呜
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 7
@MykelBeyotch @soledadobrien So you're a nobody. No authority for academic or spiritual review. You misrepresent your status. That is fraud

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 7
@MykelBeyotch @soledadobrien And who are you to judge me? What authority do you have to examine my works, my research and my position?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 7
@MykelBeyotch @soledadobrien As a Jewish reporter, this kind of misinformation is dangerous and undermines the real struggle our people face

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 7
⚡ "Pizza, Pedophiles, and Podesta." by @villainial

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 6
I'd love to learn the reasoning behind all of this.

Jason Chaffetz @jasoninthehouse
FBI
Dir just informed us "Based on our review, we have not changed our conclusions that we expressed in July with respect to Sec Clinton"

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 4
@AllinHISTIME
>black woman
>blacks are unfairly litigated against by the system
>lol but trump tho
>it's different

Nigger please
In reply to Tiffany Wheatley

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 4
@AllinHISTIME [Citation Needed]

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 4
Every week I feel like I should have enlisted at 18.

THE WAR ROOM @tswarroom
Something to listen to while #SpiritCooking
soundcloud.com/vandal-void/th…

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Rebel Yell @tsrebelyell · Nov 2
Rebel Yell 143: Weev
@rabite joins us for this week's episode!
radio.therightstuff.biz/2016/11/02/reb…

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
David Duke @DrDavidDuke · Nov 4
If this upsets you - you're an evil, racist antisemite.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 3
wikileaks.org/podesta-emails…
Well this seems like the most obvious pedo connection @JaredWyand #PodestaEmails

Re: Farmers L Update and Welcome Mat - WikiLeaks
From: tom.rosenstiel@gmail.com To:
drewlittman@gmail.com Skyfall Sunday Drew? On Thursday October 8 2015 Drew Littman drewlittman ...
wikileaks.org
In reply to Lena Dunham
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 2
@lenadunham Remember your promise to leave America come Tuesday, pebblepucc.

In reply to Row 🧙‍♂️
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 2
@realHusbando with a name like meatsync you can't go wrong

In reply to Ben & Jerry's
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 2
@benandjerrys Oh look, a bunch of gay kikes openly praising a broken electoral system because they know Trump is winning in NC

> jews
> once

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 2
@DrDavidDuke Looking at all the post-debate polls you certainly brought the fire tonight. People all over the nation support you, sir!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 2
@FayardforSenate
You would have thought the death of the "I'm a rrrespectabul womyn" meme would have gotten through to you people by now.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 2
@FayardforSenate @du1869 @XUCampActivity @XULA1925 @xulaherald Robotic talking points, overly rehearsed, and passionless tonight. Sad!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 2
youtube.com/watch?v=2H-q0x…

@SeventhSonTRS I can't stop listening to this.

In reply to Atlanta Antifascists
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 2
@afainatl
I feel like you guys should concern yourself with losing weight before you try to convince people you're a serious movement.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
@decentbirthday · Oct 31
xmas pigeon I have no idea what she's talking about.
Stop sending pictures of the French conquering shit from your US History textbook to my French exchange student.

In reply to Confederate Rhetoric
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 1
@georgiasfirst Really makes you think

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Nov 1
@SeventhSonTRS Made quite possibly the best parody song of the entire Alt-Right thus far. I think it's time to retire the genre. Amazing.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 31
>women get the right to vote
>women oversee one of the most corrupt organizations of power in history
>women are people

Adam D. Brown @aduanebrown
Meet The Democrats:

Debbie WS: Rigged primaries…

In reply to Daily Mirror
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 31
@DailyMirror If by "fully functional" you mean they can breed, then the female race will become extinct.

In reply to Mark Ovdabeest
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 30
@MarkOvdabeest This really feels like the kind of winning we were promised to be sick of in the near future.

I like this.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Murdoch Murdoch @MurdochAnimates · Oct 30
Obama's Legacy: youtube.be/iX4JA3DoSSY? via @YouTube

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 30
@BlackjediNow I can't tell what your gimmick is. Are you advocating for
fisting? That's the only thing I could take away from your gay blog.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Sacco Vandal @SaccoVandal · Oct 28
My debut on American Renaissance with a piece in the Chinese who foresaw the death of the West over 100 years ago:

The Chinese Who Saw the Perils of Westernization ...
The Chinese who foresaw the death of the West over 100 years ago.
amren.com

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 28
Everyone
I know is getting drunk right now because it looks like the DNC is totally f*cked and I'm just sitting here smelling like garlic.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 28
Looks like we are seeing a major drop in the stock of BlackPills. Those who invested in WhitePills seeing record returns.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
STOCK MONSTER ELECT @Darren32895836 · Oct 28
Hillary Clinton hiding in plane on tarmac while Gloria Borger on @cnn is almost in tears on @CNN 😂😂😂😂FU Hilly Pundits/Megyn Kelly ETCETC!!!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 28
@PaulTown__ It's sounds better than "disgusting lolita faggot"

Bulbasaur TRS @Bulbasaur_TRS · Oct 27
#StandWithHer
In reply to Sturmhammer

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 27
@Skyranger11 Start sending her tasteless nudes. Don't respond to her at all.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 27
youtu.be/I7KueopKcHs

Sometimes you know all the right people in all the wrong ways.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 27
I should be writing a law school paper but I'm too busy watching documentaries on ants in order to fully understand the mind of the Asian.

In reply to Donald Jr

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 26
@6666913 well he's black

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 26
@KimDotcom @wikileaks

"You know what's really going to help my credibility during these times? Bullshitting about having the 33k emails!"
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 25
@sallykohn
Why is your hair bleached/dyed? Do Americans not trust you without having light colors in your hair? Do they not trust open Jews?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 25
@JRubinBlogger youtu.be/21-CRvueNDI
This was funny to watch you try to be a Jew and then get nowhere. It's gotta be a sad existence.

In reply to Leah J. Prewitt
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 24
@ipwrite1977 @14smith1776 @AndyOstroy it's funny that you're signaling about Christianity while being a fag enabler

In reply to Lissy Liss
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 24
@ipage2 @WhiteContinents @marylovefreedom Biologically and emotionally defunct homosexual gets upset at reasonable position. Sad!

In reply to Conor Keegan
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 24
@kronoc @14jsmith1776 "Yeah, we need Africans or Arabs to tell us!"

In reply to Ireland / Ursula
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 24
@ireland We wuz O'Kangz

In reply to Andy Ostroy
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 24
@AndyOstroy @nytimes Sounds like your wife is better off rotting in the ground with the maggots than with you, you spineless cuck faggot.

In reply to WikiLeaks
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 24
@wikileaks So Assange is dead and you guys aren't even trying to be subtle about all the changes you're making.

In reply to Paul Town
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 24
@PaulTown So are we finally going to address the Greg Johnson...
@bigbutternutjoe: So are we finally going to address the Greg Johnson question after this??

In reply to Wes Coates
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 23
@splibb @thehill
>Georgia
>Toss Up

I can't tell if you're full of shit or you actually believe this. Either way, lol.

In reply to Donald Jr
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 23
@6666913 thot

In reply to Mallory
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 23
@liquidmallory @PrivilegeCheck2 Whatever the case, I just want the people of Europe to survive. I think they will and more.

In reply to Mallory
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 23
@liquidmallory @PrivilegeCheck2 At some point calling German's neo-nazi's is going to start having the opposite effect in mass numbers.

In reply to Sam Hyde
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 23
@Night_Of_Fire In what way? Do you think Pax is overreacting or do you think something's going on

In reply to Agree&Amplify 🙌
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 23
@agreeandamp "Just 10" means "There are only 10 I would openly brag about"

In reply to Paul Town
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 22
@PaulTown__ @JaredTSwift Huge if true

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Lucas @SpaceGiko · Sep 27
Revolver Ocelot showed up at a Trump rally one time. nobody seems to remember though

[Image of a man speaking]
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 22
@mattklewis "I'm Jewish AND a woman."

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 22
@jdfoward You're totally right. Israel needs to change it's immigration policy to be more open and accepting.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 22
@TheLunarFather That's a good shop

Another fantastic Rebel Yell this week. Musonius really outdoes himself every week.

Rebel Yell @trarebelyell
Rebel Yell 141: A.M. Grey & Matt Flavel
radio.therightstuff.biz/2016/10/22/reb…

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 22
@JebBush @PRyan @carloslcerbelo So do you guys go hang out in the cuck shed and play Time Splitters while your wives fuck their bulls?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 21
@villili Trial by combat.

Mike Cernovich 🇺🇸 @Cernovich · Oct 21
Twitter
is how Wikileaks spread, hoaxing media covers up. If Russians control Wikileaks (no), why shut down Twitter? This is a false flag.

ABC NEWS @ABC
Dept. of Homeland Security 'monitoring' repeated cyber attacks; Twitter, other major sites temporarily
knocked out.

US 'Monitoring' Repeated Cyber Attacks; Twitter, Other Maj... The Department of Homeland Security is "monitoring" widespread internet disruption today that appears to be the result of repeated attacks on a critical internet infrastructure service -... abcnews.go.com

In reply to Jared Taylor Swift
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 21
@JaredTSWift Trad Chads worldwide tend to disagree, but then again we normally like to call ourselves "Chaditionalists"

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Malik Obama @ObamaMalik · Oct 20
How do I get verified? Do I submit my birth certificate?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 21
@villainial I'm going to say purely ideological reasons that have little to nothing to do with a grown man having a crush.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
THE WAR ROOM @trswarroom · Oct 20
Episode 9 of THE WAR ROOM is out! Re-tweet this tweet to get a shoutout on Ep.10

In reply to Sara Scott
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 21
@namaste_k9s "Technically I'm a Jew"

In reply to Sara Scott
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 21
@namaste_k9s "I'm Jewish"

In reply to Sara Scott
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 21
@namaste_k9s "I'm Jewish AND a woman"

In reply to Everything Georgia
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 21
@GAFollowers Niggers only make white people worse. This guy is a total fag and the niggers have given him an outlet to express it.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 20
If this is truly the case then it leaves most people little choice in the matter.

WikiLeaks @wikileaks
There is no US election. There is power consolidation. Rigged primary, rigged media and rigged ‘pied piper’ candidate drive consolidation.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
David Frum @davidfrum · Oct 20
In case below is too subtle, let me translate: “Jewish globalists mastermind race war.”

Donald Trump Jr. @DonaldJTrumpJr
George Soros spent $33MILLION bankrolling Ferguson protesters daily.m.ai/1Cg5EiS via @MailOnline

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 20
@trswarroom One Vandal makes a way-too-specific Magic the Gathering joke and now I wonder if the Vandals are gonna bring decks to NPI.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Jeb Bush @JebBush · Feb 16
America.

WikiLeaks @wikileaks · Oct 19
#Clinton once again confirmed the authenticity of our documents with her response to #WikiLeaks question. wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/#debate
In reply to TOO Urban Chixx
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 18
@TwoUrbanChixx No wonder you don’t have a husband. You cook like a fucking autist.

In reply to Craig Solo
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 18
@CraigSolo @JoshuaCaudill85 ”You countered my arguments so I’ll just concede that I’m still right”

Haha blacks.

I met someone over the weekend who told me they voted for John Kasich and was surprised and upset when mocked. Basic GOP impotency. Sad!

Successful meme branding will singlehandedly win us the war with the Democrats. Honestly, we may not even need a physical ground game.

On the one hand cosplay girls are spiritually broken, on the other hand an army of fashy cosplay girls will win us the culture war 100%.

In reply to Publius Gaius
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 18
@TheRickyVaughn Wow did you airbrush her to look thinner? That's body shaming you fascist fuck.

I really wonder if the Jews really think that they have any chance to get out of this, regardless of who wins the election. It's over.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
James O'Keefe @JamesOKeefell · Oct 18
For some reason, yesterday’s 2,315,123 view @HillaryClinton @YouTube is trending in the UK but not in the USA #Veritas
In reply to The Weekly Standard
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 18
@weeklystandard Oh hey look something literally no one gives a shit about

In reply to Cecilia Davenport 🌿
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 18
@CWDaven The greatest.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 18
I can't wait to #DraintheSwamp with all of this rope. I may not know a lot about fluvial morphology but I'm sure I can figure it out.

In reply to THE WAR ROOM
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 18
@trswarroom @SaccoVandal Something something getting hit in the head with a chair at amren

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
IDENTITY EVROPA @IdentityEvropa · Oct 18
In reply to Renegade Reporting
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 18
@RadioRenegades
>bitches about internet memes
>fights with random 8th grader on twitter
"N...no guys I'm relevant you guys follow me plz"

In reply to Renegade Reporting
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 18
@RadioRenegades You're right, I had forgotten the easiest way to get someone to listen is to fight tooth and nail to become irrelevant.

In reply to Renegade Reporting
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 18
@RadioRenegades You sound like a child who is mad your lemonade stand didn't do as well as the lemonade stand down the road. Yuge baby.

Twitter trolls were part of the reason why Salesforce walked away from CNB...
In reply to MrsFreshleysSnacks
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 18
@MrsFreshleys Mrs. Freshley’s is trying to appropriate an anti-semitic meme. I can’t believe you would associate yourself with RACISM!!!
In reply to Sayit Aintso
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 17
@Sayit_Aintso @14smith1776 @FBI I am rubber and you are glue
whatever you say bounces off me and sticks to you, now Tyreese X
fuck my wife

In reply to Sayit Aintso
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 17
@Sayit_Aintso @14smith1776 @FBI This is a pretty low T post. I'd be
embarrassed to have shallow emotional control to this extent.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 16
Trump conquered the GOP and now the DNC is doing the second part
of his job for him. #FreeJulian

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Bulbasaur TRS @Bulbasaur_TRS · Oct 16
Leftists applaud the NC bombing, worry that Trump will bring a violent
end to democracy and free expression.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 16
I hate that I must sleep now

WikiLeaks @wikileaks
Julian
Assange's internet link has been intentionally severed by a state
party. We have activated the appropriate contingency plans.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 16
The same people who will vote/give support for Gary Johnson are the
same people who still make juggalo jokes.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 16
Nothing like a nice cigar after a long day of LARPing like I'm actually
not Jewish.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
TheRightStuff @ThaRightStuff · Oct 15
Weird
how Trump had an uncanny ability to only target Democrats, future
Clinton donors and Foundation employees for "sexual assault."

In reply to Amy D.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 15
@AmyPredfan @PhilAIV Oh look at that, a weak liberal apologizing
for shit that they didn't do big surprise. #leftistssofragile
Brandon Wall @Waldo · Oct 14
Donald Trump is now taking apart his teleprompter

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 14
@NolleNC You've been increasingly wrong in the past few months. Gonna unfollow now.

McFeels @jazzhandmcf eels · Oct 13
Jazzhands
McFeels is calling for a complete & total shutdown of all Mormons leaving Utah until we can figure out what the hell is going on.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 13
@NolleNC The only poll you're allowed to believe is this "slaps own ass"

Charlie Sheen @charlesheen · Oct 11
no words needed...
Revealed: Nearly Half The Adults In Britain And Europe Hold Extremist Views

Exclusive: A groundbreaking new study of 12 European countries has revealed how far anti-immigrant, nationalist, and authoritarian attitudes have spread from the political fringes.

Posted on October 7, 2016, at 5:36 a.m.

Alberto Nardelli
BuzzFeed Europe Editor

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump · Oct 11
Wow. Unbelievable.

Tom Winter @Tom_Winter
NEW:
Hacked e-mails from Wikileaks appear to show Clinton campaign spokesman in touch with DOJ officials regarding e-mail litigation:

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 10
@HillaryClinton : "I've made a huge mistake"

WikiLeaks @wikileaks
Clinton's secret strategy shows how Clinton pushed to elevate Donald Trump as early as April 2015 #PodestaEmails wikileaks.org/podesta-emails...

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 10
There's a rumor spreading that @Cernovich and @Night_Of_Fire are working on a book about Trump: Gorilla Dick Daddy Mindset.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Rio Slade @RioSlade · Oct 10
What the fuck is going on at the Clinton Foundation?
Need get this asap to them although I'm sure cvc won't believe it to be true
> bc she doesn't want to
> Even though the facts speak for themselves.
> John, I would appreciate your feedback and any suggestions
>
> I'm also starting to worry that this story gets out, we are screwed. Dk
> and I built a business. 65 people work for us who have wives

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

WikiLeaks @wikileaks · Oct 10

14,888 page FBI file on Cuba and anti-Castro efforts
archive.org/details/Anti-C...

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 10

@johnpodesta wikileaks.org/podesta-emails...

You are a dog, working to ensure the death of an entire race of people.
#WhiteGenocide

Multikultistan: A house of horrors for ordinary Ger...
From: orca100@upcmail.nl To: podesta@law.georgetown.edu Britain is something of the odd man out in immigration devastated Europe havin...
wikileaks.org

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 10

@johnpodesta wikileaks.org/podesta-emails...

You are complicit in #whitegenocide and you want to ensure it happens globally.
From: orca100@upcmail.nl To: podesta@law.georgetown.edu Britain is something of the odd man out in immigration devastated Europe havin...

wikileaks.org

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 10

RETWEET THIS. READ THIS.

KGBMAN @alrightstuff

#PodestaLeaks THE SMOKING GUN! #Whitegenocide the elites know and they do NOTHING this is a MUST READ wikileaks.org/podesta-emails...

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

David Duke @DrDavidDuke · Oct 9

Let's all just take a moment to - laugh.

#MakeAmericaGreatAgain #OnlyYouCanPreventHillaryClinton #OnlyYouCanProtectThe2ndAmendment #Trump

In reply to New York Daily News

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 10

@NYDailyNews "Haha people still believe this we think"

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Duterte/Linkola 2016 @TrumpHat · Oct 9

[curb your enthusiasm theme plays in the background]
In reply to Jonah Goldberg
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 9
@JonahNRO Get the fuck out of here faggot no one cares. You have no career.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
VideoGameCzar @VideoGameCzar · Oct 9
"Will you end the campaign of harassment that is gamergate?"

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Bedroom Trappist @pathetic_bozo · Oct 9
MR TRUMP WILL YOU DISAVOW REAL NIGGA HOURS?

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
McFeels @jazzhandmfeels · Oct 9
Hillary tonight: "Um, very interesting. Check, uh, my website."

Trump tonight: "You're going to jail."

#debates

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 9
Anyone give a fuck about grabbing pussy anymore?
Or are we more concerned about this old woman's psychological wellbeing?

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

STOP #WHITEGENOCIDE @BadguyNSF · Oct 9
BREAKING: Media Deceitful Narrative goes south on attacking Trump. This is what we call "media caught in act".

Boston Bobblehead

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Russell Wiley @russellwiley · Oct 8
@cmclymer @therealroseanne

CNNLies

Obama wants "Ribs and P***y"

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 8
archive.is/ZANpT

Oh hey, look at that. An echoberg admitting the Jews are taking over America unironically.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 7

#MakePussyGrabbedAgain

This is only going to help Trump and we're gonna meme it.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Ann Coulter @AnnCoulter · Oct 7

Hey, did I mention I haven't paid any taxes in 18 years???
#MakingPssyGrabbedAgain

115 225 737

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 6

A rose by any other name probably has a penis.

Trannies are playing make believe.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 6

If you guys can make it through this video you are better men than I.
youtu.be/mYFqwOErkZU

Seriously, pedowood breaks people.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 5

@DET1969 Degenerate.

1 1

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 5

@MMFlint It must have been nice riding on the Bush hatred wave, only to find yourself a nobody once the tide turned.

1 1

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
C-S-Memes4FashyGyps @counter_signal · Oct 4

haha my life is so screwed up poor choice after poor choice you feel me haha
let me tell you who to vote for

C-S-Memes4FashyGoys @counter_signal · Oct 4

Haha nice racist pseudoscience brah

But it's not. Look.

Haha what does NCBI stand for? Nazi Central Beacon of Intelligence? Like I would ever look at that.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 4
Pence prepped his mind, Kaine prepped his wife's bull.

#VPDebate

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Crypt @nmgrm · Oct 3
Adjusted audio levels and added screaming
@Evan_McMullin @realDonaldTrump Who are you and why do you have a checkmark next to your name, I'm confused.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Merry Hubris @ShawnMichaelR · Oct 3
#BlackLivesMatter at UMich has these TWELVE demands, over the first filer.
(Never mind that they're advocating for segregation)

2016.

[Image of a protest sign with text]

In reply to Craig Mazin
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 2
@clmazin "I've got a checkmark by my name" (He's a nobody)

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump · Oct 2
Just announced that Iraq (U.S.) is preparing for battle to reclaim Mosul. Why do they have to announce this? Makes mission much harder!

Identity Evropa @IdentityEvropa · Oct 1
Ohio State
Phoenix Reich Retweeted

IDENTITY EVROPA @IdentityEvropa · Oct 1
Georgia State University, #ProjectSiege

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Sam Hyde @Night_Of_Fire · Oct 1
when we win, do not forget that these people want you broke, dead, your kids raped and brainwashed, and they think it's funny

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

cydlos @cydlos · Oct 1
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Oct 1
@6666913_ You say that but those lips aren't taking up 50% of the thumbnail

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 30
@JohnRiversToo What did this man mean by this?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 29
@HillaryClinton These are going to be names used to fake votes.

DeplorableTyree @gigi2my4 · Sep 28
This was censored by Twitter so here it is again. Watch the 'cleaner' take a folder from Hillary's podium and give it to Lester, with a nod

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 28
Lol

Hatewatch @Hatewatch Racist fliers removed at University of Michigan
In reply to NPR
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 28
@NPR @npr_ed It's almost as if they act up more, have a lower level of impulse control and emotionally outburst more than white kids.

While
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 28
I love my cat I can't help but think something is wrong with him when he shoves his head into my old boxers and deeply inhales. 😍➡️➤

In reply to Sturmhammer
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 27
@Skyranger111 Start pumping in the gas and don't stop pumping until half an hour has passed.

Sometimes when you see a beautiful European woman with what appears to be a Jew, it's your racial obligation to cuck him hard.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 25
Atlanta's favorite snack got a whole lot more fashy today, and before the rush! @Halberstram_FTN @jazzhandmcmfeels @CoffinBuilder88

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 25
@mukefpunk Are you not a fatty though?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 24
@villainal Everyone’s talking about it and I'm pretty happy I'm not seeing this.

In reply to Jared Taylor Swift
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 24
@JaredTSwift "I...I'm CIA...u baka -_^"

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 24
Living in shitty conditions makes it easy to see how Jews have power in the slums. These people are weak and need either a yolk or a king.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 24
The only good part about living around lower class blacks and whites is that it's easy to be king.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 24
I ash my cigars on my neighbors deck because she wants me to spit on her, and she's too afraid to come out after hitting our neighbors cars.

In reply to Thankful Jon 🙏 🙏
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 24
@racistgoku are you actually surprised
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe  ·  Sep 24

Sitting on my porch smoking a nice cigar thinking about how this nigger music is making my sperm retarded.

In reply to Cleveland Clinic MD

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe  ·  Sep 24

@CleClinicMD Black people can't read this ad.

In reply to NotFuc*ingAroundCrew

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe  ·  Sep 24

I live in the black part of town and we have so many loose bikes outside.

It's not high trust, we just assume blacks won't walk this far.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe  ·  Sep 24

If you're trying to study, why not do it in the whitest way possible with Finnish folk metal youtube.com/watch?v=Kxziiu...

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe  ·  Sep 24

Dating tip: If a girl texts you "What're you up to? " then doesn't respond, there's a large chance she's got terrible squat form.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe  ·  Sep 24

Dating tip: When a woman sends the 🚨emoji, she's a Bolshevik infiltrator attempting to steal your superior Aryan genes. Don't be fooled.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Guy Fieri @GuyFieri_ebooks  ·  Sep 24

Hi, I'm Guy Fieri. Fuck you Cooking Mama

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe  ·  Sep 24

youtube.be/TTU2pdz22yg

If this song isn't in every library of music you own, consider yourself admonished.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 24
Black aren't used to strong white men telling them what to do anymore. That must and will change.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 24
The boomers would rather complain about blacks not playing football well than look at the fact blacks are destroying everything they know.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 24
If you want an ethnostate and a strong community, you must first develop strength and purity within your own self. The rest flows from this.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 24
If you cannot work and develop discipline to sculpt your physical manifestation, you won't be able to manifest your thoughts or desires.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 24
When working on achieving your goals, remember that the first, most basic tool you have to work with is your body. It IS you.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 24
>Go to a normie friends place to hang out
>end up talking about white identity and the horrors of diversity till 2am. The kikes fugged up.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 23
#NeverTrump BTFO'd, can't wait to find all those Cruzcucks to drag my nuts all over their face.

You better be fast. My legs are strong.

In reply to Ted Cruz
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 23
@tedcruz Ya done it, kid. Ya made the right call.

I'm still gonna make fun of your followers though because it's pretty fun.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 23
If you want to change a white cuck into a white man, you must first introduce them to their own body's supply of testosterone.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 23
Whites have become detached from their own history and philosophies. We can only succeed by becoming who we really are.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 23
@Common_Filth had a really good interview on @trecbelyell this week. I think it was much needed humanizing of his persona. Very good listen

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 23
if you want an interesting legal world experience, have gay blacks explain an issue. You'll think it's funny at first, then terrifying.

In reply to Concierge Monthly
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 23
@ConciergeMthly @marylovefreedom @Soothsayer_C_S "I'm dying of alcohol poisoning"

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
James Smits @JamesSmits2 · Sep 22
Illegal migrants, Italy: "We need white females, luxury housing, pocket money, good food & drinks, you give nothing"
America First!

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Deplorable Elect Dan @Daniel_Ohana · Sep 23
"New Clinton"

180 979 436
In reply to Comrade Stump
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 23
@CantStumpTrump1 @IcyHotStunta :{ what is this

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 22
Attitudes of blacks are that of an abusive spouse. I want a divorce.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 22
Tracking
the deleterious effects of feminine legislation makes me shudder to think what would happen legally if nonwhites continue unchecked

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Yule Tide Wolf @derekthewolf · Sep 22
Dindunuffin!

WSOCTV @wsoctv
#BREAKING: Sources tell Channel 9 dash camera video shows #KeithScott getting out car, coming toward officers with gun in his hand

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 22
It's quite something to compare the law when men were entirely in charge and now, where women are becoming more dominant.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 22
The
more I study law and it's developments, the more you can see the interaction between the masculine and feminine in our society.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 22
#FirstDayofFall used to mean the leaves will soon change color. Now it's the demographics of our cities and towns.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 22
If someone suggests what I think is miserable is a disruption
if someone ever asks me why I think miscegenation is a disgusting blight on our peoples, quotes like these are great examples.

@Chinglican 履義 @LueYee
Disgusting. Tell me again how interracial adoption need not be restrained.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Julius Ebola @ebola1julus2 · Sep 22
"Now give us your guns." twitter.com/JaredWyand/sta...

This Tweet is unavailable.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoc · Sep 22
Georgia All-Right is best Alt Right.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoc · Sep 22
>blacks talking about watching TV and sports instead of studying because "That's just too much studying"

In reply to Hateful Heretic 🫖
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoc · Sep 22
@hateful_heretic Signs point to a pretty big no.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Stefan Molyneux @StefanMolyneux · Sep 21
Staring at the carnage in Charlotte, I just felt myself physically run out of empathy.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoc · Sep 21
#CharlotteProtest is showing the US why we need Trump and why we need arms. We must defend our people and put down those seek to kill us.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoc · Sep 21
Everyone's talking about #CharlotteProtest and I'm sitting here trying to continuously advance my connection to my white ancestors.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoc · Sep 21
It's quite moving to see something speak so intuitively to one's own self, only to know many others I respect further down the same path.
After finishing the first part of Revolt, I'm seeing so much about how I think and operate that I've needed to change, but had no words.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 21
I think all that this means is I've got a long way to go before I crack into The Myth of the Twentieth Century. What a journey awaits.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 21
I think there is little coincidence that I began my delve into Evola now of all times. My history of mind harmonizes well with his message.

In reply to RegularRon
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 21
@RegularRon I JUST missed Blind Guardian in my town...I was heartbroken. Hansi's has my favorite voice of any human alive. Love them both.

In reply to RegularRon
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 21
@RegularRon I would have killed to see them at 40,000 tons of metal. They both put on such fantastic shows. Something else.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 21
youtube.com/watch?v=9ROq5i...

Don't be a pussy and listen to good music.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 21
The cool thing is though, it frees me to work on myself and my craft. There's no such thing as losing when you have the mindset of victory.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 21
I'll bench 315 and be a successful businessman before I have a chance to find a woman in Atlanta who wants to save the white race.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Sep 21
The easiest way to tell someone isn't me: has gf ;_; QQ

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Sep 21
Easy way to tell someone is gay and/or a cuck: they're smaller than me.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Sep 21
Easy way to tell if someone’s on steroids: they're bigger than me.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Sep 21
I may have lost a low-impact shit tier election in a school in Atlanta, but I put on the best campaign a white has at that place in years.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Europa Guardian @EuGu_ · Sep 21
Gibsmedat Protest Italy

Demands:
-Better Hotel
-Better Food
-Better WIFI (fiber 1gb)
-Pool
-Pay TV etc.

#Kalergi
twitter.com/OnlineMagazin/…

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Sep 21
…9b5d8c03d344b65325.r5.cf1.rackcdn.com/Juggernaut_Pow…

If you're looking to get stronger and push yourself to reach our people's greatest heights, give this 12 weeks.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Chuck Woolery @chuckwoolley · Sep 21
If you don't know we are in a #MarxistCultureWar, then you are not paying attention. Please, please, pay attention and call them out.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Mugwump @anonnugwump · Apr 12
New study: more women in legislatures --> more likelyhood of humanitarian intervention jcr.sagepub.com/content/ear…
Figure 5. Predicted probabilities of humanitarian interventions, 1946–2003.

 Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 21
 Chimpouts
 are happening and there's no gas in town. Something tells me anyone riding MARTA this week is going to be in for a treat.

 Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 21
 @MaydnUSA How can you be deplorable if you haven't even deported them all?
 Coffee comes later.

 Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 21
 @JamesOKeeffeII You're such a fucking boob.

 Fuhrerious14/88 @Fuhrerious1488 · Sep 20
 A.H. – If I Have A Female Lawyer…
 [Link to blog post]

 IF I HAVE A FEMALE LAWYER IN FRONT OF ME THESE DAYS...AND
 NEXT TO HER IS A MOTHER OF FIVE, SIX, SEVEN CHILDREN, AND
 THEY ARE IN GREAT HEALTH AND WELL-EDUCATED BY HER...THEN I
 WANT TO SAY FROM THE ETERNAL POINT OF VIEW OF THE ETERNAL
 VALUE OF OUR PEOPLE: THE WOMAN WHO IS ABLE TO HAVE
 CHILDREN AND HAS RAISED THEM, AND THEREBY GAVE OUR PEOPLE
 THE FURTHER ABILITY TO LIVE IN THE FUTURE, HAS ACHIEVED
 MORE.

 -ADOLF HITLER
Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Donald Trump Jr. @DonaldJTrumpJr · Sep 20
Europe’s Rape Epidemic: Western Women Will Be Sacrificed At The Altar Of Mass Migration bit.ly/1hnHM85 via @BreitbartNews

Europe’s Rape Epidemic: Western Women Will Be ...
Make no mistake, Westerners are about to be made to suffer from Europe’s Rape Epidemic and the reason is that our leaders fully believe that we deserve to.

breitbart.com

836 2.5K 2.7K

In reply to EugeneMoofenstien 🙈

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 29
@GasChamberz Yeah if Hank Hill was half pumpkin

8 1

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 20
I probably have the biggest squat-built ass in the Southern Alt-Right sphere.

1

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 19
When you begin the transformation of your body through diet and exercise your mind will fight you. A low test mind must be rewired.

1 1 2

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 19
Whenever a woman tells me "Oh, you’re a comedian? ME TOO!" I already know she’ll be the first to get offended at jokes. Not humans. Sad!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 19
If you’re a white person over the age of 23 and you don’t have a favorite classical composer yet, you have some whitening to do.

2 3

In reply to Cecilia Davenport 💌

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 19
@CWDaven HERE I GO

1

In reply to Cecilia Davenport 💌

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 19
@CWDaven GONNA UNFOLLOW
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 19
@Mangan150 Do omega 3 supplements effectively balance or am I in need of a total overhaul of diet

In reply to P. D. Mangan 🇺🇸
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 19
@Mangan150 Oh wow. I should examine my balance. I eat chicken almost exclusively.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 19
@Mangan150 What is the benefit of avoiding those fats?

In reply to P. D. Mangan 🇺🇸
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 19
@arjunsethi81 Your mother fucks pigs and your sons will die as transsexuals.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 19
Jewish woman wants to flee the US because her people f***ed it up, but she can't earn her own money because phone games<3

castielcampbell @madatroytka
gofundme.com/a6wzqxws

Plz help me #TransferToCanada. I eat to move for my mental health and wellbeing....

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 19
#TalkLikeAPirateDay Arrr, the Jews' usury be stealin' our nation's booty. The blacks be freeloadin and the Muslims cannae stop explodin'.

In reply to Sadiq Khan
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 19
@SadiqKhan Looks like diversity and tolerance for Muslims was just celebrated by another Khan in New York. He brought his infamous cooker!

In reply to @sweden / Roomie
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 19
@sweden I'd love to see the Swedish people stand up and defend themselves from their current occupation before they no longer exist.

In reply to HYPOCRITE HILLARY #1
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 19
@MOVEFORWARDHUGE @MarcRudelli Look at her face. Disgusting. Aesthetics tell you everything you need to know.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 18
All negresses can be divided into three distinct types: Fat, Skinny, and Glasses.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 18
@villainial You got me good that's for sure

In reply to Autistotle™
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 18
@villainial Isn't that just you though

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 18
>When you find out a girl you're talking to is engaged and completely unhappy but won't leave the guy for no reason

In reply to Mike Cernovich
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 17
@Cernovich This isn't very gorilla mindset of you.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 17
Remember
guys, the odds have always been against us and we've always succeeded.
When things are down, know 10 of us are worth 1000 of them.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 17
@AJOccidental @MarcRudelli Silverman you say? Fraud for millions? COULD ANYONE HAVE SEEN THIS COMING?

In reply to @sweden / Elin
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 17
@sweden @vicmandrake This is how a people dies. Your genes are gone. You will perish and no longer be Swedes. You chose this.

In reply to Candace
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 17
@roycan79 @NikkiGoesser Reagan is also why California went from red to permablue. Amnesty is what makes him trash.
In reply to Chef BoyHoHoHo
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 17
@UrsellBoggs lol

In reply to rhys
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 17
@Rhyswales27 @MayorOIfashtown @cher @jimmyplatto That's not even a mint julep.

In reply to True Pundit
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 17
@true_pundit and the world responded "Who the fuck is Trevor Noah?"

In reply to Matthew Anscher
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 16
#ThingsPeopleLearnFromMe are mostly about Jewish influence in America, Europe, and the whole of Western Civilization. Spoilers: It's p. bad.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 16
@bumsense @marylovefreedom He's gonna call you names in order to fight antisemitism. OHHH SHIT GOYS THIS SHYLOCKS FOE REEEEEAL

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 16
When I work out, I sweat and give off pheromones like crazy. If you want to attract gay niggers hmu for a bottle :/

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 16
>when your crew of goys grows so fast you can't even keep up with it
We're all gonna make it

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Daniel Almond @DanielJAlmond · Sep 15
Current Democrat party worker and DNC delegate
Dear White People,
Stop telling us what MLK would think of today's world. Maybe we'd know if y'all didn't kill him.
Thanks, Black People

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
James Woods @ReaJamesWoods · Sep 15
DHS accused of sitting on damning border report as immigration issue drives presidential race via the @FoxNews App

DHS accused of sitting on damning border report a...
Federal lawmakers seeking to pinpoint the number of illegal immigrants who successfully sneak across the southern border ordered up a report from the Depar...
foxnews.com

In reply to Loretta the Prole
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 15
@lorettatheprole That kind of plan saves working families from demographic displacement of the leeches.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
マイル @martian_munk · Sep 13
Tweet v reality.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe  ·  Sep 15
@apurposefulwife @BostonGlobe This is the area I grew up. I've seen and felt this for a long time. I can no longer go home.

In reply to ⭐️ Кристина ⭐️
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe  ·  Sep 15
@Kurisu_Kitsune people still pay any attention to roosh?

In reply to STOP #WHITEGENOCIDE
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe  ·  Sep 15
@BadgoyNSF @EireCalling Dump them into the ocean.

In reply to Joe Bernstein
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe  ·  Sep 14
@Bernstein @adultswim If a Jew is put in the oven, but no one is around to hear it, does it still kvetch?

In reply to 🍜อาหาร
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe  ·  Sep 14
@6666913_ as a gym goer who lives in Atlanta it's funny that these people are even allowed to exist.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe  ·  Sep 14
I'm a cool guy. You can tell from my squat max and my MtG collection.
Sometimes the answer that you were looking for lay in sleeping in an extra three hours. Truly, sleep unlocks life's mysteries.

In reply to John Rivers

What did he mean by this

@RichardBSpencer's interviews in the past few weeks have gone from great to absolutely brilliant. Strong strategic mind behind the haircut.

Don't compare Donald Trump to Adolf Hitler. It belittles Hitler.
One was a psychopath who believed his raving rants. The other is a con man.

Don't compare Donald Trump to Adolf Hitler. It belittles Hitler.

Go to prison first to achieve Islamic conversion.

A presidential candidate is being attacked for not denouncing a cartoon frog

In reply to Buford Cheesman

What are you on about

In reply to @Biffcheese @RivalThoughts

She studied to understand why F cage is a stage of the schizophrenia.
I'm starting to understand why Eoia is a staple of the philosophical basis for who we are and must be. Life changing.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 13
"I can hardly formulate a coherent thought using any kind of language and when you disagree it's 'just semantics""

Jesus Christ.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 13
It's amazing there are people who are on the lower end of the intelligence spectrum who really think they are higher brow because of music.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 13
>When you are trying to save your family and they refer to anything you suggest as "white supremacist shit". No more half-fam.

In reply to Julius Ebola
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 12
@ebola julius2 An investment with negative returns is a bad investment. Throw off the shackles and the debt of guilt, white men and women.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 12
Blonde, blue eyed.

#MyTrophySpousein3Words

In reply to Harlan Hill
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 11
@Harlan "She's been dead for six weeks"

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 11
Trying to steal my genetics. Disgusting.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 11
Women who dye their hair blonde are traitors to everyone. I can see through you peacocking bullshit but you should be ashamed.

In reply to HoustonHorn
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 11
@pmondol Lol this joker over here XD

In reply to HoustonHorn
@pmondo That's nice dear. The American people think otherwise.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 11
#WhereWereYou when the strongest feminist candidate suffered a health crisis at the 9/11 memorial? #HillDoginHeat

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Zdenek Gazda @zgazda66 · Sep 11
Hillary Clinton 9/11 NYC – at One World Trade Center

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Democrats for Trump @YoungDems4Trump · Sep 10
Remind me again @HillaryClinton, who's supporters are the #BasketOfDeplorables?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 11
I can relate to this.

Eggs Benedict Miller @Fliesineyes
In reply to Thankful Jon
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 10
@racistgoku Nah man. That’s Biggz

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Donald Trump Jr. @DonaldJTrumpJr · Sep 10
You know what’s #deplorable? Letting 4 Americans die in #Benghazi, ignoring hundreds of requests for help that day and in the months before!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 10
Trad wives are out, field hockey wives are in.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 9
youtube.com/watch?v=XE7Pm...

Everyone needs to see the #NYPD putting a live human being into a bodybag to transport. Fucking what

In reply to Spirit Science Sarah
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 9
@soulcheeze Welcome to Atlanta where every set date is negotiable by 30 minutes

In reply to eva 🤣
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 9
@evawhosaysni @thoughthooligan @ _AltRight_ It’s another opinion that challenges the status quo, why shouldn’t it be allowed and addressed?

In reply to Ben Shapiro
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 9
@benshapiro Ben isn’t Jewish, nor is he alt right. He’s part of the Universal Fraternity of Manlets. Cabinet position of treasurer is open.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Coffin Builder @CoffinBuilder88 · Sep 8
Did you know?
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 9
I was about to talk to this big gym bro with Celtic and Rune tattoos all over his arms, then he passed me saying "never give up" w/ gay lisp

In reply to eva
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 9
@evawhosaysni @AltRight the only thing I know is that diversity requires conflict or else it's not diversity. Why worry about racism?

In reply to eva
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 9
@evawhosaysni @AltRight Dude, a diversity of ideas requires things you don't agree with. Why not just let it go

In reply to eva
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 9
@evawhosaysni @AltRight Don't go after her, she's one of our best. So sick you'd target a woman. A WOMAN.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 9
@6666913 African-America

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
J Burton @JBurtonXP · Jun 20
Just fine:
- fifty million abortions
- small town America dead
- endless overseas wars
- tranny six year olds

Beyond the pale:
- Donald Trump

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
David Duke @DrDavidDuke · Sep 8
@GrrrGraphics
“She’ll SAY, ANYTHING and CHANGE NOTHING.”
- BARACK OBAMA, 2008

PhoeniX Reich Retweeted

WikiLeaks @wikileaks · Sep 8

Emails show Huma Abedin in charge of Hillary Clinton’s earpiece
wikileaks.org/clinton-emails…

From: Huma Abedin
To: Hillary Clinton
Date: 2009-09-23 06:05

Abedin, Huma <AbedinH@state.gov>
Sent: Thursday, September 24, 2009 1:05 PM

Did u take your earpiece or do I need to get it?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 7
@villainial Livin on the edge of the tism. All it takes is one journey into the Jak and Daxter rule34 databank and its all over.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 7
@Lauren_Southern @ThatExLiberal Lauren Southern, confirmed for math.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 7

All this being said, I didn’t start lifting to attract gay blacks. Fuck you, Atlanta.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 7

Without the inner fire, you can’t grow. However, you can always find strength in your friends to spark the fire in you. You’re not alone.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 7

I fuck up a lot and make a lot of stupid choices, but I never blame other people and I never take it out on myself. Growth is the only way.

American Renaissance @AmRenaissance · Sep 7

All-Right press conference Friday was cancelled by @PressClubDC. @NPIAmerica booked the “First Amendment Room.” New location TBA.

Nick Short @PoliticalShort · Sep 1

So @NYCSchools will be closed on Sept 12th. Not in remembrance of 9/11, but in celebration of Eid (Muslim holiday)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sept 8</td>
<td>Early dismissal for non-District 75 kindergarten students only. Partial school time for pre-kindergarten public school students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept 9</td>
<td>First full day for non-District 75 kindergarten students. Partial school time for pre-kindergarten public school students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept 12</td>
<td>Eid al-Adha (schools closed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 3-4</td>
<td>Rosh Hashanah (schools closed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 10</td>
<td>Columbus Day Observed (schools closed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 12</td>
<td>Yom Kippur (schools closed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 26-27</td>
<td>Middle School: Parent-Teacher Conferences*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 2-3</td>
<td>Elementary School: Parent-Teacher Conferences*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 11</td>
<td>Veterans Day (schools closed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 15-16</td>
<td>District 75 School Program: Parent-Teacher Conferences*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 17-18</td>
<td>High School: Parent-Teacher Conferences*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 24-25</td>
<td>Thanksgiving Recess (schools closed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 26-Jan 2</td>
<td>Winter Recess (schools closed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 16</td>
<td>Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Day (schools closed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 30</td>
<td>Chancellor’s Conference Day for staff development in all non-D75 high schools only. High School students do not attend school, except those enrolled at D75 school</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTES:

*Parent-teacher conference dates are citywide. However, schools may decide to hold their conferences on non-holiday dates. Please check with your school for specific information.

323 1.5K 736
The next wave in fashy aesthetics is going to be long sleeve button up, shorts, socks, toed sandals, and I'm going to lead the charge.

In reply to Radix Journal
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 7
@RadixJournal That graphic is aesthetic. Love it.

In reply to ReactionaryTree
TrumpenReich Tree @ReactionaryTree · Sep 6
look closely at the shirts of the "Jews for Trump" sign 😏

Eric Schmitt @Eric_Schmitt
@Mike_Pence in #STL outlines the foreign policy failures of Obama & Clinton including the #IranDeal

In reply to Just Call Me Mister
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 5
@MisterMetokur This is the beginning of a path that only ends with you becoming the new Common Filth. Tread lightly.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 5
When a dindu texts you at night, you're obligated to do this.

In reply to Larry Elder
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 5
@LarryElder @NoiteNC DR3! DR3! DR3!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 5
@USBarbarossa Me and @ContrarianGent were having that conversation for quite some time. It's hard to see.
In reply to Jacob Sartorius

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 5
@jacobssartorius You wanna come over for some metamucil and chill? 3 scoops.

In reply to Dr. Frog Kang

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 5
@grimesspaghett @Night_Of_Fire None of these women are freebleeding so all I see is oppression.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 4
No cat, you're right. I don't deserve sleep.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Contrarian Gent @ContrarianGent · Sep 4
@Halberstram_FTN @jazzhandmcflees @BigButterNutJoe #FashtheNation #DragonCon

In reply to Westboro Baptist

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 2
@WBCSaysRepent @Israel we may not see eye to eye on everything but I like you guys more and more every week.
I wonder if the 8% of people who trust the media are all in teaching and city/state level government jobs. It would make sense.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
@IStandWithAhmed

But what about body differences? Size, shape, width, length. Things are different, morphology matters

Also you're a nigger

Seizure Gnome Retweeted
@memealchemy

Fresh OC

Mena, No! There's enough blackpill in that jar for 50 people!

WHY ARE YOU DOING THIS TO YOURSELF - YOU ARE STILL SO YOUNG!

Industrial Society is a disaster. Do you have any Pop Tarts?

In reply to Cecilia Davenport

Phoenix Reich
@BigButterNutJoe
@CWDaven

Its enduring. It makes you either a radical or a cuck. Trial by fire, forever.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Belle of Belfast
@Belle_ofBelfast

#InsteadOfHate how about a dose of reality? Defending your future isn't hate.
In reply to Spirit Science Sarah
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Sep 1
@soulcheez to hit you up for some pictures of you taint

In reply to The Current Year
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 31
@TheeCurrentYear this is some gold. I love it.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 31
It's funny when Jews tattoo Hebrew lettering on their body. It saves me the time of having to put ID tattoos on you later!

In reply to Agree&Amplify 👍
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 31
@agreeandamp @JaredTSwift @BronzeAgePerv The Adonis Pill

In reply to Annie
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 31
@Ann_Tagonist_ They don't realize the only way to change someone via the Internet is through factposts and shitposts. Sad!

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Russian Agent @LeahR77 · Aug 30
WAKE UP WAKE UP‼️ BREAKING: Homeland Security To Take Over Elections thefederalistpapers.org/us/breaking-ho… #WakeUpAmerica #TrumpWA
In reply to Roger Cohen

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 31
@NYTimesCohen Oh look, more antiwhite hate from a white-hating Jew. (((big surprise there buddy)))

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 31
Whenever @ThaRightStuff releases The Shoah a day late, it feels like dad missed the big game and got to the pizza party after trophy handout

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

McFeels @jazzhandmfeels · Aug 30
Hoooleeee fuck. #FashTheNation hit #1 this week
How about next time you eat I get up in your shit and start fucking with your legs? What if I jump on you? Bitch.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 30
My cat is being a real faggot right now. Fuck off idiot I want to eat my omelette.

Pegida UK @UKPegida · Aug 14
A video secretly recorded in a Muslim school in the UK. Shocking.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 29
@mattyMidwest "And IICCCCCC helped!"

K. Schildknecht @KSSchildknecht · Aug 29
@AnthonyEinzing #Feminism vs #Femininity

Your Life, Your Choice!
Feminism, "Progress," Degeneracy, Despair
Femininity, Tradition, Beauty, Happiness

Sam Hyde @Night_Of_Fire · Aug 28
i am getting phone calls from nasally asthmatic voices telling me there are 9 ways i will die that i wont believe @BuzzFeed

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 28
@lorettatheprole In America where Western Europe has miscegenated, what else is there? "Euro-Americans"? "Aryan-American"?
Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Just Call Me Mister @MisterMetokur · Aug 28
Now it appears everyone is offering refunds outside the normal policy for No Man's Sky.

"If you kill yourself, you win."

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 27
@sonsandbros @DwyaneWade You try to establish your dominance via trial by combat, then you become the legal authority.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 27
@White_n_Right @A_Linder_5 TBH I think the same solution would be fine

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 27
@Bernstein realized the most Jewish way to get attention is to agitate a group of trolls in order to fulfill his persecution complex.

SciencePorn 🚀 @SciencePorn · Aug 24
First woman on the Moon:

"Houston, we have a problem."
What?
"Never mind"
What's the problem?
"Nothing"
Please tell us?
"I'm fine"

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 25
@EWErickson "Yeah, and this goes for you too Christians. You're servants. You serve us. God doesn't love you."
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 25
@jazzhandmcfees Hey man, what do you make of this "Trump softening stance" thing? Is he seriously cucking right now?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 25
@realDonaldTrump Go soft, you lose. If you become indistinguishable from the rest of the GOP, America is over.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 25
@realDonaldTrump: If you cuck on immigration all you are doing is losing votes. You cannot win on the platform of a cuckservative.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 25
@Filius_Imperii That top one has a funny hat

In reply to Brendan O'Connor
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 24
@_grendan You know you liked it.

In reply to Bill Kristol
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 24
@BillKristol Bill, you are LARPing too hard. Renegade Party didn't go anywhere, just keep jewing it up faggot.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 22
Protip, the only time you can use the lifting pad is for deadlifts and bench. It should be a status symbol.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 22
If you use a workout belt you're basically Elliott Rodger. Lifting belts are implicitly a gentleman supremacist identity signal.

In reply to Andy Burton
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 22
@Andy_Burton Oh look, another retarded wapo article.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 22
@YvetteG66382831 @Montel_Williams @Harlan Clearly a white supremacist.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Common Filth @Common_Filth · Aug 21
**Ignore Swedish Posts**

Do not reply to Swedish posters.

---

In reply to John Rivers

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 20

@JohnRiversToo Why have you done this to yourself

---

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 20

Curls may make your arm look good but it doesn't do much for strength. Strength aesthetic is harder to get but more rewarding.

---

In reply to Twitter Advertising

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 20

@TwitterAds Now if only we could get rid of every liberal demographic. That would make business BOOM

---

In reply to Louise Mensch

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 20

@LouiseMensch lol you're such a fucking heeb..GOLDMAN-SACHS ARE THE TRUE PATRIOTS.

---

In reply to Richard 🦅 Spencer

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 19

@RichardBSpencer @amandacarpenter Clearly this is a sign Amanda Carpenter is more in touch with the alt right. We have our new leader.

---

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 19

@taygete_ gay

---

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 18

gotnews.com/breaking-khizr...

#KhazirKhan #DNC #ImWithHer

Bahahaha
BREAKING: Khizr Khan Family AKA "Kinky Lick" On Ashley Madison...
This story was worked on by Shannon Knutsen, Mark Yuray, and Chuck Johnson. Email us at editor@gotnews.com if you want to join our research...
gotnews.com

In reply to Cult of Kantbot X
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 18
@OccultMemeKing @RadixJournal @DRUDGE_REPORT Burn Atlanta to the ground see what happens, I'll still hold strong

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
McFeels @jazzhandmfeels · Aug 18
Spoiler Alert: We're not gonna stop with the Internet

How Trolls Are Ruining the Internet
They're turning the web into a cesspool of aggression and violence. What watching them is doing to the rest of us may be even worse
time.com

In reply to Cult of Kantbot X
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 18
@OccultMemeKing @RadixJournal @DRUDGE_REPORT Wow wtf what a traitor, looks like the alt right is defending mulattos now jesus

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Supreme Dark Lord 🦇 @voxday · Aug 18
The suicidal Left protests Chinese immigration into Tibet, but supports African, Asian, and Arab immigration into the West
African, Asian, and Arab immigration into the West.

Explain.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 17
And if you’re “dude just waiting for Hitler” remember: Be the Hitler you want to see in the world.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 17
Sometimes
I get black pilled by the world. Then I realize thousands of us are on the same path, bettering ourselves and growing.

In reply to Preston Brooks
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 17
@Rebel_Bill Yee

In reply to McKay Coppins
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 17
@mckaycoppins "Hillary is running the largest collusion campaign with the media of all time! Ignore the leaked emails. Here is speculation!"

In reply to @sweden / Roomie
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 15
@sweden
Your sweaty tits must smell like cheeseburgers. No wonder Sweden is falling apart. It's got greasy hamburgers all over the place.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 15
>mfw I'm using my student loans to fund my trip to NPI
If I'm gonna be jewed, I may as well be pro-white about it.

Laura Ingraham @IngrahamAngle · Aug 14
Afer
7 1/2 yrs of Obama, more in inner cities feel justified in torching bldgs, smashing police cars & looting “to get even."

In reply to Sam Hyde
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 13
@Night_of_Fire Jews Rock is one of the greatest pieces of television history.

In reply to ES Mosley
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 12
@ESMosley @GAFollowers @donaldglover or are you just mad because you're a niggerfaggot
In reply to ES Mosley
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 12
@ESMosley @GAFollowers @donaldglover Clearly not a fan oh Donald Glover if you don't know niggerfaggot

In reply to Everything Georgia
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 12
@GAFollowers @donaldglover Niggerfaggot.

In reply to Alice Frischmann
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 10
@behindcurtains1 @Smoloko123 @pacman925 @ChuckWagonMault @TOOEdition @realDonaldTrump @TGSNTv @odin2ken @TommyDahlqvist
I think Gershwin?

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
VictoryThOrValhalla @CauseOfMartyr · Aug 10
One ring to rule them all - The tale of a forgotten kingdom. youtube.com/watch?v=SYPYLo…

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 10
Historians ban 'all-male and all-white' panels at 2016 conference campusreform.org/?ID=7981 via @campusreform

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 10
@alrightfights I'm blocked and never texted this person, screenshot?

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Tazer Swift @CrashnDaPlane · Aug 3
$500 bonus sounds good this and decent touch
$500 bonus round; read this and don't laugh.

is it politically correct to call dwarves floor niggers?

harandbo • 38m

In reply to Just Call Me Mister
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe • Aug 10
@MisterMetokur Looks like his life didn't matter that much lammo wammo fammo

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe • Aug 10
@mrsbiscuits

In reply to Lori Hendry 🍪
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe • Aug 9
@Lrihendry @realDonaldTrump Lol......okay that's the name of the brewery 3dbrewing.com
If you reworded this tweet it could work.

Home • 3 Daughters Brewing
Instagram
3dbrewing.com

In reply to J 🍌🎄🎄🎄
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe • Aug 9
@PlacidiJoe I'm fucking done with you. You're just repeating yourself and you refuse to examine the actual sample sizes and biases. Get out.

In reply to J 🍌🎄🎄🎄
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe • Aug 9
@PlacidiJoe nytimes.com/2016/08/08/bus...
Trump Is Testing the Norms of Objectivity in Journalism

As Donald J. Trump continues his stream of outrageous and disquieting statements, journalists must grapple with how to cover him — and if, or w...

nytimes.com

In reply to JÆ
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 9
@PlacidiJoe
Arguing with you is pointless, you're buying a bunch of garbage and sitting around with your arms crossed like a fedora atheist.

In reply to JÆ
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 9
@PlacidiJoe

It's time to stop posting

In reply to JÆ
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 9
@PlacidiJoe @jazzhandmfeels @Ricky_Vaughn99 Lol now you're just trolling poorly.

In reply to JÆ
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 9
@PlacidiJoe They openly admitted rigging primaries. You're a fucking boob. Get out of my helicopter.
In reply to @BigButterNutJoe
@PlacidiJoe Arguing with you is pointless. You buy a bullshit premise while rejecting it's criticism. November will be a big shock to you.

In reply to @BigButterNutJoe
@PlacidiJoe I should just point you in the direction of @jazzhandmcfeels or @Ricky_Vaughn99, because I know you're not going to listen.

In reply to @BigButterNutJoe
@PlacidiJoe You are acting on faith on almost all of this.

In reply to @BigButterNutJoe
@PlacidiJoe So you didn't read the DNC emails about the primary and you aren't actually reading the polls and the samples directly.

In reply to @BigButterNutJoe
@PlacidiJoe If he's losing so badly, how come he gets thousands to his rallies and Hillary can't even fill her seats?

In reply to @BigButterNutJoe
@PlacidiJoe Do you ever actually READ those polls? Who they sample, what they say? Or do you just read what's reported about them?

In reply to @BigButterNutJoe
@PlacidiJoe fuggin blue Georgia AND Florida that's how I know you've gone full retard.

In reply to @BigButterNutJoe
@PlacidiJoe Lol.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Whitey McPrivilege @yankeebrit77 · Aug 9
#WeAreIndigenous

Everyone's from Africa, race is just a social construct, there's no such thing as "indigenous".

There are indigenous people here, defined racially, they were here first!
In reply to XX
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 9
@TokyoSexPolice @menakinone4 The niggers did this.

In reply to The New York Times
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 9
@nytimes @dontaskwhy2day What a crock of shit from a liberal propaganda rag.

In reply to Mark Halperin
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 8
@MarkHalperin @Evan_McMullin Who?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 8
I love this new cuckservative who no one has heard of with less name recognition than David French. This will stop Trump for sure!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 7
youtu.be/vZ-nwOfjTbQ
Sweden has died. Do not let your country be next. #OpeningCeremony #ARod #SundayMorning #amjoy #DemsinPhilly

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Ethan Ralph @TheRalphRetort · Aug 7
In reply to Spirit Science Sarah
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 7
@soulcheeze Just start taking all of your work equipment and do walking lunges with it all day, it is now the gym

In reply to Faceberg
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 7
@weimerica What if you buy training gear and THEN kill

In reply to Auliistoffe™
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 5
@villainial being 50 years old in shorts and crocs with the face of an abbo is the last stand of implicit white identity

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 5
235->260 bench, 405->440 deadlift, 340->375 squat in just 10 weeks. Juggernaut works to make you stronger. One day I'll be strong.

In reply to Spirit Science Sarah
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 5
@soulcheeze Legs. Do it slacker faggot.

In reply to Bronze Age Pervert
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 5
@BronzeAgePerv She is the avatar of estats.

In reply to D'Marcus Liebowitz
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 5
@1OfTheGoodGuys @Sineaderade Who would have thought humor and not acting like a mentally ill cunt would attract more people?

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Russian Agent @Lean777 · Aug 4
Hillary Can't FILL A Black Church But Somehow She's 10 Points Ahead Of Trump... Bullshit Already. We're F....
In reply to Mazel Tov Taco Truck

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 5
@Dupe1970 @YarmondShore @ZekeJMiller Hittin me with those sick ass old memes fro 2001 what am I gonna do

In reply to Mazel Tov Taco Truck

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 5
@Dupe1970 @YarmondShore @ZekeJMiller I'm just sitting here eating my omelette reading all this salt.
In reply to Mazel Tov Taco Truck
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 5
@Dupe1970 @YarmondShore @ZekeJM Miller You’re going to be very surprised when your world comes crashing down around you. Oh well.

In reply to Mazel Tov Taco Truck
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 5
@Dupe1970 @YarmondShore @ZekeJM Miller You’re not having an honest conversation here, you keep linking to biased media.

In reply to Mazel Tov Taco Truck
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 5
@Dupe1970 @YarmondShore @ZekeJM Miller It’s about who is committing the crime and why we need to keep them out. And why gun control is useless

In reply to Mazel Tov Taco Truck
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 5
@Dupe1970 @YarmondShore @ZekeJM Miller I’m asking you questions and getting nothing substantial in return. …

In reply to Mazel Tov Taco Truck
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 5
@Dupe1970 @YarmondShore @ZekeJM Miller 3 years ago, and who is committing the crime?

In reply to Mazel Tov Taco Truck
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 5
@Dupe1970 @YarmondShore @ZekeJM Miller So why do Hillary and Obama want to have harsher gun laws? If everything is okay I don’t see
the issue.

In reply to Mazel Tov Taco Truck
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 5
@Dupe1970 @YarmondShore @ZekeJMiller "Mainstream media is corrupt" "Oh yeah? Here are mainstream media links to prove you are WRONG RACIST!"

In reply to Mazel Tov Taco Truck
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 5
@Dupe1970 @YarmondShore @ZekeJMiller government crime and victimization statistics are a big one. Keep linking your garbage though.

In reply to Mazel Tov Taco Truck
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 5
@Dupe1970 @YarmondShore @ZekeJMiller Look at the data each source provides. Polls for instance. Look at who was polled and what was asked.

In reply to Mazel Tov Taco Truck
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 5
@Dupe1970 @YarmondShore @ZekeJMiller I'm sure you think politifact and snopes are 100% unbiased good sources. You're such a failure.

In reply to Raymond
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 5
@YarmondShore @Dupe1970 @ZekeJMiller Ignoring facts and going right to namecalling. When you ACTUALLY love America you're a supremacist, wow

In reply to Raymond
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 5
@YarmondShore @Dupe1970 @ZekeJMiller Hillary's immigration policy wants to be that of Merkel and she said she'd abolish the border. Hmmm

In reply to Raymond
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 5
@YarmondShore @Dupe1970 @ZekeJMiller So why would you support someone who will completely displace it's current demography?

In reply to Raymond
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 5
@YarmondShore @Dupe1970 @ZekeJMiller You're embarrassing yourself.
In reply to Mazel Tov Taco Truck
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 5
@Dupo1970 @YarmondShore @ZekeJMiller That's not an argument. It's not improved just because you can flip houses now. Very weak.

1

In reply to Mazel Tov Taco Truck
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 5
@Dupo1970 @YarmondShore @ZekeJMiller Something tells me you heard that in a class and didn't quite bother to look up it's definition.

1

In reply to Chevrolet
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 5
@chevrolet This campaign is only going to backfire, you're three years too late everyone hates this shit now.

1

In reply to Anthony
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 5
@The_US_Rev "I'm going to signal until I am forced to suffer "

1

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 5
@14winter88 but

1

In reply to Zeke Miller
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 5
@ZekeJMiller 'robust' is just another Soviet style vocabulary choice from failures who want to keep everything as is.

1

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Anthony @The_US_Rev · Aug 4
Let's get a real poll going instead of the #MSM biased polls. Who would you vote for? ENDLESS RETWEETS

154 3.2K 1.6K

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
C-S-Memes4FashyGoys @counter_signal · 16 Nov 2015

It's impossible to round up 11 million people and ship them somewhere you stupid conservative why are you denying the holocaust
In reply to CNN is HitlerMaximus

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 4
@NolteNC Dig his way out of WHAT?

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

John Random @JohnRandom1234 · Aug 3
@Ricky_Vaughn99

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Viktor LePen @ViktorLePen · Aug 3
Cucks think GOP will recover after a Trump loss
But don't realize that 4 years of Hillary would create a more right wing pol than Trump

In reply to Deplorable Facts

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 3
@RealFactsMatter Your capacity for rhetoric is only going to turn people off. I agree with you and think you're too emotional. Relax.

In reply to Deplorable Facts

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 3
@RealFactsMatter Okay. Again, I know about the threat. I don't really know who you are arguing with.
In reply to Deplorable Facts
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 3
@RealFactsMatter Who are you arguing with, I'm aware of this. I was making a generalized comment. Calm down.

In reply to Deplorable Facts
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 3
@RealFactsMatter I am fully aware of the anti-white agenda and what white genocide is about.

In reply to Deplorable Facts
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 3
@RealFactsMatter It's that or the alternative, that she is so incompetent and foolish that she doesn't understand that. Both are terrible.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 3
Another fake Faux News poll saying Hillary is beating Trump by 10 points. It's amazing how shameless the media is at this point. Sad!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 3
>when your alcoholic family member tries to make you feel bad for "your jew hate"

In reply to Spirit Science Sarah
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 3
@soulcheeze email me hair please .email.com
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 3
Million dollar movie idea: Sylvester Stallone in black face killing communists in Vietnam. "Sambo" In theatres this November.

In reply to Everything Georgia
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 2
@GAFollowers #BlackLivesMatter 🙏

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 2
@taygete_chaste hamtar

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 2
All these stories about the #Olympics going to hell in Rio, and people still think we should make the US demographically the same.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 2
@TyrsDisciple Go long enough and it will.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Neil Cicierega @neilcic · Jul 9
LIVE BY THE COWBOY CODE
-Never lasso what aint yours
-Ride horses, not people
-Never put a saddle on someone and ride him
-Don't ride people

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Neil Cicierega @neilcic · Jul 23
Piss wins

if one of these doesn't get 100% of the vote you have to chug piss for four years. vote your conscience

64% Coke

36% Pepsi

83 votes · 23 hours left:

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
European Beauty @MagicalEurope · Aug 1
Stunning Bavarian girl wearing the traditional dirndl dress & with her hair braided. Absolutely beautiful!
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 1
@N_ata6ha
I wish I could do more than lend a few kind words and my internal support. Stay strong, stay alive, and stay true to yourself.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 1
When you hit PR on a main lift and you're mad you didn't get higher, then you've really become a powerlifter.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Aug 1
Of course #NationalGirlfriendDay happens a few days after I break up with mine.

It just means I'm ahead of the curve ;)

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
National Front 14w @NF14WORDS · Jul 31

**ISRAHELL**

*Bitter Truth...*

**ISIS is the only terrorist organization that can travel:**

- **2000 miles** from Syria to attack Brussels
- **1000 miles** to attack Saudi Arabia
- **3500 miles** to attack Bangladesh...
Phoenix Reich Retweeted
ProudAmerican @1776BetsyRoss · Aug 1
@DrMartyFox @Lrhhendry: Apparently Mrs Khan didn't need hijab in 2009, HRC/DNC used this stunt 4 their political agenda

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 30
If the jews really want to get at us, they won't use the nazi detector and start using the KGB detector.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 30
Not vilifying people who use, but you have to know you become a slave to your eating and using habits. Not healthy!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 30
Clean eating and steroid free growth with exercise is a true sign of a secure white identity unless. Steroids for competition I'm unsure of

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 30
Watching morons in the gym makes me as angry as watching cucks and liberals talk about basically anything.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 30
When gays get in your personal space at the gym, the best course of action is to start quoting The Gift because they all know about it.

In reply to Mary Whittier 🌳
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 30
@marylovefreedom I would do it if I would be allowed to volunteer.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 30
Daily reminder to lift weights. Monthly reminder that sumo deadlifts are not real deadlifts.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Viktor LePen @ViktorLePen · Jul 30
England isn't England anymore
France isn't France anymore
Germany isn't Germany anymore

One by one we're losing western civilization

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Trevor Trust @TrustedTrevor · Jul 30
Actually hates Americans
#3WordHillary

yeah so millions of illegal muslim immigrants may be entering europe at an uncontrolled rate and raping and murdering thousands of civilians but you know what really scares me is a political party i dont personally align with being democratically voted into power

In reply to Donald J. Trump
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 30
@realDonaldTrump @patrioticpepe DONALD TRUMP IS READY TO GET HIS TRAIN FACE ON THIS NOVEMBER
Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump · Jul 29
"@patrioticpepe: @realDonaldTrump ONLY TRUMP CAN UNITE AMERICA AND FIX OBAMA'S MISTAKES!!! Trump2016 pic.twitter.com/yB72Bm2muM"

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 30
@alexirileyiscool weed is a fantastic emotional displacer

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 29
@CNN
"I think Hillary laid out her vision very clearly last night." Bahahah you really don't know how few people buy what you're selling.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 29
@Knappag1 @TravisRuger @AyWunSinceDay1 Trump is so strong he could have ended the war single-handed. You heard it here folks.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 29
I should start wearing a go pro to this gym the niggardry here is unacceptable.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 29
@Ricky_Vaughn99 Kasich memes for cucky goys, now

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 29
@BeardsonBeardly TRIGGERED

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 29
@JohnRiversToo I found you in my heart

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 29
@apurposefulwife I think all the homos Obama let in took the easy job on the ship where there was no fighting to be done. Makes sense.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 29
#blackwomendidthat mup da doo didda po mo gub bidda be dat tum muhflugen bix nood cof bin dub ho muhflugga

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 29
In reply to BeardsonBeardly
@BeardsonBeardy @PaulTown_ Yeah that's exactly what a self-proclaimed homosexual WOULD say. Nice try, bottom boy.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 29
If Escape from the City doesn't make a woman wet, disavow.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 29
Apparently women on dating websites don't like it when I send them explicit messages and then follow up with lyrics from Sonic Adventure 2.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 29
Last night at the #DemsInPhilly #DemConvention Hillary Clinton stunned the world by giving Trump's Presidential Elect Nomination Speech.

In reply to Zero 🤔
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 29
@AlimonyMindset "What if female circumcision is what REAL alphas do"

In reply to Jess Lynn 🦊
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 29
@WhitestRabbit_ This is why it's so easy for Asians and Whites to be at the top of the class.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 29
"Sometimes I think the Muslims have it right on women"

Get out

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 29
#AltRight accounts being unfollowed randomly without permission thanks to Twitter. Something tells me #BlackWomenDidThat

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Billy Hallowell @BillyHallowell · Jul 28
This gif, though.
In reply to Billy Strutz
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Jul 28
@BillB4U @SmirnoffUS "Man with 7 followers yells into the abyss, soon returns home to feed his cats"

In reply to BeardsonBeardly
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Jul 28
@BeardsonBeardly are you a NEET

In reply to P. D. Mangan 🇨🇦
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Jul 28
@Mangan150 quick, someone unfollow.

In reply to Ricky Vaughn
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Jul 28
@Ricky_Vaughn99 This is the moral high ground in the current year.
@Night_0f_Fire Hey man, I found a youtube channel that is playing KSTV.
youtube.com/watch?v=HqAozH...
Figured you'd wanna see it so.

In reply to The Anti-Gnostic
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 28
@Anti_Gnostic Did you catch the plates?

In reply to Ricky Vaughn
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 28
@Ricky_Vaughn99 I think it's more accurate to say "any joke ever that isn't about denigrating men"

In reply to Smirnoff US
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 28
@SmirnoffUS Around niggers, pull the trigger....on a good time! Brought to you by Smirnoff Poz Loads: Fill Him Up.

In reply to Voice of Europe
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 28
@V_of_Europe @jazzhandmcfells was wrong. Underestimated.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 28
@mrbiscuits nahhh

In reply to BeardsonBeardly
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 28
@BeardsonBeardly @LouiseMensch is responsible for this.

In reply to Jess Lynn ✅
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 28
@WhitestRabbit_ Intergender and Asexual probably

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 28
Normie women ain't ever gonna save the race.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 28
People say "Ya gotta lead your woman" but they haven't had to deal with the normie's normie before. Sometimes it just hurts.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Dan Scavino Jr. @DanScavino · Jul 28
Bernie Delegate: "DNC is Replacing Sanders Supporters With Paid
Seat Fillers to Create Fake Unity' via @infowars

In reply to Zeke Miller
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 28
@ZekeJM Miller @TODAYshow This is apparently supposed to pass as newsworthy. What a joke.

In reply to Spirit Science Sarah
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 28
@soulcheeze maybe you should listen to the rhythm the rhythm of the street

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 28
The #DNC is one of the most enjoyable political experiences, only because it's one giant tribute to a house divided.

Honesty, now is the time to stock up on Faygo to resell at a higher price. Create an artificial shortage of supply
Insane Clown Posse, rap group, plots march on Wash... The National Mall in Washington, D.C., will host a rally next year being put together by Insane Clown Posse, a Detroit-based rap group whose die-hard fans, "juggalo...\n\nWashingtonTimes.com

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

I'm in disbelief that this is real footage of #DNCinPHL right now.

Absolute madness.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 27

Low energy, no basis for their argument. Very sad yet expected narrative from the #NeverTrump cucks twitter.com/MillennialRx/s... This Tweet is unavailable.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Michael Walters @PorkShake · Jul 27

dems are like your ex who got caught cheating and makes the conversation about why you violated her trust by checking her phone.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Lana @LanaLokteff · Jul 25

#DNCinPHL full of Latinos saying they'll make America great bcuz it wasn't before. So then why couldn't they make their homeland great?

In reply to Glenn Greenwald

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 27

@ggreenwald So wait, so she IS guilty of storing state secrets and jeopardizing national security via her email server then?

In reply to there a storm coming

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 27

@quintal232 I always kept hope that they could be saved. I wanted to
I always kept hope that they could be saved. I wanted to be able to help them. They are miles behind and fading on the horizon.

@TimMattox
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 27
@TimMattox
“The left is the champion of LGBT”’“What’s that? Someone we don’t like?
Call him a fag! Denigrate his masculinity that’ll show em”

@BillKristol
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 27
@BillKristol Kike, no one cares about you. You should stay in Israel and leave the US forever, rootless cosmopolitan faggot.

Soviet-style
Fact Checking on every right winger only further bolsters the right and the moderates against any and all of the left.

@TimMattox [Citation Needed]
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 27

AsianConservativeMan @aconman_ · Jul 27
Trump is a friend of the Clintons, working to elect Hillary.

Trump is a friend of Putin, working to defeat Hillary.

An intricate plot!

@WaltBismarck
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 27
@WaltBismarck I now realize I may be autistic.

Christ.

Screw Disney.

@WaltBismarck
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 27
Do women actually have husbands. I thought the husbando myth went the way of the Khazar theory

@Ehooper02 @GAFollowers
In reply to Eddie Hooper
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Jul 27
@Ehooper02 @GAFollowers Delet this ^^^

In reply to Eddie Hooper
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Jul 27
@Ehooper02 @GAFollowers Ever since the echoes got big, you neurotic little kids have been really upping the "Delete your Account" rhetoric.

In reply to Timothy A. Mattox
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Jul 27
@TimMattox "They're never going to believe i'm this retarded"

"Why is everyone mad at me"

"These Trump supporters are SOOOO ignorant"

In reply to Everything Georgia
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Jul 27
@GAFollowers Georgia: Now almost entirely like Africa.

inb4 blacks start eating each other after they break down society.

Seventh Son @SeventhSonTRS · Jul 27
@10fTheGoodGays @NationalHeathen and when a shittib says Islam isn't a race, note that all non-arab Muslims are conquered peoples

In reply to TFE
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Jul 26
@fgtegg @counter_signal This is actually amazing. Low energy noeffortpost. I love it.
European Beauty @MagicalEurope · Jul 26
Dirndl Dress Delightfulness.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Lauren Southern @Lauren_Southern · Jul 26
They beheaded a priest
They attacked on Bastille day
They killed children
They shot journalists
They tortured teenagers
Wake up France.

In reply to BeardsonBeardly
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 26
@BeardsonBeardly y u not voting for trump tho really man u sellout
fuck u i hate you dad, both of my dads fuck this im out

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
@OccidoLumen666 @St_Gaz Obama just gave a green card to 1 million Muslims in US
In reply to BFT

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 25
@Battlefieldtrip

> night
> not day

Sounds like you're just cherry picking responses, friendo

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 25
@Goy_Orbison I don't know what you mean, this is pure liberal aesthetic.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Just Call Me Mister @MisterMetokur · Jul 25
Simply amazing. They've been absolutely screwed over and they run back to him like beaten puppies to lick his hand.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 25
#DemsInPhilly #DemConvention

I don't think anything needs to be said about this.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Ruptly @Ruptly · Jul 25
"They don't know your name is going to be put in nomination" Jane Sanders caught on hot mic at #DNC2016
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 25
Does Hillary have a Samson option if they go with someone else? Take down her party and salt the earth? Let's hope so!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 25
Are they going to bring in Biden after all of this? No one can see this and think. Hillary can make it. Going up in smoke!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 25
The DNC today is making me laugh so hard oh man we are winning way ahead of schedule and under budget

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Trip Gabriel @tripgabriel · Jul 25
Correction; no shuttle buses. Delegates have to walk last mile to arena in 95 heat bc protesters blocking last subway stop

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
NO PC For You! @bahtender · Jul 25
@Salon Shit show? That's very funny. RNC looks like a well oiled machine compared to the DNC.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
New York Post @nypost · Jul 25
Bernie Sanders delegates are booing mentions of Hillary Clinton despite his request that they vote for her. #DNCinPhil

In reply to Salon
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 25
@Salon "Man who has been made a fool of still hasn't given up his tired gimmick. Doubles down on failed narrative."

In reply to ian bremmer
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 25
@IanBremmer Don't let the dingoes hear you say that.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
TruthWillOut @TGSNTv · Jul 24
Was General George #Patton a Giant #BlackSoldier? Let's ask the #Jews

youtu.be/6LqQ0hCjfg via @YouTube
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 24
@PaulTown__kms

In reply to Paul Town
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 24
@PaulTown__ "I listened to switchfoot BEFORE they became secular."

"Yeah I'd like to think New Way to be Human was really where they peaked"

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
TrumenReich Tree @ReactionaryTree · Jul 23
What did he mean by this?

WikiLeaks @wikileaks

@AdamWeinstein Stop replying or I will release documents disproving the holocaust.

7 RETWEETS 25 LIKES
4:45 PM · 23 Jul 2016

In reply to TakingHayekSeriously
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 24
@FriedrichHayek "but dat hillary doe, she good. she no how to get away with crimes n sheeeeeit"

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
⚡ FRENCH FURY ⚡ @ElectroIsMore · Jul 22
Y'ALL HAVE DOORS SO STRANGERS DON'T CRASH YOUR PARTY

YET YOU WANT NO BORDERS ON YOUR COUNTRY !?

FOOLS ! LOOK !

The following media may contain sensitive material.
If you'd prefer not to see these warnings, log in to change your Tweet media settings. Don't have an account? Sign up!

View content Learn more
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Phoenix Reich Retweeted
STOP_BOER_GENOCIDE @SAVE_SOUTHAFRICA · 1 Apr 2012
OVER
4000 FARMERS AND MORE THAN 70 000 WHITES HAVE BEEN MURDERED SINCE 1994.
IS THE WORLD BLIND TO GENOCIDE OF A MINORITY ETHNIC
In reply to T-Mobile @Work
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 24
@TMobileAtWork Diversity is shit and your ad is lame.

In reply to Jeet Heer
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 24
@HeerJeet It's gotta be hard not being relevant in the current year.

In reply to Adobe Students
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 23
@AdobeStudents @passionpassport No one cares about wildlife on the nigger continent. Let them handle it themselves.

Retweeted
vatnik but woke 🙃 @unkawaiipigdog · Jul 23
I see black pepo every day now

In reply to KALB News Channel 5
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 23
@KALBtv5 "Muh huwhite supremacist KLAN NEGRO KILLING DR DUKE"

In reply to Paul Town
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 23
@PaulTown_ "I'd love a side order of Zyklon plz"

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 23
Pathological
Cuckoldry is the internalized mark of death for mankind. I'm beginning to believe there is no cure for them but extinction.
Fashy Pipe Wrench @ScythianArrows · 19 Jul 2015
"Skogslandskap med vedplockerska" - Joseph Magnus Stäck, 1857

baadbudgie @BaadBudgie · Jul 22
@jimmydolittle1 @SevenX20 recent anti Islam marches in Germany nobody is mentioning on the news.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Jul 22
@HillaryClinton @realDonaldTrump So brave
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 21
@MichaelDorsey nigger liberal tactic number one, run away and say lol bye

In reply to Dorsey
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 21
@MichaelDorsey4 lol. Do something about it.

In reply to Dorsey
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 21
@MichaelDorsey4 "lol I'm full of love but fuck u and burn I'm kangz" i cannot imagine how difficult navigating the world is for you.

In reply to Dorsey
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 21
@MichaelDorsey4 this is why everything is made of cotton and weaved crops. You guys did it. Thank u so much 4 dis plant country.

In reply to Dorsey
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 21
@MichaelDorsey4 @Ovenkin "Lol ur full of hate so ur dumb, except when it's white people hate then ur 10x smarter lol check the facts"

In reply to Dorsey
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 21
@MichaelDorsey4 So why stay? Do you just prefer societies built by white people or do you know you can't do better?

In reply to Dorsey
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 21
@MichaelDorsey4 @Ovenkin >implying our racial soul is worthy of hell

How about those crime and IQ statistics? Your kind are worse than dogs

In reply to Dorsey
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 21
@MichaelDorsey4 @Owenkin "U gettin threats dawg so u doin sumthin ryyyte" Every nigger ever

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 19
@DLin71 I thought the left had the monopoly on comedy? This is embarrassing.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Trent Holmgren @tanco_mactrust · Jul 19
@OnMessageForHer

ONLY IN AMERICA COULD A BLACK MAN ASCEND TO THE POSITION OF FIRST LADY AND CONTINUE TO CLAIM

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 19
#NeverTrump takes kvetching to a brand new degree after getting shit canned. Either join Democrats or Libertarians and go lose over there.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 19
@QueenWillRock
Phoenix Reich Retweeted

C-S-Memes4FashyGoy @counter_signal · Jul 9

More fan work from @Vendetta92429 2 for 2 today fam keep it up

Wow i just said radical islamic terrorism and guess what nothing happened

Saying the words radical islamic terrorism isn't a magic bullet it isn't a strategy it doesn't actually achieve anything

Now acknowledge your white privilege

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

C-S-Memes4FashyGoy @counter_signal · Jul 18

Atheists are smarter than religious people ha ha plenty of studies confirm this

Blacks are more religious than Whites?

Well there are obvious environmental factors at work which render that fact weightless you can't make such a broad judgement

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 19

@ViktorFiel Leftists get really mad about this fact too and start attacking those they radicalize, only cementing their opposition. Good.
In reply to Bill Kristol
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 18
@BillKristol @Reince Damn you're such a sore loser. Go join the Democratic party, faggot.

In reply to Conservative Review
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 18
@CR @scrowder She makes the strongest case for miscegenation I've ever seen, still not good enough though.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 18
@ViktorFiel I think being a cuck is a necessary cause for being a mudshark.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Bob Whitaker @BobWhitaker2016 · Jul 18
White majority countries constitute what is called "the race problem." Solving the race problem is a euphemism for solving the WHITE problem

In reply to Mike Cernovich
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 17
@Cernovich twitter.com/DrGilMobley

He's been on TV pushing medical weed, sounds like he's just an overall low-T degenerate.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 17
periscope.tv/PlayDangerous!

@Cernovich showing what happens when you're not a complete limp-wristed cuckboy confronting one.
Mike Cernovich @Cernovich
Drama! — Cleveland, OH, United States
periscope.tv

In reply to carl teen machine
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 17
@cbanks420lol "lol im gonna hack them haha links please picture too just wondering for a friend haha :)

In reply to Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Alfred F Marton @afmarton1 · Jul 17
@JoJoMdaln @Fash__McQueen
If what you say about the ADL is true, they are not doing enough. We must increase destruction of bad gentiles.

In reply to Phoenix Reich Retweeted
McFeels @jazzhandmcfeels · Jul 17
Separation is the only rational end to any bad relationship, not more "conversation" #Dallas #DallasPoliceShooting #BatonRouge

In reply to Breaking News Feed
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 17
@pzf

I HAVE NO ARGUMENT AND I MUST SHITPOST
Phoenix Reich Retweeted
@GoBlue135 · Jul 17
@Ricky_Vaughn99 Democrats!

The following media may contain sensitive material.
If you’d prefer not to see these warnings, log in to change your Tweet media settings. Don’t have an account? Sign up!
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Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 16
@young_cuck_fuggin thought this was real. I was tisming hard.

1

In reply to Stefan Molyneux
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 16
@StefanMolyneux Juan Castro.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 15
@keatonic33 @ThePurpleCat16 @BenjiBacker You're pretty terrible at this. Go jerk off and feel good about the one thing you still live for :)

2

In reply to Keaton
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 15
@keatonic33 @ThePurpleCat16 @BenjiBacker lol.

1

In reply to Keaton
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 15
@keatonic33 @ThePurpleCat16 @BenjiBacker Jesus christ you're a complete moron. Look at the world right now. Look at South Africa.

1

In reply to Keaton
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 15
@keatonic33 @ThePurpleCat16 @BenjiBacker So you're either completely dishonest or you are entirely ignorant. Look up demographics since 1965.

2
In reply to Keaton
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 15
@keatonc33 @ThePurpleCat16 @BenjiBacker Never Trump is entirely backed and run by those who want unlimited immigration. Look at Ryan, Kristol

In reply to Phoenix Reich
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 15
@keatonc33 @ThePurpleCat16 @BenjiBacker The solid principles of letting your people get overrun, murdered, and displaced. So strong.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
San Frexit @San_Frexit · Jul 13
The following media may contain sensitive material.
If you’d prefer not to see these warnings, log in to change your Tweet media settings. Don’t have an account? Sign up!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 15
#2016in3Words
Oosh tbh fam

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 15
Keep trying hard, liberals and those at twitter. You're losing everywhere and pushing this only hurts you. Weak.
Jared Taylor @jartaylor · Jul 15
Why Did We Unlearn What We Once Knew? A distinguished historian chronicles our descent into insane egalitarianism.

Why Have We Unlearned What We Knew in 1900? - ...An eminent historian’s view.
amren.com

In reply to Lost In History
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuIJoe · Jul 15
@HistoryToLearn The Roman salute was a common part of European society for thousands of years.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
DJ Barry Soetoro @PizzaPartyBen · Jul 15
Did I do it right? @counter_signal

"There have been over 11 thousand victims of Islamic terrorism so far this year, maybe we should look for solutions to end this madness"

Oh there's a problem with Islam you say? What do you think should we do? Kill them all? Hah checkmate Nazi

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Viktor LePen @ViktorLePen · Jul 15
@Olivianuzzi oh my god Hillary's logo looks like a swastika
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 15
@CYB3RH0NK @DaveCrosthwait Savage Blinkett

In reply to Zero
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 15
@AlimonyMindset I'm disgusted, angered and not surprised in the least.

In reply to Daily Mail Online
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 15
@MailOnline Just like Omar Mateen, he was really just a homosexual guise come onn!!!!!!!1
You are liars. Evil and malicious.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 15
#NiceAttack They are going to try to spin him as another "nondevout Muslim" just like the lies about Omar Mateen. The Left is insane.

In reply to ((Reza Aslan)))
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 15
@rezaaslan They also said Omar Mateen was a homo and that was a straight lie. Stop fucking lying.

In reply to TRY ME 🤷
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 15
@PrincessJosJos
In reply to Huffington Post
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 15
@HuffingtonPost You are a delusional rag run by complete morons. "LOL THIS IS ALL FEAR OMG DON'T PROTECT YOURSELVES THATS FEAAAAR" Fuck you.

In reply to Larry Sullivan
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 15
@larrysullivan @mhoward48 @kbailnh @nocandodo @realDonaldTrump You guys are what, 2% of the population? Your vote means nothing.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 15
@Q1776 @piersmorgan @NationalismRise Let's also throw out those pieces of shit who keep spouting "Let's not hate whole groups of people"

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 14
This boy was pushed in the forefront to render you defenseless to receive this girl. #NiceAttack #FightFortheWest

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 14
#InTheLastYear watched my race and people get attacked from all sides while all the nonwhites sat and laughed. And we aren't forgetting.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 14

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Katie McHugh 🇺🇸 @k_mcq · Jul 14
Muslims kept little English girls as sex slaves, raping captive girls as
Girls As Young As 12 'Made Available For Sex' With... The trial of five Muslim men and two women accused of sexually exploiting a group of young girls over a period of 13 years heard Friday that the girls were worked "1...

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 14
@Michael97745738
I don't have time to address faggot cucks who are too stupid to see what is explicitly happening to his own people.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 14
Whites around the world need to #stopplayingnice. The #NiceAttack once again proves whites will never be safe in diversity.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 14
This was someones kid, think twice about mass-immigration.
In reply to Paul Town
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 14
@PaulTown i think this is more likely than not.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Memes @MemeSupplier · Jun 20

YO AUSCHWITZ WAS A SOCIAL EXPERIMENT
BRO CHILL STOP TRYING ME FOR WAR
CRIMES THERE'S A CAMERA RIGHT THERE
LMAO

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
RivalThoughts @RivalThoughts · Jul 14
#SingleBecause You were told college was about being a whore for 4 years, now good men don't want you.

In reply to Josh LaFayette
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 14
@JoshLaFayette

>Fox News is relevant right wing meme
>le South meme

Liberals are running in circles so hard they are back in 2004.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Urpo 🎶 @Urpochan · Jul 14
💚🖤💪@DeMarko_Gage
Ok white people...
Keep telling yourself you're superior.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Jul 14
I see nuffin here. He a good boy.

Neil Turner 🍏 @NeilTurner_

In reply to Voice of Europe
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Jul 13
@V_of_Europe Which fucking RULES

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Jul 13
#WeAreTheLeft and we are so stupid we can't even tell when someone is mocking us.

ImWithHer followed you

Trigger Warning Retweeted you
53m - #WeAreTheLeft and we are doing our best to unite our objectively failed social policies with poor understanding of economics. #ImWithHer tho

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Jul 13
#WeAreTheLeft and we are doing our best to unite our objectively failed social policies with poor understanding of economics. #ImWithHer tho
Phoenix Reich Retweeted

A Shocked Person! @AShockedPerson · Jul 13
#WeAreTheLeft and—oh—we liked it better b4 the all-right when meatballs like this guy were all we had to worry about

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

WeSearchr @weasearchr · Jul 13
DIRECT LINK: enjoy! Word-searchable PDF of book @BarackObama LIED about writing alone: dropbox.com/s/1ywijnjm18r...

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Interfaith Matters @__Interfaith__ · Jul 13
More: Theresa May dined with Chief Rabbi on night before becoming PM
toi.srl/29BA6eX via @JewishNewsUK @theresa_may @chiefrabbi
Theresa May dined with Chief Rabbi on night before becoming PM
The incoming prime minister and her husband was described by Rabbi Mirvis as a 'friend and champion' of the community
jewishnews.timesofisrael.com

In reply to Churchie Salvaje
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 13
@thechurchie15 "You just tried your own life."

In reply to Churchie Salvaje
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 13
@thechurchie15 "Nobody better not say nuffin about da precious negroes or deyes eel"

Stop committing crimes thanks

In reply to christmas cat 🎄
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 13
@BriannaFagin
In reply to TrumpenReich Tree

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 13
@ReactionaryTree Well I would agree with that statement, but solely on the basis that she's a nigger.

In reply to Bill Kristol

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 12
@BillKristol You're a fucking homo.

In reply to Zero

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 12
@AlimonyMindset Try me

Phoenix on the Right @BigButterNutJoe · now
YOU WOULDN'T STEAL A TWEET

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 12
YOU WOULDN'T STEAL A TWEET
In reply to Robin Thede
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 12
@robinthede Very tired perspective. You should spice it up with some nuance. If not, you can always just stop posting.

In reply to Joyce Carol Oates
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 12
@JoyceCarolOates

> Statistically
> Doesn't provide statistics
> Any data to the contrary is biased and not good enough

Put in effort plz

In reply to Grandpa Lampshade
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 12
@pawpawlamphshade @JohnRiversToo "Get out of my mentions" is just codeword for #CuckGenocide

In reply to John Rivers
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 12
@JohnRiversToo Liberals always do this. One of the many reasons their retardation is so easily documented. No self-awareness.

In reply to Sam Hyde
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 12
@Night_Of_Fire Will this book make me celibate?

In reply to a
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 12
@Philosavery

hows this

how's this if i clean it up? let's call... • /r/milliondoll
16 points and 28 comments so far on reddit

reddit.com

In reply to Liam
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 12
@lixmhxl That's nice, dear.
> gets one message
> uses it to rent seek
> doesn't have proof of any other message on any other platform

This is why you hang.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
a @Philosavery · Jul 12
These are the kind of messages I am getting in all of inboxes on all platforms. #ATLisREADY

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 12
It's funny, #BlackLivesMatter 🙏 is going to cause a massive wave of anti-black action in it's wake. They are only winning their destruction.

In reply to a
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 12
@Philosavery @HJLat Whites are tried as fuck too, and we are arming ourselves to the teeth. You're making things far worse for yourselves.

In reply to NDC For Trump
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 12
@NDCTrump Hillary is going to get wrecked. This will be glorious.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 12
I'm not a fan of feminism, but I do appreciate how much they make me laugh. #CowAppreciationDay
Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Jared Taylor @jartaylor · Jul 9
I have become a moderator at the new Alt Right subreddit
reddit.com/r/altright/

Very excited. Will do an AMA on July 26. See you then.

9 95 171

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 11
Every white needs to prioritize physical fitness. Without it, we will lose everything.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 11
Its almost surprising how every kike owned politician on Dem or Repub are cucking for nonwhites in the face of how unpopular it is. Almost.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Fashy Memes in Color @memesincolor · Jun 14
BELIEVE

UNLESS YOU HAVE A PHD IN SPANISH, I’LL ASSUME THAT LA RAZA MEANS UNION OF TOLERANCE.
@onivmab @realDonaldTrump Lol. Either you're completely dishonest or you are so deflected you believe nonsense. Prove that point, please.

@thebrillgent You can tell some fat cat ladies put this on. "Healing" is a dead giveaway.

@jesse_bushea This niggar is thirsty for attention, 25 retweets come on man lol. No balls, no brains, no sense. Typical black.

Pats 11-2 @TyStopTweeting · Jul 11
for those who don't fully grasp how badly @HillaryClinton messed up:

@ADL_NewEngland @MAStateHouse Faggots.

Oh look, does this remind you of an article on the Forward? Looks like The Commander was 100% right all along.

Haaretz.com @haaretzcom
How the Jewish community can be a better ally to #blacklivesmatter 💀 httz.li/5ZI @Krissy_Roth @TheJCPA

You'd have to ask yourself "Why would the Forward push this?" but then you'd be an anti-semitite.
This just seems like a regular response, not snark. Do you understand the difference? You're embarrassing yourself.

yeah those are some pretty detailed arguments and statistics you have there...
but it looks like you don't realise...

heh heh...correlation. heh heh heh

CORRELATION DOESN'T EQUAL CAUSATION

I guess you have to go back to the drawing board now huh?

The alt-right really is something. Thanks for the shout out man.

Guys I'm about to go up to the MLK Center for #PokemonGo There's apparently a primeape I'm supposed to catch.

the hero of #Dallas will be remembered. We'll miss you R2Dindu
In reply to Blakk Tie
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 10
@BlakkTie @573pH3nf4Lk3n My very own satan? That's awesome!

In reply to Batsy Fischer Martin
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 10
@BFischerMartin @united You're a fucking faggot. You should stop posting on the internet.

Democrats for Trump @YoungDems4Trump · Jul 9
#BLM protestors chant "what do we want? DEAD COPS! When do we want it? NOW!". Please share because the media won't.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Stefan Molyneux @StefanMolyneux · Jul 8
An Honest Conversation About Race | Jared Taylor (@jartaylor) and @StefanMolyneux ow.ly/AcMv3024w3z
Must Read Report: The Color of Crime: Race, Crime, and Justice in America colorofcrime.com

2016 Revised Edition
By Edwin S. Rubenstein
New Century Foundation

#PhilandoCastile & gf Lavish Reynolds smoke blunt in car with 4yo in back seat on #July4th but #BlackLivesMatter 🌟 #tcot

Philando Castile & gf smoke blunt in car with 4yo daughter in back seat
Philando Castile & gf Lavish Reynolds smoke a blunt in parked car with 4yo daughter in backseat on #July4th. I don't care what you do on your own time, but do NOT hotbox your child! #BlackLivesMatter
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 9

The liberals are trying to use "Sad!" ironically, when really it just makes them look like they have no other option but to appropriate.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
tyler1 @theygottogo · Jul 8

when you spill kool-aid on yo favorite shirt

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Paul Nehlen @pneHlen · Jul 7

I'm at eleventeen on the "fed up with BLM/Soros funded SJWs" meter and their #RadicalLeftWingTerrorism #BlueLivesMatter

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8

New power maxes: Squat 370, dead 420, bench 255, shoulder press 160. Juggernaut program works! Only halfway through first round!

In reply to Eric Patton
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8

@IAmSmug247 @Yann_Perrodi Well I think Obama successfully established his legacy, at the very least.

In reply to Exit
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8

@hisperic "Nits make lice"
In reply to Hate Bus
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@Yann_Perrod @IAmSmug247 >implying this isn’t exactly what they wanted

1 reply

In reply to John Lewis
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@repiohnlewis If only they had given you the old southern necktie, you wouldn’t be throwing temper tantrums on the floor of the House.

1 reply

In reply to Zara Alam
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@DuchessOfSaxa Ok

In reply to Zara Alam
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@DuchessOfSaxa "Some of my best friends are black" now you're just starting to sound like @JebBush

In reply to Zara Alam
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@DuchessOfSaxa That just means the Princess of England has a stupid as hell name. And there’s your problem. You must not know any blacks.

In reply to Zara Alam
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@DuchessOfSaxa All I see is darkness, big lips, stupid as hell name. It’s an honest mistake. I'll be egalitarian and treat you like a black.

In reply to .
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@TheNewRevolutn Lmao you are the biggest fag. LARP harder, queer boy. Im shaking in my boots niggers with AK's riding hoverboards are coming

In reply to amna
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@_lwaame @DuchessOfSaxa Sorry, nonwhites all look the same to me.

1 reply

In reply to .
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@TheNewRevolutn Do literally anything about it. Average IQ of 85 and preference for not planning ahead is gonna help you survive this war.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
#PoliticallyMotivatedAntiqueFarmEquipment needs to get trending. No
Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Seyventh Son @SeventhSonTRS · Jul 8
#Dallas Black Lives don't matter at all fam

Don't Let Dindu Fatigue Take You
Well goyim, #RealDadcoreHours caused me to be passed out asleep last night while the horror unfolded in Dallas. As I'm sure you're aware, politically motivated ... therightstuff.biz
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In reply to Zara Alam

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@DuchessOfSaxa Nah

1

In reply to Skye 🌹

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@TradSierraHotel Do you have pictures? Publisher name?

1

In reply to Zara Alam

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@DuchessOfSaxa Tell that to Micah Xavier Johnson, the entire left, and everyone involved in BLM.

2

In reply to Zara Alam

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@DuchessOfSaxa Lol. Someone better inform black mothers thesmokinggun.com/documents/revo...

This kind of shit happens daily. Your people need to learn.

2

In reply to Zara Alam

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@DuchessOfSaxa Nope. I was a liberal up until about 4 years ago. Then I realized how dishonest they were and that they wanted my people dead

1

In reply to Zara Alam

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@DuchessOfSaxa This isn't an argument. You're just acting like a regular coon. Getting mad and not having any ability to argue.

In reply to Zara Alam

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@DuchessOfSaxa So why not tell them to stop enslaving each other? There are more slaves in Africa NOW than in all of past white society.

1
In reply to Zara Alam

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@DuchessOfSaxa They've been free for a far longer time than most of Asia. You must not understand history.

In reply to Zara Alam

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@DuchessOfSaxa How about China's colonization of Africa that happens today? Are you actually this retarded or are you just entirely dishonest

In reply to Zara Alam

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@DuchessOfSaxa Global Warming huh. so Al Gore's "An Inconvenient Truth" all came true? What about China and India's industry?

In reply to Zara Alam

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@DuchessOfSaxa Lol You're all over the place. How can you not subsistence farm in the most resource rich country? "Shut up" meme again too.

In reply to Zara Alam

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@DuchessOfSaxa @kanzugh Wow that's such a racist meme to Africans and Middle Easterners. Cosanguination is no joke!
Best tweet of the day so far. It's like I'm in middle school again.

kanza @kanzugh
@BigButterNutJoe I can speak proper English, you're just not worth me breaking out the thesaurus unfortunately

In reply to Zara Alam
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@DuchessOfSaxa How's Africa doing right now? How's Zimbabwe after forcefully expelling the white population? They aren't starving are they?

In reply to kanza
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@kanzugh Blacks who can't win arguments love falling back on the "ur jusss ignoranttt get educated" meme. It's tired and old.

In reply to kanza
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@kanzugh It's okay, I can only imagine a 3rd grade language comprehension makes any kind of abstract thought infinitely difficult.

In reply to Zara Alam
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@DuchessOfSaxa Different species. I'm happily white. I love a people that doesn't destroy itself constantly and has no innovative capacity.

In reply to kanza
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@kanzugh @DuchessOfSaxa Yeah the essence of "Lmao ur a dumy haha shut up!" is the same. Totally right.

In reply to kanza
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@kanzugh Scathing.

In reply to kanza
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@kanzugh The prime example of black rhetoric. Weak, emotional, ineffective.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
Another police officer shot dead in St. Louis by a black. This is just the beginning of what #BlackLivesMatter and Obama want in the US

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Stefan Molyneux @StefanMolyneux · Jul 8
Study Warrior Gene (MAOA 2R) carriers are at a much greater lifetime risk for...
Study: Warrior Gene (MAOA 2R) carriers are at a much greater lifetime risk for being arrested or incarcerated.

- Warrior Gene (MAOA 2R) Prevalence by Race

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>0.0007%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In reply to Howy's Fanclub
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@WyethNerdrum Is that just a new form of concern trolling? It's really terrible and ineffective. This is what safe spaces gets you. Weak.

In reply to Howy's Fanclub
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@WyethNerdrum Or they call you ignorant. It's the same every time.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
Media PsyOp.. Micah X did nothing. They are trying to cover up Sam Hyde involvement in #DallasPoliceShooting and #PiedmontParkHanging spree

In reply to Sally Kohn
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@sallykohn Now you're just trying to generate outrage for clicks. We get it, jew. You don't have any form of dignity or self-awareness.

In reply to John Gorman
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@ThisIsGorman You should commit suicide then. You serve no purpose and offer nothing of value. You are the definition of a parasite.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Lou Dobbs @LouDobbs · Jul 8
Please, Mr. President, We Need to Not Hear From You Now
twitter.com/Ricky_Vaughn99...

This Tweet is unavailable.

In reply to Breaking News Feed
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@pzf I thought he was related to #BlackLivesMatter🤔? How is that not a terrorist group? We have dead cops.

In reply to Bernard Cornfeld
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
@CornfeldBernard @holocausters @CrochetRacist "If you kill your enemies and keep them from invading you, THEY WIN. UR SO IGNORANT"

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 8
petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/forma...

You know what to do.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Jess Lynn 🦊 @WhitestRabbit_ · Jul 8
Dear Whites:

It doesn't matter how much you kiss their asses, they don't like you & will NEVER like you

#Dallas

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump · Jul 8
Last night's horrific execution-style shootings of 12 Dallas law enforcement officers...facebook.com/DonaldTrump/
The following media may contain sensitive material.
If you'd prefer not to see these warnings, log in to change your Tweet media settings. Don't have an account? Sign up!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
@realHusbando How did he get there from Atlanta so fast?!

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Faceberg @weimeraica · Jul 7
BREAKING: Trump reveals controversial #Blaxit program; promises '40 acres and a Cadillac' for African repatriation.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
#PiedmontParkHanging #BreakingNews #NewDevelopment

This image just released, a must see.

of the #PiedmontParkHanging last night
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
#PiedmontParkHanging just shows that #BLM hates gay people. Claiming gay neighborhoods are run by the KKK a week after #TorontoPride

In reply to Lauren Duncan
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
@laurenarielo Why are you an anti-white racist?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
#PiedmontParkHanging Anyone who knows Atlanta knows that's the gay part of town. What does BLM have against gays? First #TorontoPride now this

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
Oh god #PiedmontParkHanging reveals the secret gay Klan that rules Atlanta's mixed race neighborhoods. 10th and Piedmont==Klan HQ

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
#PiedmontParkHanging "High Influence of KKK members" an organization that doesn't exist ruling the gay part of town. twitter.com/StrThry/status...

This Tweet is unavailable.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
Looks like @tedcruz ponied up and may have realized that @HillaryClinton is actually the path to the utter destruction of the USA.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
Bahahahahahaha

Linda Suhler, Ph.D. @LindaSuhler
Donald Trump, Ted Cruz Hold Meeting with Reince Priebus as Potential Endorsement Looms
#Unify ✔️ VOTE #Trump2016🇺🇸
bit.ly/2911w8O
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
White
Supremacist organization Million Dollar Extreme is planning to cause a stir at the Republican National Convention, sources say.

In reply to Pastor J. Thompson
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
@ModernDayTruth "Gangs are actually really GOOD for society"

In reply to Matthew Vale
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
@Mattvale16 @realDonaldTrump so brave

In reply to Jennifer Rosario
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
@Jennnrosario Niggers love the "GET OUT OF MY MENTIONS" when they know they aren't smart enough to do anything about getting told.

In reply to Jennifer Rosario
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
@Jennnrosario 13% of the population is black and they commit 50% of the murders. When whites are wrong, we admit it. Blacks just riot.

In reply to Jennifer Rosario
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
@Jennnrosario I love the go-to cry of UR IGNORANT LOL from blacks when they have to face the reality of their people's shitty behavior.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
#PiedmontParkHanging made me lol.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
youtu.be/69CPWlriyE

#ComeyHearing This video details the history of Director Comey and his ties to the Clintons

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
#ComeyHearing is #Democrats lecturing and campaigning for @HillaryClinton while #Republicans are asking basic questions. What a fucking joke
Comey: FBI didn't put Clinton under oath

Hillary Clinton was not put under oath and there is no transcript of her interview with the FBI, Director James Comey told Congress on Thursday.

watchingtimest.com
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
@SasTheAss @tinysopretty @ReactionaryTree You must not quite understand how mentions work. It's okay. The boon mind knows very little.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
@tinysopretty @ReactionaryTree @SasTheAss So you're in the 10% of blacks who have that experience. You won the black lottery!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
@SasTheAss So why are you getting so upset?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
@DarkTwistedMeow @phdlady "LOL I think all of you are too weak to survive but I can't even handle basic words b-cuz I'm so strongggg"

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
@tinysopretty @ReactionaryTree @SasTheAss I'm sorry you didn't know your dad. Are you going to do the same to your kids?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
@SasTheAss I studied anthropology in school, this helps me get into the mind of "the other". Connecting to the primal roots of man.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
@DarkTwistedMeow @phdlady spoilers: It won't.

If blacks or trannies could, why do they need welfare today? Why can't they function?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
@phdlady "Lol I'm not clever enough to say anything funny so I'm just gonna call you stupid and run away"

This is why you're a psych teacher

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
@SasTheAss I understand that it takes a while for you people to read basic sentences, I should have been more simian-sensitive.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
@realFirearms The hilarity of it is that these people are almost assuredly untrained and inexperienced. It would not go well for them.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
@ReactionaryTree @SasTheAss The only time blacks care about fatherhood is when it's misspelled.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
@phdlady It's coming, don't worry. You won't be around for much longer.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
#AltonSterling didn't push the narrative well to protect @HillaryClinton. Let's hope #PhilandoCastille can do the job! Did he touch kids?

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Roy Cam @Roy_Cam · Jul 7
Bill O'Reilly reveals unseen images of young Obama at Islamic wedding dailym.ai/29fjqga via @MailOnline

Bill O'Reilly reveals unseen images of young Obama at Islamic weddi...
The Fox News host claimed the images were taken at the wedding of Obama's half-brother in Maryland in the early 90s, and said they prove ...
dailymail.co.uk

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
@RivalThoughts Wow. I cannot believe this. Our soil is magical. This story is obviously false, he was on our soil. He's a good boy!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
@weareLeftist Thanks to the Immigration Act of 1965, it's laughable to
say that there is "a people". We are more divided than ever.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
#WhiteLivesMatter Of course you won't hear about this. #PhilandoCastile is meant to distract from @HillaryClinton.

Brandon Caldwell @brandoc
Video shows police fatally shooting California teen on the ground nydr.us/29p2v1Z2 #dylennoble

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 7
@weareLeftist 2 edgyyyyy ommgggg

Do you own guns? Do you shoot regularly? I'm sure many of your fans don't and will be on the losing side.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 6
Taking a triple dose of metamucil, chugging water and immediately hopping in bed is #moretrustedthanhillary

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 6
@BillEikost Is this what you consider a good retort? So far everything I've read from you is just terrible. Is this how you operate?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 6
@BillEikost @theregoestheday @DanaSchwartzzz God you guys are so tired and old hat. Reading these posts is just embarrassing.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 6
@BillEikost @theregoestheday @DanaSchwartzzz You do know that was a movie right? As in fake, fiction, not real? Do you know the difference?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 6
@BillEikost @theregoestheday @DanaSchwartzzz You look almost exactly like the other guy, oh my god. Are you related? That's hilarious.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 6
@theregoestheday @DanaSchwartzzz Truly the Hillary demographic: tired old man who wags a finger and can't take a joke. Sad!
In reply to John kmosay
Phoenix Reich @BigButternutJoe · Jul 6
@theregoesthestday @DanaSchwartzzz You're only saying that because you have a peanut head and the eyes of someone who tastes children like wine

In reply to Dana Schwartz
Phoenix Reich @BigButternutJoe · Jul 6
@DanaSchwartzzz I just saw a picture of your teeth. No wonder you smile with your mouth closed. That shit is nasty. Like pieces of corn.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump · Jul 6
Where is the outrage for this Disney book? Is this the 'Star of David' also?
Dishonest media! #Frozen

In reply to Skye 🌾
Phoenix Reich @BigButternutJoe · Jul 6
@TradSierraHotel Nice. Back is second place to legs and the more successful older sibling of chest. Good call.

In reply to Skye 🌾
Phoenix Reich @BigButternutJoe · Jul 6
@TradSierraHotel What did you hit?

Phoenix Reich @BigButternutJoe · Jul 6
#BLM's conflicting narrative after the #AltonSterling video was released is #MoreTrustedThanHillary
In reply to Skye 🎄
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 6
@TradSierraHotel Lucky. All the places near me are full of mixers. It hurts my heart. You better give it your all today!

1 reply

In reply to Skye 🎄
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 6
@TradSierraHotel How many mixed race couples do you see?

1 reply

In reply to Sol Tocquoise
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 6
@ZFGChristianity @AugustJPollak You can tell he hates himself, fetishes food consumption and has never had a successful relationship.

1 reply

In reply to August J. Pollak
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 6
@AugustJPollak @ZFGChristianity Yeah he’s fat and gross. I found a lot more on him. Sad excuse for a “man”

1 reply

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
NRA @NRA · Jul 6
Unreal: Anti-gun prof calls for shooting up NRA, ensuring 'no survivors'
nr2a.org/sJ #2A

Anti-gun prof calls for shooting up NRA, ensuring 'no survivors'
An adjunct professor at Southern State Community College (SSCC) is under
In reply to Spirit Science Sarah
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 6
@soulcheeze >not using your feet

In reply to Chico DeBeard
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 6
@CiviJJustUs You should book a standup club and recite this exact bit. People will find this hilarious. I know I do. #3deep5u

In reply to Maureen Fox
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 6
@maureenfox @GaylordRohloff @mateagold @MariaBartiromo Oh looks like the hag has to come in and pretend anyone finds her desirable now. Oy.

In reply to Gaylord Rohloff
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 6
@GaylordRohloff @mateagold @MariaBartiromo >named Gaylord
>acts like a complete faggot

I don't think anyone is surprised.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 6
politico.com/story/2016/07/…

The left is eating itself alive, more and more. I don't see #BernieBro people seeing this and being okay with it.

Sanders booed by House Democrats
Vermont senator pushed on when he will endorse Clinton
politico.com
Giving a mental gun and expecting him to be a good boy makes him #MoreTrustedThanHillary

In reply to ced

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 6
@livelovetruest! I speak white english, not "broken home negro" so I can't quite understand what you said.

In reply to ced

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 6
@livelovetruest! So is the overall shape of your head.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 6
Black Lives Matter's narrative on anything is #MoreTrustedThanHillary and that's saying something.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 6
Jeremy Epstein's Airplane is #MoreTrustedThanHillary

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 6
Black kids climbing on zoo fencing is still #MoreTrustedThanHillary

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 6
Sam Hyde with a gun and a couple of preteen girls is still #MoreTrustedThanHillary

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 6
Having sex with Bill and Kenboy unprotected is still #MoreTrustedThanHillary

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 5
I do actually like the fact the #BernieBro crowds are just as pissed off about Clinton as anyone else.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 5
So far, the most vocal group of Clinton supporters after today have been the male feminists. I don’t think anyone is surprised.

In reply to PolitiFact

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 5
@PolitiFact That you are 100% biased and full of shit? "Jeb Bush half-right for saying Hillary was under investigation" nice work.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 5
@rightwinglatina
This was made by someone who probably knows little to nothing about who Gary Johnson actually is. What a dumpster fire.

In reply to #F.R.A.T Wolf

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 5
@Libertar_Latino @AdolphMenjouFan @MikeRotondo86 @JohnRiversToo You sound like a child. Then again, you're a spic so what's new

In reply to Phoenix Reich

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 5
@BigButterNutJoe "Whites are the REAL terrorists even though Muslims and blacks kill in much larger numbers at higher rates, goy!"

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 5
youtu.be/I3lFBq7_CPk

Looks like the Jews have officially run out of ideas. This is embarrassingly sad. Parody-tier.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

RealVinnieJames @RealVinnieJames · Jul 5
ReTweet. Takes 2 seconds. Could potentially reach thousands. -VJ twitter.com/JaredWyand/sta...

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

J Burton @JBurtonXP · Jul 5
Our inside sources say that Hillary accepts the stern talking to she just received for compromising national security as "harsh but fair."

In reply to Post PC

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 5
@FUFeelinz This makes my fucking blood boil and my heart brake simultaneously. There is no more USA. It has entirely died.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Boatsinker @Clausfarre143 · Jul 5
Hip with Crowder. @tui$klz1
Phoenix Reich Retweeted
xmas J. Riley @alexrilleyscool · Jul 5
we celebrate our independence just so the next day we can be reminded how controlled we are

FBI recommends no charges against Clinton in email probe
But Comey scolds Clinton and her aides for ‘extremely careless’ handling of highly classified information.
politico.com

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump · Jul 5
FBI director said Crooked Hillary compromised our national security. No charges. Wow! #RiggedSystem

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump · Jul 5
The system is rigged. General Petraeus got in trouble for far less. Very very unfair! As usual, bad judgment.

In reply to Zero
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 5
@AlimonyMindset They are called tarps.
@arobjr1 @Billb2212 @JohnRiversToo @GreatArtiste45 @Grumpy_Butt "I am the black community" Yeah I think you are right about that one, champ.

In reply to Artis Robinson

@arobjr1 @Billb2212 @JohnRiversToo @GreatArtiste45 @Grumpy_Butt You cant answer a question, name call, then run away. Intellectual coward :)

1

In reply to Artis Robinson

@arobjr1 @Billb2212 @JohnRiversToo @GreatArtiste45 @Grumpy_Butt "Provide me an example of what you are talking about" "UR DUM LOL"

1

In reply to Hank

@arobjr1 @Billb2212 @JohnRiversToo @GreatArtiste45 @Grumpy_Butt Still waiting on a name.

1

In reply to Hank

@arobjr1 @Billb2212 @JohnRiversToo @GreatArtiste45 @Grumpy_Butt I love how tired the "boring" meme is with you guys. You can't think of anything clever so you all fall on this.

In reply to Artis Robinson

@arobjr1 @Billb2212 @JohnRiversToo @GreatArtiste45 @Grumpy_Butt Nah, its more of a lesson. "This is what happens to uppity non-whites when they get in the way"

1

In reply to Artis Robinson

@arobjr1 @Billb2212 @JohnRiversToo @GreatArtiste45 @Grumpy_Butt Name a Republican city please. I'd love to know what you're talking about.

2

I say this but I'm still a consumer fag who is wearing a Stannis the Mannis tshirt.

There

is really nothing like the primal bolt you get from working your body the proper way. The history of evolution flows through you.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 4
When you go in for a regular back day and your deadlift max goes up 15 lbs easy, you realize you've tapped into the spirit of your race.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 3
#GrowingUpInAtlanta was mostly watching minorities fuck their lives up while yelling at whitey. Most of the women took it to heart.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 2
Lifting and being powerful is an absolutely essential part of white identity. We must dominate our bodies so the world will fall in line.

In reply to Aaron Almeroth
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 1
@Aftermath8 @Zorost88 So at this point you just admit you're a troll with no honesty. Nicely done.

In reply to Aaron Almeroth
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 1
@Aftermath8 Bahahaha get out of my helicopter.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Aaron Almeroth @Aftermath8 · Jul 1
@BigButterNutJoe well, since that is a fact, yes.

In reply to Aaron Almeroth
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 1
@Aftermath8 Supremacist propaganda aka "Things I Don't Like". You probably believe unemployment has dropped during this "recovery"

In reply to Jason C.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 1
@CounterMoonbat I celebrate good Friday by crucifying apostates.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Nixo™ @hauntednixon · Jun 30
@ParisHilton @KimKardashian @thewinceneil This little boy committed suicide because of #bullies. RT 2 save a life

shovelholder
In reply to Aaron Almeroth
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jul 1
@Aftermath8 Clearly someone hasn't studied the Ferguson effect.

In reply to Zeke Miller
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 30
@ZekeJMiller who

In reply to PBS
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 30
@PBS @NewsHour Crime rates have exploded in every major metropolitan area. What renaissance are you talking about?

In reply to Left Coaster
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 30
@the_frisco_kidd @neeratanden This is terrible loweффort posting. You're either being intentionally obfuscating or you're just retarded.

In reply to Left Coaster
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 30
@the_frisco_kidd @neeratanden I love the tone here. Its like freedom of speech is a bad thing. Only a liberal would restrict people's speech

In reply to Jill
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 30
@FoxxpawsJill @neeratanden You should learn how to read context, or do you think the Brits are not a native population to Britain?

In reply to ALL THOT BRO
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 30
@ALLCAPSBRO TIN CAN AND STRING WINNERS FUCKIN ON TOP ONCE AGAIN RARYYYY
Once again @BigButterNutJoe
@damned_poet @neeratanden Liberals proving once again anytime someone talks about masculinity, their minds immediately go to gay sex. Hmm

@jebmike @neeratanden Ohhh you were being sarcastic. Isn't that a concept centered around being funny? You seemed to have missed the mark.

@jebmike @neeratanden Okay, so then what is your point with any of this? I am failing to see one other than "I'm white and hate myself"

@jebmike @neeratanden So if we gave the US back to the natives, who would have the claim? Those who had the land in the 1400s? 1200s? 800s?

@jebmike @neeratanden You obviously don't know any of the bloody wars and genocides the natives in America committed against each other.

@jebmike @neeratanden If you're honestly a white man then you're a self hating white. You have no value in society.

In reply to Craig Harrington
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 30
@Craigipedia @neeratanden This must be your first day on the internet. I'm sure you'll find "YTMND" and "ICanHazCheeseburger" to be a wonder

In reply to Neera Tanden
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 30
@neeratanden I think the only one in denial are the Jews who think their actions aren't 100% the reason people hate you. No self awareness.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
PIZZA GATE 🍕 REAL @HoustonWelder · Jun 30
Jew in Washington DC says that the vote SHE & her ((( kind ))) wanted would have happened had there been less whites
Neera Tanden @neeratanden
Experiment:
if the UK electorate was 30% people of color like we will be this year, does anyone think Leave would have garnered a majority?

In reply to Neera Tanden
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 30
@neeratanden Oh look, a kike parasite lauding and praising the displacement of a native population they hate because they are white.

In reply to David Axelrod
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 30
@davidaxelrod @LorettaLynch @billclinton This is either the mind of a cuckold or the mind of a dishonest individual. Either way, he’s a homo

In reply to Zorost
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 30
@Zorost88 Oh god...You're not wrong.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 30
#RuinShakespeare Allow blacks anywhere near a theatre at any point ever.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 29
Seems Obama desires to go down in history as the "President of Treason" or does "Traitor President" sound better?

NPR Politics @nprpolitics
Obama: Globalization Is 'Here' And 'Done' n.pr/29aEFC2

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 29
Everyone needs to see this. All of those "crazy conspiracy theorists" from past 20 years proven right. Disgusting.

Fox News @FoxNews
(1 of 2): "By the end of this year, we’ll have a single-trusted traveler program for all three of our countries..."

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 29
@ALLCAPSBRO FUCK THAT SOUNDED DEEP IN MY HEAD I MAY BE AUTISTIC

In reply to ALL THOT BRO
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 29
@AI I CAPSBRO I DIDNT HAVE BREAKFAST I HAD BREFIT
Phoenix Reich Retweeted

The Int'l Spectator @intSpectator · Jun 29

Hispanics as % of US population

1950: 2.1%
2000: 12.5%
2010: 16.3%
2020: 19%
2030: 22%
2040: 25%
2050: 28%
2060: 30.6%

(US Census Bureau)

Ethan Ralph @TheRalphRetort
Terrorist Who Got Stabbed 6 Times in Self Defense Still In Coma, Unable To ID
theralhretort.com/terrorist-got-

In reply to Elizabeth Warren

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 29
@SenWarren @SenateMajLdr Is your face red from anger or is that just your native American genes expressing themselves?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 29
@villainial HEY SHUT UP I'M YOUNG AS FUCK FUCK YOU FRIENDO DON'T TELL ME THINGS

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Fashy Haircut @NathanDamigo · Jun 27
If the leadership of #BAMN is not indicted under the RICO Act it proves that the government is on their side.

In reply to Sally Matte

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 29
@eggmybacons Why would I? It's far more enjoyable watching you destroy yourself while blaming the rest of the world. Kinda like LGBT people.

In reply to Sally Matte

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 29
@eggmybacons Also, lesbian couples are the most likely to engage in
So yes, we do encourage the use of safe spaces for domestic abuse. So they are their own worst enemy as well.

In reply to Salty Matte
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 29
@eggmybacons If you look at rates of suicide, Trannys and gays are the number one killers of tranmys and gays.

In reply to Milo Yiannopoulos 🌟
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 29
@Nero @PizzaPartyBen >Implying you didn't videolog it

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
ALL THOT BRO @ALLCAPSBRO · Jun 28
U SHOULDN'T HAVE AN OPINION THAT SOMEONE CAN'T ATTRIBUTE TO THEIR 4 YEAR OLD CHILD IN A BULLSHIT ANECDOTE

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 29
@MikePrysner Mike "I'm a Big Boy Ex Non-Combat Vet" Prysner cant seem to put his money where his mouth is. He'll never #MakeAmericaGreatAgain

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 29
@MikePrysner loses all the time and runs away. youtube.com/watch?v=mh8xO5...

Kinda like the Reds, even when they outnumbered the Trad Workers.

In reply to Mike Prysner
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 29
@MikePrysner I understand your need to appropriate the high energy banter of the Donald, You guys got demoralized back there. You need it.

In reply to Mike Prysner
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 29
@MikePrysner Hahaha, you had 6 stabbed and had what, 10 times as many people? Again, with 25 on our side. The public is giving us sympathy.
@MikePrysner There were, what...25 Trad Party members? How many Antifa and you guys still lost?

In reply to Mike Prysner
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 29
@MikePrysner Where are you during all of these? Sitting at home cheering them on via your desk? You should come out and play.

In reply to Mike Prysner
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 29
@MikePrysner I was at the "rally" at Stone Mountain in April. The Antifa were there, majority are gay and tranny. Very weak. Not intimidating

In reply to Mike Prysner
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 29
@MikePrysner It sounds like you're just mad over the fact you all started shit, lost, and are hated by the public for it. Sad!

In reply to levi antoine
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 29
@ignotism_ @RealBeerySwine Bahahahahah this "woman" is cracking me up. What a buffoon.

In reply to Old Row
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 29
@OldRowOfficial Donald Trump.

In reply to Joshua Igbeare
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 29
@sassmasterjosh So you are admitting we are the superior people. Why would inferior people be allowed to breed? You are taking up resources.

In reply to John Rivers
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 29
@JohnRiversToo Freudian projection is a real thing and if you disagree with this proven science you're just super mega repressed gay.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 29
We need to start labeling the white LGBT community, whites who love black music, and any whites who dye their hair neon as white trash.

In reply to Sturmhammer
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 28
@Skyranger111 They won't for long, m8y m8 m8
In reply to Mayor of London
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 28
@MayorofLondon
All muslims dream & goal

In reply to Melinn2
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 27
@Melinn2 @Ricky_Vaughn99 You must not know what postgraduate means. And Obama is literally African George W. Bush. Globalist and incompetent

In reply to The Daily Show
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 27
@TheDailyShow I remember when the Daily Show was at least trying to pretend to be comedy while being leftist political propaganda.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 27
@PikkuRusina That's kinda awesome.

In reply to The Forward
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 27
@jdforward I think maybe the Jews should adopt the Burqa because these women's faces are legitimately terrifying. Nosferatu got loose!

In reply to Donna Stern
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 27
@DonnaStern Hey there you Commie Kike. You're really strong, sending people in your stead. Why not come on out yourself next time :)

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 27
Wow such integration!

Press 2 For English @AlbinAwakes
#BREXIT Britain's newest MP is sworn in to Parliament. On the Koran.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 27
#WhatIBelieveIn5Words Globalism will demand a fight.
Additionally
We will not go quietly.

In reply to Progressive Jews
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 27
@prog_jews @JeffreyGoldberg This is the funny thing about Jews. They don't have any kind of foresight to see that this only hurts their case

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
FOX & friends @foxandfriends · Jun 27
Elizabeth Warren releases an anti-Trump ad....but accidentally features a Trump supporter in it!

In reply to Jo gab@timeforgravy
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 27
@timeforgravy @Ann_Tagonist_ I did. I was immediately accosted by horrible dick pictures and fat people posts.
She's got the #AltRight down

In reply to Everything Georgia
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 27
@GAFollowers Duluth is Seoul pt. 2 these days. What part of it could they possibly be filming in?

In reply to Zero
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 27
@AlimonyMindset Can't we do both tho
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 27
I didn't see me at first, but I made it to the Nazi detector. I'd like to thank Hitler and Goebbels for my victory.

In reply to aubs

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 26
@AubrieSowa Anti-Trump women are pretty disgusting. You look like you smell like cheeseburgers.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Allen West Republic @AllenWestRepub · Jun 26
Did you hear about this MASSIVE rally in France? You probably didn't because it's exactly what the mainstream... fb.me/4KcjfZgMj

In reply to BeardsonBeardly

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 26
@BeardsonBeardly If I have six million quarters for every time I've been bumbled out by the genetic PTSD I inherited, I'd own the MSM.

In reply to str_thry

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 26
@StrThry I'd put money on them not being able to read. Natural IQ of about 60 or so.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Third Position @Third_Position · Jun 25
How @AyoCaesar REALLY feels about #Diversity; It's a game to win.
@Lauren_Southern @TheRebelTV @Gavin_McInnes

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 26
Who's gonna win the coveted "Most Banana's Eaten Award" at the #BETAwards16? The competition is fierce!
Nationalist Voltron @MontyDraxel · 29 Jul 2015
Now that I think about it, it looks like we actually lost WW2.

In reply to Tees Maar Khan
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 25
@MJiqbalKhan @BenVanDerVelde >named Muhammad
>thinks he deserves a response
I get it goat fucker, your prophet is a fag. Don't shout.

In reply to TheEventH0riz0n
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 25
@StarSmoker23 Do you powerlift? I do. I'd love to go there and learn from the absolute masters of it.

In reply to TheEventH0riz0n
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 25
@StarSmoker23 Lol, how's Iceland doing? Homogenous, isolated, very good stock. Are you a geneticist? You're a sad cultural Marxist.

In reply to TheEventH0riz0n
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 25
@StarSmoker23 But in a democracy where they outbreed us, how could we possibly keep control of our society? Look at London or America.

In reply to TheEventH0riz0n
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 25
@StarSmoker23 Equality is not a realistic concept. Society cannot survive with these people pouring in. All it will do is end our existence

In reply to TheEventH0riz0n
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 25
@StarSmoker23 I don't see how its a problem to love your people and hate those who wish to destroy us through demographic displacement.

In reply to TheEventH0riz0n
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 25
@StarSmoker23 I don't like anti-white propagandists and politicians
and I don't like criminal populations who can't function in society.

In reply to TheEventHoriz0n
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 25
@StarSmoker23 @WyethNerdrum This is so sad, it takes is a retweet and you lose your mind. Tiny amygdalas must be a terrible affliction.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
TheEventHoriz0n @StarSmoker23 · Jun 25
@BigButterNutJoe @WyethNerdrum hahahahahahahahahahaha. Nice reply...Nice come back. Waste

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
TheEventHoriz0n @StarSmoker23 · Jun 25
@BigButterNutJoe @WyethNerdrum delirious with glee..watching all you loathsome fuck wits get everything you want. Left alone.

In reply to TheEventHoriz0n
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 25
@StarSmoker23 @WyethNerdrum You're really upset. You should wait till your tantrum is over before you get on the Internet 😒

In reply to TheEventHoriz0n
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 25
@StarSmoker23 @WyethNerdrum That was certainly a long winded way to proclaim your love for black cock.

In reply to Faraleth
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 25
@FARAL3TH So immigration brings in millions of people who can't vote. They don't have kids, in high numbers, who will have the right to vote?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 25
#Pride2016 Show your pride! youtu.be/K63PN2bxAXE

Don't apologize.

In reply to Faraleth
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 25
@FARAL3TH Will just that how a democratic media? Demagoguery demoiselle.
vweii, isn't that how a democracy works? Demographics determine policy and the future. Importing voters changes things for the worse.

In reply to Faraleth
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 25
@FARAL3TH I don't think anyone cares about being called racist anymore. You liberals throw it at everything you don't like. No one cares.

In reply to Charlie
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 25
@zam_charlie @TSEliotRodger What the fuck am I looking at

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 25
"Welfare and supporting minorities are a Christian principle" >Jesus explicitly says don't throw your pearls to pigs

Marxism is everywhere

In reply to Hava Batia
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 25
@HavBat22 @realDonaldTrump @Ricky_Vaughn99 lol

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 25
Let's say the cucks get a 2nd #EUReferendum. What are the odds Leave turns out in heavier numbers to counter this obvious Judaic strategy?

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Paul Joseph Watson @PrisonPlanet · Jun 25
The BBC is promoting this "second referendum" shit multiple times daily. Fuck off, you LOST. Deal with it.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Username</th>
<th>Tweet</th>
<th>Likes</th>
<th>Retweets</th>
<th>Replies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix Reich</td>
<td>@BigButterNutJoe Why don't you have at least 20 children yet? Come on, we need more of your stock.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix Reich</td>
<td>@BigButterNutJoe Well, they have had their emotional and instinctual expressions completely redefined. They feel it, they just can't interpret.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix Reich</td>
<td>@BigButterNutJoe Honestly, with the networking and bonds I've been making I have no doubt in my mind we will be able to. The people are strong.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix Reich</td>
<td>@BigButterNutJoe Well without a big nanny state keeping them in place they know they'd fall into nothing. They can't compete or survive alone.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix Reich</td>
<td>@BigButterNutJoe Like a cave. Dark and echoey.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix Reich</td>
<td>@BigButterNutJoe Well it's pretty clear it is, it's why they push that same politic to advance themselves into a position of power.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix Reich</td>
<td>@BigButterNutJoe This has generated an entertainingly large amount of ass salt. A true work of art.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix Reich</td>
<td>@BigButterNutJoe Such low energy. Sad!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix Reich</td>
<td>@BigButterNutJoe not for black or middle eastern countries and populations.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix Reich</td>
<td>@BigButterNutJoe You're not even trying. Hahah the next few years are gonna be hard for you</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix Reich</td>
<td>@BigButterNutJoe #Domain posting is so low effort and sad. You can hear the chubbies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
#Remain posting is so low effort and sad. You can hear the crickets breathing heavy in outrage over different opinions.

In reply to daisy burns
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@daisyburnsx You're one of the lowest effort remainposter I've seen today. I guess losing this hard really got to you guys.

In reply to daisy burns
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@daisyburnsx Hahah you are just lying at this point.

In reply to FightFresh
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@ExpertBoxMania Good argument liberal fag ;)

In reply to GOP Shambles
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@GOPshambles @thehill #Brexit and the now ensuing worldwide nationalist revolution. This is a poor attempt at obfuscating current events.

In reply to daisy burns
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@daisyburnsx Stoning to death? What a Muslim value! So progressive and tolerant ;)

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@jimalkhallili I'd feel more sympathy if they didn't deserve #physicalremoval

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@jimalkhallili So many #Remain fags can't get over they are losing the culture war to the #altright #frogtwitter and #animenazis.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
#Fatassesbreaktheinternet because the weight limit has been grossly exceeded.

In reply to Aziz Ansari
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@azizansari @nytimes You're a tiny little brown turd, Disease Anzari. No one takes ankle biting poofers like you seriously.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
J Burton @JBurtonXP · Jun 23
|
think that the British media and political class should have done a better job explaining how xenophobic and bigoted exiting the EU is.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
J Burton @JBurtonXP · Jun 24
Doubters say Hillary is going to struggle with red-blooded American men, but we're just not seeing it! #Bros4Hillary

In reply to Miki
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@Miki_Nemeth @SteveDfc @jimalkhalili Only one way to prevent #WhiteGenocide which is the only major issue even worth discussing.

In reply to Steve D
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@SteveDfc @Miki_Nemeth @jimalkhalili Wow such language I can't believe you'd be so mean ;)

In reply to Ben Van der Vede
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVede b..but muh religion of peace! Protip: they hate jews, gays and women. A shame for you, being all three of those ;^)

In reply to Ben Van der Vede
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVede bahaha, you've added nothing to the conversation and came up short every time. Now you're running away. You have nothing ;)

In reply to lesmondine
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@lesmondine @jimalkhalili This isn't news or shocking, everyone knows it. It's why you are losing everything.
In reply to lesmondine
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@lesmondine @jimalkhalili I get it, you're a self-hating, anti-white cuckold who wants your people to die.

In reply to Ben Van der Velde
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde Oh you're right, Germanys leadership is so great, importing millions of raping, murdering Muslims. So progressive!

In reply to John Kochen
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@j_kochen @jimalkhalili I don't think anyone is under any disillusions about Jews in England, and the West. They are the biggest problem.

In reply to Liam White
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@WhoisTheDadaist hahaha :) Sounds like someone’s a sore loser. It’s okay, this is just how democracy works.

In reply to John Kochen
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@j_kochen @jimalkhalili So you have nothing.

In reply to Gab/WifeWithAPurpose
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@apurposefulwife Fantastic idea!!

In reply to DJ Pop A Titty Out
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@PizzaPartyBen These globalists and liberals do not give two shits about children being raped or demographic displacement. Subhumans.

In reply to John Kochen
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@j_kochen @jimalkhalili Oh? Can you prove that claim? Or do you think Pakis living in Britain are Brits?

In reply to John Kochen
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@j_kochen @jimalkhalili So she's a race traitor. Didn't a national hero recently name himself Death to Traitors? I'd agree with that.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
Icelandic average IQ is 101, average height is 5 foot 11. They have high fertility rates and almost #NoDiversity. They are true strength.
In reply to Ricky Vaughn

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@Ricky_Vaughn99 A strength???? No no no, it's THE strength. The ONLY strength.

In reply to Ben Van der Velde

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde What's funny is there was such a party a few years ago, their leader's name escapes me...

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

TruthWillOut @TGSNtv · Jun 24
#LegalMaxim: What can be done can be undone.

CommunismByTheBackdoor.tv

@pureflatulence @richardagain @richy_inger

Who is behind the push for mass immigration from the third-world into Western countries?
In reply to Ben Van der Velde
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde And you have still yet to effectively address any of the questions I had asked you. You're a 3rd rate comedian, it's okay.

In reply to Ben Van der Velde
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde Communism is peace. Who would have thought equality could be achieved over the corpses of 100 million people. Good point.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@POTUS Hey faggot, how do you feel knowing that #Brexit won against your overreaching horseshit attempt to push # Remain? Get mad, nigger.

In reply to Ben Van der Velde
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde Genetics: Applies to all animals but man. Typical Jew :) Inbreeding for all these years has made your people so weak.

In reply to Ben Van der Velde
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde Do you know the history of the US? Non-Anglos were pretty heavily repressed. Put in camps, ghettos and the like.

In reply to Ben Van der Velde
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde Oh no!! Blue haired cat lady's and unfunny Jews aren't gonna wanna be my friends!!! I'll never write for Buzzfeed now!

In reply to Ben Van der Velde
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde "Charge shoes" isn't exactly evidence of necessity to society. It's pretty sad that that's the crux of your argument :)

In reply to Ben Van der Velde
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde American White, descendant of true Germans, Irish, and Swedes. We succeeded in the face of oppression and didn't
complain.

In reply to Bledar Leti

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BledarLeti @jimalkhaliim You sound angry. You should go get some water, maybe have a run. It'll help :)

In reply to Ben Van der Velde

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde Bahahaha Afrikaner whites. You just proved my point. Boer descendents. Ethnicity is key.

In reply to Bledar Leti

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BledarLeti @jimalkhaliim This sounds like liberal projection :) I thought body shaming was off limits for leftists hmmm

In reply to Bledar Leti

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BledarLeti @jimalkhaliim It means you're out of touch :)

In reply to Ben Van der Velde

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde And after all that you still didn't actually say anything or answer any inquiry. I thought Ashkenazi's had high verbal IQ

In reply to Ben Van der Velde

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde It's the most resource-rich environment in the entire world. It takes almost no effort to farm there.

In reply to Bledar Leti

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BledarLeti @jimalkhaliim That's Sam Hyde, friendo

In reply to Ben Van der Velde

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde So how do you feel about China's colonial expansions in Africa? Or Muslim owned black slave trades today?

In reply to Ben Van der Velde

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde You're speaking vaguely. I want legitimate answers. Tell me what Africa has made that makes them valuable.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde I think it would only make someone like you miserable because you wouldn't be able to measure up to any standard.

In reply to Ben Van der Velde
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde Why not Central Africa? You're not really answering anything that I'm asking you. Just more Jewish argumentation style.

In reply to Ben Van der Velde
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde Japan wouldn't let you in. They have a sane outlook on racial unity and heritage. That's why they won't die out.

In reply to Ben Van der Velde
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde Why do Native Americans have higher IQs and lower crime rates when they've been repressed harder than any other group?

In reply to Ben Van der Velde
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde Why do blacks, hispanics and middle easterners have the lowest IQ scores? Why do they have the highest crime rates?

In reply to Ben Van der Velde
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde So you find it to be a superior place. Why would that be? The people who came before and made it. Anglo White Heritage.

In reply to Ben Van der Velde
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde And you're also avoiding answering any of my questions regarding why you live in Europe today if it's not superior.

In reply to Ben Van der Velde
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde Name 5 things invented by Africans. Why can't they subsistence farm in Africa today? Why is Zimbabwe starving to death?

In reply to Luke Thomas
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@welshboy82 @jimalkhalli Wow! What a super speed reader you are! I can't believe your superior liberal intelligence.
Phoenix Reich Retweeted

All Journalists @All_Journalists · Jun 24
@JaredWyand @MayorofLondon Absolutely Haram!

2 OUT OF 3 MUSLIMS IN BRITAIN WOULD NOT GIVE THE GOVERNMENT INFO IF THEY KNEW ABOUT A TERROR PLOT
23% WANT SHARIA LAW

In reply to Luke Thomas

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@welshboy82 @jimalkhaliil So no, you didn't do anything even remotely close to reading anything in there.

In reply to Ben Van der Velde

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde So why did you decide to stay in England if you think the world is all equal and that egalitarianism is the way?

In reply to Ben Van der Velde

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde So you're one of those "Lower the bar for Whites instead of argue virtue in nonwhites" kinda Jews. Nice.

In reply to Ben Van der Velde

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde You can go to Africa first, tell me how lovely it is with the cannibals and warlords. I'm sure it's the same as Europe!
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde Well that's where you belong, and it's where you will end up. The coming future will not be kind to your kind :)

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@welshboy82 @jimalkhallili Like I said, you won't even read it. Liberals are so predictable and dishonest. Weak and very sad.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde @jimalkhallili There's always Israel for your kind. They do DNA testing to let only you people in. It's a good system.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@welshboy82 @jimalkhallili You won't read it though, lots of words, stats and data. Something tells me you'll get triggered and just block me

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@welshboy82 @jimalkhallili The Color of Crime - American Renaissance
New Century Foundation is a 501(c)(3) organization founded in 1994 to study immigration and race relations so as to better understand the consequences of Amer...
amren.com

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@welshboy82 @jimalkhallili So the fact crime is more highly correlated with race than any other factor is deniable reality? You're sad.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@welshboy82 @jimalkhallili Race is a major aspect of who we are and our identity. It's only whites who deny it for themselves.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@lesmondine @jimalkhallili Not an argument. You're trying to shift the focus of the conversation from immigrant rights to something else. Sad!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@welshboy82 @lesmondine @jimalkhallili Shame he has no loyalty to his own people. They'd advance much more quickly with their own
leaders.

In reply to Ben Van der Velde
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@BenVanDerVelde @jimalkhallili Pretty rich coming from a Jew. Rootless cosmopolitans don't get to have a say in ethnic nationalistic interest

In reply to Ingrid shields
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@shields_ingrid @AdamRutherford @jimalkhallili You're funny. You have no arguments, you are mentally weak. Run from things you can't handle.

In reply to bea vegan
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@beam74 @StumpsMonkey @TheRationaliser @AdamRutherford @jimalkhallili So many liberals in the comedy world, and not a single one that's funny

In reply to lesmondine
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@lesmondine @jimalkhallili Why can't he go contribute to Iraq?

In reply to RK1
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@r1_mufc @jimalkhallili It's probably why the USA had to bail out the UK. What a wasteful, useless war that was.

In reply to John Rivers
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@JohnRiversToo @LogannArianna Native Americans have higher scores than the browns and blacks? Wow. That's amazing.

In reply to mitul mehta
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@mehta_mitu72 Thin skinned, can't handle a little banter :)

In reply to Ingrid shields
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@shields_ingrid @AdamRutherford @jimalkhallili So liberal rapists wash out pakistani rapists? You're sick. You don't even care about people.

In reply to Ingrid shields
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@shields_ingrid @AdamRutherford @jimalkhallili Like Rotherham, 1400 little girls were loved by the Pakis so hard the police covered it
In reply to Jim
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@Jim_139 @jimalkhalili You must really welcome #WhiteGenocide with open arms, huh.

In reply to Citizen of Nowhere
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@Kimbles69 @AdamRutherford @jimalkhalili They'll hate white people, that's for sure. You'll teach them that well.

In reply to Citizen of Nowhere
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@Kimbles69 @AdamRutherford @jimalkhalili Fortunately for you, your offspring are going to be inferior, more likely to have mental illness.

In reply to Ms Varney
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@MadameNottm Bahahah Oh you are SO RIGHT. We should just throw history in the garbage. Or better yet, You should move to Africa now!

In reply to Ingrid shields
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@shields_ingrid @AdamRutherford @jimalkhalili Call me racist, go ahead. You're the only one here who doesn't want to love their own people.

In reply to Les Campbell
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@lesvcampbell @jimalkhalili Damn you're a huge cuck.

In reply to Ingrid shields
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@shields_ingrid @AdamRutherford @jimalkhalili Very progressive of you though, to take pot shots at how people look ;^)

In reply to Ingrid shields
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@shields_ingrid @AdamRutherford @jimalkhalili Another ignorant fool. Sam Hyde puts people like you in their place.

In reply to Liam White
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@WhoIsTheDadaist We take pleasure in the utter destruction of the left, why wouldn't we? You are all in open war against the white world.
In reply to Ms Varney
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Jun 24
@MadameNottm That's sad.

In reply to Citizen of Nowhere
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Jun 24
@Kimbles69 @AdamRutherford @jimalkhali So you're a race traitor? That's disgusting. Your ancestors would have exiled you.

In reply to Ms Varney
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Jun 24
@MadameNottm @jimalkhali So you're saying he WASN'T born in Iraq?

Also, not an argument. Race is very important.

Jim Al-Khalili
Physicist

Jim Al-Khalili is a British theoretical physicist, author and broadcaster. He is currently Professor of Theoretical Physics and Chair in the Public Engagement in Science at the University of Surrey. Wikipedia

Born: September 20, 1962 (age 59), Baghdad, Iraq
Known for: The Life Scientific
Education: University of Surrey
Books: Life on the Edge, The Coming of Age of Quantum Biology, More
Nominations: British Academy Television Award for Best Specialist Factual

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Jun 24
#Liberals and #StrongLiberals all want to say "ITS NOT ABOUT RACE" then kvetch about white people.

#BrexitVote twitter.com/blagmatic/stat...

This Tweet is unavailable.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Jun 24
So many #StrongLiberals immediately block when they realize calling someone racist doesn't get their way. #BrexitVote is only the start!

In reply to Daimon Walker
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Jun 24
@daiwalker @jimalkhali Rotherham coverups had NO INFLUENCE on the EU decision, you are totally right. That never happened.
Pakis=good guys

In reply to Sue Henderson
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@Hathorsdaughter @jimalkhalili Hahaha so you'll defend Iraqis who are in your country but you won't let them live with you. SEP for sure.

In reply to Anthony Baubearles
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@AnthonyBEarles @jimalkhalili Are you Jewish? You seem to follow the argumentation style of a Jew.

In reply to Darth Farty
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@MrFarty This is just embarrassing.

In reply to Anthony Baubearles
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@AnthonyBEarles @jimalkhalili Not an argument. Sad!

In reply to Shaun Ritchie
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@fmsuperfly Not an argument.

In reply to Sue Henderson
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@Hathorsdaughter @jimalkhalili You want them in your country but not in your house. Why outsource a problem you so desperate desire?

In reply to Anthony Baubearles
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@AnthonyBEarles @jimalkhalili You're not making a very good case for British humor, mate. Very sad. Your ancestors weep for what you are.

In reply to Shaun Ritchie
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@fmsuperfly @jimalkhalili Why? Do they not like their own countries? What makes a white country that much better? Are we too prosperous?

In reply to Anthony Baubearles
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@AnthonyBEarles @jimalkhalili I think you're referring to Iraq, this filthy immigrant's home country.
In reply to Sue Henderson
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@Hathorsdaughter @jimalkhalili You should fill your home with Iraqis and see how well that works out for you.

In reply to Jason Brownlee
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@Dollywaggon @jimalkhalili We must stop this before they insult me and my wife's son. I cannot let them make fun of his black skin.

In reply to Shaun Ritchie
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@fmsuperfly @jimalkhalili Okay, so that means the entire globe should be living inside the borders of Britain?

In reply to P J
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@StumpsMonkey @TheRationaliser @AdamRutherford @jimalkhalili My side just won, what do I have to be afraid of?

In reply to P J
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@StumpsMonkey @TheRationaliser @AdamRutherford @jimalkhalili Calling an Iraqi "English" you're clearly a liberal faggot.

In reply to Dave Bennett
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@dbennett ks @jimalkhalili I didn't realize I was an Iraqi. Weird.

In reply to Jim Al-Khalili
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@jimalkhalili Everything is racism to you liberals. It's alright, you won't be around for much longer. You don't have the public support.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@TheRationaliser @AdamRutherford @jimalkhalili This is quite possibly the gayest comment I've ever read lmao. How old are you?

In reply to Stuart Jones
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@StudiniJones @TimxThomson @jimalkhalili Oh you don't like Sam Hyde?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@TheRationaliser @AdamRutherford @jimalkhalili Sand Niggers.

In reply to Tim Thomson
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@TimxThomson @jimalkhalili Who are you exactly? Why do I care that you're so weak you can't handle an opinion?

3 1

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@jimalkhalili Liberalism is dying, you all have lost. You will continue to lose. I'm still waiting on anyone of you slags to make a point :)

1 1

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Reuters Top News @Reuters · Jun 24
Next, Frexit or Italeave? British vote fires up EU's 'Outers'

Next, Frexit or Italeave? British vote fires up EU's 'Outers'
Britain's vote to leave the European Union fired up populist eurosceptic parties across the continent on Friday, giving fresh voice to their calls to ...
reuters.com

36 259 147

In reply to Philippe Auclair
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@PhilippeAuclair @barharvey1 Especially you.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
David Jones @DavidJo52951945 · Jun 24
The UK stock market is already recovering, it is now only down 2% which is less than during problems with the Euro

18 208 217

In reply to Sally Kohn
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@sallykohn That's a nice opinion kike. Self-rule and ownership is only for YOUR people, is it? Go miscegenate the Jews and then we'll talk.

In reply to Jim Al-Khalili
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 24
@jimalkhalili You should absolutely leave. What kind of Brit has a last
@BigButterNutJoe • Jun 24
You should absolutely leave. What kind of Brit has a last name like Al-Khalili? Your people have a home.

 Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe • Jun 24
> Jo Cox murdered, was a complete piece of shit
> Media tried using it for propaganda
> Brits kicked ass, voted #Brexit anyway
> Globalists BTFO

 Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Memelord 🇺🇸 @AltRightMemes • Jun 23
With #Brexit we will #MakeBritainGreatAgain

 Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe • Jun 24
Watch
the liberals. Today begins their fast descent to madness, the mask will be peeled off faster than you can say "Diversity Quotas".

 In reply to Ayesha
 Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe • Jun 24
@ahyesah Yaaaay! Good!

 Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Hateful Heretic 🖤 @hateful_heretic • Jun 24
how dare white people want to exist and have their own countries that's what hitler did
white people are hitler twitter.com/KarenJBateson/…

 Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe • Jun 23
At a pizza place and the servers can't stop looking at me with my #MAGA hat and looking mad.
In reply to Xavier Oliver
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe • Jun 23
@xaviera94 @le_skooks That's not an argument.

In reply to Xavier Oliver
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe • Jun 23
@xaviera94 @le_skooks You're totally right. Everything would be better if we were eating each other and living in mud huts like in Africa.

In reply to Xavier Oliver
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe • Jun 23
@xaviera94 @le_skooks The irony is you demand to be taken seriously and can't defend against someone who shitposts all day.

In reply to Xavier Oliver
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe • Jun 23
@xaviera94 @le_skooks What is China and India. I didn't realize the two largest polluters were so far East they become West :^)

In reply to Xavier Oliver
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe • Jun 23
@xaviera94 @le_skooks That's nice, boy. You're not interested in anything but self-serving dishonesty. Go be a nigger elsewhere ;)

In reply to Xavier Oliver
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe • Jun 23
@xaviera94 @le_skooks You're just trying to get me to lower my bar versus raise your own. This is why blacks cannot be civilized.

In reply to Xavier Oliver
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe • Jun 23
@xaviera94 @le_skooks You can take your egalitarian perspective to a moral high ground when you stop living in the West.

In reply to Xavier Oliver
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe • Jun 23
@xaviera94 @le_skooks European society is vastly superior to every other culture, you've done nothing to disprove that.

In reply to Xavier Oliver
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe • Jun 23
@xaviera94 @le_skooks And what is wrong with fascism exactly?

In reply to Xavier Oliver
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe • Jun 23
@xaviera94 @le_skooks Why don't you go live in Africa, with all of it's beautiful benevolent rulers? You're not being honest with yourself.
In reply to Xavier Oliver
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 23
@xavierao94 @le_skooks Western White European society accomplished more to better the world than any other civilization on Earth. Yeah.

In reply to Xavier Oliver
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 23
@xavierao94 @le_skooks Human beings generalize. It happens to whites, there's just mountains of evidence against blacks being civilized.

In reply to Xavier Oliver
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 23
@xavierao94 @le_skooks Okay, I'm a racist. Do you have an actual point to make?

In reply to Xavier Oliver
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 23
@xavierao94 @le_skooks Do you have a point or are you just gonna say "RACISSS"? Calling someone racist isn't a point. It's a name.

Blacklisted News @BlacklistedNews · Jun 23
FBI Arrest Utah Man For Extreme Hate of Federal Government dlvr.it/LdbWn9

In reply to Xavier Oliver
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 23
@xavierao94 @le_skooks This absolute fact, is racist. I wonder, will black people start behaving anytime soon or will we have to cage them?

In reply to The White House
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 23
@WhiteHouse @POTUS Damn you're a straight coon piece of shit. Your legacy is of failure and weakness, only douchy fools will remember you.

In reply to GOP Shambles
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 23
@GOPshambles @thehill You guys are really reaching for anything you can get these days, eh? Must feel pretty terrible losing all the time.

In reply to The Hill
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 23
@thehill These comments are just embarrassing. All this fat women and liberals. Sad!
Mike Cernovich 🇺🇸 @Cernovich · Jun 23
@MichelleFields sold 5 books yesterday as her launch was a miserable and well-earned failure!

Media Hoaxer Michelle Fields Ruined Her Life, Can't Sell Books
In our fallen world we must often watch the wicked prosper in the short-term, but sometimes the good guys win, or in the case of Michelle ...
dangerandplay.com

In reply to Preston Brooks
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 23
@Rebel_Bill @JanetMaxLive @washingtonpost rebootpac.com/breaking-trump…

OH MAN THIS TIME IS GONNA SINK HIM THOUGH FOR REAL

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 23
VOTE FOR ME SO I CAN DEPRIVE YOU OF DUE PROCESS

("(Rep. Nadler)) @RepJerryNadler
We must not use due-process as an excuse to support mass murder #NoBillNoBreak Video: c-span.org/video/?c460623…

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Michael Walters @PorkShake · Jun 23
Every liberal in America right now
@angreeeandamp The kid on the far right looks like me.

Sweet lord.

---

@JanetMaxLive @Rebel_Bill

The Daily Trail: Trump may have just shattered fundraising records, s...
His email pitch has brought in more than $3 million since Tuesday, they say.

washingtonpost.com

---

@birdistheherd @DaveCrosthwai
So what is a nation but it's citizens? If for hundreds of years it was a white-only society, you are wrong.

---

@birdistheherd @DaveCrosthwai
So you're saying it was purely white then was changed.

---

@pzi Gun Control works! Just as #NoBillNoBreak and @SenWarren @elizabethforma! Democratic sit-in more more more! We need more of this please
#NoBillNoBreak @SenWarren @elizabethforma Sitting Indian style in order to call in an era of tyranny in America.

Villi Wilson @Conservative_VW
Old Chinese Proverb Say ...

In reply to Haaretz.com
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 23
@haaretzcom Oh no! 100 people who have no public support want to oppose Trump! What will the goyim do?!

In reply to Haaretz.com
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 23
@haaretzcom (((Oyy Vey)))

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 23
theconservativetreehouse.com/2016/05/09/as-...

#CruzCrew #Conservatives The wool has fallen from the eyes of the people. Globalism v Nationalism is the real fight

As Predicted – Billionaire Ted Cruz and Jeb Bush B...
When contemplating the “inevitability threshold” we anticipated last year the Wall Street power brokers would switch to supporting Hillary Clinton if Donald Trump be...
theconservativetreehouse.com

In reply to Not My Puppet
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 23
@birdistheherd @DaveCrotchwait I distinctly remember a 3/5ths compromise as well as a lack of citizenship for most people.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 23
youtu.be/v2DWYfBTZc8

Fantastic.

We have no other path but that of victory.
If this happens, expect immediate European civil war.

TraditionalBritain @TradBritGroup
Will national referendums be made illegal after Britain has had her say? fb.me/2SpqUjKc

USA For Trump 2016 @USAforTrump2016
This @NBC PRODUCER (@MattMowerSays) must be fired. RT if you agree

In reply to Haaretz.com

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 23
@haaretzcom What about the native Brits? Don't they matter in their own home countries? Or are the goyim not allowed a homeland?

In reply to Daily Mail US

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 23
@DailyMail @AbsurdinessBwn Look at her face, LOOK AT HER FUCKING FACE. Disgusting.

In reply to Zero 🇺🇸

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 23
@AlimonyMindset It's pretty hilarious how they frame this too. "He's a man of the people" ..... liberals are fucking terrible at this.

In reply to Yanick Sala-Ngita

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 23
@wunderkind87 @HouseDemocrats @HouseGOP Diversity is strength, and strength is throwing a tantrum when you don't get your way.

In reply to Common Filth

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 22
@Common_Filth Some of you are cool, don't tune into Common Filth radio tomorrow.

In reply to Hatewatch

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 22
@Hatewatch Shouldn't your username be (((Hatewatch)))?
@ReactionaryTree @WhitestRabbit_ They don't even try to hide their intent in their propaganda anymore.

In reply to Grandpa Lampshade

Phoenix Reich  @BigButterNutJoe  ·  Jun 22
@pawpawlampshade @wordpressdotcom This is absolutely disgusting. What kind of parent would allow this. This hurts my heart.

In reply to Hate Bus

Phoenix Reich  @BigButterNutJoe  ·  Jun 22
@Yann_Perrod The one in the middle is a fucking man. Uses problem glasses to hide that fact.

Phoenix Reich  @BigButterNutJoe  ·  Jun 22
#NoBillNoBreak I'm pleased to see @elizabethforma @SenWarren sitting indian style. Very fitting.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Donald J. Trump  @realDonaldTrump  ·  Jun 22
Hillary says things can't change. I say they have to change. It's a choice between Americanism and her corrupt globalism. #Imwithyou

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Donald J. Trump  @realDonaldTrump  ·  Jun 22
#Imwithyou
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 22
@NolteNC The FBI is doing their best to try to make sure no one realizes they've fucked up, lost a major suspect and that it's Islam.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 22
So what's more likely tomorrow after the Jo Cox media blitz? #Brexit #EU #EUFederalism

- 33% Remain (rigged)
- 0% Remain (cucked)
- 67% Leave

6 votes • Final results

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 22
#NoBillNoBreak is just showing that our system will be held in contempt by liberals when it doesn't go their way. #LiberalFragility

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 22
@realDonaldTrump gave one of the single greatest speeches and @marcorubio is the one trending? Methinks Twitter is trying to suppress trends

In reply to Whiteflash Walt
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 21
@WaltBismarck beta males

In reply to Amber Ying
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 21
@diabola
Even though that's retarded, by that logic you're somehow mad at evolutionary theory and you admit maladaptation in yourself. Sad!

In reply to Preston Brooks
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 21
@Rebel_Bill She's got one of those faces that let's you know she's annoying as fuck.

In reply to Janet Elizabeth Max
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 21
@JanetMaxLive #TrumpSoPoor tho

In reply to Janet Elizabeth Max
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 21
@JanetMaxLive He's said that he's written that money off in a few of his rallies. That kind of money is pretty much nothing to him.
Phoebe Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 21
@JanetMaxLive @BernieSanders He really doesn't need the big money to get the support. If he needs it, he'd ask. He won't, because he doesn't

Phoebe Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 21
@JanetMaxLive @BernieSanders How do you figure? nytimes.com/interactive/20...

Compare, 212 million to 60, Trump's changed the game forever.

Which Presidential Candidates Are Winning the Money Race
See how the latest fund-raising numbers from the campaigns and outside groups stack up.
nytimes.com

Phoebe Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 21
@JanetMaxLive @BernieSanders That's why Bernie is the democratic presidential nominee, right?

Phoebe Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 21
#TrumpSoPoor is another joke of a social media campaign that shows the globalist opposition really have no clue how to keep their power.

Phoebe Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 21
#TrumpSoPoor is an obvious ploy to try to change public opinion to see taking big donor money as a positive instead of the negative it is.

Phoebe Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 21
@alexrileyiscool Gaaaaaaaay

Phoebe Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 21
@CYB3RH0NK Best bot.
Ten years on, the case for invading Iraq is still valid
Nick Cohen
If you hate the migrants in Calais, you hate yourself
Nick Cohen
The west has a duty to intervene in Syria
Nick Cohen
Ukip’s rise threatens the left as well as the right
Nick Cohen

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 20
DisarmHate
You should come to my house and personally try to disarm me. I am sure
that takes too much effort. Just get high and hate yourself

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 20
DisarmHate is an agenda of cat ladies and feminine men trying to
showing once again, the hardest these people will try is typing words.

In reply to The Associated Press
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 20
@AP
And you faggots wonder why now less than 6% trust anything anyone
talked to you say. You're garbage, your publications deserve to die.

David Kirkland @FreeDavidKing · Jun 19
Liberals: Remember that time @EricHolder said he was going 2 use
lies to brainwash u 2 hate guns? It worked.
#MAGA
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 20
@ReactionaryTree I am now begrudgingly #HillaryArtillery

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 20
@ReactionaryTree Wow, when they said she’d do anything to win this election and broaden her appeal I didn’t think that was serious....

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 20
#FirstDayOfSummer is being spent watching the leftist establishment overplay their hand on every field to push an agenda no one wants.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 20
@HarvirKairai @10offatowes @JohnRiversToo If they leave, its permanent and you are not allowed to have any aid, technology, or money again

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 20
All of the #RemainEU #Remain campers getting mad at "Blatant #Brexit Propagandizing" while blatantly propagandizing. No lefty self awareness

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 20
#WorldRefugeeDay should be renamed #ThirdWorldInvasionDay to reflect the real nature of the state of the world.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 20
#WorldRefugeeDay celebrates mass rape and violence against the West by those who hate us and want to destroy our way of life 100%.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 20
#WorldRefugeeDay is a pretty obvious ploy to make Westerners think their displacement and destruction in their own countries is a cute meme.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 20
In reply to Mother Jones
@MotherJones In the current year, why would anyone want to have national sovereignty? I mean, this globalist agenda is for EVERYONE. Come on
In reply to BeardsonBeardy
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 20
@BeardsonBeardy Where on the doll did he make you go fast?

In reply to David Anna
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 20
@monsieurdanna Life gotta suck when you're a cuck.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 19
@Groog9 Brown rice.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 19
@tr4v1581ck73 She's aromantic because she's unlovable. Look at that face. That's the face of a human car accident.

twitter.com/TheFourthEmpir...

This Tweet is unavailable.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
C-S-Memes4FashyGoya @counter_signal · Jun 19

stop exploiting a tragedy for political reasons politics shouldn't be influenced by current events whatsoever

now ban guns

1 165 225

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Contrarian Gent @ContrarianGent · Jun 18
#honestyhour #Allright is finally having that discussion about race left wants, but they do not like what they hear. Shut it down they say.

3 4

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
gab.ai: @derekp78 &derekp78 · Jun 18
Every single one of my followers should RT this!
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 17
@SpeakerRyan You look like a fag on camera, you need to start packing your bags. You're about to lose in your district :)

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 17
@ReactionaryTree Why do I feel like Trump is more than prepared for this? This has always been the issue.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 17
@Jewish_Marksman "We eat dog, and soon...we will be eating rat."

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 17
@haaretzcom Trust (((us)))

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 17
bbc.com/news/uk-englan...

My #FridayFeeling is mad as hell.

Calderdale gang jailed for grooming and abusing girls - BBC News
Fifteen men who "systematically" groomed and sexually abused teenage girls in Halifax are jailed.
bbc.com

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 17
bbc.com/news/uk-englan...

#ReligionofPeace #HappyRamadhan #Ramadhan #Islam #FuckIslam
Calderdale gang jailed for grooming and abusing girls - BBC News
Fifteen men who "systematically" groomed and sexually abused teenage girls in Halifax are jailed.
bbc.com

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 17
bbc.com/news/uk-englan…
Another cover up, just this one article and no one else covering it. #Brexit now. #Rotherham is happening again.

Calderdale gang jailed for grooming and abusing girls - BBC News
Fifteen men who "systematically" groomed and sexually abused teenage girls in Halifax are jailed.
bbc.com

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 16
McFeels @jazzhandmfeels · Jun 16
The 2nd amendment was only ever intended to cover muzzle loaders and hunting rifles? Cool. Then the 1st amendment doesn't cover Islam.

In reply to Valerie Bartelson 😊
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 17
@BWayBjorkegren Bahahaha sorry bitch, welcome to the equality you love so much. Hierarchy exists for a reason, but nah. No more for you.
In reply to Emily Deans, M.D.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 17
@evolutionarypsy So far the only argument I've seen from you is a persuasive one against you having the right to vote.

In reply to Jemele Hill

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 17
@jemelehill You blacks have a hard time not applying "original sin" doctrines to everyone else. Sounds like you guys need maturation.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 17
@MoonbeamMelly Which is why they call him a son of a whore and claim he's burning in excrement in Hell in the Talmud. He wanted God's law.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Timothy Sandefur @TimothySandefur · Jun 16
The founders couldn't have imagined...

Not high speed automatic printing presses that can spit out more than 20 magazines or newspapers a second

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 16
This #filibuster horseshit is very clearly an attempt at destroying our rights as Americans. #2ndAmendment is a right. Not Negotiable!

In reply to Everything Georgia

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 16
@GAFollowers Also known as "Dumb Shit Niggers Do"
No need to be so rude. If you can get 100k retweets I will announce that I am ending my presidential candidacy. Good luck, though.

In reply to J.K. Rowling
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 16
@jk_rowling Shut up, cunt.

In reply to Mary Whittier
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 16
@marylovefreedom @jazzhandmcefeels Wow don’t even start that I loved it so much I roofied @CoffinBuilder88 at AmRen and showed him my support

In reply to McFeels
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 16
@jazzhandmcefeels I’m gonna purity spiral about when I started listening and how much more I like it than everyone else.

In reply to John Green
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 16
@johngreen @Refugees oh look, the cuck who hates being called out cucked extra hard today. Why do you hate western European culture?

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
John Davis @TheFoundingSon · Jun 16
This plan is as old as the hills...or Hillary
Beware the Useful Idiots

submitted by Garret Gehr

Recall that Hillary did her college thesis on his writings and Obama writes about him in his books.

Saul Alinsky died about 43 years ago, but his writings influenced those in political control of our nation today.

Died: June 12, 1972, Carmel-by-the-Sea, CA
Education: University of Chicago
Spouse: Irene Alinsky
Books: Rules for Radicals, Reveille for Radicals

Anyone out there think that this stuff isn't happening today in the U.S.?

All eight rules are currently in play.

How to create a social state by Saul Alinsky:
There are eight levels of control that must be obtained before you are able to create a social state. The first is the most important:

1. Healthcare – Control healthcare and you control the people.
2. Poverty – Increase the poverty level as high as possible; poor people are easier to control and will not fight back if you are providing everything for them to live.
3. Debt – Increase the debt to an unsustainable level. That way you are able to increase taxes, and this will produce more poverty.
4. Gun Control – Remove the ability to defend themselves from the government. That way you are able to create a police state.
5. Welfare – Take control of every aspect of their lives (Food, Housing, and Income).
7. Religion – Remove the belief in the God from the government and schools.
8. Class Warfare – Divide the people into the wealthy and the poor. This will cause more discontent, and it will be easier to take (tax) the wealthy with the support of the poor.

Does any of this sound like what is happening to the United States?

Alinsky merely simplified Vladimir Lenin's original scheme for world conquest by communism, under Russian rule. Stalin described his converts as "Useful Idiots."

The Useful Idiots have destroyed every nation in which they have seized power and control. It is presently happening at an alarming rate in the U.S. "It is difficult to free fools from the chains they revere."

---

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Contrarian Gent @ContrarianGent · Jun 16
Jo Cox murdered by pistol. What about gun laws. Oh, laws are arbitrary for criminals with intent. #2A forever.

In reply to Hillary Clinton

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 16
@HillaryClinton @realDonaldTrump You're really good at campaigning for Trump. Buzzfeed style videos, too. It's like you're really a cat lady

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 16
#MakelStop Look at gun crime statistics, they make it very clear who is causing terror and pain in our lives. Spoilers: Not White People!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 16
#MakelStop Why do you think the problem is Constitutional Rights when we import millions of antagonistic immigrants who want to destroy us?

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

TrumpeReich Tree @ReactionaryTree · Jun 16
Important point here: the state will soon turn even more hostile against White America

Chuck Woolery @chuckwoolery
If you follow the talking points of #DHS, every #teaparty person and #conservative would be on the #terrorwatchlist
Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Virginia Dare @vdare · Jun 16
Don't worry guys, you can trust your government to protect you.
#MakeItStop

TrumpenReich Tree @ReactionaryTree
Syrian Immigrant Who Said 9/11 'Changed The World For Good' Is A Homeland Security Adviser dailycaller.com/2016/06/13/syr... via @dailycaller

In reply to NBC News
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 16
@NBCNews @tonydogoupii You liberals are getting desperate to push your agenda these days. It's really embarrassing how poorly you're doing.

In reply to SK KS
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 16
@setio371 @NBCNews @tonydogoupii Oh so you're the voice of the people? What's your name and address?

In reply to DRUDGE REPORT
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 16
@DRUDGE_REPORT @HouseHomeland Liberals, not even once. Get these Stasi faggots out of government. They deserve poverty.

In reply to Zero 🇺🇸
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 16
@AlimonyMindset It's what happens when you have a big nigger baby as president.

In reply to Gregory C Harris
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 15
@gregorycharris1 @vdare Once again, in English.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 15
@CynthiaStillBB Fighting back against ISIS is EXACTLY what they want you to do. Obviously the only correct answer is to transition to a male

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
GnonMerciful @GnonProphet · Jun 15
@Wayfarerpg @vdare @ClarkHat Ok

"you can't just throw someone out a helicopter because they're a commie"
that's where you're wrong kiddo

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 15
This is how delusional the left has become. They have 100% lost control of their bullhorn. They cannot recover.
twitter.com/sicPFLAG/statu...

In reply to Jason Pontin
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 15
@jason_pontin @cmahar3 It's amazing how you get a similar effect by keeping the guns and removing all the nonwhites.

In reply to HuffPostEnt
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 15
@HuffPostEnt How about you guys focus on every nigger not being able to handle their own shit and committing massive amounts of crime?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 15
#FreeMilo because even gay race mixing Jews need to be able to talk about brown people exploding.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
J Burton @JBurtonXP · Jun 12
I have to admit, though, if I were a politician in open treason against the citizens of the United States, I would want gun control too.

Virginia Dare @vdare · Jun 15
What Would Obama, Left Have Said If Dylann Roof Were Muslim? - vdare.com/articles/what-… #Orlando
Repeat after me;
1st guy represents a whole race.
2nd guy is a Lone Wolf.
Lather. Rinse. Repeat.

In reply to Will Jordan
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 15
@williamjordann This is just such a fucking lie it's hilarious.

In reply to Jennifer Rubin
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 15
@JRubinBlogger What is the % of population that is Muslim, and how many attacks have there already been by those people? I'm interested.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Chuck Woolery @chuckwooley · Jun 15
Everyone except people on the news, people on the left, people in government know, Automatic weapons have been banned since 1930's. HELLO?

In reply to Dion Rabouin
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 14
@DionRabouin Now that is a very Alt Right thing to say.

In reply to Dion Rabouin
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 14
@DionRabouin Nah nah nah man, it's the Democrats who r the real raCISts.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 14
@tr4v1581ck73
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 14
@WhiteWizaard Oh yeah, no kidding.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 14
@WhiteWizaard wut

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 14
#Ramadhan never stops in #diversity rich America.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 14
@DionRabouin That's pretty racist.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 14
@DionRabouin @benshapiro I'm not one to side with Shapiro on anything, but he's making a good point and you sound like a bitter homosexual.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Fake Nudes @ShoelessJoe___ · Jun 3
There is no image that tells the story of this campaign better than this one.
In reply to Just Karen

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Jun 14
@snarkhunting Literally all of these are white nationalists.

By the way, can you name one other than Dylann Roof?

In reply to Gary Raymond

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Jun 14
@MrGaryRaymond @Groog9 Rotherham is the answer friend

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Jun 14
Good picture to show when anyone tries to make the claim that white’s do it too

Dave S. @s_makeme746
@snarkhunting @steph93065 · Most of them happen to be #Minority - NOT "white" / #American you #antiwhite troll!

In reply to Gab/WifeWithAPurpose

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · Jun 14
@apurposefulwife That is worth bragging about. What a great sign!

In reply to Mimi Arbeit, PhD
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 14
@MimiArbeit @lafemagres Maybe if you work hard enough, you can have the slogan "Arbeit Macht Frei" for all your hard work.

In reply to Zorost
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 14
@Zorost88 @Halberstram_FTN As well as poison. Looks like white people consistently roll a rogue.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Halberstram FTN @Halberstram_FTN · Jun 14
You want to talk about "gun violence" in the US? 1980-2008, blacks committed almost 57% of gun homicides.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 7</th>
<th>Homicide type, by race, 1980–2008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Offenders</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All homicides</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victim/offender relationship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intimate</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infants</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elders</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circumstances</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felony murder</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex related</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug related</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gang related</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argument</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workplace</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weapon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gun homicide</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsen</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poison</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


In reply to Josh Barro
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 14
@jbarro No self-awareness in how much of a cunt you sound. People don't trust dishonest cunts who say foolish shit like this.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Roger @Roger247 · Jun 14
@timeforgravy @starless941
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 13

Easiest way to annoy liberals is to tell them you support Israel, but hate the Jews. You just like how they treat those Palestinian mongrels

In reply to Zeke Miller

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 13

@ZekeJMiller It makes sense, can you honestly say racial tension has gone anywhere but up since Obama has become President?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 12

I really do love the #alt-right and all the work they do. I've never felt so connected to a group of intelligent, attractive individuals.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

White Culture Daily @huWhiteDaily · Jun 12

@dav_mcg US citizens need AR-15’s in case the Federal government keeps importing Muslims.

Another study has come out confirming again that the vast, vast majority of violent crime is committed by men wearing purple hats. Not all men who wear purple hats are violent though, so don't be cautious around them like a bigot.
Breitbart News @BreitbartNews · Jun 12

Afghanistan Migration Surging into America; 99% Support Sharia Law
breitbart.com

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Virginia Dare @vdare · Jun 12
Forget politics and PC for a moment. #Orlando shows the federal gov't simply not capable of screening potential extremists. Why import more?

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
DOZER @Canadian_Filth · Jun 12

#terrorismhasnoreligion stop noticing demographic trends remember hitler this is pure coincidence shut up shut up

In reply to STOP #WHITEGENOCIDE

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 12
@BadgoyNSF What document is this? The patience and love is the hardest part.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Bill Mitchell @mitchellvii · Jun 11
The greater question is - what is making Romney SO desperate that he would risk the destruction of the Party for a generation with no goal?

In reply to #MakeDCListen™

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 11
@RickCant @realDonaldTrump Rick Canton's theme music as he writes this
Phoenix Reich Retweeted

DonaldTrumpWall @DonaldTrumpWall · Jun 10
#Twitter is systematically purging #Conservatives with #MakeAmericaGreatAgain hats.
@TeamTrump5 @KatrinaPierson twitter.com/ARShitlord2/st…

This Tweet is unavailable.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 10
@tr4v1581ck73 Wow, now I'm #HillaryArtillery after hearing that argument.

In reply to Graham Moomaw

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 10
@gmoomaw That's one awesome cop. Fuck yeah. #BlueLivesMatter

In reply to Louise Mensch

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 10
@LouiseMensch @Reince Aren't you a fucking Brit? Piss off, Jew.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 10
I love that @CNN and other #Msm haven't realized how little anyone cares about moaning @Mitt in regards to @realDonaldTrump. He's a loser!

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

C-S-Memes4FashyGoy @counter_signal · Jun 10

Why do I support Bernie Sanders? Because I'm against the establishment of course.

I mean yea Trump has a lot of important people that are actively trying to hinder him like the Clintons and the Obamas and the Pope and virtually all of the mainstream media and globalist politicians and international bankers and Hollywood actors and the GOP and George Soros and...
So that concludes my argument in favor of stronger border security...

You obviously haven't seen the trending story about this one undocumented student with a really high GPA; LMAO checkmate better luck next time fgt.

In reply to Sally Kohn
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 10
@sallykohn What's wrong, Jew? Why are your people so hateful?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 10
@wickedatv @God_wills_it @LuvRedWhiteBlue This is why you guys lose at everything. You can't even see what's in front of your face. Sad!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 10
@wickedatv @God_wills_it @LuvRedWhiteBlue You're not even trying at this point.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 10
@wickedatv @God_wills_it @LuvRedWhiteBlue Did you not know Dan Gabriel was working for Cruz as his PR man? Do you know anything about Ted?

Salon @Salondotcom · Jun 10
"Here come dat Hill o shit waddup": Meet the social media consultant giving a Millennial makeover to Clinton’s Twitter account

Vertical Push @verticalpush · Jun 10
Living the rich Jew dream: a world without white males to compete with you

Bill Maher @billmaher
A Jewish socialist met with a black president about conceding the White House race to a woman. We had a good day! It happens...
In reply to Order of the Dragon
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 10
@Orderofthdragoon @kitsaoc @colleenglover06 @sparky08540 @LuvRedWhiteBlue This certainly explains all the nonsense and mentally ill ramblings

In reply to carl teen machine
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 10
@cbanks420lol What a faggot

In reply to KitsaO
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@kitsaoc @colleenglover06 @dragonfile1 @Orderofthdragoon @LuvRedWhiteBlue Big surprise, Jew can't win in an argument so they run away :^)

In reply to dragonfile1
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@dragonfile1 @colleenglover06 @kitsaoc @Orderofthdragoon @LuvRedWhiteBlue This must be your first time on the internet, kiddo.

In reply to C.C.Hawthorne
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@colleenglover06 @dragonfile1 @kitsaoc @Orderofthdragoon @LuvRedWhiteBlue Do all Jews lack self-awareness? Name calling doesn't work, faggot

In reply to C.C.Hawthorne
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@colleenglover06 @kitsaoc @LuvRedWhiteBlue Wow that's the most pedophilic thing I've read all day, and I've been on JewTwitter all day!

In reply to KitsaO
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@kitsaoc @colleenglover06 @LuvRedWhiteBlue Disloyal Jew calling me names as if it matters. I'm an American, I'm better than you are.

In reply to C.C.Hawthorne
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@colleenglover06 @dragonfile1 @kitsaoc @Orderofthdragoon @LuvRedWhiteBlue If you pitied me then you'd not spend all this time kvetching.

In reply to dragonfile1
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@dragonfile1 @colleenglover06 @kitsaoc @Orderofthdragoon @LuvRedWhiteBlue Sounds like you need to get familiar with Sam "Gas the Kikes" Hyde
In reply to KitsaO
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@kitsaoc @colleenglover06 @Orderofthdragon @LuvRedWhiteBlue
Kvetch all you want, you've still not proven a single thing you disloyal Jew.

In reply to C.C.Hawthorne
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@colleenglover06 @kitsaoc @Orderofthdragon @LuvRedWhiteBlue
You pathetic faggots have no arguments, Jewish Fragility is overwhelming you.

In reply to KitsaO
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@kitsaoc @colleenglover06 @Orderofthdragon @LuvRedWhiteBlue
"I can't argue because he doesn't accept my Israel First view as American."

In reply to KitsaO
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@kitsaoc @colleenglover06 @Orderofthdragon @LuvRedWhiteBlue
Nice namecalling, you know you're only loyal to Israel. Just admit it.

In reply to C.C.Hawthorne
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@colleenglover06 @kitsaoc @Orderofthdragon @LuvRedWhiteBlue
Lmao I like how you aren't self aware enough to know this helps my point.

In reply to C.C.Hawthorne
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@colleenglover06 @kitsaoc @Orderofthdragon @LuvRedWhiteBlue
It's not a big stretch. You're not loyal to the US, why should you be listened to

In reply to KitsaO
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@kitsaoc @Orderofthdragon @LuvRedWhiteBlue @colleenglover06
Not an argument

In reply to KitsaO
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@kitsaoc @Orderofthdragon @LuvRedWhiteBlue @colleenglover06
Honestly, why would any true and full American listen to a dual citizen?

In reply to KitsaO
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@kitsaoc @Orderofthdragon @LuvRedWhiteBlue @colleenglover06
So if you are loyal to somewhere else, why should any American listen
In reply to C.C. Hawthorne
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@colleenglover06 @kitsac @LuvRedWhiteBlue You piggy back off a quote with no source and just ignore the false predication. Very weak.

In reply to Joe Remi
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@JosephRemiB It's funny you somehow think you own anything or have any serious connection to this country, you rootless cosmopolitan.

In reply to KitsacO
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@kitsac @LuvRedWhiteBlue @colleenglover06 Why would it matter to an American? I thought race/tribe was meaningless if you are an American?

In reply to KitsacO
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@kitsac @LuvRedWhiteBlue @colleenglover06 Is there a source for that?

In reply to C.C. Hawthorne
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@colleenglover06 It's really sad the quality of bantz I'm getting from you guys, no wonder you don't win anything.

In reply to C.C. Hawthorne
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@colleenglover06 I asked what does Israel have to do with the Constitution and loyalty to the US, and all I got were attempts to distract.

In reply to C.C. Hawthorne
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@colleenglover06 This is a nonsensical statement, you guys really don't have any capacity to have an honest discussion.

In reply to Omery Young Gunz
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@Damocles11 @raelk2 @JZukawski @bosseone2 @Jharman77 @LuvRedWhiteBlue Put some effort into your posts if your goal is to not look retarded.

In reply to C.C. Hawthorne
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@colleenglover06 @kitsac @LuvRedWhiteBlue Nice ad hominem, so
far you've done nothing to counter anything I've said other than namecalling.

In reply to C.C.Hawthorne
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@colleenglover06 @kitsaoe @LuvRedWhiteBlue When someone brings up Israel and talks about it, that's the discussion. Nice honesty, dipshit.

In reply to klear
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@raelk2 @JZukawski @bosseone2 @DamoclesII @Jharman77 @LuvRedWhiteBlue nice self-censorship there, you fucking queer.

In reply to Omery Young Gunz
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@DamoclesII @raelk2 @JZukawski @bosseone2 @Jharman77 @LuvRedWhiteBlue More Cruz supporters with the homoerotic fantasy tweets, jeez.

In reply to klear
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@raelk2 @JZukawski @bosseone2 @DamoclesII @Jharman77 @LuvRedWhiteBlue This is why we just call you kikes and faggots. You're dishonest.

In reply to klear
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@raelk2 @JZukawski @bosseone2 @DamoclesII @Jharman77 @LuvRedWhiteBlue thats nice dear. I know you think youre clever by deleting your tweets

In reply to klear
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@raelk2 @JZukawski @bosseone2 @DamoclesII @Jharman77 @LuvRedWhiteBlue that's nice dear.

In reply to klear
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@raelk2 @JZukawski @bosseone2 @DamoclesII @Jharman77 @LuvRedWhiteBlue that's nice dear.

In reply to klear
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@raelk2 @JZukawski @bosseone2 @DamoclesII @Jharman77 @LuvRedWhiteBlue That's nice dear.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@raelk2 @JZukawski @bosseone2 @DamoclesII @Jharman77 @LuvRedWhiteBlue This is an identical tweet from earlier. I take it you have a script.

In reply to Iry Lady Andrea
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@Andræab969 @LuvRedWhiteBlue @realDonaldTrump Wrinkled shut in thinks volume is more important than quality content in communication. Sad!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
And some people think @realDonaldTrump is the biggest, scariest person in politics today.

The Associated Press @AP
BREAKING: Federal appeals court says people do not have right to carry concealed weapons in public under 2nd Amendment.

In reply to Kitsa0
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@kitsa0 @LuvRedWhiteBlue @colleenglover06 I'm being pretty clear, you're just not answering my question.

In reply to Kitso
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@kitsa0 @LuvRedWhiteBlue @colleenglover06 So what does his position on Israel have anything to do with the Constitution or the US?

In reply to Neal Boortz
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@Talkmaster Seems like a peculiar statement from someone who backed Rubio. A double standard for certain, Rubio would work to bring it here!

In reply to Jonathan Zukawski
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@JZukawski @bosseone2 @DamoclesII @raelk2 @Jharman77 @LuvRedWhiteBlue It must be rough, losing at every turn. Does real damage to the ego.

In reply to EJM
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@bosseone2 @DamoclesII @JZukawski @raelk2 @Jharman77 @LuvRedWhiteBlue what part of our society do you want to conserve? Gay marriage?
In reply to C.C.Hawthome
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@colleenglover06 I don’t think you’re man enough to do much outside of yell at someone online then call them a coward for responding.

In reply to Omery Young Gunz
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@DamoclesII @JZukawski @raelk2 @bosseone2 @Jharman77 @LuvRedWhiteBlue I didn’t do anything, the conservatives killed themselves w/no help

In reply to Dixie Red Rocket 🎉
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@DixieRedRocket So why the echoes, are you a shabbos goy? If so, that’s your answer.

In reply to C.C.Hawthome
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@colleenglover06 Back to Freud, you’re very bad at this.

In reply to KitsaO
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@kitsaoc @LuvRedWhiteBlue @colleenglover06 So you admit your loyalty is not to the US.

In reply to theories of ginger
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@agingernole @sailordav So you put echoes around your name for the sake of good judgement?

In reply to Jonathan Zukawski
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@JZukawski @Jharman77 @raelk2 @bosseone2 @LuvRedWhiteBlue Looks like you don’t recognize Sam “the nigger gave digger” Hyde

In reply to C.C.Hawthome
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@colleenglover06 so many Jew references from you, you must have an obsession.

In reply to Josh Harman
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@Jharman77 @JZukawski @raelk2 @bosseone2 @LuvRedWhiteBlue look up “At least I have my constitution” meme please

In reply to C.C.Hawthome
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@colleenglover06 Freud was a Jew and here you are using his garbage inferencing. You’re too funny.
In reply to C.C. Hawthorne
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@colleenglover06 I don't think Trump supporters worship him like the #CruzJews salivate over their Cuban. You're a weak willed rube.

In reply to klear
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@raelk2 @JZukawski @bosseone2 @Jharman77 @LuvRedWhiteBlue You haven't even done anything but called me a name. Very sad.

In reply to Jonathan Zukawski
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@JZukawski @raelk2 @bosseone2 @Jharman77 @LuvRedWhiteBlue Conservatism is dead. Good luck bringing it back to life :)

In reply to Josh Harman
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@Jharman77 @realDonaldTrump What kind of boob uses the "kool-aid" meme? Good lord my grandparents don't even make that joke anymore.

In reply to C.C. Hawthorne
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@colleenglover06 @LuvRedWhiteBlue I don't have Jewish fragility and you're using pretty terrible, weak memes right now. Very sad.

In reply to Cruzader
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@htowngal1962 @LuvRedWhiteBlue @bosseone2 All I see are some funny, well spoken young lads.

In reply to Josh Harman
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@Jharman77 @realDonaldTrump There is so much data on this don't even pretend like you don't know about it.

1965 - "CALIFORNIA WON'T BECOME NON-WHITE, THAT'S A NEO NAZI CONSPIRACY THEORY!"

1975 - "AMERICA WON'T BECOME NON-WHITE, THAT'S A NEO NAZI CONSPIRACY THEORY!"

1985 - "ONLY NEO-NAZIS HAVE A PROBLEM WITH CALIFORNIA BECOMING NON-WHITE!"

1995 - "ONLY NEO-NAZIS HAVE A PROBLEM WITH AMERICA BECOMING NON-WHITE!"

U.S. white and minority population trends from 1990 to 2020.
In reply to Josh Harman
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@Jharman77 @LuvRedWhiteBlue It's an ideology consistent with voting for a Canadian born Cuban. I don't believe you want an honest convo.

In reply to EX-GOP Cindi
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@Cindi17676629 So many irrelevant women tweeting at me today, very sad. If only you had something to live for you'd be busy :/

In reply to klear
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@raelk2 @Jharman77 @LuvRedWhiteBlue Another Anti-White Cruz worshipper, big surprise there :x

In reply to Josh Harman
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@Jharman77 @LuvRedWhiteBlue Oh look, another self-hating white "constitutional conservative" who welcomes his own people's extinction.

In reply to B McGregor Ervin
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@Bjams2am @LuvRedWhiteBlue @Blackdi51264299 That's nice dear.

In reply to Iry Lady Andrea
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@Andrea969 @LuvRedWhiteBlue @realDonaldTrump Sounds like you don't really understand how arguments work, sad for such an old woman!

In reply to Cruzader
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@htowngal1962 @LuvRedWhiteBlue @bosseone2 It must really suck to support a non-American who has almost no appeal to the nation. Rafael :(

In reply to theories of ginger
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@agingernole @sailordav Gulags weren't even a thing. Never existed. Hell, they were Socialist Paradises!

It just dawned on me that the #CruzCrew is pretty much just the
It just dawned on me that the #JewsCrew is pretty much just the #JewsCrew. Say one thing about them and they go nuts and then run away. Sad!

In reply to Iry Lady Andrea
Phoenix Reich (@BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9)
@Andread969 @LuvRedWhiteBlue @realDonaldTrump They are 100% free to try that and see how well it works out for them.

In reply to B. McGregor Ervin
Phoenix Reich (@BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9)
@Bjams2am @LuvRedWhiteBlue @Blackdi51264299 That's nice dear.

In reply to Jonathan Zukowski
Phoenix Reich (@BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9)
@JZukowski @LuvRedWhiteBlue @symplysmin Apparently Jewish Fragility is so overwhelming it just overtakes the amygdala in everyone.

In reply to Jonathan Zukowski
Phoenix Reich (@BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9)
@JZukowski @LuvRedWhiteBlue @symplysmin You're not even trying at this point. Go get some water, calm down, then come back at me.

In reply to (((Grant's Smile)))
Phoenix Reich (@BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9)
@JTomwell @JZukowski @LuvRedWhiteBlue @symplysmin The Jew who puts their own name in ((())) I'd wager. Nice homoerotic fantasies you got.

In reply to Jonathan Zukowski
Phoenix Reich (@BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9)
@JZukowski @LuvRedWhiteBlue @symplysmin White knight harder, cuckboy.

In reply to Jonathan Zukowski
Phoenix Reich (@BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9)
@JZukowski @LuvRedWhiteBlue @symplysmin But you support Cruz, a non-American who would do nothing to stop immigration from overtaking us.

In reply to Romani Gyppo
Phoenix Reich (@BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9)
@Revanchist7 @LuvRedWhiteBlue Nicely done, you can't win an argument so you run away declaring yourself the victor. Position of strength.

In reply to Iry Lady Andrea
Phoenix Reich (@BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9)
@Andread969 @LuvRedWhiteBlue @realDonaldTrump Kevin
Macdonalds "The Culture of Critique". Read it.

In reply to Romani Gyppo
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@Revanchist7 @LuvRedWhiteBlue Why do you think they hated Stalin so much? He nationalized back to the Russians.

In reply to Romani Gyppo
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@Revanchist7 @LuvRedWhiteBlue And that's just not true, you know nothing of Jewish Bolshevism and the nepotism they practiced.

In reply to Romani Gyppo
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@Revanchist7 @LuvRedWhiteBlue I never claimed I didn't. What's bad about not wanting your people to be destroyed by those who hate you?

In reply to Iry Lady Andrea
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@Andreab969 @LuvRedWhiteBlue @realDonaldTrump Hating Jews is Anti-semitism, hating whites when you're Jewish is called Social Science

In reply to Iry Lady Andrea
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@Andreab969 @LuvRedWhiteBlue @realDonaldTrump Look at Marxism, look at every critic of white standards, white culture. All Jews.

In reply to Romani Gyppo
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@Revanchist7 @LuvRedWhiteBlue Synagogues were the only religious institutions preserved in Communist Russia even though they hated religion

In reply to Romani Gyppo
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@Revanchist7 @LuvRedWhiteBlue Jews are an ethnicity. They call themselves "The Tribe" if you think it's about religion, you're just lying.

In reply to Iry Lady Andrea
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@Andreab969 @LuvRedWhiteBlue @realDonaldTrump Calling me a liar doesn't disprove anything. Look at the wiki entry for Neoconservatism

In reply to Romani Gyppo
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@Revanchist7 @LuvRedWhiteBlue So you don't even realize that
Trotsky was a Jew from New York? Or that 95% of the Bolshevik leaders were Jews

In reply to Romani Gypko
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@Revanchist7 @LuvRedWhiteBlue You're not even good at strawmanning. You have no interest in an honest conversation, you giant faggot.

In reply to Romani Gypko
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@Revanchist7 @LuvRedWhiteBlue Oh so Jews have created and bankrolled every political ideology then? At least you know about Marxism =Judaism

In reply to theories of ginger
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@agingermole @sailordav Wrongthink, punishable by economic means and re-education camps, brought to you by Marxist Jews :)

In reply to Romani Gypko
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@Revanchist7 @LuvRedWhiteBlue Look at who started the movement, look at their loudest support, look at their journalists and donors.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@sailordav This is a pretty sad attempt at banter man, at least put in a little effort.

In reply to Romani Gypko
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@Revanchist7 @LuvRedWhiteBlue Look at the proportions, read up on neoconservatism. It's a Jewish movement. It's more relevant than you admit

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@sailordav However completing a sentence isn't something you're able to do all day.

In reply to Iry Lady Andrea
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@AndreaB969 @LuvRedWhiteBlue @realDonaldTrump Why are Jews the loudest and most violent anti-Trumpers and anti-Westerners?

In reply to JewishPrincess
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@LuvRedWhiteBlue That's pretty typical of you Jews. Running away
@LuvRedWhiteBlue: That's pretty typical of you Jews. Running away from anyone who disagrees or doesn't like you. Jewish fragility is big.

In reply to JewishPrincess
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@LuvRedWhiteBlue Scathing. I could have sworn I read something about high verbal IQ in Jews. Sad to see thats not consistent with all of you

In reply to ((Yair Rosenberg)))
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@Yair_Rosenberg

In reply to JewishPrincess
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@LuvRedWhiteBlue Oh look another Jew who hates Trump, big shocker. "I'm starting to think the goys are forgetting, stupid schwantz"

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Viktor LePen @ViktorLePen · Jun 9
Hillary implied Trump is Hitler because of his german heritage
But the judge can't be impartial against Trump because of Mexican heritage 😮

In reply to Trent Holmgren
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 9
@lace_machtrust She's just going to block you, her language is clearly indicating she is not interested in an honest conversation.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Jack Murphy @WeNeedTrump · Jun 7
RETWEEET if you strongly believe Donald Trump will defeat Crooked Hillary Clinton in the general election.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 8
@villpunzel : living the dream

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 8
@villpunzel How many white people are there

In reply to Paul Town
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 8
@PaulTown I'll be safe and say yeah

In reply to Michael Skolnik
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 8
@MichaelSkolnik Sounds like you're just begging for attention, you giant homo

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 8
Never forget the #USSLiberty

UNDERSTANDING THE U.S.-ISRAEL RELATIONSHIP

OOPS, WE BLEW UP YOUR SHIP.
OOPS, WE STOLE STATE SECRETS.
OOPS, WE DID IT AGAIN.

OOPS, WE SOLD YOUR MISSILES TO CHINA.
OOPS, WE BROKE ALL OUR AGREEMENTS.
OOPS, WE BROUGHT OFF YOUR CONGRESS.

OOPS, WE MURDERED ANY OF YOUR POLITICIANS WHO SPOKE OUT AGAINST US.
OOPS, OUR JDL KILLS AND MARRAGES YOUR BABIES, THEN KILLS THEM.

OOPS, ON SEPTEMBER 11, 2001 FIVE MEN WERE FOUND TO BE IN POSSESSION OF VANS FULL OF EXPLOSIVES IN NYC.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 8
@offensive_image Those are all white families in there, that's a pretty big misrepresentation

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
J Burton @JBurtonXP · Jun 8
The misogynistic hatred of #BernieBros knows no bounds! (Pictured: Mexicans assaulting a Trump supporter.)

The Bernie Bros are out in full force harassing female reporters

The Bernie Bros are out in full force harassing female reporters
The latest ugly episode:
washingtonpost.com

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 8
@MoonbeamMelly Four years later when they are eating each other alive, we'll sit behind a big beautiful wall enjoying our high trust society

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 7
#NeverTrump did it, they reached my "Call him Racist" threshold. Sorry, I'm on board with @RobMorroLiberty and @BillKristol, @JebBush run!!

In reply to The West Declines
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 7
@TheWestDeclines I'M WALKIN ON SUNSHINE OOOOOOO AND IT MAKES ME FEEL GOOD
If questioning connections to #LaRaza is racist because it's not an issue, and ethnicity doesn't change perception, why do we need diversity?

In reply to Andy Lee Parker

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 7
@AndyLeeParker1 @CynthiaStillBB You certainly pick your targets. Why not respond to any of the men? No respect for women, or for yourself?

In reply to Кристина

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 7
@Kurisu_Kitsune God knows most of my family are guilty of this. They have begun to isolate me from them because I don't want nihilism.

In reply to karen

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 7
@pastelcurl What are you bitching about? You hate what they can do? Sounds like you've got yourself a personal problem.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 7
@villainial gay

In reply to Erick Erickson

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 7
@EVErickson That's pretty generous

In reply to CorndogSolutions Ltd

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 7
@JohnChillinger @Trainspotter001 youtube.com/user/ColinFlah...

Explain these then

In reply to Ben Shapiro

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 7
@benshapiro Ben, you're making the neocon narrative slip away! Who's gonna buy into it when people like you keep peeling away the lies! STOP

In reply to Ricky Vaughn

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 7
@Ricky_Vaughn99 RICK YOU MESSED IT UP
"This small tribe discovered a crazy trick for world domination. Goyim doctors hate them!" #mindset

"This strategy really works."
-Lügenpresse

"The demographic implications are astounding."
-Marxist Politician

"With this mindset we can really flood their nations with pure garbage!"
-Jewish Elite

In reply to Ben Shapiro
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutsJoe · Jun 7
@benshapiro Were't you kvetching about antisemitism earlier? Jeez Ben, you're not even trying to not be a shambling, drooling mess.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutsJoe · Jun 7
@Bastille1791 Britain being black is pretty accurate, family.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Gustav14/88 @12playades · Jun 6
"NAZI'S" NEVER EXISTED smoloko.com/?p=11570
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 6
Do you all notice how often liberals describe themselves as druggies, fat, whores, bitches, etc? They openly have no self-respect.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 6
Come on @elizabethforma, DO YOU DISAVOW?

TheLastRefuge @TheLastRefuge2
Troubling approach...

In reply to Random Loli bot
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 6
@RandomLoliBot impossible

In reply to Paul Town
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 6
@PaulTown_ Name ONE! I'm sure you can't without me calling you racist! Hahah looks like ur trapped, kid

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
#StillWithHer @LibertySlap · Jun 6
#AllRight #Echoes #WakeUpAmerica #MemeMagic

IT'S #AnuddaCoincidence, GOYIM!

CARRY ON, NOTHING TO SEE HERE! =>

@CornellBrooks||| @CornellBrooks
Founded by Jews & Blacks, the haters might as well hate mark our name 2: ((@NAACP))), @ADL National mic.com/articles/14510 ... via @MicNews

"Coincidence Detector": The Google Chrome Extension White Supreme... And it's currently available on the store for download.

mic.com
In reply to Ben Shapiro
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 6
@benshapiro Jews are supposed to be funny and subtle, Ben. You keep fucking everything up for the rest of them. Be a good boy and hush.

In reply to Cecilia Davenport 📣
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 6
@CWDaven I'm so shocked! Next you'll say something like they're both involved in a racial supremacy group or something outrageous like that

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 5
Through hard work, precise and directed effort, and strong internal support can we in the #altright see the success we are all dreaming of.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 5
@RenegadeParty @DavidAFrench That didn't last too long, did it boyo?

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
RAMZPAUL @ramzpaul · Jun 5
The control this small country has over our country is unbelievable.

Andrew Cuomo @NYGovCuomo
I am signing an Executive Order that says very clearly we are against the BDS movement. If you boycott Israel, New York will boycott you.

In reply to Post PC
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 5
@FUFeeлинз It's invite only via email, send me one you feel comfortable with having out there.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 5
Hey @FUFeeлинз, do you want an invite to the TRS forums? I just read you don't have a profile on the current version. If so, DM me.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 5
We have to reclaim neighborhoods and grow community as well as develop stronger social cohesion where we are no longer isolated individuals

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 5
The most noticeable pattern with the nonwhite attacks on whites are always
from a position of higher numbers. Whites need to adapt to this.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Bronze Age Pervert @BronzeAgePerv · Jun 5
Organized
Jewry can’t accept Trump's criticism of La Raza judge because they themselves belong to ethnic nationalist advocacy groups

Fashiste Jingles 🏛️@sunnybuckdrew · Jun 5
If whitey wasn’t so racist he’d just kill all non-whites, but bc of racism he collect them like pokemon cards & treats them w great care.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 4
Nothing
kills demoralization like a pushing your strength to its limits. Clears your mind up in the best way, focuses you to fighting fit.

In reply to Friedrich Neetsche
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 4
@neets4trump I guess if the dark ones know about it the cat is REALLY out of the bag. Cucks have to face reality NOW

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 4
Niggers openly talking about #whitegenocide at the gym, praising it. God is testing me.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 4
@villainial why not

In reply to Deplorable Locusor
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 4
@Elocutioner Taunt your enemies when you are losing all subversive advantages and are being exposed seems to be a terrible infliction.

In reply to Deplorable Locusor
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 4
@Elocutioner It’s almost as if they WANT us to completely and entirely removed them.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 4
Oh Look, someone proving everything we’ve been saying is correct. twitter.com/mmoskvii/statu…

This Tweet is unavailable.
In reply to DJ Barry Soetoro
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 4
@PizzaPartyBen You're gonna make it brah

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
MiniModu @MinModulation · Jun 4
@RightWingDiva2 oy vey

Virtually the entire tenor of the discussion - as it should be - has been on the racial nature of Roof's crime

Michael Cohen @speechboy71
2:28 PM · 16 Jun 2015

It doesn't matter if the killer is Muslim, white or male. Motive doesn't matter either. All that matters is he/she was able to get a gun

Michael Cohen @speechboy71
10:29 PM · 2 Dec 2015

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
MiniModu @MinModulation · Jun 4
@RightWingDiva2

Mark Kogan
April 1 at 2:47 AM

To all you anti-semites and racists out there: consider this.

In 50 or 100 years, Israel will still be Jewish.

Your countries will NOT, however. Europe will be browner and blacker, and so will Asia. Chances are your grandchildren will not look like you and if they do, your great-grandchildren won't. My descendants will rule over your descendants who will learn to hate their own heritage and There is NOTHING you can do about it.

Chen Mike
What type of demonic disgusting FUCK pepper sprays a CHILD b/c her mom supports Trump?
I bet y'all won't rt this....

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

TrunkenReich Tree @ReactionaryTree · Jun 3

“To learn who rules over you, simply find out who you are not allowed to criticize”

We Removed Something You Posted

We removed the post below because it doesn't follow the Facebook Community Standards:

It seems that merely noticing Jewish power and influence is enough to send Jews into a neurotic convulsion.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 4

yout.be/v_thrcFnrgs

Dude, why didn't anyone tell me The Gift documentary was a comedy? All these degenerates getting what was coming XD

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 4

If @AnnCoulter had a baby with @FUFillinz, I'm pretty sure it would be the single most entertaining writer and broadcaster on earth.

In reply to J U N G Huey Lewis

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 4

@YungHuey @MexicAnarchist Wild Mexican Gay uses GRIDS. It's super effective!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 4

@rachecooperman Tav Sachs fucking rules
In reply to Bronze Age Pervert
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 4
@BronzeAgePerv I hear she doesn't even disavow

Oh look, a spic homosexual in the wild.

Boy Whom Beers It @MexicAnarchist
Conservatives are mad they didn't get a safe space at their rally. Bless their hearts.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 4
@DjSucc #HealthyAtEverySize #HAES #BodyPositivity and all that stupid bullshit on top of nihilistic hedonism in the culture have led to this

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 4
#ThingsWeLoveAboutTheMovies I love being told my race is garbage, mixed and blacks are best and how evil anyone who loves their people are.

In reply to Binyamin Appelbaum
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 4
@BCAppelbaum In other news, a kike tries to be edgy but just ends up looking like a gigantic faggot. No tactic too shameless for the Jew!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 4
#CommitACrimeIn5Words Love Your Own White Heritage

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Seventh Son @SeventhSonTRS · Jun 3
Jewish
Fragility is fascinating. Any critique must be shut down, shamed and removed. That speaks volumes about what's being critiqued.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Patrick Dollard @PatDollard · Jun 2
California Introduces Law To Jail Anyone Who Questions Climate Change bit.ly/1sQiSnI #TrumpTrain #tcot #gop
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@villpuzel 😕: I'm gonna make it

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
>when you know that qt at the gym has wanted you for three years but you saw her with a spic one time

SORRY BUT YOU'RE GOING IN THE TRASH

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@_sweetpizzle oh okay

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@_sweetpizzle growing boys?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@_sweetpizzle I'm not insulting anyone. A strong chin is a good sign of androgens, androgens are good for growing boys.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@_sweetpizzle @TheFappGod I didn't realize how strong your chin was. High T for sure. How often do you shave?

Urpo 🌲 @Urpochan · Jun 3
Whites using 'white' as an insult, blacks comparing themselves to gorillas & jews self-parenthesizing.

The world is now purely ironic.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@Yair_Rosenberg Guys, guys. I think we found the new @benshapiro
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@TheFappGod @_sweetpizzle when you have the name and personal information of a fag who thinks they're important

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@_sweetpizzle What's wrong with being racist? What's wrong about loving your own people and not wanting them to be destroyed?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@RandomLoliBot wut

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
I'll put this in my "Not Even Surprised Anymore" file

DRUDGE REPORT @DRUDGE_REPORT
CONGRESSMAN: Admin Withholding Info About 86,000 Criminal Illegal... drudge.tw/1Y6OXDT

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@_sweetpizzle Well statistically your nigger future babydaddy will bash you at least once, so I don't really see a point in insulting you.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@_sweetpizzle those words really hit heavy when coming from a pumpkin headed "fapgod". I really have a lot to think about.
In reply to @stranahan @realDonaldTrump
America is immediately greater than before.

Walls on all sides.

In reply to @PsychedelicsAbs
I would agree, it's a healthy sign of ingroup preference and the genetic default of peoples all across the globe.

In reply to @PsychedelicsAbs
You should consider getting sober, drugs cloud your judgment and make you physically and emotionally weak.

In reply to @PsychedelicsAbs
It wouldn't be much different than my normal day to day. I'm the only white they don't fuck with.

In reply to @PsychedelicsAbs
I live in a black neighborhood, trust me. A bunch of heroin addicts and skinneys don't have the balls or strength to do much.

In reply to @PsychedelicsAbs
That's nice, if you tried anything I would fucking break you. I don't censor myself outside of the internet, cupcake.

Every time I get blocked by someone because they want to hate whites and then not take it in kind, an angel gets it's wings.

Scott Adams @ScottAdamsSays
The Mexican flags plus violence are a game-changer.

Mike Cernovich 🇺🇸@Cernovich
Before tonight I did not fully support deportations. Thought there was another way. There isn't. We are occupied by an enemy army. #SanJose

In reply to @PsychedelicsAbs
My bio clearly states under the cubbard.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@erreavemoi @PoeVanGogh David Irving has some good books. And I don't want trash like you, I'm just trying to help You're going to die alone.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@erreavemoi @PoeVanGogh That's nice. Look at Rotterdam, look at the rapes happening since they imported non-whites. It's a different game now

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@erreavemoi @PoeVanGogh "Re-education camps for everyone who disagrees with me!" Real progressive there. You'll never find a husband.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@erreavemoi @PoeVanGogh colorofcrime.com/2016/03/the-co...

Here's something for you to chew on, other than your cud.

The Color of Crime - American Renaissance
New Century Foundation is a 501(c)(3) organization founded in 1994 to study immigration and race relations so as to better understand the consequences of Amer...
amren.com

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@Yair_Rosenberg @Yann_Perrod "It's unfair to point out how much hatred we have for whites, we should imprison them!" You're a commie jew fuck

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
Still waiting for @PoeVanGogh to be anything but a little bitch on the internet 😂)
In reply to kitten 🐱
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@erreavecmoi @PoeVanGogh "Black's dont run the government"..."It's all poverty that's why blacks do it"...."YOU'RE STUPID SHUT UP" Sad!

In reply to kitten 🐱
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@erreavecmoi @PoeVanGogh and you've yet to provide an argument. You'd make a terrible wife.

In reply to kitten 🐱
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@erreavecmoi @PoeVanGogh It sure is funny watching a white woman feel the need to defend the black man who apparently can't do it himself ;)

In reply to kitten 🐱
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@erreavecmoi @PoeVanGogh Obama is the president, justice.gov/ag/meet-attorn..., and lmao now you're just trying to justify my point.

In reply to kitten 🐱
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@erreavecmoi @PoeVanGogh "Open your mind to the narrative pushed by major media and corporations, maaaan. Just be open and not a sheep!"

In reply to kitten 🐱
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@erreavecmoi @PoeVanGogh I didn't realize the FBI and other government agencies, run by blacks, are somehow biased towards them.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@CinniCSyd @PoeVanGogh That's nice.

In reply to Lilith 🌞
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@PoeVanGogh Man, negroes really can't do anything but project onto everyone else. Sad!

In reply to kitten 🐱
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@erreavecmoi @PoeVanGogh You're right. My words on the internet are far more harsh than black and biasses committing crimes in my
are far more harsh than black and hispanics committing crimes in my city.

In reply to Lilith 🌿

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@PoeVanGogh I wonder what would happen to you if I threw a banana with an EBT card into traffic....

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@LuneVanGogh Race is more than skin color, it's the entire physiology. Look at crime rates. You'll experience it first hand soon enough.

In reply to Lilith 🌿

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@PoeVanGogh Scathing.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@LuneVanGogh Woah woah easy there doughy, you sure lose control quick. Looks like you picked up a lot from your time handling apes.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@LuneVanGogh How long does it take to put on those eyebrow extensions made out of dog hair? Do they help you cover up your shame?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@LuneVanGogh I've seen this before....
@cooterthug > trusting anyone but mom

In reply to x-mas J. Riley
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@alexrileyiscool Or, you know, break down into uncontrollable crying.

In reply to Bronze Age Pervert
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@BronzeAgePerv I mean, it's still all right to do A and C

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@LuneVanGogh @WhitestRabbit_ hahahahah oh god, a man with a septum piercing. If that isn't cancer I don't know cancer

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@villainial @villpunzel I'm still not convinced you aren't just one person with two different phones/computers.

In reply to Sam Liccardo
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@sliccardo Nice damage control there, we all know you gave the stand down order you pathetic piece of shit. You're out of your element, kid.

In reply to (((Yair Rosenberg)))
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@Yair_Rosenberg Wear this yellow star in public too, if you would.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Stefan Molyneux @StefanMolyneux · Jun 3
NEWS: Honduran woman came to the US to give birth to anchor baby with Zika. Treatment Cost Minimum: $1 million.
Mother of Zika baby born speaks out about coming to US for treatment

The Honduran mother who delivered what is believed to be the first baby to be born with a Zika virus-related condition in the New York tri-state area...

dailymail.co.uk

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Jacob Rascon @Jacobnbc · Jun 1

Handful of protesters chant "Trump is a fascist!" and "deport whites!" near Trump supporters, who leave them alone.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Santa Sam @Samswitch · Jun 3

Any sympathy I might've had for illegals is gone for-e-ver over violent Wetbacks assaulting Trumpsters! #Trump2016
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@AliceTeller I'm a southerner and I've never seen the appeal. We can suicide pact together.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
"Jews are taking the yellow star of david back from the EEEEEVVVVLLLLL NAZIS"

((Yair Rosenberg))) @Yair_Rosenberg
Read @jason_koebler on how Jews and their friends are taking (((echoes))) back from the internet's neo-Nazis: motherboard.vice.com/read/jews-are-…

In reply to The Cuckservative
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@cuckservative Jew: "So you admit Trump supporters are violent, goy?"

In reply to X
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@drollo_

In reply to Peter Kreeft
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3
@ProfessorKreeft Sounds like you don't win very often, faggot.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
)))AryanRevolution((( @AR1488UK · Jun 2
Electoral Fraud Discovered In Austrian Presidential Election yournewswire.com/electoral-frau…
Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Z for Vendetta @zforvendetta · Jun 3
Footage from tonight's rally protesters stomp #Trump supporter in the head. Girl watches, laughing, saying, "got him!"

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Jon Feere @JonFeere · Jun 3
#Dems2016: Druggies attack car driven by Trump supporters
huffingtonpost.co.uk/entry/donald-t...

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Tim Pool @Timcast · Jun 2
NOW: #Trump supporter attacked and left bleeding in San Jose
Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Wrongthink will get you sent to re-education camps
1984 NOW

Europe To Send Conspiracy Theorists To ‘Reeducation Camps’
Citizens in Europe who break new “hate speech” rules online, including those who spread conspiracy theories, will be forced to attend ‘reeducation...
yournewswire.com

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

RAMZPAUL @ramzpaul · Jun 3
You vote for Hillary, you vote for these attacks on women.

Sara Murray @SaraMurray
Protesters cornering Trump supporters as they leave. This woman taunted them. They cornered her & threw eggs at her

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Michael @Canine_Rights · Jun 3
Anti-Trump Protesters Hunt Down 15 Year old Trump supporter exiting San Jose rally- Mayor blames Trump

#CNN

Tom Llamas
Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Rabbit @Alt_Left · Jun 3

One reason social media has increased antisemitism is that it's made it easier to compare notes and identify patterns in author names.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

RAMZPAUL @ramzpaul · Jun 3

Women, Hillary is fine with you being attacked as long as the attacker is not White. Remember that when you vote.

In reply to JoJunar™

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3

@Jotunar @FactsVsOpinion @Bollilo_SCZ @RadioFreeTom @20committee @Jacobsnbc Ok

In reply to RAMZPAUL

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 3

@ramzpaul Doesn't this make her less popular with the Bernie crowd she needs to court in order to get anywhere this year?
Apologists for violence and criminality will be apologists.

In reply to Luly Fernández

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe ⋅ Jun 3
@FactsVsOpinion @Boililo_SCZ @RadioFreeTom @20committee @Jacobnbc
Coming from a spic, this is rich. Keep your cochino hole closed.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe ⋅ Jun 3
After seeing what has happened in San Jose, I am happy I am a proudly armed citizen. #SecondAmendment #SanJose #MakeAmericaGreatAgain

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe ⋅ Jun 3
Not surprising instance of violence, ever since #BLM made cops too afraid to do their jobs this has been the norm.

Gen. Robert E Lee @Suthen_bboy
Bklyn: 2 Black Female Teens Beat 78-Year-Old Woman In Subway Station. NYPD nbcnwyrk.com/news/local/Tee... Savages acting normal #fot #pjuan #maga

In reply to Andrea Ostrov

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe ⋅ Jun 2
@AndreaOstrov @WhitestRabbit__ @LadyAodh This is not the comment I wanted to read while eating my dinner.

In reply to Slate

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe ⋅ Jun 2
@Slate
So (((the tribe))) really do all pull from the same email chain when it comes to their crappy publications. Fifth story on this topic

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe ⋅ Jun 2
I'm a sucker for blonde girls with blue and/or green eyes who is shorter than I am, aka "I'm a man who is alive on the earth"

In reply to ADL

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe ⋅ Jun 2
@ADL_National @JGreenblattADL can't wait to talk about it, first let me preheat that over to 616 and get my lampshade making kit

In reply to The Current Year

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe ⋅ Jun 2
@TheCurrentYear ((())) can't believe they can just be okay with saying such HORRIBLE things
In reply to Adam Helff

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 2
@geekchicohio Sounds like you're an anti-white faggot.

In reply to TrumptenReich Tree

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 2
@ReactionaryTree Look at the comments calling for mass murdering "nazis" and "anyone who says white pride"

In reply to EmiylPothis

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 2
@emilypothast @mikehamzzz @ESTBLISHMNT Do you live there?

In reply to Jennifer Rubin

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 2
@JRubinBlogger We get it, you're a filthy kike. You don't have to shout.

In reply to menaquinone4 👍

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 2
@menaquinone4 "Notice me, rabbi"

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 2
#alwaysrollmyeyeswhen race mixers try to pretend like what they are doing isn't spitting in the face of their people, heritage, and future.

In reply to str_thry

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 2
@StrThry This is why you don't race mix. Period. Black men are fucking animals who will rape and kill white women, it's that simple. Stop.

In reply to Zero 🤷‍♂️

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 2
@AlimonyMindset Oh jeez that's insensitive they all look like that :

In reply to Zero 🤷‍♂️

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 2
@AlimonyMindset Looks like the cuckold of the West got to him too. Look at that fucking face, glasses, smile, hair. Complete homo.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 2
If you support @BernieSanders @SenSanders though, you generally look like an amorphous, bearded tub of shit regardless of gender.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Username</th>
<th>Username</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Everyone who supports @realDonaldTrump is physically attractive. It's an insane happening that has proven itself to be true over and over. | Phoenix Reich          | @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 2  
@AlimonyMindset I would never accuse you of being able to afford photoshop. This is clearly GIMP                                                                                     |
| In reply to Zero                   | Phoenix Reich          | @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 2  
@v Dare Let's see, so far no one has stumped him yet. Let's see how far the @PGATOUR is willing to bet on a losing position.                                                                                  |
| In reply to Virginia Dare          | Phoenix Reich          | @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 2  
@sunnybuckdrew Eskimos.                                                                                              |
| In reply to Fashiste Jingles       | Phoenix Reich          | @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 2  
@OldRowOfficial @Gayhooters What about @antiwhiteshooters                                                                                                                                               |
| Phoenix Reich                      | @BigButterNutJoe       | @OldRowOfficial · Jun 2  
@graysonenglish It's gonna be rough not having a sense of humor. Hopefully one day you'll be able to just                                                                                      |
| In reply to sans sheriffs          | Phoenix Reich          | @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 2  
@graysonenglish @cooterthug People are really having a hard time handling @RisenGhouf's works                                                                                                      |
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 2
@PaulTown _ It's almost like they're all a part of some (((tribe)))

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 2
HAHAHAHA

New York Magazine @NYMag
Understanding the alt-right's Jew parentheses: nym.ag/1Vzfkwg

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 2
Look at all these amazing people. The world is going to change dramatically as the fire rises.

Martin Sellner @Martin_Sellner

In reply to End Cultural Marxism
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 2
@genophilia I disagree. I think we should deport them to different countries. Separate them all entirely.

In reply to Ben Shapiro
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 2
@benshapiro "I'm 5'8"" - Ben Shapiro

FACT CHECK: False.

In reply to DV KeK
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 2
@IvanJakoff @k_mcq Those are women, but I completely understand where you might have gotten confused.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Chuck Woolery @chuckwoolery · Jun 2
Obama blames Right Wing Media for white anger. RIGHTWINGMEDIA an Oxymoron.

In reply to Bud Light
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 2
@budlight Race Mixing, Fag Marriage, anti-white propaganda. You hit them all, nicely done Bud Light kikes. Time to watch your sales drop :)

In reply to KatieMcHugh
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 2
@k_mcq How do these things reproduce?! How could anyone have children with those beasts?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
@genbarrison "I saw him posting on some channel four website's polling board." That's how you know he's in deep.

In reply to Waleđ
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
@thelateempire @PaulTown_ Oh shit someone's gonna dox me fuck fuck no

In reply to Jeet Heer
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
@HeerJeet @chrisihayes "I hate to be biased" you should learn how to tie a strong knot, buy some hempen rope and hang yourself you faggot.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
@FUFeeлинz is making better broadcasts every single week. At first I was unsure about the man, but damn is he great.

In reply to John J. Johnson
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
@JohnJJohnson69 More slots for American citizens in our Universities? It would be fine if we could get all the cat ladies out.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
McFeels @jazzhandmcfeels · Jun 1
The latest episode of #FashTheNation climbed a little higher on the charts this week. Almost in the top 10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Track</th>
<th>Posted date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The Erick Eckstine Show 05/29/16</td>
<td>5 days ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Raw Audio of Katie Couric Interview with VCDL Members</td>
<td>6 days ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. 5 things you need to know this weekend: Americans remember on Mem...</td>
<td>6 days ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Richard Giambrone Lajst; jadi saja dengar jelaskan bo selektif</td>
<td>6 days ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. 176 LET'S GIVE ALL THE THINKS! Matt Niffler, Br. Beniface, and Chua...</td>
<td>3 days ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Off Message: Paul Ryan: Trump could win, but I’m not ‘betting’ on it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>USA TODAY 5 Things: 5 things you need to know: Criminal case against Bill Cosby resumes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>The Erick Erickson Show</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>USA TODAY 5 Things: 5 things you need to know: Verdict due in trial of officer in Freddie Gray...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>FRONTLINE / PBS: Business of Blister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1 At the gym, listening to Kang discussion. 3 30+ year olds just learned the Cold War existed. #wisdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1 @angreeandamp now THIS is the REAL shoah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phoenix Reich Retweeted DPRK News Service @DPRK_News · Jun 1 Smirking buffoon Barack Obama leers and grins before camera, in effort to ward off depression at his dismal failures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In reply to Cecil Rhodes Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1 @avecubumnes @villainial Lube is a myth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1 @villainial The biggest normie :(</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
@people Communal showers.

In reply to People Magazine
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
@people Everyone involved should be rounded up and thrown into camps.

In reply to Autistofle™
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
@villainial

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
As a member of @RenegadeParty I cannot sit by and let @realDonaldTrump #MakeAmericaGreatAgain. Think of how many non-Americans that hurts!

In reply to PIZZA GATE 🍕 REAL
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
@HoustonWelder It was never meant to make us weak.

In reply to PIZZA GATE 🍕 REAL
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
@HoustonWelder Well the "Do Unto Others" rule I think should start to apply as a two way street versus "shut up and take it, goyim"
Phoenix Reich  @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
@PizzaPartyBen Nice.

In reply to PIZZA GATE 😎 REAL
Phoenix Reich  @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
@HoustonWelder That's why I think that is changing. I know I've grown close and tight-knit with my fellows who are not entirely asleep.

In reply to PIZZA GATE 😎 REAL
Phoenix Reich  @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
@HoustonWelder Anti-white, anti-christian, American Apologetic bedfellows.

In reply to PIZZA GATE 😎 REAL
Phoenix Reich  @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
@HoustonWelder Peace and Love is antithetic to whites, if you give that perspective any credit.

In reply to PIZZA GATE 😎 REAL
Phoenix Reich  @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
@HoustonWelder Does anyone deny it?

In reply to Anthony Brian Smith
Phoenix Reich  @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
@AnthonyBLSmith @_Cooper Perhaps your time would be more wisely spent getting to the bottom of the vomit-inducing facial hair above your lip

Phoenix Reich  @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
Bahahahahahah

ADL News  @ADL_News
@orenseagal to @micnews: @ADL_National has seen spike in hate speech & harassment of journalists this election cycle
mic.com/articles/14422…

Phoenix Reich  @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
Serious question: Is it cool if I masturbate to anime if I'm also having regular sex with a woman inattempts to have children? for a friend

In reply to ThinkProgress
Phoenix Reich  @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
@thinkprogress Remember how good the last current year was?
In reply to Paul Town
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
@PaulTown He was waking up too many people.

In reply to RAMZPAUL
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
@ramzpaul Was someone bothering @RuubenKaalep about unimportant garbage?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
Don't forget kickstarter.com/projects/jgod/... runs it's course in 8 days. Let's get these funded! I need meme cards.

Trump Playing Cards - ft. Milo, Tila Tequila, and more!
A primarily Western, Right-Wing deck featuring Milo, Tila Tequila, Gavin McInnes, Lauren Southern, and more! Play your cards Right!
kickstarter.com

In reply to Ricky Vaughan
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
@Ricky_Vaughn99 Because Bernie is the only Jew who seems to want to take direct responsibility for his actions, apparently.
In reply to AEV

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
@vandives @ElectreisMore It does make him a giant faggot though

In reply to Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Wrath Of Gnon @wrathofgnon · May 27
"Only a damn fool." H.P. Lovecraft in 1925 or 1926.

“Only a damn fool can expect the people of one tradition to feel at ease when their country is flooded with hordes of foreigners who—whether equal, superior, or inferior biologically—are so antipodal in physical, emotional, and intellectual makeup that harmonious coalescence is virtually impossible.”
— H.P. Lovecraft
@WrathOfGnon

9 213 268

In reply to Matt Walsh

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
@MattWalshBlog "Communism didn't even exist. Russia wasn't real. It was his magical moustache that caused all this hate and suffering."

In reply to Daniel Greenberg

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
@DanielDayJewish @BobDoleViagra @DTRUMP4PREZ @RosaleeShawn @BillKristol Oh look, a filthy kike misrepresenting facts. Color me surprised.

In reply to Bill Kristol

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
@BillKristol @DavidAFrench Don't fucking come back you piece of shit faggot.

In reply to Jewish News

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jun 1
@JewishNewsUK Because it just happens out of thin air, versus being the results of Jewish actions all over the world. Who could have known!

In reply to Hateful Heretic 🧐

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
@hateful_heretic Maybe he just didn't go to the right bathhouse?
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
@cooterthug Dick

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
#IStandWithHateSpeech because subjective definitions dictating law is a tool of the Communists, and I will only tolerate a dead Communist.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
#IStandWithHateSpeech because I prefer to not import squalor, bad genes, bad manners and crime into my home because I don't hate myself.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
#Istandwithhatespeech because fuck you for celebrating the rape of children.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
#IStandWithHateSpeech because my ancestors fought for, died for and contributed to a nation I'm being told to foolishly abandon.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
#Istandwithhatespeech because preferring your people existing in their homeland with only themselves is now considered hate.

In reply to Everything Georgia
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
@GAFollowers Was it really six million? The numbers just don't add up.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
@angreeandamp Make him stay in Europe. Let him pay the toll.

In reply to kay★
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
@mamaskaylaaa__ @timeforgravy @yikeshillary @Ann_Tagonist_ It's the natural fusion of two beasts of burden, the Negro and the Ox.

In reply to kay★
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
@mamaskaylaaa__ So far I think there's been like three of you chocolateoxen saying this and that was it. What is "destroyed" in ebonics?

In reply to Burton
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
@OEWHAP @hellogeicolos "You know what's all the rage right now?
You know what’s all the rage right now? Women looking like cylinders of meat.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
@NewYorker "Frog and Toad are Friends" was a book about friendship, you faggots are incapable of separating your dick from everything.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
@villainial Roasted

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
@hellogiggles She can barely play Dany or anyone else (Sarah Connor). If she wants to ruin it so this shit never happens again, be my guest.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
@yikeshillary Imao proving my point exactly. Thanks, chungo.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
@villainial So the Pope makes a great Jew and the Dalai Lama makes a great Christian.....wut

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
@timeforgravy @yikeshillary @NerfHerder73 @Ann_Tagonist_ I think it's because she can't get a real, white boyfriend. Self-Hating.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
@JSBTC Was this blamed on whites?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
@jazzhandmfeels She should hold a press conference. Really solidify the fact she is a disgusting human enema.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
@yikeshillary Ok.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
@timeforgravy @yikeshillary @Ann_Tagonist_ Watch out, their people...
are known for physical and sexual violence. They mostly travel in packs.

In reply to ADL

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
@ADL_National @thenohatezone @spicenter @Oregonian @KGWNews It really is a shame that the goyim know, gotta put them in their place!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
@ADL_National

Add another to the list of "Things that don't surprise me one bit"

Fucking rats.

ADL @ADL_National
Boycotting Israeli businesses is no different than boycotting a Jewish store in pre-war Germany. @JGreenblattADL #StopBDS

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Fashiste Jingles 🕺️ @sunnybuckdrew · May 31
Freddie fish chips is angry about rayciss, but only once he realized the father was a gorilla.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
I’m still waiting for the (((tech giants))) to shoah the world and purge the h8ers. #Diversity and #Equality can’t exist while #Freedom does

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
kickstarter.com/projects/god/

If any of you haven't checked this out or pledged to get a deck, help support getting more of our stuff out there!

Trump Playing Cards - ft. Milo, Tila Tequila, and more!
A primarily Western, Right-Wing deck featuring Milo, Tila Tequila, Gavin McInnes, Lauren Southern, and more! Play your cards Right!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
@BillKristol So you’re having a no-hitter on your stated goals there, huh champ. It’s okay, keep your chin up.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
madworldnews.com/liberal-family/

The cost of #diversity and not being a racist. #BlackLivesMatter all over the world, at what cost? #Imwithher
Liberal Host Family Discovers What Migrant Did To Their 7-Year-Old …
Conservatives have warned that importing millions of migrants and refugees will have devastating results, and unfortunately, we've been prov...
madworldnews.com

In reply to CNN
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
@CNN Then a myriad of faggots and niggerlovers will come pouring out of the woodworks to show how "its ok to restrict rights because Im gay"

In reply to Old Row
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
@OldRowOfficial "Liberal Values"

In reply to John Rivers
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
@JohnRiversToo Hmm, you know what, I think I'll have what they're having.

In reply to Mike Yaw Amanpene
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
@Mike_amanpene @CoolACBro @ianbremmer We get it, you love Immortal Technique and his "human slaves were the capital for capitalism" meme.

In reply to The Current Year
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
@TheeCurrentYear I'M SHOCKED I TELL YOU, I DID NOT SEE THIS COMING. HIS PARENTS ACTUALLY KNOW EACH OTHER, THIS IS HUGE NEWS.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 31
#WhiteFrailty so overwhelming, because the Trail of Tears was actually the white man's tears.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 30
All of the race mixing couples are out and the crime rate is way up. Looks like #SummerStartsNow in the ATL

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Autistus Rex @AutistusRex · May 30
@Ricky_Vaughn99 @Apolocalypses

I'll just leave this here.

---

**Being Jewish More About Culture and Ancestry than Religion**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% saying being Jewish is mainly a matter of...</th>
<th>Ancestry/culture</th>
<th>Religion</th>
<th>Ancestry/culture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net Jewish</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jews by religion</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jews of no religion</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: "Ancestry/culture" is the net percentage saying that being Jewish is mainly a matter of ancestry, mainly a matter of culture or a matter of two of these that it is both ancestry and culture. "Religion, ancestry/culture" is the percentage volunteering that being Jewish is a matter of both religion and either ancestry or culture, or all three of these.

Source: Pew Research Center 2013 Survey of U.S. Jews, Feb. 20-June 13, 2013. Figures may not sum to 100% due to rounding. Other responses and those who did not give an answer are not shown.

---

In reply to Gab/WifeWithAPurpose
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 30
@apurposefulwife Have experienced the same with with this race mixing Brazilian I've met. The contempt these people have is mind blowing.

---

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 30
@DonaldTrumpLA So, every US city then

---

In reply to Ricky Vaughn
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 30
@Ricky_Vaughn99 These are the people that are being lauded as the next class deserving a voice and power. What a fucking joke.
In reply to American Memelord

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 30
@ERayGrant
"I'm a weak willed cuckold who sees successful members of my people as a threat as it provides no excuses for my personal failings."

In reply to cody cum

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 29
@ederkop a.....a test of faith?

In reply to Nicholas P.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 29
@nicktperry That's a weird way to spell Jeff Sied

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 29
@TyrssDisciple ha ha I mean yeah who would want to see that but we have to be sure ha ha ;)

In reply to PoseidonYT

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 28
@PoseidonGamez Click through the links in the article, 14news.com/story/32087952... and who said anything about it being an immigrant?

Memorial Day crosses damaged at Henderson park...
160 Memorial Day crosses were damaged Saturday morning when a vehicle drove through the display.
14news.com

In reply to WSB-TV

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 28
@wsbtv Oh look, another black person acting like a fucking animal. I'm really shocked.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 28
Hahaha @Telemundo must be run by a bunch of fools. I guess the Mexican community really just wants to go back.

Dan Scavino Jr. @DanScavino
CONGRATS @Telemundo! Staging #SDTrumpRally protestors w/ Mexican flags. TY @RebelPundit! youtu.be/si-iSxz5y8
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 26
@sonic_hedgehog You and @realDonaldTrump are literally all I have left in my life. I really want to make you both so proud, but f**k how.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 27
Three weeks ago it was one bloom and a small growth, now it's about to explode with buds and growth. Very happy.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 27
@TSEliotRodger >not pressing garlic with a bastard sword or katana
>current year

Wow, the #alright is seriously falling apart

In reply to T.S. Eliot Rodger

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 27
@alexrileyiscool Watch out I think you can get HIV through physical contact

In reply to x-mas J. Riley

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Comrade Alex N. @14Resistance · May 27
Wake up. #USA #Jews #WakeUpAmerica #Action ANP14.com

HAVE BEEN BLESSED BY HABBIG.

HAVE YOU EVER NOTICED A SMALL SYMBOL “U” OR “N” ON PRODUCT PACKAGES?

THOSE SYMBOLS MEAN THAT THE PRODUCTS HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY JEWISH RABBINICAL COUNCILS FOR CONSUMPTION BY ORTHODOX JEWS – LESS THAN 1% OF THE POPULATION!

FOOD COMPANIES MUST PAY THESE ORGANIZATIONS FOR THEIR SEAL OF APPROVAL.

THE FOOD COMPANIES THEN PASS THIS EXPENSE ON TO THE CONSUMER.

THIS IS DONE WITH GOVERNMENT APPROVAL. NON-JEWS ARE FORCED TO PAY FOR A BLESSING THEY HAVE NO NEED FOR – AND IT ISN'T CHEAP!
THIS KOSHER RACKET MAKES MILLIONS EVERY YEAR FOR THESE SO-CALLED RELIGIOUS COUNCILS.

In reply to JTA | Jewish news
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · May 27
@JTAnews I feel like it's her duty to mix with a full-African individual so that both benefit genetically!

Identity Evropa @IdentityEvropa
Identity Evropa is on the ground in Fresno, CA, spreading our message of European identity before the Trump rally.

In reply to Кристина
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · May 27
@Kurisu_Kitsune Well shit, I just got some from the store yesterday. Looks like it'll be my last purchase from them.

In reply to Gab/WifeWithAPurpose
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · May 27
@apurposefulwife When they've taken control of many of them, it's time for a serious reform.

In reply to Old Row
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · May 27
@OldRowOfficial I got 72 hotdogs and buns from #AmRen2016 so I need to figure out a timely way to eat every last one.

In reply to Spectre X
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · May 27
@SpectreReturns We Wuz Flopz

In reply to Everything Georgia
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · May 27
@GAFollowers Black people are pretty gross tbh fam
In reply to Deplorable Diva

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 27
@RightWingDiva2 I would love to send them all to Mexico.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 27
Gardening, making plant arrangements, and cultivating natural beauty is one of the most soothing hobbies. Something about it eases my soul.

In reply to Virginia Dare

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 27
@vdare @realDonaldTrump I don't think people are angry at Romney, I think we just want him to shut the hell up and go away.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 27
At this point, I really cannot imagine anyone else but Trump being President. He's just too intelligent and too connected to the electorate.

In reply to Stefan Molyneux

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 27
@StefanMolyneux Well they ARE more than half the population...

In reply to DRUDGE REPORT

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 27
@DRUDGE_REPORT I thought America was a nation of settlers with Western European immigrants? Hmmm, looks like (((SPIELBERG))) has a motive.

In reply to Leo Walter
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 27
@leogwalter I'm (((Aryan))) I swear, goy.

In reply to Leo Walter
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 27
@leogwalter So you claim you're aryan and proud then immediately threaten brown violence. Nice logic there. Whites will fight back, Schlomo.

In reply to Janie Velanca
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 27
@JanieVelanca After looking at your disproportionate gourd-like nose, I don't think I can buy your initial premise.

In reply to x-mas J. Riley
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 27
@alexrileyiscool WHY DID I VIEW CONTENT

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 27
youtube.com/watch?v=29Mg6G... People somehow find this sinister, think there are evil undertones. How could self-ownership and destiny be evil?

In reply to Whitelash Walt
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 27
@WaltBismarck Nothing would be sweeter than a contested Democratic convention and having the left eat each other alive.

In reply to BuzzFeed
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 27
@BuzzFeed "We're so hip, trendy, on the cutting edge." You idiots don't even know basic bitch memes. Sad!

You're doing these things despite what year is it
In reply to Chris
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 27
@truclear Why are these white people getting in the boat? That's a pretty large misrepresentation.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 27
@leogwalter Oh look, a kike that is celebrating white decline. Imagine that. It sure clears my conscience as to what will be coming next!

Retweeted
Major Deplorable @peepersfunhouse · May 26
#manenoughforhillary #HillaryForPresident #NeverHillary #CrookedHillary

In reply to Cledun Powell
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 26
@JoeDonLooneyX @leogwalter @Kathieko Poor Jamal doesn't understand we're stronger than his people and are changing our birth rate. Sad!

In reply to long duck dong
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 26
@p_i_s oh look, a barking negro I'm shocked I tell you.
In reply to The Forward
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 26
@jdforward
You disgusting degenerate piece of filth, you will get what is coming to you. How dare you promote this kind of perversion, Jew.

In reply to long duck dong
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 26
@p_l_s @kellsey_ Yeah, I love Sam Hyde.

In reply to Ricky Vaughn
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 26
@Ricky_Vaughn99 @benshapiro If you don't like Tyrone fucking your wife, you're a racist. Obviously.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 26
@SwiftOnOikonomy Every person in that photo should physically removed from office and any continental landmass.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 26
@colinfaherty You are an inspiration, your work is absolutely necessary. Just 10 reporters with your balls and we could have honest press.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 26
@kellsey_ Don't you know anything about intitutionalized racism and how it effects black communities? This cant happen without white men.

In reply to Everything Georgia
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 26
@GAFollowers I blame white people for this.

In reply to Mary Whittier 🌲
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 26
@marylovefreedom And history will remember the boomers and the demorlized as the lost fools who almost squandered the civilized world.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 26
@14winter88 where is this?

In reply to Chad Felix Greene
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 26
@chadfelixg @DarkTriadMan @Oil_Guns_Merica @MRNickHagood
@Cernovich @AJA_Cortes "I have syphilis and thanks to the brain damage Im with her"

In reply to Grandpa Lampshade
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 26
@grandpalampshad He will definitely pull some kind of Holocaust, I really wonder how Trump would use it against him. He can't be stumped

In reply to Grandpa Lampshade
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 26
@grandpalampshad "I love the Holocaust, and the Holocaust loves me. I think it should come back, bigger and stronger than ever!"

In reply to ganbarusty595
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 26
@Rusty595 my d is pretty phenomenal, will make strong, beautiful sons.

In reply to Anime Dating Advice
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 26
@AnimeDating 3d is worst d

In reply to Whitelash Walt
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 26
@WaltBismarck I've started to just be me 100% of the time, I'm real in conversation, keep the Shoah blasting at traffic lights, why hide?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 25
Absolutely Disgusting behavior from these degenerate marxist liberal scum. They really have a moral high ground.
twitter.com/MCCNP/status/7...

In reply to ｡□□□□□ RT□□
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 25
@raid0 It may be "you follow the wrong kind of crowd we don't like that" "wrings hands"

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 25
@RedwatchNW I have a hard time taking seriously some who thinks it's okay to treat doughnuts and other delicious pastries inhumanely.

In reply to John Rivers
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 25
@JohnRiversTee @dio vote! Way man, you've really changed up
@jonrivers100 @die_vote wow man, you've really changed ya know?

In reply to Cledun Powell
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 25
@JoeDonLooneyX @leogwalter @Kathieko That's nice Jamal, in about three years you won't like what happens to those who speak like this aloud.

            1

In reply to Gab/WifeWithAPurpose
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 25
@apurposefulwife Gods speed and be careful with anything that could get you doxxed! You're an asset.

            1

In reply to Luke
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 25
@lukemort @VoteEnglishOnly @fin_lander You make a nonsense standard and then you blatantly deny the reality of basic ethnic science. Sad!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 25
@SwiftOnOikonomy nice try I don't believe for a second those aren't three dudes

            1

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 25
All of the best trolls online are actually very physically attractive. Everyone who gets mad about words on the internet are generally ugly.

In reply to Preston Brooks
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 25
@Rebel_Bill I think you're missing out on an endless entertaining bunch of easy targets.

            1

In reply to Stephen Gallagher
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 25
@StephenG41HR When you spout off unfounded, liberal garbage then refuse to provide an argument, you shouldn't be surprised at catching flak.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 25
A picture is worth a thousand words. A family trying to see @realDonaldTrump wading through a crowd of vile hatred.
In reply to vatnik but woke 😏
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · May 25
@Unkawaiipigdog That first picture of him crossing the road scares me.
Have you ever wondered why the 3rd World suddenly arrived at your doorstep but not 1 of them has gone to #Israel?

Who is behind the push for mass immigration from the third-world into Western countries?
In reply to Mona Charen
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 24
@monacharenEPPC "We only have corrupt, awful choices" "We should get the Bane Capital corporate raider back on the ballot" "PERFECT IDEA"

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
otto skorzeny @skorzeny_lives · May 24
#irony

In reply to Josh Bray
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 24
@DocBray I figured they were already dead.

In reply to Josh Bray
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 24
@DocBray Huffpo, More Buzzfeed, Salon.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 24
Homophobia
is a funny term, it implies fear versus disgust. The only thing I would be afraid of is being anywhere near your tainted blood.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
C-S-Memes4FashyGoys @counter_signal · May 24
Those damn white people! How dare they try to determine the fate of the country their ancestors created for them!

In reply to Daily Express
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 24
@Daily_Express They should have kept it a secret.

In reply to Talking Points Memo
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 24
@TPM All these people seem to be pretty well dressed and attractive.

Phonix Reich Retweeted
Fuhrerious14/88 @Fuhrerious1488 · May 24
How’s This Possible?
fuhrerious88blog.wordpress.com/2016/05/24/how…

How’s this possible?
A bakery existed for 5 years and had 15 ovens to bake breads. Each oven could only bake one bread and hour.

15x24 hours = 360
360x365 days = 131,400
131,400x5 years = 657,000
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 24
I don't know, the liberals told me this doesn't exist so clearly this is just some sort of RPG text.

Lana @LanaLokteff
This freak claimed to be transgender & filmed women in restroom
bit.ly/1TJYK4

In reply to Andi Marcus
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 24
@AndiMarcus @phuckthestate @MoonbeamMelly @Slate @GOP @NRA The old sarcastic setup with the "not" finisher. A classic for mental children.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
The Anti-Gnostic @Anti_Gnostic · May 23
@seanmdav Do you think dog breeds are just about fur color?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 24
Don't act like I'm some kind of monster. We all have been there.

In reply to Gab/WifeWithAPurpose
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 24
@apurposefulwife He fits every stereotype. These people really think they can keep doing this to our people and getting away with it.

In reply to menaquinone4 👍
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 24
@menaquinone4 I permabulk because I was 140 pounds three years ago, now I'm 175 and growing. I won't stop until I reach 315 bench. 500 squat
In reply to Ann Coulter

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 24
@AnnCoulter
I don't even think anyone is surprised at how disgusting these liberals are at this point. They are vile members of a death cult

In reply to Scary Viktor Stan

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 24
@renegadescoat This nigger has her pronouns listed in her bio.

In reply to Russian Hotties

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 24
@hottiesfortrump @EWErickson Oosh.

In reply to Cecilia Davenport 📹

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 24
@CWDaven @TPM No, but it was a roommate. He was really hoping it got in, he will be thrilled to see this.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 24
@CWDaven @TPM Oh man, the baneposting got in. The greatest.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 24
@WaltBismarck The media would just portray it as a good thing

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
@_suchAyeeee_lady sounds to me like you’re just mad

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
right-wing populist @thirdwaycanada · May 23
#Antifa Twitter reports its involvement in rigging the #AustrianElection. Entire feed: archive.is/UBwxM

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
@jgnaultraining Day 1 and I’m already being pushed to a new level. I can’t wait for the future, my body and mind will be pushed to a new lvl

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
@menaquinone4 you seem cool don’t go to school tomorrow, come chill

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
Juggernaut Strength program has reduced me to jello and I’m only halfway through day 1. I think I’m in love.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
@WaltBismarck Who would have thought a group of degenerates who hate women have been culturally and mentally sabotaging them to alienate men

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
@MoonbeamMelly And it's backlash is exploding in the hearts, minds, and spirits of all of us. The floodgates are almost busted wide open.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
When
I was growing up media would make fun of fat people for being right wing. Then that stopped. Looking at modern liberals, I get why.

In reply to Supreme Dark Lord

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
@voxdai >Religion >Anime Preference tbh

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
@villainial I do D:

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
I need creative ways to use 72 hotdogs that doesn't involve giving any of them to anyone else.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
@villainial Damn, that makes sense then.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
@villainial How do you let something sit for three years

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
@villpunzel @villainial Don't listen to her eat the whole thing in one bite don't even take it out of the packet

In reply to Jared Taylor Swift

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
@JaredTSWift @sunnybuckdrew People who aren't gentlemen supremacists don't deserve you.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
Well this is one of the things we all pretty much knew was going to be coming

Senator Armstrong @Sen_Armstrong
WHAT THE FUCK, UN?

In reply to Jenny Trout
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
@Jenny_Trou @CWCville I am surprised that someone who looks just like and has a whale tattoo even experiences shame. It does explain things.

In reply to Jenny Trout
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
@Jenny_Trou Well hopefully you'll be using kosher-approved Gain to get the donut glaze up, maybe one day you'll find a better way to cope.

In reply to Jenny Trout
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
@Jenny_Trou I know you're trying to gross me out or something but I'm pretty hard to phase. At least you admit typing has made you sweat.

In reply to Jenny Trout
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
@Jenny_Trou I feel like you're just proving my point about projection again. Fetishising food seems to be all you man.

In reply to Jenny Trout
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
@Jenny_Trou Oh jeez, you're back on this line. It's okay my little sow, I know how much energy gets expended typing up new ideas.

In reply to Jenny Trout
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
@Jenny_Trou I'm pretty sure looking at a flight of stairs makes you hungry.

In reply to Jenny Trout
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
@Jenny_Trou Oh jeez, no wonder the pig comment got to you. I'll try something hechsher-approved so you don't call me a racist. You tired?

In reply to Jenny Trout
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
@Jenny_Trou @_cydneyy The whole "ur boring lol" thing got a little old when all the old neocon Jews kept using it. Wait...are you Jewish?
@Jenny_Trou_ @_cydneyyy You're right, you should continue to tweet about how much it doesn't bother you instead. That'll show 'em.

1

In reply to Jenny Trout

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23

@Jenny_Trou_ People don't tweet about insults they think are bad. They move on. Getting in shape helps you move faster, I'd look in to it.

1

In reply to Jenny Trout

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23

@Jenny_Trou_ You would think a strong woman would do better than that but no one could take a look at you and accuse you of quality or ethic

1

In reply to Snarkaroni

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23

@Snarkaroni

![Image](image)

In reply to Jenny Trout

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23

@Jenny_Trou_ I understand you turn to the only strategies you are familiar with when projecting. It'll be okay piggusama.

1

In reply to Jenny Trout

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23

@Jenny_Trou_ Sam Hyde is a strong man with strong ideals. Sam Hyde doesn't culturally appropriate German sausages to use as digits.

1

In reply to Rick Wilson

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23

@TheRickWilson Sounds like you're trying to prevent yourself from succumbing to the hedonistic decadence of the loli doujin.

In reply to Jenny Trout

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23

@Jenny_Trou_ Those are some big words to be typing up with those hotdog fingers you got there. Hope you didn't get too winded.
In reply to WSB-TV

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
@wsbtv "No."

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
Alright, I'm mad. I'll admit that.

Voice of Europe @V_of_Europe
'Whoever Loves Austria Is Sh*t' – Austria's New President Hates His Own Country bit.ly/20rseRs

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Charles Lindbergh @attentionmustbe · May 19
If we criticize jews they call us "antisemites."
When jews criticize us they are called sociology professors.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
@dissidentusa With Uz you Lose

In reply to Mochiguman Collector
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
@yeticheese what

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
I hate that we have to spend so much of our time dealing with problems that never had to exist in the first place. Liberalism has hurt us.

In reply to Shaun King
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
@ShaunKing
It's funny that the guy larping as a real life loli has more credibility than you do. One day you'll be black. You gotta believe.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Jack @cossa68 · May 23
The irony of trump haters that love the guy with blood on his hands twitter.com/erniesanderss…
Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Supreme Dark Lord @voxday · May 23

If you still support immigration, you are objectively pro-rape.

Rethink your position.

In reply to Jennifer Rubin

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23

@JRubinBlogger why don’t you go join @MichelleFields over at @HuffingtonPost you weak excuse for an American?

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Internet of Shit @internetofshit · May 23

we can still stop this

In reply to Tila Tequila

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23

@AngelTilaLove We Gnosticism Now

In reply to JeBron Lames

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23

@GUMPnATLien @wsbtv That's nice, LeBron James.

In reply to Кристина

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23

@Kurisu_Kitsune Jesus christ, how demented do you have to be to be a fucking liberal.

In reply to WSB-TV

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23

@wsbtv Remember: It's not racist if it's #Antiwhite. It's a GOOD thing,
white people shouldn't be allowed to defend their communities.

In reply to La La La La
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
@BuddyBoyThough There are literally no reasons for that.

South Africa back when Whites ruled
South Africa now under Black rule

In reply to zerohedge
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
@zerohedge So, it's civil war then.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 23
@Spar_ticus Ok

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Viva Europa @realVivaEuropa · May 23
Can you piece it together now?

A true talmudic Jew. The collapse of Europe is not an accident, it is a goal.
In reply to Mary Whittier
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · May 23
@marylovefreedom I believe so. Media monopoly and liberal parenting can be outdone. It just requires the truth to shine bright.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · May 23
I just learned #RubioRepublican was a thing, and I'm pretty happy I have a new @JebBush-tier target. @RenegadeParty is the eternal gift.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · May 23
@RenegadeParty @KristiLuvsJesus "Please, God, we have no idea what we are doing."

In reply to Big Dog
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · May 23
@senguy muh abortion clinic shooting

In reply to Jamelle Bouie
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · May 23
@jbourie You would think it wouldn't be from the mass application of blocking. How can you echo chamber in peace when there are just so many?

In reply to Liz Heron
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · May 22
@lheron @HuffingtonPost I see a collective ownership of 84 cats.

In reply to Michelle Fields
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · May 22
@MichelleFields @HuffingtonPost You're sure going out of your way to make sure people don't call you a cuckervative. Neocons: not even once

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · May 22
The best part of #AmRen2016 was being given 72hotdogs, not unloading them on someone, and getting home to realize I'll have eat all of these

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · May 22
#AmRen2016 was absolutely fantastic everyone. Thank you all for being such phenomenal people. I feel so uplifted after everything.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · May 22
#AmRen2016 has been one of the most memorable experiences I've
#AmRen2016 has been one of the most memorable experiences I've had in a long time. So many unbelievably intelligent and personable people.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 21
@RuubenKaaelep is going to be a major leader. I am witnessing an early speech of a long and fruitful career. This is an honor. #AmRen2016

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 21
@RuubenKaaelep has started off the most high energy presentation at #AmRen2016. This is what our youth offers. What power!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 21
All these black pills, but the blackest pill is that the powerpoint clicker will never work as intended. #AmRen2016

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 21
#AmRen2016 is fantastic. I've loved meeting everyone and been enjoying the brotherhood.

In reply to Anime Dating Advice
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 20
@AnimeDating It's starting to sound like @Jbarro is pretty insecure. Can't defend white people, can't attract lolis, can't do nothing.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
MelissaJaneSays · May 20
Feminists claim society must seek higher good, yet they refuse to personally seek the higher good by sacrificing career for raising children.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Ann Coulter @AnnCoulter · May 20
There's nothing worse than a Southern liberal.

Mediaite @Mediaite
NC Editorial: We Need to 'Overcome Discomfort' About Young Girls Seeing Male Genitalia bit.ly/1qyKaNW

In reply to WSB-TV
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 19
@wsbtv And liberals will still get mad that @realDonaldTrump was right about it. #MakeAmericaGreatAgain Stop immigration, keep them out.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 19
@SwiftOnOilonomy
Maybe THIS comparison to Hitler will work, I swear. I think there's a threshold to comparisons before the goyim get it.

In reply to gab.ai/Futurist

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 19
@natfuturist The Kali Yuga is something I'll tell you huwhat

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 19
@RenegadeParty @flyfischer4428 Didn't you just tweet asking people if they had agency enough to gather? Are you just outsourcing your work?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 19
#Badidealin5Words Lets Bring the Muslims in

In reply to Jared Taylor Swift

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 19
@JaredTSwift @66666913 I love that memory

In reply to Young Conservatives

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 19
@YoungCons was it "Future Inmate #40195"

In reply to Virginia Dare

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 19
@vdare "Sorry, I can't prosecute criminals or enforce our current laws, a man wants his employees to speak ENGLISH!"

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 19
@villainzel >sending nudes to anyone but yourself
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 19
Holy shit this is incredible twitter.com/nukethespooks/

In reply to Skye 🌑
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 19
@TradSierraHotel oh no, just some lighthearted fun. I get it though.

In reply to Skye 🌑
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 19
@TradSierraHotel I meant the Irish part. A bad joke, hence the ;^)

In reply to Skye 🌑
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 19
@TradSierraHotel So he's half white

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 19
@RenegadeParty I mean, I'll follow you because I haven't had sex in three days and your wife keeps giving me the eye when we go out to eat.
@Ricky_Vaughn99 They seem to have something in (((common)))

Phoenix Relch @BigButterNutJoe · May 19
@RenegadeParty Now I'm convinced you guys are just a part of @benshapiro's neo-satire movement. This is comedy gold!

Phoenix Relch @BigButterNutJoe · May 19
@villpunzel Fat girls seem to pounce on shaming quickly, realize they can't crush it like a chair leg, then immediately lose stamina.

Phoenix Relch @BigButterNutJoe · May 19
@SeventhSonTRS TDS: Now the eighth best podcast on TRS, just under Current Year Tonight.

Phoenix Relch @BigButterNutJoe · May 19
Apparently the GBDF is doing everything they can to silence hate for #Ghostbusters. You can't keep us down. Free Palestine!

TheRightStuff @TheRightStuff · May 19
Google is featuring a communist and Islamic terrorist sympathizer on their page. #GoogleCommies

Phoenix Relch @BigButterNutJoe · May 19
@alexrileyiscool implying he doesn't get wedgies from highschoolers now

Phoenix Relch @BigButterNutJoe · May 19
@dogydalgleish @timeforgravy @speedforce131 @Ann_Tagonist_ THE BLACK PILL
In reply to Sara Luterman

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 19
@slooterman Did you delete that retweet because I'm right and it would draw attention to it?

In reply to Sara Luterman

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 19
@slooterman Right, not 100%

In reply to Sara Luterman

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 19
@slooterman Scathing. Are you Jewish? I'm trying to understand why you have such bad teeth.

In reply to Sara Luterman

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 19
@slooterman It's not a disability culture? It's a community? Jeez, I can't see where the liberal appeal is if it's not a designated culture.

In reply to Ricky Vaughn

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 19
@Ricky_Vaughn99 Yeah, it's all HIS fault that Trump is a thing. If we had 100% pure Jewish comedy we'd TOTALLY have this solved.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 19
@RenegadeParty @BillKristol is so hilariously stupid he can't foresee how poorly this will end for him. Can't wait!
In reply to Sara Luterman
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 19
@siooterman @LouMcGopher Are these meetings where the culture invented the cripwalk? Ye mang I'm down with tha culture, sheeees

In reply to WSB-TV
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 18
@wsbtv This isn't news. Hell, this isn't even comedy.

In reply to BeardsonBeardly
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 18
@BeardsonBeardly What's your number? 33E

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 18
Thanks for the block @mikemchargue, I won't tweet at you or your wife's son ever again.

In reply to SpeedReads
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 18
@SpeedReads What does that have to do with their ability to govern or not

In reply to The Associated Press
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 18
@AP I was lead to believe from you guys he was going to put Adolph Hitler seven times on a sheet of paper.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Virginia Dare @vdare · May 18
The same reporters who spend their days trying to get right wingers fired want us to care bc someone sent them an insult with a frog picture

In reply to VICE News
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 18
@vicenews So, Obama is doing absolutely everything he can to cripple the US. At least those who aren't completely insane can see it.

In reply to Randall Dunning
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 18
@DunningRandall Let the record so show you're out of touch and didn't even say anything of substance here. I guess Jewish High IQ is a myth!

In reply to Grandpa Lampshade
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 18
@grandpalampshad

In reply to Randall Dunning
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 18
@DunningRandall @ScythianArrows @NBCNews Yeah I don't think anyone cares about that. Nazi has been used so much it's no longer a bad word.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 18
@jeswaykus Okay.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 18
@jeswaykus I don't think you really understand the point of a shitpost online.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 18
@Brannon1066 "Don't you know? Women like doughty fat guys with big tits. Men with tits are the new style!"

In reply to Everything Georgia
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 18
@GAFollowers Why would you encourage mental illness? Why are there so many weak parents capitulating to these liberal fanatics?

In reply to KGB Agent дом крака
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 18
@HouseCracka Honestly, this is fine. What this means is that trannies won't be getting hired as now they are even bigger walking liabilities

In reply to Ban Howe
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 18
@BenHowe I wonder, do you think ANY party will want a rat like yourself involved in it?

In reply to Amanda Carpenter
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 18
@amandacarpenter @CR "We're Cruz Sluts"

How's that relationship by the way? It must be weird participating in...
now's that relationship by the way? it must be weird participating in beastiality with a rat.

In reply to # Nuke 🌺 🌺
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 18
@NukeRusich Wow, that is legitimately disgusting.

In reply to # Nuke 🌺 🌺
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 18
@NukeRusich It's saddens me but there has to be a way to enact that without completely screwing over that individuals chance for reelection

In reply to # Nuke 🌺 🌺
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 18
@NukeRusich Most women vote on that as a one issue vote. Most cuckservative and centrist women I've met would gladly vote abortion over all

In reply to Bill Maher
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 18
@billmaher You Jews and your amazing Freudian projection. Jesus man, your transparency is disgusting.

In reply to Daily Mail US
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 18
@DailyMail Man you guys have all these anti-Trump teams scouring all his history and this is all you got. Keep discrediting yourself, hack.

In reply to weev got to #MAGA
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 18
@rabite I would agree. Then there's that sweet butter zone of "we don't even need to do this but we're pissed and we need to send a message"

In reply to Jonathon Booth
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 18
@jonathon_booth @MAMA_rising Prussia and Austria as opposing Germanic states isn't real. Hohenzollern v. Habsburg never happened.

In reply to weev got to #MAGA
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 18
@rabite My Venezuelan friends say Pinochet didn't go far enough. "Castro dumped people into the water then threw blood to frenzy the sharks"

In reply to Common Filth
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@Common_Filth Oosh, this is the kinda crap that makes you hard to take seriously. Jokes man, it's all just jokes.

@evalion88 You're reaching so many people right now. Doin' God's work.

@MnOthePro @evalion88 You'd be very surprised at how many people respond positively when learning about the Third Position.

@MnOthePro @evalion88 I mean, she more than double her subscriber base from two "hit" pieces in a day. A lot of people found her interesting

@computerfact "/pol/ was right"

@MnOthePro @evalion88 You don't even realize how much publicity this gives her. She'll come out of this in great shape, better than before.

@JohnJJohnsonMN Oh god no kidding....thousands of them too...

@MnOthePro @evalion88 It's very brave to shut down people's perspectives they don't agree with and threaten others with violence.

They do not want an honest conversation and have no intention of being honest with you, they are children. You destroy them with it.

Easiest way to debate a leftist, ignore their false setups, call them out on their inconsistencies and lack of rhetoric, & make fun of them

Yo, just be careful with personal info. No one wants to see
you get hurt.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@MoonbeamMelly Not at all, but they are weak so that's certainly exploitable for either entertainment or political gain

In reply to
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@camouflagejacks

I NEED BERNIE BECAUSE MY WIFE'S SON SHOULD NOT HAVE TO FEAR FOR HIS LIFE

In reply to
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@camouflagejacks

GET THAT SHIT OUTTA MY FACE
In reply to Deus Vult 🇺🇸

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@God_wills_it I'd feel bad if they didn't deserve the boot to the face they'll be getting.

In reply to

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@camouflagejacks

You can’t bait me for I am the CHOSEN ONE

In reply to

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@camouflagejacks That's nice, so you admit that you've got just this same flow of failed tactic. Nicely done.

In reply to

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
I almost feel bad for the future they have called down upon themselves.

In reply to

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
After shitposting at gay liberals today, I've realized our enemies are not only without resolve, they have no creativity and lack initiative

In reply to

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@camouflagejacks You start psychoanalyzing, make unfunny jokes, and then stagnate so you somehow blame me for it, back to square one!

In reply to

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@camouflagejacks at least I'm not a fag constantly falling for shitpost baiting :^)
In reply to
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@camouflagelions Nah, I was only taught one thing.

In reply to
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@camouflagelions Wow, a gay 13 year old called me boring on the internet.
In reply to

**Phoenix Reich** @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@camouflagejacks 4edgy6me, I get it kid. You smoke weed, You're cool. You're gay. It's hip. It's trendy. You and me kid, we own this city.

In reply to

**Phoenix Reich** @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@camouflagejacks You should watch The Gift. Your kind is so full of progress, it's a wonder why God wants you all dead.

In reply to

**Phoenix Reich** @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@camouflagejacks Damn, I would be more surprised at the numbers pulled out of your ass, but you fags put all kinds of stuff in there.

In reply to

**Phoenix Reich** @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@camouflagejacks Oh wow, you're so right. I'm a threat. I can't believe you showed me the light.

In reply to

**Phoenix Reich** @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@camouflagejacks And how many rapes are done by niggers exactly? They are what, 13% of the population? How many do they account for?

In reply to

**Phoenix Reich** @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@camouflagejacks Sorry I don't talk about my daughter with sick people
@camouflagejacks Damn ur right I should just change my ways and let my daughter go into the bathroom with Kenboy because he said he's a girl

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@camouflagejacks Sigmund Freud with his masterful art of knowing that mummy didn't hug me so I didn't turn out to be a transgender liberal

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@camouflagejacks Oooo psychoanalyze me more fag armchair doctor

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@closurejohnson

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@closurejohnson
@ExplicitMatchu I hope you can separate yourself from the internet long enough to realize that those rules don't apply here.

@ExplicitMatchu People are just people maaaaaan, now let me get high in peace while I watch Tyrone rape my neighbor's wife. It's hot.

@ExplicitMatchu Right. You said that. Was that everything?

@ExplicitMatchu Okay. I'm not sure what your point is.

@GriersOGOC Jeez, 10 year olds are so easy to rile up and make a fool of. I'd almost feel bad if it wasn't so funny.

@GriersOGOC You 11 year olds really don't understand subtext. It's why you don't need to be given any legitimacy as to your sexuality.

@HalsElijah @um_beth Sounds like you have personal issues. Why do you care so much about other people's business? Do you not have any?

@GriersOGOC This is why you need to be older than 12 to post online. I'll be just fine. I don't get emotional when I don't get my way.

@ExplicitMatchu because making people reduce themselves into emotional wrecks over mere words is hilarious.

@um +beth @HalsElijah I'm havin' fun here. That's what shinest
@GiersOGOC I'm having fun here. That's what the project is all about. Making people mad because they don't get the internet :^)

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutmJoe · May 17
@GiersOGOC I wonder, are you going to kill yourself when Trump wins? You'll be following the pattern of your faggot brethren.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutmJoe · May 17
@ExplicitMattlechu Tell that to FBI crime statistics and IQ data

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutmJoe · May 17
@HalsElijah @GiersOGOC

This is a fishing pole.

He just threw it right into the water.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutmJoe · May 17
@GiersOGOC 8% of the world's population is free game for hate guys, this 13 year old queer says so! Tell Obama he's doing it right!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutmJoe · May 17
@GiersOGOC Damn, you're such a racist I can't believe you'd say that then deny it. A liar too!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutmJoe · May 17
@ExplicitMattlechu I'm still not black, so I don't see how that's possible.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutmJoe · May 17
@HalsElijah @GiersOGOC Good one.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@afterjai @baronescouture Another sexual shot by Sam "Makin' Guac Outta Barack" Hyde

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@HalsElijah @GriersOGOC Nah, I'm just waiting til any of you guys have something to say other than "I can't even" or "Are you kidding me?!"

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GriersOGOC Oh sweet jesus, I was being sarcastic but that's typical. No wonder you're so embarrassing and know fuck all about life.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@HalsElijah @GriersOGOC I'm still waiting for you to start my dude

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@baronescouture It's not my fault you dragged your shuckin' and jivin' sambo ass into a place you didn't belong.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GriersOGOC Yeah, absolutely. You're what, 14? But a strong bisexual fag who don't take no guff except you take as much guff as possible.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GriersOGOC "I SWEAR TO GOD I'LL CALL YOU A NAME IN ALL CAPS AND THEN CRY IN MY ROOM ALONE AT YOU"

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GriersOGOC She started it. I'm just ending it because you people are weak and can't accomplish a single thing

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@baronescouture That's nice, you should be proud. Look at all they've accomplished
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@HalsElijah You don't even know who AIDS patient zero is nor do you know the star of The Gift. Damn, you're worse off than I thought.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@baronescouture At least I'm not black.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@HalsElijah poz.com

Nah, not gay at all. Gays didn't propagate it. Gaeton Dugas wasn't gay. Neither was Kenboy. It's black.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@HalsElijah Ohhh noooooo he said I was irrelevant and called me BAD NAMES on TWITTER! Oh jeez, I'm so triggered I'm gonna go get HIV pozzed!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@HalsElijah I'm just being me. You've just said "I can't even" 15 different times expecting that to get you somewhere. Pretty sad.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@HalsElijah damn, that's rough. Knowing that you aren't even competent to express a thought without fear.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GriersOGOC "SOMEONE CALLED ME A FAG AND IM SO CONFIDENT I CANT STOP FREAKING OUT" You called me a million names i didnt give a fuck.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@HalsElijah Deleted tweets and blocking have the same response on twitter, it's sad you're ashamed of your spelling errors.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@HalsElijah @GriersOGOC clearly anyone who throws being gay in your face is subject to that being used against them

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@HalsElijah Aww, you’re just sad because you literally said nothing, got nowhere and had to block me because you can’t make a point ;^)

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GriersOGOC Awww did I trigger you

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GriersOGOC You’re an embarassment. You’re sad, unoriginal and you can’t control your emotions. I’d feel bad for you but you’re a faggot.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GriersOGOC That’s nice, do you have anything else to say other than “you’re stupid for not accepting me being a degenerate faggot”

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@HalsElijah @GriersOGOC "Oh noooo he’s pointing out the fact I’m literally saying nothing at allll" *hides behind report button*

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GriersOGOC "I won’t listen to anything because I’m basing everything off emotions and not facts”

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GriersOGOC @HalsElijah Well, I’m a straight white male who is in great shape and has good functioning relationships. I’m doing great.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GriersOGOC watch this and get educated

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@HalsElijah @GriersOGOC So you have actually nothing to say other than “I can’t even” I’m sure your parents are constantly disappointed.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GriersonOCC You're terrible at banter, I guess this is just what being gay does to your brain. Makes you a Marxist doublespeaking pedophile

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GriersonOCC You must not understand what confidence means. Man, you don't know what basic words mean. Beauty, confidence, mentally ill...

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@HalsElijah @GriersonOCC You aren't too bright, kid.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@HalsElijah @GriersonOCC go for it champ

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GriersonOCC >claims confidence
>goes into a whining flurry over someone's perspective pick one

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@HalsElijah @GriersonOCC You're proving me right with each response.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@dfcGlynisky What facts exactly? You're just saying I'm wrong in all caps with nothing of substance.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@HalsElijah @GriersonOCC It must be hard coming into contact with an idea and completely collapsing into a whining mess.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GriersonOCC That sounds like it's your problem then. Something to work on for the future I think.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@lfcGilinsky You're having a hard time coming up with anything other than all caps. Oh jeez, do you need water?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@MACHEADMATT "I'm not gonna debate you that's too much work and it's hard but i'll sit by and say ur dum lol" high time preference

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GriersOGOC Okay. I don't know what your point is.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@MACHEADMATT Im flattered you would compare me to Sam "The Nigger Grave Digger" Hyde

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@MACHEADMATT So you have nothing, nor can you be clever enough to be funny ;^)

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GriersOGOC Okay, so things someone said in contrast to your opinion garner an emotional explosion from you. Is that my problem or yours?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@lfcGilinsky I have a Psychology degree, yes. Being gay is highly correlated with suicide and OCD even in liberal Europe. Also bug chasing

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GriersOGOC It must be hard not being able to deal with everyday life without losing your mind over other's opinions. Mental illness is hell

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@MACHEADMATT Yeah but we win. How's bernie doing? Or your daily battle with AIDS?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GriersOGOC Reeducation Camps are the solution to all wrongthink for you people huh. Jeez, it must be sad having a small amygdala.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@ldfcGilinsky that's nice

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GriersOGOC I'm still waiting for you to respond to my first point. But honestly, that can be debated. Gay mental illness rates are crazy hi

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GriersOGOC Is it because you're fat and ashamed of how you look? it's okay, it's a safe space here.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@ldfcGilinsky I don't see why you care about another's opinion, wow get a life lol

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GriersOGOC So you actually have no facts or data. You gay Marxists really don't have a lot going on upstairs.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GriersOGOC Oh, wow. You're very a very convincing trans man.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@damnnjohnson @ldfcGilinsky @GriersOGOC That's nice. Fatties are gross.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GriersOGOC So the Barbary Slave Trade wasn't real? What about the Ottoman Slave network? Do they teach you nothing in gender studies?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@ldfcGilinsky That's why I'm wondering why this homosexual gentleman is going out of his way to defend her!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GriersOGOC That's retarded. Explain how that could possibly be true?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GriersOGOC Wow, you're racist and full of hate! I can't believe I'm hearing this.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GrievousOGOC If this is your definition of beauty you aren’t qualified to clean my floors. Defend the strong independent woman! She can’t!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@GrievousOGOC hey it’s not my fault she’s 10% high fructose corn syrup

In reply to kat wilderness
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@katwilderness Their parents need to be fucking thrown in prison.

In reply to eco-attaq
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@cootethug SHE IS WYET

In reply to Robert Cullen
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@keown_robert @evalion88 she’s 8 years old man, don’t be gross

In reply to Bruce Alexander
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@shrkeza You should look up how well South Africa’s been doing in the violent crime and murder business since “oppression” was lifted

In reply to Freddie
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@freddiedeboer Is this because your fetish is vastly unpopular with your desired sexual partner’s demographic?

In reply to Hateful Heretic
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@hateful_heretic Well we had to amend the 3/5ths compromise SOMEHOW

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Jason C. @CounterMoonbat · May 17
Salon.com @Salon

The Kochs are slowly brainwashing America’s youth, one economics lesson at a time

CNBC @CNBC
Millenials are embracing socialism » cnbc.cx/1VrCbMf

1/27/16, 3:45 PM
In reply to Salon
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@Salon Thank God it was stopped, how else could we have such vibrancy, high murder rates, and high rape rates?

In reply to Science Mike
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@mikemchargue The day I start listening to a fag with problem glasses and a cuck beard is the day I'll let Tyrone mount my wife.

In reply to Salon
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@Salon Come on Salon, keep pushing until even the normalfags realize the only reasonable action is Pinochet Coptering all of you.

In reply to Broderick Greer
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@BroderickGreer I think I've got a better idea
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
100% agreed. I feel strong brotherly connections to my fashy friends almost immediately. It’s fantastic.

TrumpenReich Tree @ReactionaryTree
Take note #altRight - Internal friendship must be as strong as external enmity.

In reply to Ricky Vaughn
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@Ricky_Vaughn99 All those images of Jesus dragging a cross around, when he truly he was doing walking lunges.

In reply to Internet of Shit
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@internetofshit The sweet release of firing a gun at one’s temple is a more practical solution to a lonely ping pong player.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@smadoung I bet if I cut her a bit I could use her blood to sweeten my coffee

In reply to Ben Shapiro
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@benshapiro @MichelleFields Ben, I know you are heartbroken right now but this is what happens to the White Knight. You get nothing. Sad!

In reply to Fashistie Jingles 🤡
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@sunnybuckdrew @WaltBismarck @KeldoryThePious >tfw christian parents never gave me a choice

In reply to Haaretz.com
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@haaretzcom You guys don’t have a monopoly on nationalism. Can’t wait til FEMEN starts destroying your culture in Israel

In reply to Haaretz.com
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@haaretzcom "Clickbait Title: Why a Jew Would Be Great to Lead an Almost All Jew Movement Against a Nationalist Organization"

In reply to Donald J. Trump
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 17
@realDonaldTrump
@MoonbeamMelly I mean, if these immigration and birth rate trends continue, they may very well be right. I don't think they will though.

@MoonbeamMelly It's just gun control for their opposition, in their minds. 99% of gun control takes it away from where they are ironically.

@MoonbeamMelly It's a good thing communists are either fat, feminine, gay or drug addicted. These degenerates can't deliver on their threats

In reply to Evalion

@evalion88 It's funny watching thousands of idiots going up against an 8(??) year old girl(???) and losing miserably.

In reply to The Hill

@thehill Oh god I hope they try this. Literally no one would give a fuck, maybe @BillKristol and @benshapiro. Get that .7% of the Jewish pop

In reply to Hillary Clinton

@HillaryClinton Hillary Clinton is a campaign manager running the most aggressive Pro-Trump platform. The GOP has never had such an
ally.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

R. Todd Sweeney @SomeKindaBoogin · May 16
2014: "Gamers' don't have to be your audience. 'Gamers' are dead."
2016: "anybody know where the power button is on games box"
#GamerGate

In reply to william gabriel
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@william94299364 How about you buy some rope and hang yourself
with it you fucking faggot scum

In reply to Sally Kohn
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@sallykohn @AndreaTantaros We get it. You're a Jew. You don't have
to keep whining about it. Sorry, kvetching.

In reply to Cathy Reisenwitz
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@CathyReisenwitz All I hear is crying from a woman who openly said
she wasn't a libertarian after pretending to be. Cantwell was right.

In reply to Jennifer Rubin
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@JRubinBlogger Neocon reveals that she was a Troskyite all along.
Literally no one was surprised.

In reply to Sally Kohn
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@sallykohn There's only one solution here, to be honest fam

In reply to John K Stahl
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@JohnKStahlUSA First Openly Homosexual, First Black, First
Unapologetic Traitor President. His legacy is a fucking joke.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
All these fags getting upset over @evalion88 and I'm just sitting here
wondering if I should #allrightwhiteknight
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@mistsyknight I thought you said it was fun? Oh gee, looks like you aren’t strong enough to handle a little banter.

In reply to WSB-TV
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@wsbtv We need criminal justice reform! He shouldn't even have been convicted of those past felonies! Racist system is to blame, he is pure!

In reply to CNN Is HitlerMaximus
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@NoiteNC Colossus: The Forbin Project, classic sci fi. I enjoyed it.

In reply to nao 🇵🇦 🇵🇦 🇵🇦 🇵🇦 🇵🇦 🇵🇦 🇵🇦 🇵🇦 🇵🇦 🇵🇦 🇵院院士
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@mistsyknight It's pretty good. I just had a protein shake. How's being a black woman? Anyone find you people attractive yet?

In reply to nao 🇵院院士
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@mistsyknight Dunning-Kruger + negro genetics + london = terrible at banter. Australian abbos do a better job.

In reply to Richard Elliot
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@REliotWSB @doc_meyers If someone put all these people in a truck and drove it off a cliff society would immediately improve.

In reply to nao 🇵院院士
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@mistsyknight This is the kind of tweet a pumpkin headed sixth grader would write.

In reply to Onision
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@Onision Oh look, another #LowTforHillary supporter who wants to silence literally any and all opposition to his perspective. Rational!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@90skon @caroldanvrs That's funny

In reply to luna luna
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@caroldanvrs I'm trying to talk to a delusional oxen but I guess I forgot that beasts of burden can't understand english
@caroldanvrs I guess you don’t get what I mean. It’s your jelly donut gut and your stretch marks. I wouldn’t be showing people that.

@caroldanvrs you broke mine.

@caroldanvrs you aren’t.

@evalion88 Gotta say, after all the hate you’ve attracted and the tens of thousands of people you’ve drawn. I’d say you’re alright.

@realysofstein

SO... JUST WHAT HAVE THOSE “GREAT HUMANITARIANS”, THE JEWS, BEEN POURING INTO THE WELL OF WHITE CULTURE OVER THE PAST CENTURY?
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@pinchesxgringos
Bury your head in the ground conseula, rejoin with the mud. Just know you and your people's time will be up very soon :)

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@pinchesxgringos
the power of the shitpost lies in it's elegance. think of it like a prediction. 3 years from now you'll hear far worse.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@pinchesxgringos @robin711 @NukeRusich Sounds like Chicano studies doesn't teach you a whole lot about history. This is why you work lawns

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@pinchesxgringos @NukeRusich @robin711 So you admit your people have literally no capacity to develop civilization, and steal from whites

In reply to expired
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@robin711 @pinchesxgringos @NukeRusich >implying mexico city and juarez aren't still at this state

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@pinchesxgringos @NukeRusich @robin711 "You don't shit on your floors and squirt out goblin-like turdbabies? Some culture you've got"

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@pinchesxgringos @NukeRusich @robin711 You're making a good case for why I should just start cleaning my floors myself.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@pinchesxgringos @NukeRusich @robin711 conseula wants to keep her cockroach culture that has caused shitholes like mexico city to fester

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@pinchesxgringos @NukeRusich @robin711 conseula can't contribute to US culture outside of cleaning floors. Odd you think you're American

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@pinchesxgringos @robin711 that's really going to helpful when the wall gets put up and you have to sit on the mudded side of it
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · May 16
@pinchesxgringos @Kurisu_Kitsune @the_fydraca studying chemistry to figure out how best to remove the stains in my grout, good thinking.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · May 16
@pinchesxgringos @Kurisu_Kitsune @the_fydraca sorry conseula you brought this on yourself, I've got lawn edgers in my shed chop chop

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · May 16
@pinchesxgringos @Kurisu_Kitsune @the_fydraca consuela using condescending sweetie when she should be using pine sol to get my floors clean

In reply to Washington Examiner
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · May 16
@dcexaminer It's so unbelievably transparent what the liberals are doing. What comes next is absolutely on them.

In reply to Erin Matson
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · May 16
@erintothemax "Racism is a huge deal, just look at all these white people voting for Bernie when they SHOULD be voting for the she-boar"

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Sturmhammer @Skyranger111 · May 16
Mr. Lindbergh speaks truth about the bond between America and Europe

"Our bond with Europe is a bond of race and not of political ideology. It is the European race we must preserve, political progress will follow. Racial strength is vital, politics a luxury. If the White race is ever seriously threatened, it may
then be time for us to take our part in its protection to fight side by side with the English.

In reply to Joey Stein

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@realyosefstein

Study of Holocaust survivors finds trauma passed on to children's genes

The Holocaust's long reach: Trauma is passed on to survivors' children

In reply to Hugh Briss

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@FoolishReporter Genetics worth fighting for.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@pinchesxgringos @Fla_Cracker318 @Kurisu_Kitsune @JohannDonarsson Sorry conseula, once you finish with the weeding you gotta go back.

In reply to Hugh Briss

Phoenix Reich · May 16
MSNBC
calling 15 people who joined ISIS from US "Americans". Anchor nervously
mentions all except one are immigrants or children of such.

In reply to Ben Howe

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@BenHowe You go do that and see how many people join you, dipshit.

In reply to Mrs. Eichenwald

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@lorettatheprole That's solid work!

In reply to Bryce Covert

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@brycecovert Calling White people White doesn't have the same effect as calling Jews a Jew. Sorry, your tactic doesn't work, Jew.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 16
@BillKristol Quick question, what is it like knowing that this time next year you'll be out of a career? I know even nepotism has its limits.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 15
@nowthisnews This is buzzfeed tier bullshit. This is pretty embarassing.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 15
Seeing all these Bernie Bros going full commie against @HillaryClinton and her followers makes me laugh. @realDonaldTrump's going to destroy

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 15
>implying @HillaryClinton has a fucking chance.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 15
>mfw
all these cuckservatives come out saying that "they only went along with it to show how destructive these policies would be to the US"

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 15
@nickwiger Oh look, he's got a cuckbeard. #ColorMeFuckingSurprised

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 15
@End_of_Europe Are you surprised, they work with the ADL. This is an obvious attack on truth.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 15
@maryLoveFreedom You don't need to pass laws or put boots on the soil if you can convince people that something is a moral necessity.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 15
@rabite but can you send them faxes

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 15
@BlakeDon'tCrack Your name is funny, like I believe you don't smoke crack.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 15
@bakedalaska Why would you consult some fat Hollywood Jew about anything political? Who fucking cares

In reply to Saint Bibiana

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 15
@30PiecesofAG_ I get five notifications and I think I've had a hell of a day.

In reply to Donald J. Trump

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 15
@realDonaldTrump If you come back I’ll do my damndest to volunteer for your arrival.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 15
"I LOVE Quentin Tarantino!"

#DatingRedFlags

In reply to becca

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 14
@officiallyagb Equality can only be reached when everyone’s a slave, goy.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 14
#ItsNotRadicalToSay Jews created communism, and Marxist ideology has subverted almost every aspect of Western Civilization

In reply to Tim Wise

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 14
@timjacobwise @susanzakin whites weren't lynched

Does anyone even take you seriously anymore?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 13
@kingshahem_ If I saw that in my school I would have permanently crippled you.

In reply to Mayor of London

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 13
@MayorofLondon Thanks for your threat, mudman. Let's hope you keep acting like this so we have an excuse to carpet bomb your city of roaches

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 13
@ibdkb @PaulTown_ Miss? Miss. I think you're confused.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 13
@N_ata6ha
Your posting hurts my heart but it is absolutely necessary to get the word out to the world about the evil slaughter of our people.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Nationalist Voltron @MontyDraxel · May 2
@Macys

Ethnic European peoples make up less than 10% of the global population. This is shrinking daily.

In reply to LeSean Thomas
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 13
@LeSeanThomas Is this why you draw crappy anime where all the black people have white features? Because you just can’t stop...
appropriating?

In reply to LeSean Thomas
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 13
@LeSeanThomas @HibaSh76 Doesn't seem like you read too many either.

In reply to Cathy Young
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 13
@CathyYoung63 @Nero I'd love to make a lampshade out of this.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 13
Everyone accused @realDonaldTrump of being a Hillary plant, but from what I've seen @HillaryClinton is a far more effective Trump plant.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
C-S-Memes4FashyGys @counter_signal · May 13
how dare police in the UK train for something as unrealistic as jihad attack honestly even training for the possibility of a muslim terror attack is stupid because it could alienate muslims and cause them to do a terror attack and then it would be your fault

In reply to Africans Revolt
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 13
@AfricaRevol I think it's your abysmal culture, lack of restraint, and violent sexual tendencies.

In reply to Ted Cruz
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 13
@tedcruz Ted, we get it. You want people to forget you're not an actual American. You're doing a great job as an Israeli to be honest.

In reply to Hate Bus
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 13
@Yann_Perrod I wonder if any of these idiots will blame Bernie for what's about to start happening to their women

In reply to Ezra Klein
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 13
@ezraklein You're funny. Jews are a middle eastern ethnic group. Not white.
In reply to Ben Shapiro
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 13
@benshapiro Ben Shapiro is an average height, respectable American journalist, who is 5'1" and a washed up Israel-First blogspot poster.

In reply to Hillary Clinton
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 13
@HillaryClinton You are running the best campaign for Trump I've ever seen.

In reply to Supreme Dark Lord
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 13
@vooday Go ahead and salt the soil in his lawn before you go.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 13
All of these "Trump's not the real deal" from the neocons and libs as if his voter base wouldn't be the first to revolt if they were right.

In reply to RN Drive
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 13
@RNDrive abc.net.au/news/2016-05-1…
Look at how they paint her lips to make her a racist stereotype! This is exploitation!

From Yirrkala to catwalks: Meet NT's entrant for Miss World Australia
Spend the day with a teenage model from a seaside Arnhem Land community as she prepares for her first appearance as the NT’s entrant for the Miss World nat... abc.net.au

In reply to RN Drive
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 13
@RNDrive @MissWorldAust @EmiliaTerzon With the bright red lipstick, it's clear they are trying to make her look sambo to discredit her.

In reply to The Zedign House
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 13
@zedign It's a shame they are purposefully going out of their way to make her look like a gollywog to discredit aboriginal beauty

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 13
@williamhoschele "Maybe if I seem submissive enough one of those tatted, pink haired trainwrecks will let me see her naked!"
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 13
@ADL_National Your game is up, you've already revealed your hand before you had your goals achieved and now you're going to lose everything.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
J Burton @JBurtonXP · May 11
it's
OK for us journalists to misrepresent people we dislike as long as we're doing so in our official capacity as conscience of the nation.

In reply to WSB-TV
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 12
@wsbtv Mental illness should not be encouraged. Good on the citizens for standing up against degeneracy being forced on them.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 12
Anyone
else see that liberals always paint "nazis" in the light of their own strategy? They cannot stop projecting themselves on everything

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 12
Do
you remember in Harry Potter when all those "purists" took over the government in the way that the multicultists are doing now?

In reply to T.S. Eliot Rodger
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 12
@TSEliotRodger He spilled precious precious rare negroblood. He has been demonically labeled white as a result.

In reply to Paul Ryan
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 12
@SpeakerRyan Is this because the one with Trump ended with "You're Fired"?

In reply to Ben Shapiro
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 12
@benshapiro Ben, you've been on record making factually incorrect statements. Do you disavow your height claims? DO YOU DISAVOW?

In reply to AMS
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 12
@dreaschafffer Each time you tweet, the price goes up another thousand.

In reply to Bill Kristol
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 12
@BillKristol, @benshapiro and @MattWalshBlog need to start making a podcast called: "Mazel Tov: A Goyim's Guide to Chosen One's Failure."

In reply to Litt Romney
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutzJoe · May 12
@petey_ross If you hate cousin-fuckers why are you pro-Islam? Don't you know cosanguinal relationships are the norm in their countries?

In reply to Zero
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutzJoe · May 12
@AlimonyMindset Comfy as heck

In reply to Litt Romney
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutzJoe · May 12
@petey_ross Maybe you should beat the fuck out of some iron, and maybe beat the fuck out of the stairmaster before you get ambitious

In reply to Megan
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutzJoe · May 12
@musingsofmegan Well you are a woman, so by nature you’re weak so I don’t think anyone is very surprised that you’d be hiding.

In reply to D'Marcus Liebowitz
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutzJoe · May 12
@1OfTheGoodGoysh John Liebowitz seems to fit the bill of both.

In reply to Jenna Abrams
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutzJoe · May 12
@Jenn_Abrams Maybe it's time to go to and stay in Israel then. There are no options and all you do is kvetch about"Why the Whites are Alive"

In reply to Joe Bernstein
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutzJoe · May 12
@Bernstein You work for Buzzfeed, an openly anti-white organization, and you act as if you’re not going to get blowback for your hate. Sad!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutzJoe · May 12
@elizabethforma is taking a pretty strong stance on trying hard instead of increasing the quality of her banter. Very weak verbal IQ.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
CissyS/K/u/m 🇺🇸 @CissyScum · May 11
@TheRealPolina @SkoomaPipe @platte_michael
"The more you say bad things about Muslims, the more they will shoot you and cut your heads off so stop doing that."

Malala Yousafzai, Nobel Prize winner and activist

In reply to Mitt Romney

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 11
@MittRomney Did you guys hear something? It sounded like a trashbag, floating in the wind.

In reply to David Duke

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 11
@DrDavidDuke Those tattoos.

If this wasn't a (((coincidence))) then I don't know what would qualify.

Watching @elizabethforma meltdown on twitter in poorly worded tirades against Trump make me happy on levels I didn't think were imaginable.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 11
@elizabethforma Warren can't stop talking about Trump. She has caught the bug, received #TheGift. She's going to self-destruct against Don.

In reply to Omar Sahal

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 11
@omar_sahal @AngelTiaLove We'll see how you sing come November.

In reply to sacred額

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 11
@yungjeune antimasculine, antipatriarchy, antibiological, antifa, antireason, antihightrust, propedophile, proandrogyne, prodeathtowhites

In reply to Omar Sahal
In reply to Ricky Vaughn
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 11
@Ricky_Vaughn99 He's clearly reached a ceiling.

In reply to Billy Rhodes 🇺🇸
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 11
@Bill_Rhodes54 @MattWalshBlog It's pretty great.

In reply to Today In GA History
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 11
@2DayInGAHistory #ThisDayinGayHistory The trannies in the apartment above me all shared needles with negged 16 year olds to spread #TheGift.

In reply to Matt Walsh
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 11
@MattWalshBlog "My name is Matt Walsh and I've switched from my normal blogposting to hardline bitterposting all day. It's MY choice."

There's nothing more enjoyable than shitposting on the internet. Effort posting is all well and good but the shitpost, now THAT'S quality.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Virginia Dare @v dare · May 11
Obama speechwriters, who look exactly like you would expect, laugh about "If you like your plan, you can keep it" -

In reply to Whitey McPrivilege
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 11
@yankeebrit77 He's just trying to appeal to that sweet "cuck-dollar" demographic.

In reply to Amanda Carpenter
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 11
@amandacarpenter It's gotta be rough being one of the many weak individuals getting run over by the Trump Train. A whores life is rough.
In reply to Virginia Dare

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 11
@vdare
Obviously this is biased as we know liberals and left-leaning are the highest educated demographic, why else would they be on tv?

In reply to Occupy Oakland

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@OccupyOakland @UCBerkeley I don't see what the problem here is. If you let Black students and LGBT students do it, why can't white students

In reply to Matt Walsh

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@MattWalshBlog "My name is Matt Walsh and welcome to Jackass" *destroys career via social media*

In reply to John Rivers

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@JohnRiversToo They are taking their ball and going home. They'll soon rebrand as neo-liberal here shortly.

In reply to Ricky Vaughn

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@Ricky_Vaughn99 What if I'm autistic but I lift

In reply to Stephen Miller

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@redsteeze I didn't realize Miller was a @BaileyJayTweets subscriber. I'm sure you're only going to gain more respect with your views/urges.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Zsuzsanna Kun @ZsuzsannaKun · May 10
RAPING AMERICANS? I DON'T HAVE TIME FOR THAT STUFF
In reply to David Duke
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@DrDavidDuke This is legitimately disgusting.

In reply to Peter Wehner
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@Peter_Wehner @MJGerson As long as the whites get destroyed so no goyim can challenge (((God's Chosen People))) who cares right?

In reply to Paul
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@pinchicagoo It's called "The Cucknection"

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@RealRickyVaughn @BillKristol @HillaryClinton @realDonaldTrump Look at the desperation in his eyes. He can tell his career's over regardless

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
Antonin Dvorak: objectively the greatest composer of all time, fight me.

In reply to T.S. Eliot Rodger 😐
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@TSEliotRodger If you acknowledge fires destroying Canada the right wing gets proven right, yet again.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
J Burton @JBurtonXP · May 10
Coulter has published opinions that could be read as obliquely critical of Israel, and she STILL hasn't apologized!
Deeper Than You Know

The Trump cheerleader shares his habit of promoting ethnic nationalists and their ugly ideas.

Coulter's accusation of hypocrisy in the passage from *Adios, America!* is not overtly directed at the Jews; but the implications of her taunt are unmistakable. Nor does she propose a "white homeland" or a right to self-determination for American whites as a group, as do many alt-rightists; she is simply quite explicit in her view that massive immigration should be opposed for racial reasons—because it "changes America's ethnicity."

In reply to Zeke Miller
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@ZekeJMiller Do it Ted, cement yourself into unemployment eternally.

In reply to Steph-IAMBreitbart
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@steph93065 Elites are also going to get cycled out. Their time is over.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
As if anyone was surprised at how the left operated anymore. #TDOTR can't come soon enough

Kevin MacDonald @TOOEdit
Harvard professor Mark Tushnet: Start treating Christian conservatives like Nazis; a bit of (((triumphalism))) bit.ly/1WnfGNa

In reply to Jasman
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@snufkin1089 @ErikWemple @ADL_National @mekomit The harder the ADL works to combat American self-interest, the harder they reveal themselves

In reply to ADL
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@ADL_National @LorettaLynch "History is on your side" is almost always code for "we are about to oppress any opposition HARD"

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Virginia Dare @vdare · May 10
Dude what the hell is wrong with journalists. Can you imagine trying to go through life thinking like this?
Donald Trump is going to Make America Great Again
The country is in serious trouble. We don't win anymore. Our military has to be strengthened, our vets have to be taken care of. We have to Make Our Country Great Again. #MAGA #Trump2016 #Vets4Trump

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Veterans For Trump @Veteran4Trump · Apr 29
Probably on of the the most high energy Trump support videos out there. Gives you the Patriotic Chills! #Trump2016

Jaron Johnson @427JHSN · May 10
@colinflaherty You see how NYPD didn't give the race of this suspect for some reason

NYPD NEWS @NYPDnews
WANTED: Male ~6’ for assaulting a 74-YR-OLD woman at the 65 St subway stn, Queens. Call #800577TIPS. @NYPD108Pct

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@bunwisdom
You should go check out FBI and government crime stats :) Why does your 13% of the population commit more than 50% of the crime?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@bunwisdom
Pathos > logos every time, and watching you negroes chimp out over your crime rates is all I need to keep me going in this world.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@glossontech So that's a yes. I'm not surprised. You certainly act like you echo. It's cool, your time is coming soon :)

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@bunwisdom Man, you blacks sure do get angry whenever you have to deal with your people being called out for their actions. So violent!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@bunwisdom Gay blacks have the highest suicide rate. Sounds like you're a little confused. It makes sense though, you ARE black.

In reply to David Hickox
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@DHickoxWSB @wsbtv Just as I suspected. White men! Every time it's a straight white male who does these horrible things.

In reply to Tony Glosson
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@glossontech You're embarrassingly bad at banter. No consistency in logic, too much emotional attachment to outcome. Are you Jewish?

In reply to Tony Glosson
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@glossontech "says my schtick is getting tedious* *has only said the same thing three times* Mental weakness = no androgens. Sad!

In reply to Tony Glosson
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@glossontech It sure takes you a long time to come up with these low-grade insults. This is the problem with liberals, they aren't funny!

In reply to Gab/WifeWithAPurpose
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@apurposefulwife @WhiteyAyla People love doing this to you. It's funny honestly, it just means you're getting somewhere.

In reply to Breitbart News
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@BreitbartNews "I'm mentally ill and I was exposed to liberal media to such a degree I can't even navigate reality effectively."

In reply to Tony Glosson
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@glossontech It's pretty easily to generalize male cat ladies who support Hillary. They're all the same on the inside they want to be
Support Hillary. They're all the same on the inside; they want to be women.

In reply to Tony Glosson
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuIJoe · May 10
@glossontech If that's your actual opinion, aren't you just showing the world you're stupid enough to fall for my game? Not too bright chief

In reply to Ricky Vaughn
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuIJoe · May 10
@Ricky_Vaughn99 Preppin the bull in the bullpen

In reply to Tony Glosson
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuIJoe · May 10
@glossontech This is some #LowTforHillary standard weakness in banter. You gotta up your game if you wanna convince anyone you're a real man

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuIJoe · May 10
#LowTforHillary seems to fit the majority of the men who like to defend their own weakness and displacement. No surprise there!

In reply to End Cultural Marxism
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuIJoe · May 10
@genophilla "Low-T for Hillary!" Try talking to them on social media. Limp wristed bantz and feminine faces.
@realDonaldTrump This is what the media won't show you. The media only lies.

Women #DefendDonald

The media is spreading lies once again. They are saying that Donald is a misogynist. This is what the media IS NOT showing you! Video by @niskeytv

In reply to Tony Glosson
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@glossontech You can sit in your corner and celebrate degeneracy all you like, but you won't be laughing for much longer. Prep that resume.

In reply to Tony Glosson
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@glossontech That's nice, dear. I know you have your opinion and I think that's adorable but the men are getting things done. Have a seat.

In reply to Bill Kristol
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@BillKristol Bill, please. Your career is already dead. This is just painful. You and @benshapiro should have a grindr meetup.

In reply to Deplorable RAB 3
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
@beautifulsavag2 Politically charged racially divisive speech from cads. Nicely done Obama, you've created state-trained terrorists.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 10
"I'm really knowledgeable about politics because I read and create webcomics while watching mainstream media. Please pay attention to me."

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
J Burton @JBurtonXP · May 7
If you think about it, our founders' desires for religious tolerance were
PRETTY much an endorsement of modern post-racial multiculturalism.

@HelmOfAwe
B...but isn't the price worth paying for diversity based enrichment?
Think of all the white privilege they were able to burn down

Stefan Molyneux @StefanMolyneux · May 10
European Union Migrants Living In The UK (In Millions)

2004: 1.49
2006: 1.77
2008: 2.11
2010: 2.28
2012: 2.61
2014: 3.03

#BREXIT

@glossontech This is what a sore loser sounds like. Sad!

In reply to Tony Glosson

@PlacidiJoe

In reply to Sharlow

@PlacidiJoe But I'm a national socialist
Razor @hale_razor · May 9
Colorado ignores federal drug laws: meh
San Francisco ignores fed immigration laws: meh
NC wants women's bathrooms free of men: PROSECUTE!

In reply to Sharlow
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@sharrow_2 @rebeccagberg That's cool.

In reply to Jianne
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@PlacidiJoe @axyobich @Lampshadefodays @MoonbeamMelly I've realized your kids are probably fine because you're too busy tweeting to parent.

In reply to Sharlow
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@sharrow_2 @rebeccagberg

In reply to WSB-TV
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@wsbtv Sadly, still black.

In reply to Jianne
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@PlacidiJoe @axyobich @Lampshadefodays @MoonbeamMelly

i dont even think you tried at all
AlaJonea
In reply to J

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@PlacidJoe @axyobich @Lampshadefodays @MoonbeamMelly

VIPER

U MUST BE THE STUPIDEST NIGGA
ALIVE

In reply to Haaretz.com

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@haaretzcom @YishaiSchwartz You're not even trying anymore. This is great.

In reply to Everything Georgia

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@GAFollowers Watch out, HIV is spreading faster than ever. Events like this are prime locations for people to spread #TheGift
In reply to Hail Victory!
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@mytrashpolitics I thought the #TrashRight didn't have leaders. You guys are giving in to #RecycledLeft shillposting.

1 3

In reply to DJ LMAO Cuck
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@GeraldTheMonk @PaulTown Wow guys, all this infighting is EXACTLY what the #RecycledLeft wants us to do.

1

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Fastly Haircut @NathanDamigo · May 8
If the event at @UCBerkeley has showed us anything, it is that we have little to be afraid of. People wanted to hear what we had to say.

1 14 38

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Dr. White @RealDoctorWhite · May 9
GIBS ME DAT
#MerchantMonday

2 36 56

In reply to Ben Howe
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@BenHowe Conservatives gave in on abortion, gay marriage, immigration, taxation, Obamacare....I can go on. It accomplished nothing.


Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Comrade Alex N. @14Resistance · May 9
#WhiteGenocide #FightFor #WakeUpAmerica #trump #UnitedStates

“Looks like a happy family.”
Yes, they do look happy don’t they? Once upon a time it was every American’s dream to have a family like this, in a town just like this. But take a closer look and you’ll notice this family’s not like yours.
This family has a dirty little secret. They don’t practice...

TRANS-RACIAL ADOPTION.

By raising only their own children and not those of poor migrants this family is the enemy of everything American. Why, they’re downright

VILE RACISTS!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
ten oudda ten

Brit Hume @brithume
Paul Ryan’s office confirms to Fox News that he will step down as convention chairman if Trump wants him to.

Stefan Molyneux @StefanMolyneux · May 8
Workplace Deaths #GenderGap

Men: 92%
Women: 8%

Source: bls.gov/news.release/c...

Stefan Molyneux @StefanMolyneux · May 8
Living Absent Biological Fathers in United States (2012)

White Children: 21%
Hispanic Children: 31%
Black Children: 58%

#BlackLivesMatter

Stefan Molyneux @StefanMolyneux · May 9
Working Mothers in US (Children Under 1 Year Old)

1940: 6%
1975: 31%
1985: 48%
2000: 53.5%
2013: 57.3%

#Feminism

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Stefan Molyneux @StefanMolyneux · May 8
Births Outside Marriage (USA)

1940: 4%
1950: 4%
1960: 5%
1970: 11%
1980: 18%
1990: 28%
2000: 33%
2010: 41%

#Feminism

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@genbarrison "I hate whites" "bleaches hair to a disgusting unnatural blonde"

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@skorpios @AnnCoulter That's transphobic. How can you be a progressive with that kind of vocabulary

In reply to Sean Hackbarth
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@seanhackbarth @TheRickWilson (((Big Fags))) like you can't get away from the fact the term Trumpkin only makes you look stupid.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@Q1776 Their skulls even look like they have the outlines of horns. Never seen uglier, more demonic people.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Gospodin @EnochProle · May 9
"cuck gets home from work, pops a wine cooler" "After a long day there's nothing like remembering the Holocaust"

In reply to WSB-TV
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@wsbtv I'm sure those racist white skeletons had it coming! Blacks destroying and looting graves is their right as formerly oppressed people
In reply to David Duke
@DrDavidDuke I wonder if it's going to start having the "Trump Effect" on the French people?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@MoonbeamMelly it's not the labels that are effective, labels do nothing. It's the denial of logic directly in front of their faces.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@MoonbeamMelly It's an attractive thought, although it's nice to have a big shiny target on crypto-chosen when you can weed them out.

In reply to FrogFaggot
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@Lampshadeofdays @MoonbeamMelly Any kind of "you give me some information now" is turned into "I WON YOU LOST LMAO" Echoing arugmentation.

In reply to FrogFaggot
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@Lampshadeofdays @MoonbeamMelly I absolutely do. I think it's amazing how quickly they are to change their own premises.

In reply to JXE 🍁🎄🎉🎉
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@PlacidiJoe ????? I'm asking you to look something up for yourself. Your kids are totally screwed when they see how you navigate this world.

In reply to Third Superpower
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@thirdsuperpower Blonde haired blue eyed nordic and germanic all the way for as long as my grandparents could recall, which was about 10 gen

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@MoonbeamMelly His kids are going to be so fucked up when they are older.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@MoonbeamMelly This guy just denies facts and uses the argumentation style laid out in the Culture of Critique. Spineless and worthless guy.
@PlacidiJoe Can you tell me what their numbers were then? How many were brought over? I'm tired of doing all the thinking for you.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@thirdsuperpower @SpeakerRyan I'm still not quite sure what your point is. How is being proud of who you are a problem?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@PlacidiJoe en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immigration... Of Western Europeans. Try harder.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@PlacidiJoe Okay those are the Axis powers, the losers of the last war. USA was nationalistic during that war as well. By a large margin.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@PlacidiJoe So that's a yes.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@PlacidiJoe You're right, no nation that has ever worked towards it's own individualized interest has ever succeeded.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@PlacidiJoe hahahaha okay, now I know you're either joking, Jewish, or just plain mentally retarded.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@PlacidiJoe I don't deny my political beliefs, National Socialism has been the Nordic way for years. Bernie praised their progressiveness.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@PlacidiJoe Being proud and Aryan has nothing to do with a fallacy "Neo Nazi" that just doesn't exist. False equivalency.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@PlacidiJoe
What is culture? Why do they say we white have none? #whitegenocide

So you have no problem supporting him then?

Shut up, he's an evil nazi masquerading as a republican who's secretly a democrat who is only succeeding because of free tv time
Phoenix Reich Retweeted

KebabRemovalMachine @Kebabatron · May 9
Obama's last act is to force suburbs to be less white and less wealthy
nyt.st/1Tv5Ph9 via @nypost
#WhiteGenocide

Obama’s last act is to force suburbs to be less white and less wealthy
Hillary’s rumored running mate, Housing Secretary Julian Castro, is cooking
up a scheme to reallocate funding for Section 8 housing to punish subu...
nypost.com

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

TrumpenReich Tree @ReactionaryTree · May 9
@HillaryClinton is right #AmericasAlreadyGreat

No pressure: The boy’s two lesbian adopted mothers, Debra, left, and Pauline,
right, say that they have not forced their son to become a girl
The mothers say that one of the first things Thomas told them when he learned sign language
aged three, learned because of a speech impediment, was, ‘I am a girl’.
At age seven, after threatening genital mutilation on himself, psychiatrists diagnosed
Thomas with gender identity disorder. By age eight, he began transitioning.
This summer, he started taking hormone-blocking drugs, which will stop him from
experiencing puberty.

In reply to J 🎄🎁

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@PlacidiJoe “I am very smart please pay attention to my opinions,
follow like subscribe”
In reply to JXE 🎄 Reddit 🍂
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@PlacidiJoe The day I want the opinion of the failure father of a future emotional hellride is the day I'll probably start voting Democrat.

In reply to Deplorable Locutor
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@Elcutioner "There's an infographic and a gay mulatto woman telling me some opinion, they wouldn't just lie and get away with it like that"

In reply to JXE 🎄 Reddit 🍂
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@PlacidiJoe I dunno man, I'm looking through your tweets and all you do is talk about how much you hate white people. That's pretty boring.

In reply to JXE 🎄 Reddit 🍂
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@PlacidiJoe Why, do you get called that often to? Is it because of the lame shit that comes out of your mind or just the shape of your face?

In reply to JXE 🎄 Reddit 🍂
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@PlacidiJoe I'm not surprised. You have one of those faces that just screams androgen deficiency.

In reply to JXE 🎄 Reddit 🍂
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@PlacidiJoe @MoonbeamMelly Neo Nazi is a media label for a group that doesn't even exist. American History X was a work of fiction, chief

In reply to Nixoč
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@N1K0LAK1 This is wonderful.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@SpeakerRyan So how do you feel, knowing full well you're about to be voted out of your own district? Got that resume ready?

In reply to David Duke
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@DrDavidDuke Your strength of spirit is encouraging. You've fought this war for decades without giving up. One of the greatest Americans.

In reply to JXE 🎄 Reddit 🍂
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@PlacidiJoe I feel sorry for your son, having to deal with a father figure...
@MacioJoe I feel sorry for your son, having to deal with a smaller figure with no masculinity.

In reply to Grandpa Lampshade
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@grandpalampshade Democracy and Totalitarianism is only bad when it’s used to build society up, not degenerate it into complete garbage.

In reply to Ethan the Dank
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@Techpaste @LupeFiasco hahah you’re a fag. "As a GOOD white male....." you think that when you’re the minority they’ll be nice to you?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
Am I too late to get on the #TrashRight train? I’m a #Trashist at heart although some people think that’s too far right.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Bran mak Morn @mc_morn · May 7
@TLizardmen45 @WalshFreedom another idiot who doesn’t know what per capita means

---

**Welfare Use by Native Households, 2012**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Welfare Use (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>54.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>54.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>23.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>21.8%*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>30.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure based on small sample size.

AMERICAN RENAISSANCE

In reply to Joe Walsh
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@WalshFreedom If you want America to become brown, why not go to Liberia? It has a Constitution. It’s just like us! #WhiteGenocide

In reply to Bill Kristol
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@BillKristol We get it. You’re Jewish and you put Israel first. You don’t need to keep shouting about it.
need to keep shouting about it.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Comrade Alex N. @14Resistance · May 9
Our greatest ally. #Jews #WakeUpAmerica #Evil

"Israel is an international hub of organ trafficking in Ukraine, Serbia, Turkey, Costa Rica, Moldova, Palestine, USA...

“The Israeli government is aware of the traffic in organs for patients in its country and pays for all transactions through state funded health plans” - Ex-Israeli army officer Gelda Gadi, 2007, arrested in Brazil.

“Israel is at the top...it has tentacles reaching out worldwide.” — N. Schepers-Hughes, Chancellor's Professor at the University of California Berkeley, 2009.

“We started to harvest corneas... Whatever was done was highly informal. No permission was asked from the family.” — Dr. Jehuda Hiss, Israeli Chief Pathologist at Institute of Forensic Medicine, 1990.

“I couldn't say for sure that something like that, taking out the organs, didn't happen.” — Israeli Minister of Health, Nessim Dahan, 2005.

“Israel takes no measures against doctors participating in the illegal organ trade...Chief medical officers of Israel's hospitals are involved in most of the illegal transplants.” — Donald Boström, Swedish investigative journalist, 2009.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Comrade Alex N. @14Resistance · May 9
Yes we will. #WhiteGenocide #WakeUpWhiteMan #WakeUpAmerica #WR

This time we'll hate, alright - but we'll hate the ENEMY - the vicious gang of colored scum attackers and Jewish-Communist traitors - rather than one part of our own people hating another part for the benefit of the Jews and their army of SCUM!

(George Lincoln Rockwell)

In reply to Steve Gehbach
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · May 9
@SteveGWSB @ATLaairport Fire all the blacks, wait times disappear. Oh wait, airports are just "welfare where you gotta go somewhere 9-5"

In reply to Oath_Mate
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNuJoe · May 9
@FucknOathMate #melaninrich #melanin #melaninonfleek

It's gonna be great once they breed themselves into symbiosis with mad resistant AIDS.
med resistant AIDS

In reply to The Trashman
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@RichardECowan @Kurisu_Kitsune According to @redsteeze you're lucky to have woken up at all, gramps. Jeez: No wonder you aren't multicult.

In reply to Everything Georgia
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@GAFollowers Except white people. They are privileged by other whites and deserve to be killed so that God's Chosen People can rule.
#Israel

In reply to Stephen Miller
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@redsteeze @Kurisu_Kitsune The number one demographic for nazi loli anime avatars and pepes is clearly 65+

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Siiirus Virius @SiiirusVirius · May 9
Haha honestly if that racist xenophobic Trump guy wins I'm outta here.

Haha nah I'm not going to move to a poor low-HDI country full of brown people or anything haha no I'll move to another rich country with an even greater density of white people haha

In reply to Sharlow
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 9
@sharlow_2 @rebecca obrig I'm not a fan of the rootless international cosmopolitan group clearly destroying our country, yeah. Your point?

In reply to John Rivers
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@JohnRiversToo If this isn't the big wake up call they need to show them how far they've fallen in the invasion, they are 100% damned.

In reply to Rebecca Berg
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@rebecca obrig (((((BERG)))))) Oh typical, a Jew with a derogatory
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@LevNovak First though you gotta prep the bull! Can't fight without knowing the girl you throw money at for attention is satisfied!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@kgw Remember: when in doubt, shit on and hate on the poor, white population. It's easy because they're too busy working to respond!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@ErickaAndersen This coming from the same people who shit all over third parties, you jews are just too funny. NRO's a joke!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@benshapiro You realize you just admitted to being an insecure little Juden right?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@benshapiro @CantStumpTrump1 Ben, what's it like knowing the people who insult you are getting more attention that you yourself?

Kevin Nash @RealKevinNash · May 5
Sported this shirt all day to see the responses I'd get. Hilary you're in trouble girl
In reply to Ben Shapiro
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@benshapiro Ben, don't listen to all these trolls. I want you to keep up your obviously neo-satire social media tirade.

In reply to Joe Carnahan
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@carnoje @realDonaldTrump You've really mastered the art of sounding like a bitter old man on social media.

In reply to Ben Schwartz
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@benschwartzzy Thank you for proving my point, Juden

In reply to Ben Schwartz
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@benschwartzzy I figured we'd start at the lampshade factory and then move to the intimate environment of the ovens.

In reply to McFeels
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@jazzhandmceels Doin God's work.

Honestly, you need to come by TDS more often to tell them how number 2 they are.

In reply to Ben Schwartz
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@benschwartzzy That or adding rabbinical power structure models to social science departments, which was his most damaging legacy.

In reply to Ben Schwartz
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@benschwartzzy Thanks to Freud and other Jewish minds, we can accuse anyone we don't like of being a fag.

In reply to Zeke Miller
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@ZekeJMiller "We already did"

In reply to #HowToBeSingle
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@HowToBeSingle
"At least my cats will understand me"

In reply to #HowToBeSingle
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@HowToBeSingle

The Story of the Dumpster Fire and the Fall of Western Women
In reply to Paul Ryan
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@SpeakerRyan Is this ironic? If you believed this why do you cuck to Obama and deny Trump? Oh well, you're out soon anyway. Nice work champ!

In reply to Paul Ryan
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@SpeakerRyan You may want to change your handle soon, you're going to be voted out of office. I would say sorry but you earned this, champ!

In reply to John Rivers
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@JohnRiversToo Liberals say "It's impossible to enforce" but really it's that Obama is BARRING enforcement. Liberals always lie.

In reply to #PoliticsHour
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@politicsHour Something tells me they aren't going to let the votes matter regardless. Why would they vote for their own enslavement?

In reply to Robert Spencer
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@jihadwatchRS I remember when the Pope had loyalty to his congregation and his own religion. Now he's a globalist Marxist from Argentina.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
#Constitutionalists are just another group of whites who watch Family Guy and vote Republican. Just cucks and weak minded individuals.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Zsuzsanna Kun @ZauzsannaKun · May 5

Tradition, Rituals, Ceremonies, take centuries to build but can be lost in an instant.

Be careful of your inheritance.
Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Sturmhammer @Skyranger111 · May 6
The hypocrisy of the Left is astounding

[Image of a cartoon with text: Look at these poor refugees! Why won’t you accept them you monsters? Referees? Pfft! I can smell their privilege a mile away!]

White South Africans are being raped, tortured, and murdered. Ukrainian war children are being made orphans. But no one wants them because “diversity” is about getting rid of Whites.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Virginia Dare @vdare · May 6
Funny how party loyalty only works one way with the GOP Establishment.

[Image of a tweet by The Hill @thehill]

JUST IN: Romney: I won’t vote for either Trump or Clinton
hill.cm/noibtcxQ

In reply to J.K. Rowling

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@jk_rowling "Look at what this brave woman did, defending the status quo and establishment government from a people who want to survive"

In reply to Nate Silver

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@NateSilver538 We get it Nate, you’re Jewish. No one cares.

In reply to sleepyheba

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@sleepyheba As have literally every group of people. Africa today does it, hence the wall at the border of Somalia. You’re pretty ignorant.
@sleepyheba Well we had the means to conquer the world so we did so. You guys did it to each other, smaller scale. We are more capable.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@sleepyheba Playing with fire includes: walking down the street, minding our own business, living in a city, trying to be kind.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@sleepyheba Behaviors like the ones showcased in youtube.com/user/ColinFlah…

face it, you guys just can't help but react with violence

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@carnoje @realDonaldTrump

hmph voting
voting is for sheep
the real politically enlightened sit on our asses and signal our knowledge on social media

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@sleepyheba Okay, I never claimed whites weren't violent. We've been putting your people in their place for generations. Try harder.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@nytimes Her head looks like a gourd.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@benshapiro Every day you and your buddies tweet is like a gift to me. You jews keep pressing harder and exposing your game. I love it.
In reply to Allahpundit

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@allahpundit We Get it @benshapiro, you and your jew buddies are really sad and scared now. You lost. And you'll keep losing. It's great.

In reply to Dave Huddleston

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@DaveHWSB Sorry, it's a black AND gay disease. I'm so sorry. I'll get the facts right just as soon as I give a shit about either demographic

In reply to Zeke Miller

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@ZekeJMiller @Reince You don't really get to tell him what to do when he's shown you and your establishment have no power anymore. You lost.

In reply to WSB-TV

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@wsbtv Watch The Gift en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Gift..., and study black HIV statistics and then you won't be shocked by basic facts. It's easy.

In reply to Dave Huddleston

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@DaveHWSB We are 33% white and switch places with Frisco for gayest city. How is this unbelievable? I guess you're blind to statistics.

In reply to sleepyheba

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 6
@sleepyheba Ferguson was a peaceful demonstration for justice. Blacks in America don't kill each other. Africa is a crime-free continent.

In reply to the devil's ex wife

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@Nine_Peak You'd make a fine addition to my band "The Slappy Roots"

In reply to CNN Is HitlerMaximus

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@NolteNC I think he's about to get voted out of his seat, lose his career and wants to parse his lips for the globalist cock for a job.

In reply to The Lead CNN

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@TheLeadCNN @SpeakerRyan "WHAAAAAAAGH HE TOOK MY CHANCE TO BE THE NOMINEE AT THE CONVENTION AWAY. IT WAS MY TURN TO RUN WAAAAAAAGH"
In reply to Jared Taylor Swift
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@JaredTSwift Your twitter bio says ethnically Jewish now I don't know what to believe.

In reply to A Shocked Person!
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@AShockedPerson I wish I could share this on every post. Holy fuck I'm dying over here.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
A Shocked Person! @AShockedPerson · May 5
One thing is clear. There's no guac in that taco bowl. (Poor Jeb)

#MAGA

In reply to Never give up
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@BlueCatKnight Man, I know it's the left's thing to psychoanalyze things, but I think I'm onto something with this:

In reply to Amy Mek
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@AmyMek It's only because he's white. If he were black he would have gotten more medals than you could have possibly imagined.

In reply to Kumail Nanjiani
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@kumail What's it like being the worst part of every show you are in? Maybe with all that money you could see a speech therapist.

In reply to Supreme Dark Lord
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@voxday "sets fire" "OH MY GOD THESE PEOPLE ARE TRYING TO USE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS WHAT THE HELL STOP IT MAKE THIS ILLEGAL BAN FIREFIGHTERS
In reply to the devil's ex wife
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@Nine_Peak
Be more public about it. Whites are the kindest, most empathic people until we aren't. You'll learn to fear us again, very soon.

In reply to Breaking News Feed
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@pzf Is he just mad because he didn't get to be nominated like they all told him he would?

Who cares, he's about to lose his seat anyway.

In reply to Yass Man
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@nation14 @WhitesRabbit Perfect. Good attitude. First step, buy a gun (hope you're not a felon). Second step, kill yourself. Cancer gone!

In reply to Yass Man
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@nation14 @WhitesRabbit You should go to a Muslim country. I'm sure they'll use you to cure cancer and build great monuments there.

In reply to Ben Shapiro
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@benshapiro I only watch your show to tune into the best mental and professional documented breakdown. You earned it my boy.

In reply to Steve Gehbach
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@SteveGWSB How many of these can we give to black mothers? The more of these we can get in the hands of black children, the better.

In reply to menaquinone4
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@menaquinone4 This guy doesn't look like he sucks dick.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@donjuanlothario Hey, I'm all for you guys learning how to actually build something and not turn everything you touch to ruin.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Comrade Alex N. @14Resistance · May 5
Learn what the Jews did to whites in the USSR. #WhiteGenocide #Holocaust #HolocaustRemembranceDay #Jew
Who's responsible for estimated 68 Million starved, frozen, tortured to death 1918-1956 in Soviet Gulags?

In reply to David French
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@DavidAFrench Remember: Cultural Conservatism has nothing to do with race. The Conservative Somalians will make an African Constitution!

In reply to Heather
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@hboullare Jeez, it's just a joke. I don't see why you have to get so emotional about it.

In reply to Heather
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@hboullare That sounds pretty hard, we'd need the lips of Stephen Tyler to the power of Mick Jagger to accomplish such a feat.

In reply to northierthanithou.com
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@Brimshack @BringBananaanas @WhitestRabbit_ So are you a race denier? I'm confused, what's your position here other than self-hate?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
I think we should get #LowTforHillary trending. It's fantastic.

#MAGA, #MakeAmericaGreatAgain, @realDonaldTrump, @beshapiro

In reply to Ricky Vaughn
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@Ricky_Vaughn99 The amount of testosterone in that room is equal to her credibility.

In reply to Toks David
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@go_finger @realDonaldTrump @HillaryClinton The Sacred Bullshitter, slain by the Trump.
In reply to Ben Howe
Phoenix Reich • @BigButterNutJoe • May 5
@BenHowe "WE COULD HAVE HAD HISPANIC KANGZ GOYIM"

In reply to Greg Abbott
Phoenix Reich • @BigButterNutJoe • May 5
@g_abott @StopTrumpPAC @Reince @JRubinBlogger What are you on about?

In reply to Everything Georgia
Phoenix Reich • @BigButterNutJoe • May 5
@GAFollowers I guess when you have an almost entirely black city these are smart laws, if it were all white we'd gladly carry!

In reply to Greg Abbott
Phoenix Reich • @BigButterNutJoe • May 5
@g_abott @StopTrumpPAC @Reince @JRubinBlogger They've treated him so well these few months. 75 million dollars in smear campaigns for a pal

In reply to Raw Story
Phoenix Reich • @BigButterNutJoe • May 5
@RawStory Liberals just can't stop thinking about sodomy. I guess it's all the mental illness! #TheLastCincoDeMayo

In reply to Kate Quigley
Phoenix Reich • @BigButterNutJoe • May 5
@KateQFunny
Oosh, see. THIS is the kind of ammo that actually can be used against him, none of this neocohen, "HEESAREALDEMOCRAT" crap.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@MauraLeeLang @GOP @Reince @realDonaldTrump It's gotta be a real shame that you get little to no attention in your life. Irrelevant! Sad!

In reply to Anne (Ex-GOP)
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@ahoyfromnc @JRubinBlogger That's why every form of the establishment has been trying to level him. Also, nice GoT quote you're high status.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@ShaunKing Hey Shaun, isn't it just a little funny that the only people who can advance #BlackLivesMatter are whites and Jews?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@StopTrumpPAC posted a little joke
archive.is/wr2nX#selectio…

How much money DID you guys throw down the toilet?

Stop Trump PAC on Twitter: "We hate white children…" archived 4 May 2016 19:00:17 UTC
archive.is

In reply to JustASlice
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@AmericanAsPle @TimothyVeelas @benshapiro Oh look, a Jew in Brooklyn who gets off on telling people how to think. COLOR ME SURPRISED

In reply to Jennifer Rubin
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@JRubinBlogger So only one anti-establishment candidate gets in so you plan on sabotaging him for Clinton. This is why no one likes Jews.

In reply to Nate Silver
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@NateSilver538 You're as funny as @benshapiro.

In reply to juh-nee-nuh
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@janinaaaaaa Reported. I don't think you realize how seriously the Secret Service takes these threats. You will be investigated.
In reply to Lily O'Brien
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@lilyobrien505 Reported. You're going to be investigated by the Secret Service. These threats are taken very seriously.

In reply to Sheepdog
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@Rasbiella Reported. The Secret Service takes these kinds of threats very seriously. You will be investigated.

In reply to Sheepdog
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@burn1bright @realDonaldTrump You've been reported. The Secret Service takes these very seriously and will investigate you promptly. Soz m8

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@emojeguru reported. Your information will be sought after by the secret service, this stuff is taken very seriously.

In reply to Jamie
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@GRIFFindorh0use reported. Enjoy having the secret service show up at your house very soon.

In reply to Raymond Mary
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@earl_earlimax @CoolACBro What do you mean? Why would you know about that? Why do you like to look up those kinds of facts?!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@BurchardOEn I think he's on that thin line of having autism and having narcissism that makes for the perfect streamer.

In reply to Raymond Mary
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@earl_earlimax @CoolACBro Judeo-Bolshevism is an anti-semitic canard!! How dare you even REFERENCE that on this, HolocaustRemembranceDay

In reply to Jo gab@timeforgravy
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@timeforgravy Oh no, you were added to THE LIST

In reply to Steve
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@CoverSalmon The media has let them get so complacent they didn't
The media has let them get so compliant they didn't realize they were being invaded and conquered.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Steve @CoverSalmon · May 5
>never defeated
>never

In reply to Raymond Mary

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@earl_earlmax @CoolACBro OH NOOOOO HE SAID THE WORDS HE CALLED YOU THAT HORRIBLE NAME OYYYYYYYY VEEEYYY

PEW LADS

DRUDGE REPORT @DRUDGE_REPORT
PEW: 57% SAY AMERICA FIRST... drudge.tw/1Nklum1

In reply to Ross Douthat

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@DouthatNYT Double whammy loser NYT AND National Review columnist believes his opinion is still relevant. Added to the "neo-satire list"

In reply to Nate Silver

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@NateSilver538 You're quickly becoming satire and it's beautiful.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
Happy "Final #CincoDeMayo" USA! It's over after this one. You're all going back.
In reply to northierthanhou.com
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@Brimshack @BringBananaanas @WhitestIRabbit He's just going to respond with "I can't believe there are so many racists challenging me"

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
📅 @UpperLowerClass · May 4
"I don't want sharia law, I want the 10 commandments in every school."
*actively opposes only candidate trying to curb Islamic immigration*

In reply to LaTrine Goldblatt
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@DalLiberalGurl This is pretty hilarious, very subtle.

In reply to The Angry Liberal
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@angryandliberal @Salon Oh please, you're a hatemonger. You know EXACTLY what you were implying by that. I can't even.

In reply to The Angry Liberal
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@angryandliberal @Salon That's transphobic!

In reply to Salon
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@Salon Salon.com, pretending to give advice to anyone but cat ladies and frizzy haired mulatto girls since 2010.
In reply to MMad
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@jetpackmom Keep spouting the word racist, the more you use it the less meaning or impact it has. Just like Nazi! Desensitize the word!

In reply to Conservative Review
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
@CR @repLouieGohmert Typical. Neocohen's like @benshapiro think Trump needs to apologize after months of slander. What a joke!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 5
Enjoy it while it last, this is #TheLastCincoDeMayo. #CincoDeMayo #MAGA #Trump #Trump2016

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
RIP Neoconservativism. Let's hope no one tries to resurrect this worthless husk of a globalist ideology. #Nationalism rises!

In reply to AJ+
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@ajplus White people are literally the only ones who entertain this trans nonsense. It's all a joke.

In reply to T.S. Eliot Rodger
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@TSEliotRodger He's got such a bad case of cuckmouth.

Look at that fucking mouth. And his eyes. Just screams "I hate myself"
Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Trump 2016 @Trump2016Donald · May 4
Trump is the nominee! Share if you have supported him since the very beginning! #trump2016 #TrumpTrain

In reply to menaquinone4 😊
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@menaquinone4 I've seen a "Goy Strong" shirt before. Zogsports is a US organization in every state. Founded by a Jew
Phoenix Reich Retweeted

PowerfulDeplorable @chernissandme · May 4

👍

OBAMA CALLS TRUMP’S PLAN FOR MEXICO TO PAY FOR US BORDER WALL "WACKY & RIDICULOUS"

MEANWHILE, TUNISIA’S BUILDING A BORDER WALL AND OBAMA’S PAYING FOR IT...

In reply to Richard Elliot

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4

@REliotWSB All I see is white men.

In reply to alan

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4

@galamb @lynn_lwrightpcd @jgg420 I didn’t say that, although if you came to that conclusion on your own I think you’re getting somewhere.

In reply to Terri

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4

@tbear427 @lynn_lwrightpcd @jgg420 Why would I want to hear the words of a loser? You guys lost. It's okay. You'd rather Hillary win.

In reply to Lynn Wright

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4

@lynn_lwrightpcd @jgg420 Yeah, they must pay you per post. It’s a shame that people don’t really care about you guys anymore. Wasted life!

In reply to Matt Walsh

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4

@MattWalshBlog Matt, I think, much like @benshapiro, you’re just a comedic figure we keep around as a pet.

In reply to Lynn Wright

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4

@lynn_lwrightpcd You're coming across as a #CruzCrew sockpuppet
account. Profile image too grainy, post language is too suspect. JIDP?

In reply to Sam Wolkenhauer
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@Wolkenpower I don't think you understand the bantz m8

In reply to Lynn Wright
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@lynn_lwrightpcd @jgg420 I love when old people say dude. It's just embarassing. No wonder their children are so damaged.

In reply to Richard Elliot
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@REliiotWSB Clearly all white men. White people do it too! White crime is so much worse than black crime! Post other liberal memes below!

In reply to Rachel maillau
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@drmalla @benschapio @realDonaldTrump I don't have weird daddy problems like you, that's gross. Who say's papa Trump? @Nero? So boring.

In reply to Ben Shapiro
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@benshapio Thanks for all the new followers Ben. I'm thankful for your contribution to my fledgling Twitter page.

In reply to Ben Shapiro
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@benshapio @realDonaldTrump Yeah, I can't believe he went with the oven angle when the lampshade angle is far more practical.

In reply to Louise Mensch
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@LouiseMensch That's nice dear. You can sit down now. Everyone knows you're a big girl.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@StopTrumpPAC I know this is probably a joke response but this will not end well for you. You scum are only going to feel the boot harder.
J Burton @JBurtonXP · May 3
Guess after Indiana it's time to start exploring a brave new world of conservative punditry where Hillary is the last hope for America.

In reply to 🇺🇸aly🇺🇸
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@jeremymckitten "It's so ignorant to not want 8% of the population of the world to die out through displacement in their own homelands"

In reply to Ross Douthat
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@DouthatNYT Spoiler: You've got a chromosomal abundance.

In reply to Kathleen Garvey
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@KAGarvey51 @AnimeDating @OldNavy @TODAYshow "Yeah come on g oy, give me your personal info so I can send trannys to infect you with HIV"

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
The Liberal Locust: Votes shitty policies and drives up all the prices to create massive disparities and superghettos, then flees elsewhere.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Ann Coulter @AnnCoulter · May 4
Last night in Indiana, an American finally beat an immigrant for a job.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
J Burton @JBurtonXP · May 4
I mean how is the GOP gonna survive general if its shrillest champions of corporate tax cuts and Mid East wars leave for greener pastures?

In reply to wholesome
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@Mr_Swift90 The last thing we need is more mentally ill black people running around. Oh well, the time is coming.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Ben Shapiro @benshapiro · May 4
John Kasich has all the momentum.

In reply to wholesome
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@Mr_Swift90 I would recommend you not breed.
In reply to John Kasich
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@JohnKasich You're a joke.

In reply to Jack McCain
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@McCainJack @Reneeitchka Literally no one cares about your virtue signaling. Your children are going to be so full of hate & mental illness.

In reply to Jack McCain
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@McCainJack @Reneeitchka I wonder what it's like not having a real woman in your life. Must be sad.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
#AltRight Masturbators defeated Baby Boomer Television Judeo-American Values last night. I'm pouring one out for Dylan Roof tonight. #MAGA

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Eric Patton @ IAmSmug247 · May 4
I'm not saying we're gonna forcefully purge the Boomers, but we're gonna forcefully purge the Boomers.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@RichLowry I prefer the National Review now that you guys are satire. Such great articles, really giving @TheOnion a run for it's money!

In reply to Valentina Perez
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@ValentinalPerez You're going back.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
I love all these democrats saying "Trump won't win because he won't" and cucks say "CLINTON'S GONNA WIN >:(

me:
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
Listening to all these #GOP cucks on radio all saying "ITS OVER ITS OVER", two years they'll be "WE WERE #ALWAYSTRUMP"

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
#DropOutHillary just shows the hilarious level of demoralization the liberals are going through, knowing they've fucked our daily lives up.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Richard 🇺🇸 Spencer @RichardBSpencer · May 2
The #anti-Trump movement is giving White people a glimpse of what life will be like in 2050.

#NeverTrump

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@TheRickWilson I may masturbate to anime but at least I know where to place my bets.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Comrade Stump @CartStumpTrump1 · May 4
>Red State
>Conservative

The Hill @thehill
Top conservative site encourages GOP to confirm Obama's SCOTUS nominee after Trump win:
hill.cm/vwNoZfmo

In reply to David French
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@DavidAFrench You're all done. It's fine, no one actually cares about your opinions. We're going to do to you what your kind did to Birchers

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Bumbling American @BumblingUSA · May 4
In wake of #IndianaPrimary, Jewish pundits attempt public-relations kray maga; discover Americans crave MAGA
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@CheriJacobus It's going to be funny watching you lose your career due to all the hilarious garbage you keep trying to peddle. Sad!

In reply to Matt Walsh
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@MattWalshBlog You should let the door hit you on your big gaping faggot asshole. See ya. No one will miss you.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
Hahahahaha @BillKristol thinks he can have some sort of place in the party after this. Sorry Neocothen.

menaquinone4 @menaquinone4
just

In reply to Ben Howe
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@BenHowe It's okay, your career will be over very shortly. It will be fun watching your reputation turn into a mockery in the coming months.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
B...but #Drumpf........

Trump is a killing word. You should be afraid. We will overpower you.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Alice Teller @AliceTeller · May 4
Our noble press, not even dying for your country matters if your grandfather was a bad man.

The Associated Press @AP
Navy SEAL killed in Iraq went to school in Arizona and was to close to disgraced grandfather Charles H. Keating Jr. apne.ws/26SoVif

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Bill Mitchell @mitchellvii · May 4
Glenn Beck: No candidate, no career and out $500k. Other than that he's having an awesome day.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
#NeverTrump #CruzCrew and all the other cucks really should be
groveling for a chance to lick our boots. That or go join the Democrats.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
My only question is, what happens if @HillaryClinton picks @BernieSanders as her running mate? #MakeAmericaGreatAgain
Can we outmeme them?

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
McFeels @jazzhandmfeels · May 3
Okay
guys, many possible outcomes but if Trump swept the remaining states,
took only 13 NM dels and all unbound, he would hit exactly 1,488.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
From
the ashes, a spark. Dancing, it turns to cinders. The fire is returning
to this hollowed world. First, it just needed a voice. #Trump.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Michael Wittmann @wittmann1488 · Apr 26
Soldiers of Odin are now present in these countries
speisa.com/modules/articl…

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Sturmmhammer @Skyranger111 · May 1
Why be a Globalist, spineless, piece of shit when you can be a Proud, Zealous, Strong Nationalist?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Globalist</th>
<th>Nationalist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open borders</td>
<td>Protected borders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumerism trumps culture</td>
<td>Culture trumps consumerism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiculturalism, diversity is virtue</td>
<td>Unified identity is virtue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal democracy for all</td>
<td>Different models for different nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Davos Man&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Paleo-Man&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographics is irrelevant</td>
<td>Demographics is destiny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empire building</td>
<td>Nation unifying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global solutions for local problems</td>
<td>Local solutions for local problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unarmed populace</td>
<td>Armed populace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust in central banking</td>
<td>Skepticism of central banking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feminized, matriarchal</td>
<td>Masculinity valued, patriarchal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Comrade Stump @CanStumpTrump1 · May 4

>As a conservative, I would always rather lose...

Conservatism in a nutshell. This mindset must change.

Louise Mensch @LouiseMensch

As a conservative, I would always rather lose to a democrat, than support a racist and sexist with my party’s nametag. #NeverTrump

In reply to Ben Shapiro

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4

@benshapiro Ben, you’re really destroying all the stereotypes about Jews being comedians. I’m proud, you’re destroying prejudice!

In reply to Ben Shapiro

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4

@benshapiro We needed Welch. Of course you think somehow a loser like Cuckley was a good choice, yid.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4

My skin’s not doing so hot but these #Moonman sunglasses are looking pretty sharp.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4

>tfw you finally get past the sock blocking features on twitter
It's amazing how incredibly powerful the word cuckold is. It makes so many weak willed men annoyed and crazy to the point they self-destruct.

In reply to Ben Shapiro
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@benshapiro Ben, I can't wait til we see the post where you tell people not to go to school tomorrow.

In reply to Ann Coulter
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
@AnnCoulter Ann, why are you always right? Is it because you're gorgeous or is that totally unrelated?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
I really hate how many socks I gotta go through in a day. Such a pain.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · May 4
This is my first tweet what is happening
Phoenix Reich
@BigButterNutJoe

Far Right, Aryan Manlet, Destruction of the Left, Death to Cucks, Accumulator of Testosterone, Chicken Nugget Scoon.

- I'm under the cubbard
- gab.ai/Phoenix_On_The…
- Joined May 2016

156 Photos and videos

Tweets

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 17h
The only people who unironically want to #SaveACA either work for insurance companies or don't work at all.

Say no to Gibsmedat Americans.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 17h
The presser yesterday had liberals telling people to stock up on food and "stay inside with their families."

Just think about that.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 17h
@NatalieSzoke They stay away from 40k though, which is nice.

Magic the Gathering is full of them.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 1d
@pattonoswalt Yeah Patton, go be with the wife that you murdered.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Fashy Memes in Color @memesincolor · 20 Dec 2016
You're done.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 1d
"Honey when are you coming home, Reinhard's cold is getting worse"

"Whose number is this"

"That isn't funny, Phoe"

"new phone who's this"

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 1d
If a girl asks you "what's up" the best response you can give them "who's number is this"

Always assume if you're talking to a woman she keeps tabs on everything you do. The same may go for antifa, but women have better experience

In reply to VeronicaEvalion
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 1d
@veronicaevalion He's makes some of our enemies look like shit and he's not one of us, but he's a useful association to spread our ideas.

In reply to VeronicaEvalion
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 1d
@veronicaevalion I don't think anyone really thinks he's on our side. If anyone overlooks his jeweh connections they are kidding themselves

In reply to Eric Garland
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 1d
@ericgarland No one cares about your shitty narrative. You're a fool who believes people will fall for another Iraq War narrative.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
MicroHamuketsuFan™ @WDFx2EU58 · 1d
Whoa, check this out @realDonaldTrump, snapping pictures of Rex Tillerson's notes, weird via @America_1st_
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 1d
@Skeleton_Archer @GoyOrbison_ This baby needs to be breastfeeding

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 1d
But fuck, why are there so many tapas restaurants that read like total dogshit

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 1d
Trump
kicked the shit out of the media, he's demonstrating a strength JFK and
Reagan could have used, and I'm slaying in my personal life.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 1d
Today
has been a day of victory on all fronts but the "Which restaurant sounds good around the city" front. AKA the war is lost. All is lost
In reply to Wholesome Memes
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 11
@WholesomeMeme As a man reading this, I am deeply offended.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 11
I thought Publix was the white person's grocery store, what the hell is this

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 11
When Publix puts chocolate chip cookies on sale it's because they are shit.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 11
How Trump handled the CNN reporter today is how I handle mexican wait staff when my queso doesn't arrive with my drinks.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 11
All you have to do is apparently tell people who are "on the alt right but who hate the alt right" that I have no idea who they are.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 11
Well that didn't take long for me to be suspended from Facebook.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 10
Has anyone else realized Obama is black??????

In reply to #ChateauEmissary#
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 10
@ChateauEmissary You'd think they'd be trying more effectively.

In reply to toddstarnes
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 10
@toddstarnes Yeah it's only an issue because of Obama pushing it against people. Not crime rates, degrading culture, displacement of whites.
In reply to McFees
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 10
@jazzhandmfeels Let's hope you are right and we see him comment about everything on a daily basis from the media

In reply to Rick Wilson
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 10
This must be what @TheRickWilson looks like right now

In reply to Saul Townstein
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 10
@ThePaulTown

>SUCKERPUNCH

ban this account

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Brannon @Brannon1776 · Jan 9
The Left will take a mile if given an inch:
>2000: "You shouldn't care what 2 gay guys do in the privacy of their bedroom, bigot."
>2017...
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 8
All these people talking about the Golden Globes because they're too afraid to talk about Black Lives Matter members torturing whites.

In reply to A Sallow Regent
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 8
@TheDumbAsshole
> no both
haha wow

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Lucas Hood @_Roman_Elite_ · Jan 8
The most accurate image in the world of twitter

BLM #FREEAMURDERER
@killtheblackforswearingthewrongcolors

White people wanna X but when Y happens then they wanna Z
*gif of beyonce sipping a drink*

Every day/every minute
48549845 RETWEETS 21354645684 FAVORITES

In reply to Reinhard Wolff
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 8
@Europa1492 They die of climate change, not an inability to subsistence farm in the most resource rich land in the world.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 8
youtubemultiplier.com/5872fd8757147-....
I made a thing. It's ok.

In reply to Autistotle™
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 8
@doctorcontent @ThotMindset Honestly that came to mind when I saw his but I didn't wanna ruin it.
In reply to Common Filth

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 8
@Common_Filth How are BN's on abortion?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 8
I'm not even a prude but ffs some of these texts are embarrassing to read. The thot memes are real.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 8
The kinds of text messages I've gotten in the last hour are proof that the easiest way to be attractive is to be busy all the damn time.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 8
Ignoring someone for a month and a half and then telling them you are no longer interested is the ultimate aphrodisiac.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 7
Molyneux is sympathetic to us. He may not be one of us but he's not alt-light. He may cuck but he gets it. I see no reason to attack him.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 7
Why don't we have more congressmen who lift?

It doesn't take that long, put a gym in your office. Lift. Be a role model.

In reply to Z, Ben Goeringson

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 7
@BenGoeringson @SeventhSonTRS

>not bullprep

got vowel cucked again boyo

In reply to cbanks420lol

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 7
@cbanks420lol2 post nudes?

plz no

In reply to an captaen

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 6
@trenthecaptain @mitchellvii @MittRomney @benshapiro @BenHowe @BillKristol @TheRickWilson "I don't care about freedom of speech"
In reply to Bill Mitchell
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 6
@mitchellivii @MittRomney @benshapiro @BenHowe @BillKristol @TheRickWilson

And you're on the fast track to join them. Good work!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 6

I can't tell you when the last time I heard the "Whites/Christians Do It Too!" excuse.

It's fantastic. The left is starting to wear down.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 6

I may be a White Nationalist but Barkley's Shut Up and Jam Gaiden is the best game ever made.

Call me a cuck, I get it.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Down With AntiWhites @prowhitesunite · Jan 6
#Florida

Worldwide Incidents Tracking System

GENERATE REPORT

Begin Date: 01/01/2001
End Date: 10/31/2010

Grouped By Perpetrator Characteristic

Race

Matching Perpetrator Records: 71,300

Group Type

Attacks

Dead

Wounded

Hostage

Victims

Christian Extremist

315

3,701

666

2,411

8,307

Environmental/Anti-Globalization

12

0

0

4

4

Hindu Extremist

18

13

177

1

131

Islamic Extremist (Gaza)

538

1,251

4,000

380

5,641

Islamic Extremist (Syria)

17,600

38,008

83,000

11,600

132,900

Islamic Extremist (Anti-ism)

299

852

4,053

66

4,915

Jewish Extremist

63

6

71

0

77

Other Anti-Fascists/White Supremacists

6

4

8

0

77

Other Religious Extremist

7

7

2

2

82

Social/Political Activist

16,458

15,860

38,264

69,123

103,299

Total

665

1,969

4,501

1,164

4,413

Unknown

26,060

43,665

96,963

6,260

145,248

Total

71,327

164,940

217,597

68,044

402,969

Excel

In reply to Ann Coulter
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 6
@AnnCoulter IT MIGHT BE
If the guy is living in his car and has a hard time getting a job right now, the "Sam Hyde" shooter meme should die. @Night_of_Fire

This is a rare Pepe, it appears in only 1 of every 100,000,000 Whataburger spicy tubs

@BigButterNutJoe: You being weak and not standing up for your people is exactly why they feel they can do this with impunity. No more weakness.

Online Dating: What You Expect vs. What You Get

Hate crime, battery charges filed against four black suspects accused in beating of white man streamed live on Facebook.
There were lots of 1st for the Democrats in 2016 #GlassCeiling

First woman under FBI investigation to lose a presidential election.

First female DNC Chair to resign for tampering with a primary.

First first lady to claim she has lost hope in her country.

First woman to get fired from CNN for leaking debate questions.

I didn't realize how effective Dayquil was as a preworkout. If you want to get as swole as me, keep this secret between us.

A human foot

Looks like a female @ThePaulTown

and that camp is split between the Bernie loyalists and the cat people

Mexicans aren't a race. They're a kind of customer.
Vivian James @vivianjamesplay · Jan 1

"CNN uses fallout 3 to show how Russia hacked the US"

According to CNN, Russia used the game Fallout to hack things. Juxtaposition FAIL.


Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 1

@mitchellvii You spend a lot of time talking about these groups lately. What happened?

65 1.1K 1.7K

In reply to Bill Mitchell

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 1

@mitchellvii You're sure having a rough time with all of this. You're avoiding actually addressing the issues you are denying are problems.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 1

@mitchellvii You've been on this for ages. Do you not think you're working to give us free publicity? Why repeat the neocon's mistakes?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 31 Dec 2016

For me and my movement, patience and a tempered resolve are what I will strive for in the next year. I would hope the rest of us do the same.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 31 Dec 2016

Patience is one of the most difficult virtues for men to learn. It is something I know I lack. The only things worth fighting for require it.

In reply to Mike Cernovich

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 31 Dec 2016

@Cernovich @RichardBSpencer This is what is known as "Damage Control" because you acted like a complete piece of shit to @bakedalaska

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 31 Dec 2016
(((NPR))): "GDP is all that matters goy, who cares about your trash appropriated culture and your way of life?"

NPR @NPR
Determined to keep it white, many in the pro-Brexit English city of Sunderland voted against its economic interests. n.pr/2hyDdbc

In reply to Donald Trump Jr.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 31 Dec 2016
@DonaldJTrumpJr @realDonaldTrump

> It's not Donald Jr
> It's not even a Trump child
> Who's baby is this
> Why was this taken

In reply to TheTWAtible
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 31 Dec 2016
@TwatBible This is supposed to be a woman right?

In reply to Johnny Monoxide
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 31 Dec 2016
@johnnymonoxide Jesus christ

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 31 Dec 2016
Find someone you love, have a family, prevent needless destruction. If you can't do it for the race, at least do it for yourself.

William Frisby @wjfrisby
@TheEconomist

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 31 Dec 2016
She went from having nice Aryan hair to being Alex Jones in a matter of months

Agent Paria @Pariah3
At the beginning of 2016 and at the end

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 31 Dec 2016
#WordsTwitterMadeMeHate

Privilege, Normative, Hillary, Prediction, Media, Narrative, Jewish
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 31 Dec 2016
Happy New Year.
Keep up your spirits, everything's improving whether you appreciate it or not.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 30 Dec 2016
@RenegadeSeeker @NothingTheGreat @HoustonWelder @archiveis
woke: "If it's true, who cares if it's racist"

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 30 Dec 2016
Media gaslights regular Americans on how many gays there actually are.
There's literally 20 trannies total don't let them lie to you.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 30 Dec 2016
I greatly appreciate the laughter you have provided me.

rolandsmartin @rolandsmartin
Y'all want more laughter? @RichardBSpencer's followers also claim Hannibal wasn't African or Black. These are Trump's purveyors of fake news

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Dan Wolfgang @Azu_Rayn · 29 Dec 2016
@Red_Panels .*)

Carrie Fisher @carrieffisher
I have information that will lead to Hillary Clinton's arrest.

Carrie Fisher @carrieffisher
In case Hillary Clinton's tries to kill me, I'm passing the intel to my mother.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 30 Dec 2016
South Dakota is either full of shitlords or full of weak whites

CBS News @CBSNews
Here's what each state was Googling in 2016
cbsn.ws/2hBapCu

In reply to Bill Mitchell
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 30 Dec 2016
@mitchellvii You still look like a bitch.

In reply to JIDF agent
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 30 Dec 2016
@NatalieSzoke I don't know if this is a really terrible strategy or if this is responsible parenting.

In reply to JIDF agent
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 30 Dec 2016
@NatalieSzoke You could effectively disprove a lot about environmental factors determining personality.

Sounds good, you're hired

In reply to TradPost9000
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 30 Dec 2016
@TradPost9000 @tradwives (((tradewife)))

In reply to TradPost9000
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 30 Dec 2016
@TradPost9000 @tradwives So he's married to a Jewess?

In reply to JIDF agent
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 30 Dec 2016
@NatalieSzoke Oh so he can't but you and the clone can?

This seems like a double standard, as well as incest.

Why did I ask this

In reply to Saul Townstein
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 30 Dec 2016
@ThePaulTown It's always a good time to smoke a cigar and read outside.
In reply to Rev. Dr. Chuck Currie

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 30 Dec 2016
@RevChuckCurrie @bearmsmom1522 @Pontifex So when does a Protestant care about what the Pope thinks? Why not be a Catholic?

In reply to JDF agent

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 30 Dec 2016
@NatalieSzoke Does he get to bed the clone also? Is that even cheating?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 30 Dec 2016
@tradwives @ThePaulTown I KNEW IT

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 30 Dec 2016
The only way to get me to watch Monday Night Monkeyball is if you gave them broadswords.

I'd watch that in a heartbeat.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 30 Dec 2016
I am glad my dad was overly aggressive in his love for sportsball. Immunized me from any kind of desire to be around it. It's white poison.

In reply to queen

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 30 Dec 2016
@Xopolb Because you're mentally broken and emotionally empty. It makes sense you'd get pregnant and destroy your genes.

No sympathy.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Virginia Dare @vdare · 30 Dec 2016
Same
people whose highest principle is mass immigration are really super serious about defending sovereignty when it comes to Russia.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 30 Dec 2016
Kidney stones can't stop me from squatting my ass into sculpted perfection. 290x10. Aryanlet Pride World Wide

In reply to Sam Hyde

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 30 Dec 2016
@Night_Of_Fire World Progress

In reply to Internet Gaming Hero
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 29 Dec 2016
@LispMindset No one

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 29 Dec 2016
@SkypeIntel is a fantastic twitter account. Would highly recommend everyone follow this!!

Real Trad Guy @RealTradGuy · 28 Dec 2016
Kinga Duda, daughter of Polish President, Andrzej Duda.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 29 Dec 2016
@MAGApupper Nugget of Marijuana

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 29 Dec 2016
@MAGApupper Use markers and put blackface on each nug

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 29 Dec 2016
mixcloud.com/trsFMradio/wkks...
Listen to this you swine.
Ramz has mastered the confused old man game.

In reply to Tom Arnold

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 29 Dec 2016
@TomArnold I know the Torah is more for the kids, what about the adults? How about the Talmud? How does the Talmud read?

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

P A N D A @USXPD · 29 Dec 2016
@Cernovich Gee I wonder why nobody like Jews.

Raptor @AltRightRaptor · 28 Dec 2016
Life comes at you fast @Cernovich

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

How Things Work @ThingsWork · 19 Nov 2016
This is how globes used to be made by hand
In reply to Bill Mitchell

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 29 Dec 2016
@mitchellvii This is pretty racist.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 29 Dec 2016
Rust
Belters and Flyovers are probably the most polite of the carpetbaggers.
Manners is key, which is why we will ask you kindly to go back.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Russian Embassy, UK @RussianEmbassy · 29 Dec 2016
President Obama expels 35 🇷🇺 diplomats in Cold War deja vu. As everybody, incl 🇺🇸 people, will be glad to see the last of this hapless Adm.
Look at that bone structure, that posture, and the shallow chest. Aesthetics never lie.

Hanna Reitsch  @XIVxxLXXXVIII #WeakWhiteMen

In reply to Z. Ben Goeringson
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 29 Dec 2016
@BenGoeringson :(

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 29 Dec 2016
This chicken parm I tried to make is absolute shit.

I tried. I suck.

I need to get married so I don't have to deal with this crap

In reply to Kevin Michael Grace
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 29 Dec 2016
@KMGVictoria @amandapalmer In the world where beauty is the antithesis of "art", this beast thrives.

In reply to Sam Hyde
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 29 Dec 2016
@Night_of_Fire If you don't like your women to be buff, sweaty and full of raging T you're not a REAL man

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Autistotle™ @POTLDS · 29 Dec 2016
Racist @mitchellvii stood behind my 5 kids and I at Walmart, was visibly seething as I paid with food stamps -- called us 'taco niggers'.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Alex Forrest @380kmh · 30 Nov 2016
Why #TrainTwitter? Because the world is a beautiful place, and when we do things right, we add beautiful things to it
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 29 Dec 2016
Time
is always against you. You have to work to make every moment count.
If you feel like you're wasting your time, it's up to you to fix it

In reply to Paul Ryan
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 29 Dec 2016
@SpeakerRyan You have the smile of someone who really wants to get tonsil-deep on one of the military men around you.

In reply to The Hill
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 29 Dec 2016
@thehill He's not in the alt-right, nice job on the #fakenews.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Zeitgeist @Denudation3389 · 29 Dec 2016
I wonder if @Cernovich disavows the Jewish Supremacy of the guy he's in business with.

#ThursdayThoughts

Loren Feldman @1938loren
The diaspora went to the four corners of the world. And now we dominate it. Wanna fuck with us? Go ahead. We will survive. You wont.

9:40 PM · 28 Dec 16

1 RETWEET 2 LIKES

In reply to McFeels
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 29 Dec 2016
@jazzhandmcf eels @mitchellvii After @bakedalaska has a good interview, bring Bill Mitchell on to FTN and just bullycide him on the air.

In reply to Bill Mitchell
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 29 Dec 2016
@mitchellvii Is this why you have been talking about them nonstop and destroying your own credibility?

In reply to McFeels
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 28 Dec 2016
@jazzhandmcf eels @bakedalaska Perfect. Another step closer to total TRS domination.

In reply to John Rivers: Gab
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 28 Dec 2016
@JohnRiversX4 @WaltBismarck Seventhson

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Wolfgang Von Macht @VonMacht · 28 Dec 2016
Damn son, smh. Whitey always be stealing from us kangz tbh.

The alt-right was actually created nubian king Uchechukwu Spencer in 27,512 B.C. to preserve the african homeland

Richard  Spencer

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 28 Dec 2016
Israel is basically a containment board for genetic shitposters that got way out of hand.
In reply to RorschachRockwell

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 28 Dec 2016
@False_Nobody You would think someone who carries a death sentence around in their blood would have been shot and incinerated by now.

In reply to sacred

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 28 Dec 2016
@yungjeune [This Account Has Been Suspended]

In reply to lolistolle

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 28 Dec 2016
@villioli why

In reply to Mr. Patriarch

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 28 Dec 2016
@MrPatriarch3 I think it's time to go back to Milo on our hands and knees.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Goy Orbison @GoyOrbison_ · 6 Dec 2016
Remember the names & faces of those who weaponized white guilt to shame us into extinction. Their hatred for our kind must not be tolerated.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 28 Dec 2016

dont remember anyone talking about any other presidents legacy like they do Obamas. All you have to do is be black to get your ass kissed.

In reply to GMAN

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 28 Dec 2016
@alrightstuff The only defense Ive heard is "It's not insulting gay people, it's trying to associate them with what they hate" iss bullshit

In reply to lolistotle

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 28 Dec 2016
@villili I'm sick of seeing fat people. They are everywhere and they are the worst. Always.

Tax em 85%

In reply to Reactionary Radec

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 28 Dec 2016
@T_S_Blackwell

more like @T_S_Blackpill

D:

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 28 Dec 2016
@Bulbasaur_TRS Holy shit that has to be a joke.

2016 rules.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 28 Dec 2016
@mitchellvii Explain yourself.

Zero @ AGDQ @ZeroHonks

??????

In reply to Charlie Sheen

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 28 Dec 2016
@charliesheen

I remember when you made a Pro-Ricky Vaughn video because you didn't understand why people wanted to #FreeRicky
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 28 Dec 2016
With the Obama/Kerry crap and the Anti-Trump crap, the Jews are finding themselves without a party. I wonder how they'll move next.

In reply to Michael Tracey
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 28 Dec 2016
@tracey The only "resistance" Takei needs to worry about is the kind that AIDS develops to medication.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Rep. Steven Smith @RepStevenSmith · 28 Dec 2016
I will be leading the fight to change the Georgia state bird from the Brown Thrasher to the Golden Pheasant. #gapol

The following media may contain sensitive material.
If you’d prefer not to see these warnings, log in to change your Tweet media settings. Don’t have an account? Sign up!
View content  Learn more

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 28 Dec 2016
@RitualOfWar @VendettaVidame @cbanks420lol2 @Cernovich

^^^ This is retarded

In reply to PUNISHED VÖLSUNG
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 28 Dec 2016
@RitualOfWar @VendettaVidame @cbanks420lol2 @Cernovich
Trump: "I’m gonna do a policy reversal, quick! Get me Bill Mitchell and Cernovich!"
In reply to Neil Turner
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 28 Dec 2016
@NeilTurner_new @mitchellvii I think Bill has a lot of explaining to do if he wants to have a show on a black gospel radio channel.

Russia Hacked the World
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 28 Dec 2016
#2016in4Words

At this point Moly is just trolling the shit out of all of us.
He learned too much, too fast.
Stefan Molyneux @StefanMolyneux
Consistency is tough.

At least when Chris Cantwell does it he's entertaining.
Mike Cernovich @Cernovich
And she sends me $50,000 a month in alimony.
I buy hookers and blow....

What makes Atlanta so unique is that all the blacks are going gay and buying into the poz more than any other group of people. Dying out!

My day has consisted of me walking sternly through Atlanta mouthing the lyrics to youtube.com/watch?v=WQnAxA... as it played from a loudspeaker.

@yungjeune tbh geomancy sounds pretty cool
In reply to David Burge

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 28 Dec 2016
@iowahawkblog Aesthetics don't lie

In reply to Bill Mitchell

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 28 Dec 2016
@mitchellvii 95% of those same people are racists.

In reply to Big Guy

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 28 Dec 2016
@BBlopperson

(((Big Guy))) strikes again.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 28 Dec 2016
Sometimes, shared silence means you’ve found the right person for you. No words can express it.

Sometimes though, it means you’re an idiot.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 28 Dec 2016
Today is a good day for victory.

Today is a good day for us.

We are changing the culture.

We are just getting started folks.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

TradPost9000 @TradPost9000 · 28 Dec 2016

SHARE IF YOU ARE A CHRISTIAN MOM AGAINST DABBING
Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Wolfie James @GorillaMother · 27 Dec 2016

Who's the biggest cuck?

19% Cernovich

27% Bill Mitchell

6% Joseph

48% Paul Ryan

112 votes • Final results

In reply to Wolfie James

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 27 Dec 2016

@GorillaMother You threw in Paul Ryan knowing that regardless of anything going on today, he would win.

You bastard, this isn't even fair.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 27 Dec 2016

This has been a fantastic day for learning lessons. It's very clear that the inclusive alt-light had no means of survival. Today was proof.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 27 Dec 2016

The best part of having a new phone is dealing with the bloatware. Koreans I swear to god you people are the worst.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 27 Dec 2016

Bill

Mitchell reminds me of an uncle who you thought was cool and got to know over the year then, surprise, he has a black boyfriend.

In reply to GMAN

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 27 Dec 2016

@alrightstuff They make it sound like a coming of age movie. "Young, downtrodden up and comer taking his message and taking on the world"

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Richard Spencer @RichardBSpencer · 27 Dec 2016

@occdissent @mitchellvii

The #AltRight was aligned with the Trump cheerleaders for 2016.
That period is over.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 27 Dec 2016
While
the (((professor))) is still there at Drexel, it's clear who is
dominating the conversation and the mindset of our people. We our.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 27 Dec 2016
This has been such a bizarre week. More Right infighting, White
Genocide and JQ hitting the public sphere of conversation again.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 27 Dec 2016
When you look back at who you were dating during the course of the
year:

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Sam Hyde @Night_Of_Fire · 1 Oct 2016
when we win, do not forget that these people want you broke, dead,
your kids raped and brainwashed, and they think it's funny

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 27 Dec 2016
I decided to check my privilege and take a gender test, the results may
surprise you.

aut(s)gender
definition: autism as part or whole of gender identity; a gender that can,
only be understood in context of being autistic.

Note: only to be used by autistics.

Coined by: autismgender and esperancegirl

Posted 11 hours ago

# autismgender, gender, esperancegirl, autismgender, submission

**auti(s)sexual / auti(s)romantic / auti(s)platonic**

Definition: only attracted to / seeking relationships with other autistics.

Note: only for use by autistics.

Coined by: esperancegirl

Posted 11 hours ago

# autissensual, autisromantic, autisplatonic, orientations, esperancegirl, submission

---

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

**Autistotle™ @POTLDS** · 27 Dec 2016

You just couldn’t stop with ur wife huh? Had to kill the space princess too. You’re a freak

---

Patton Oswalt @pattonoswalt

FUCK this year. Fuck this whole sick, worthless cruel prank of a year.

#RIPCarrieFisher

---

In reply to Reinhard Wolff

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 27 Dec 2016

@Europa1492 Deplorable lasted about the length of Ken Bone.

---

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

George McIntyre @GeorgeMcIntyre_ · 25 Dec 2016

1939 marriage rating scale shipbrook.net/maritaltest/

---

Phoebe Reich Retweeted

Johnny Monoxide @johnnymonoxide · 26 Dec 2016

Since we roasin’ all-lite bitches tonight...hey, @Lauren_Southern and
"I DIDN'T REALLY NOTICE THE JEWS" - PAUL JOSEPH WATSON

CHARLATANS

HOW JEWS SCREWED MY GENERATION AND PAY ME

In reply to Enoch Was Right
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 26 Dec 2016
@J_Enoch_Powell You think I won't use that ladder you got me against you. I can reach your head now. I will beat you.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 26 Dec 2016
@CaucasianAllure has spent the past hour or so filling my timeline with motivation for me to have a family as quickly as possible.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
European Beauty @CaucasianAllure · 30 Oct 2016
Brunette with full lips. #WhiteGirlsAreMagic #WhiteBeauty #WhiteGirlsBreakTheInternet #BrunetteBeauty #StandUpForEurope #Europa #European
Phoenix Reich Retweeted

European Beauty @CaucasianAllure · 26 Nov 2016
Spanish 🇪🇸 Insta: goicoechea22 #WhiteGirlsAreMagic #WhiteBeauty #European #Europe #Spanish #Latina #Spain #Spaniard #Barcelona #Madrid

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

European Beauty @CaucasianAllure · 11 Dec 2016
Traditional Bosnian attire. 🇧🇦 #WhiteGirlsAreMagic #WhiteBeauty #European #Europe #Bosnia #Bosnian #Balkan #Serbia #Serbian #Albania

In reply to WaterFilterMerchant

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 26 Dec 2016
@WaterFilterMch I have serious kidney pain and I hate this feeling 😞
@Vlad227 I have serious kidney pain and I hate this feeling. I don't understand why someone would do this to themselves voluntarily.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 26 Dec 2016

How do people abuse painkillers? I have to be on this Percocet and it's making me a babbling retard. Why is this a preferable state of mind?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 26 Dec 2016

I wonder if the whole "Russian Interference" meme is just a cover for the more reasonable and obvious "Israeli Interference" reality.

The Hill @thehill

Israel will share "evidence" of Obama-UN collusion with Trump, ambassador says hill.cm/lJ1SDuRE

In reply to JuanPa

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 26 Dec 2016

@jpbrammer You do realize this argument does nothing but admit the premise of white genocide and then attempt to justify it, right?

In reply to Seventh Son

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 26 Dec 2016

@SeventhSonTRS If people on the right use it, of course. It's retarded. If people on the left want to use it to divide & punch left, let em.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 26 Dec 2016

The only reason White Genocide is tending is because they think they can spin this into a "kooky right wing conspiracy"

This will fail.

In reply to Gray

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 26 Dec 2016

@WarDamnGray Aye, just kidney trouble. Working through it. Thank you for the support

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 26 Dec 2016

Nothing like a Christmas night in the hospital. Mmm

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 25 Dec 2016

I'm about to buy FUBU and Antifa t-shirts for the whole gang. Everyone's gonna hate this.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 25 Dec 2016
I'm really good at what I like to call "Shitty Multitasking"

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 25 Dec 2016
Merry
Christmas to everyone in the Alt Right and to our sympathizers, and hell, to anyone in our big white family. We have so much together.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 25 Dec 2016
I may not have much in terms of a family right now, but I've got many and more in terms of friends. Something to be very thankful for.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 25 Dec 2016
Gonna take a page from our NEET brethren today and not shower or clean myself at all while I eat candy and drink MTN Dew.
#merrychristmass

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
FBI @FBI · 24 Dec 2016
Happy holidays from the #FBI

Happy holidays from our FBI family to yours.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 24 Dec 2016
@CdAGrp Some cool things are going down with CdA Music Group's Social Media

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 24 Dec 2016
My brother and I are spending our Christmas trying to plan a movie studio that remakes classic films but every actor is retarded.
@dapperdw1 We're talking about the legitimacy of natives claims to the US. You're swerving like a conversational dunk driver.

@dapperdw1 So you're not even arguing from a point of facts, but from belief. That's convenient, you'll never have to qualify your position

@dapperdw1 That has literally nothing to do with what we are talking about. Why are you changing the subject?

@dapperdw1 Mass genocide of losing tribes and destruction of entire people's is more than just not getting along. You romanticize them.

@dapperdw1 Which ones? The natives warred with one another for centuries. Who has the right to claim the land?

@tradwives yeah but would you nut on it?

No one gives a shit about Hanukkah. Or Kwanzaa. Everyone only cares about Christmas and listening to metal.

Going for 280x10 squats. I will channel our collective Aryan soul to achieve this.

Nothing can stop me.

>implying I'm not a Chadlet who will live forever regardless of outcome

@ALLCAPSBRO @MAGApupper
New @IdentityEvropa stickers available! #UnitedWeStand - identityevropa.com/new-products/

In reply to Richard Spencer
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 22 Dec 2016
@RichardBSpencer Breaking Benjamin Revival Tour 2017

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
T777 fan Stormcloak @martelsghost · 21 Dec 2016
.@xuriousmusic @CYBERNAZI1 @genosavior @Stereo_Balilla @J_Enoch_Powell Im back from Soundcloud shoah w/ a new track

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 21 Dec 2016
From this point on, I will no longer accept the term manlet.

I will only accept Aryanlet.

In reply to Goy Orbison
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 21 Dec 2016
@_GoyOrbison_ Or they would have kept these people's ancestors from reproducing

In reply to Prince Hubris
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 21 Dec 2016
@ShawnMichaelR Beanie Babies

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Malik Obama @ObamaMalik · 20 Dec 2016
My Brother's Keeper.
Phoenix Reich Retweeted  
**Rana H.** @RanaHarbi - 20 Dec 2016  
Aleppo tonight 🇸🇾❤️

---

Phoenix Reich Retweeted  
**Confederate Rhetoric** @georgiasfirst - 19 Dec 2016  
Hey @Toure

---

Touré 👉  
@Toure  
9:49 AM · 30 Apr 12

---

Touré 👉  
@Toure  
I'm old enough to remember presidents stood up to F. instead of acting like a k...  
5:42 PM · 19 Dec 16
In reply to Juan Pen

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 19 Dec 2016
@smushmorton @WhitestRabbit_ @netflix Nah, they had a good promo shot of him kissing a white woman though.

They gotta do it. Mandatory.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 19 Dec 2016
if you still pay for (((media))) you are wasting your time and money.

If you still think you can justify it, go ahead. Watch this.

Netflix US @netflix
You know Barack. Now it's time to meet Barry.

In reply to Jess Lynn

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 19 Dec 2016
@WhitestRabbit_ This is their religion, and they are radicalized. This is just going to further awaken more of our people to this threat.

In reply to MTV News

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 19 Dec 2016
@MTVNews -> Millions of dollars and years of experience
-> Propaganda is just embarassing
-> MTV thinks it's relevant
-> Current Year Almost Over

In reply to ABC News

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 19 Dec 2016
@ABC If you have an IQ above room temperature you don't have to constantly be hoopin and dancing around every time you do anything.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 19 Dec 2016
It's clear the Turks are acting towards Globalist interest, but are we really going to have World War 3 to help Turkey?
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 19 Dec 2016
@HoppeanAvenger lol, I'm just dealing with a family member who loves to be a contrarian for the sake of being a giant homo

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 19 Dec 2016
There's nothing that gets me more annoyed than a skeptic who won't look up anything and denies facts in front of their face.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 19 Dec 2016
This is the final result of liberalism: Death. The death of a people. The death of a culture, and history.

This is why the #AltRight exists

Ulster Crusader @Ulster_Crusader
Sweden surrenders with a sickening TV advert. The “New country” is revealed at the end to be Islamic. Sadly its game over for Sweden RIP

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Billy Chav @billy_chav · 17 Dec 2016
Reading through #YesSheCan hashtag is like swimming in a pool full of tiny retards.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 17 Dec 2016
Men are from Evropa, Women are from Israel.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 16 Dec 2016
Do you all remember when all we had were black pills? Then only white pills? Now we try to find balance between the two. This is a good sign

In reply to Le Current Year Tree
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 16 Dec 2016
@ReactionaryTree @MillennialWoes "I've been called a hobo for the last time"

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
David A. Clarke, Jr. @SheriffClarke · 16 Dec 2016
Left media whines of a lack of diversity in @realDonaldTrump cabinet. There is zero diversity in Big media ownership
These 15 Billionaires Own America's News Media Companies
While a billionaire secretly funding a lawsuit to take down a news outlet may be a new way of using money to influence the media business, billionaires forbes.com

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Stefan Molyneux @StefanMolyneux · 16 Dec 2016
So now the FBI thinks that Russia is guilty, but Hillary Clinton is innocent. Oy vey!

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 16 Dec 2016
@toga_praetexta All I know is her necklace looks stupid. What kind of crucifix has a chain hanging down below it?

In reply to Kurt Eichenwald
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 16 Dec 2016
@kurteichenwald Lmao There's no way this satisfies the diversity requirements for federal jurisdiction. Nice joke though.

In reply to
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 15 Dec 2016
@6666913_ #hatecrimehoax

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 15 Dec 2016
It's amazing to think one of the edgier positions you can take in this world is to be anti-pornography. We have a third world morality now.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Lauren Southern @Lauren_Southern · 15 Dec 2016
> Gov makes having children impossible by redistributing wealth to migrants
> We need more immigration because birthrates are falling!

TIME
THE CHILDFREE LIFE
When loving it all means not having children

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
THE NEW EUROPEANS
Autistotle™ @POTLDS - 6h
nows a good time to air out your pre-redpill degeneracy n shame

Phoenix Reich
@BigButterNutJoe

@POTLDS
Former pro-gamer who smoked weed a lot and drank about 15 sodas a day. Then I became a professional weedsman, I wish I never was.
Phoenix Reich
@BigButterNutJoe

Far Right, Aryan Manlel, Destruction of the Left, Death to Cucks, Accumulator of Testosterone, Chicken Nugget Scoon.

- I'm under the cubbard
- gab.ai/Phoenix_On_The...
- Joined May 2016

- 177 Photos and videos

Tweets

In reply to 11Alive News
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 2d
@11AliveNews You have permission to use them for any publication. They were near the business building, waffle house, and fraternity row.

3

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Tazer Swift @NoShoahPlsJack · 2d
A big guy showed up to #HeWillNotDivideUs

308

President Trump will order the construction of a Mexican border wall on Wednesday nyti.ms/2k0ZyUr
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 2d
These are the only white people who remain on the left.

IV:XX Hotep Doobs @DOEDoobs
When your White Guilt boils over and you project your problems onto a random black barista. Shorty face is priceless.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 2d
@J_Enoch_Powell We'll see

In reply to Enoch Was Right
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 2d
@J_Enoch_Powell :/

In reply to Austrian History Kek
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 2d
@L_Babenberg WERLSTARH

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 2d
@WSBTVNewsdesk @11AliveNews @FOX5Atlanta
Alt-Right Stickers placed on GA Tech Campus.
Alt-Right Stickers placed on GA Tech Campus.

Alt-Right Stickers placed on GA Tech Campus.

Alt-Right Stickers placed on GA Tech Campus.
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 24

#100days100Qs

Why would we keep NPR funded by taxes when they are clearly pushing a partisan and racial political agenda?

6 
10

In reply to Pablo Townbergh

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 24

@RealHotCool @IWriteForVice @RRTIndustries @NoShoahPlsJack

The mindgames a scorned woman will play is really something.

I am almost in awe of what I have been personally witnessing.

In reply to Beardson

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 24

@IWriteForVice pics

In reply to Just Call Me Mister

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 24

@MisterMetokur "I feel like winning elections just isn't an effective strategy for this progressive platform"

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Just Call Me Mister @MisterMetokur · Jan 23

Democrats: What lost us this election?

DNC: I know, I know. We didn't bash white people enough.
In reply to The Associated Press
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 24
@AP

> Trump picks himself
> Calls for a state of emergency
> kills everyone in congress
> kills the other justices

GOD EMPEROR

Phoenix Reich Retweeted
Vicky Raughn @Vicky_Raughn · Jan 23
Reminder to @POTUS to condemn #Antifa as a terrorist movement
ATTACKING THE WORKING CLASS
INSTEAD OF THE BANKERS
SINCE 1932

Loading seems to be taking a while.
Twitter may be over capacity or experiencing a momentary hiccup. Try again or visit Twitter Status for more information.
Phoenix Reich
@BigButterNutJoe

Far Right, Aryan Manjet, Destruction of the Left, Death to Cucks, Accumulator of Testosterone, Chicken Nugget Scoon.

- I'm under the cubbard
- gab.ai/Phoenix_On_The...
- Joined May 2016

Pinned Tweet
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 13 Nov 2016
One of @kennesawstate's most popular fraternity fixtures got a visit from @ThaRightStuff. #TRSPrank

#whiteprivilege

Kelly @OkKelly22
One of the exceptional intellectuals Europe is having forced on them
Phoenix Reich Retweeted

sexbots @sexbots · Jan 26
I help you dump the hetero friendships

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Just Call Me Mister @MisterMetokur · 3d
People doing the ISIS execution at He Will Not Divide Us

Ryce @resumeviewing
@MisterMetokur which video was that?

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 3d
Anime was a mistake.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 3d
After a lot of hard work from a lot of good southern goys, this weekend is going to be a fun one.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · 3d
Everything that has been forced to trend today makes me think Twitter doesn't really understand who runs this place.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Dean @PoliticalNoir · Jan 26
Twitter in 2015: Ethics in games journalism.

Twitter in 2017:

We want to be a single, unified Reich.

Phoenix Reich Retweeted

Pablo Townbergh @ScumbagLeft · Jan 26
look,
it's not my fault that every single community well i go to happens to be mysteriously poisoned. i'm just unlucky ok? i'm the victim.

Pablo Townbergh @ScumbagLeft · Jan 26

AAAAAAAAAAA i'm being kicked out of the 109th bar for the same fake reasons that they all made up independently AAAAAAA

SataNaNa @CrispTek · Jan 26

How did the left screw up so badly that minorities are doing happy merchant memes.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 26

#KindnessIn5Words Live by the fourteen words

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 26

#HowiDealWithAnEx

I don't. They're an ex. They are removed and forgotten.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 26

foxnews.com/entertainment/…

Status: DIVIDED

Shia LaBeouf @thecampaignbook
HE WILL NOT DIVIDE US

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 26

#ThursdayThoughts for @SpeakerRyan

PAUL RYAN FITNESS TIPS
Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 26

#ThursdayThoughts we need to round up the #ThursdayThotts

Phoenix Reich followed Кристина, Defend Europa, John Rivers and 5 others

Кристина @Kurisu_Kitsune
Southerner, Rodnover, White Nationalist, Eco-Fascist, Animal Liberationist. Anti-Capitalist, Anti-Communist, Anti-Degeneracy.

Defend Europa @DefendEuropa
News | History | Art | Pro-Europe | Anti-EU | #DefendEuropa

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 25

>Donald Trump Will Never Build The Wall
> The Wall Being Built Won't Solve Anything
> He Won't Deport Anyone
> Deportations Won't Matter

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 25

We need to escalate the removal of new citizens who exploited the Heart-Cellar fiasco for generations in order
Heart-Cellar fasces for generations in order to gain "legitimacy"

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 25

Trump is delivering on a few basic steps today.

Now, we need to keep pushing. Keep contacting our people regarding even further action.

Phoenix Reich @BigButterNutJoe · Jan 25

The Wall and the Sanctuary Cities are phase 1. Now we need to focus on the demographic changes that have already been embedded.

Loading seems to be taking a while.
Twitter may be over capacity or experiencing a momentary hiccup. Try again or visit Twitter Status for more information.
Phoenix Thicness
@BigButterNutJoe
Young Republican Trump Campaign Manager, Producer of Adult Swim's MDE World Peace, Strong Manlet, Surfer Blonde, Engaged

I'm under the cubbard
Joined May 2016

Phoenix Thicness followed Кристина, Fascist Fitness, President Trump and 7 others

Кристина
@Kurisu_Kitsune

Fascist Fitness
@FashyFit2
Middle-schooler (7th grade) beginning my journey within the Alt-Right & PUA-spheres. Founder of Fascist Fitness gyms. Apply for a franchise today.

jess @11quidcrystals41 · 12 Dec 2016
people with "Reich" in their name trying to claim "what, these posters are just white people claiming their rights"

Phoenix Thicness Retweeted
jess @11quidcrystals41 · 12 Dec 2016
welp the nazis found this tweet. fucking desperate memelord fascists. burn in hell.
Welcome to Iron March Forums

WELCOME TO THE INTERNET'S PREMIUM PURITY SPIRALING WEBSITE

"[...] a website dubbed the 'Nazi Facebook'." -The Sun, UK

"A shadowy online fascism forum" -Boston Metro, USA

"[An] international network that promotes race war [...] It boasts hundreds of ultra-radical, dedicated followers around the world" -Daily Post, UK

“It encourages people to register so they could interact with, quote "fellow fascists" by simply clicking on a swastika” -WFTV9(abc) News from Orlando, Florida, USA

Welcome to IRONMARCH.ORG the Online HQ for the IronMarch Global Fascist Fraternity and the Forge of the 21st Century Fascist! Join to network with fellow fascists worldwide, exchange materials, participate in a variety of projects and contribute to the Struggle. IronMarch is not your average forum, please make sure that you have read the following IronMarch threads and materials before registering:

- Iron March Charter and Mission Statement
- IM Online Security Brochure: E-Sec by way of Common Sense
- Introduction Guidelines

GAS THE KIKES, RACE WAR NOW, 1488 BOOTS ON THE GROUND!
Hey there, I'm Phoenix.

I'm 26 from the South and I work in the legal industry.

I joined Iron March for a few reason, I'll just drop a small bio for my life to explain why.

I've always seen myself as looking for the truth and had a feeling it was outside most of the generally accepted perspectives or beliefs. I started thinking I was anti-right wing when I was young and thought Georgie W. was a fucking cunt who made everything worse for everyone. As I grew up through college, I thought truth could lie in the left, but could never buy all of their premises despite being in their dens of studying Psychology and Anthropology. I always though Boaz was a cunt, and little did I know how right I actually was. I generally thought "progressivism" was fine but held on to my racism because that was just basic common sense. /pol/ was always entertaining and I never considered many of their views to be serious until I heard my first speech by George Lincoln Rockwell. I almost cried. It fundamentally changed me, and I started getting more interested in the far right and wanted to get involved. I enjoy TRS quite a bit, but am also looking for more communities to join. Iron March seems to be a more serious community, and I very much appreciate that.

The only reason I don't call myself a fascist or a national socialist is because I don't have a strong grasp on economics enough to know exactly where I lie on the spectrum of policy. It's partially why I want a greater community network. I want to know more.

Anyways, thanks for reading my intro. I'll probably lurk a substantial amount more before I regularly post.
Phoenix

@PHOENIX

[Extremely Voted](https://forum.therightstuff.biz/groups/extremely-voted)

Working in the legal field, attempting to be a comedian in a liberal infested shithole of a city. Trying my goddamn hardest not to go crazy while being surrounded by the most pozzed faggots and niggers you'll ever meet.

1.7k  397  1.5k  9  4

REPUTATION  POSTS  PROFILE VIEWS  FOLLOWERS  FOLLOWING

JOINED 9 MONTHS AGO  LAST ONLINE 2 DAYS AGO
LOCATION APELANTA, GEORGIA AGE 26

---

**Posts made by Phoenix**

**RE: I'm Duke (@Duke_Sedan) and I've been an asshole my entire life.**

https://forum.therightstuff.biz/post/623751

Guys, he’s being tsundere.

POSTED IN THE MICROWAVE (https://forum.therightstuff.biz/cATEGORY/75/THE-MICROWAVE)

**RE: I iz so frustrated. (Quieter edition)**

https://forum.therightstuff.biz/post/616687

I know how we can get to the bottom of this
@Doctor-Mayhem (http://forum.therightstuff.biz/uid/402)
I summon you to vet this one.
I know you know the proper way to treat a lady.

POSTED IN THE MICROWAVE (https://forum.therightstuff.biz/cATEGORY/75/THE-MICROWAVE)

**RE: I iz so frustrated. (Quieter edition)**

https://forum.therightstuff.biz/post/616339

I think "I'm a grill" is code for "I don't have to get an avatar because I'm totally not Jewish"

POSTED IN THE MICROWAVE (https://forum.therightstuff.biz/cATEGORY/75/THE-MICROWAVE)

**RE: QUICK: Prove you are white**

https://forum.therightstuff.biz/post/614995

I made my bed today, like I do every morning.
RE: I Am Become Shoah, Destroyer of Juze
(https://forum.therightstuff.biz/post/614953)
I’d be more inclined to read all of that if you started it off with “Hey YouTube”

RE: Pics of your larp gear on dotr
(https://forum.therightstuff.biz/post/614739)
Phoenix · @Phoenix_On_The_Right

Aryan Manlet Powerlifter from Atlanta. Future Member of the Chicken Nugget Scoon Death Squads. Popular Action.

 знак
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1 Posts 37 Followers 4 Following

Follow

Looks like I finally got in. We're gonna shitpost. We're gonna shitpost greater than ever before. #MAGA (https://gab.ai/hash/MAGA)

↩ Reply 🔗 Repost
To see what he shares with friends, send him a friend request.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title/Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paddy Tarleton III</td>
<td>Add Friend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silas Reynolds</td>
<td>Tangier, Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared Alexander</td>
<td>Right-wing propagandist at Elite Meme Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary O. Ray</td>
<td>Writer at RADIX Journal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared Huggins</td>
<td>Right-wing propagandist at Elite Meme Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitch Hoob</td>
<td>Charlotte, North Carolina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Lee</td>
<td>Add Friend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Flowers</td>
<td>Board Member at Traditionalist Worker Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whit Wooderson</td>
<td>Fuhrer at La Raza Blanca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian G Smith</td>
<td>Writer at Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musonius Rufus</td>
<td>Research Analyst at Center for a Stateless Society (C4SS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Title/Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rob Owens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Young</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer Reesh</td>
<td>Memes, Kastamonu, Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacco Vandal</td>
<td>Editor-in-Chief at VandalVoid.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trent Effin Holmgren</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Spice</td>
<td>Crewman at Chick-fil-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim Vicar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Anthony</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sven Sontag</td>
<td>Host/Producer/Writer at The Daily Shoah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam Hoidel</td>
<td>Universität für Musik und darstellende Kunst Wien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Dawn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FOR COMPARISON: “PHOENIX REICH” DOORSTEP AND COOPER OLD RESIDENCE

Phoenix Reich
@BigButterNutJoe

Three weeks ago it was one bloom and a small growth, now it's about to explode with buds and growth. Very happy.

3:58 PM - 27 May 2016
Above: back door of Casey Cooper’s old residence at Grape Street Apartments in Atlanta, March 2017. Cooper no longer lives at this space. Note that while items and arrangement changed since the “Phoenix Reich” photographs of May 2016, paint job and brickwork remained the same.
Why White Women Shouldn’t Date Black Men

He’s much more likely to abuse you
White women who marry black men multiply their chances of being killed by their spouses by 12.4 — a 1140% increase. The risk of nonfatal abuse and girlfriend abuse is also much higher with black men than white men, and blacks are twice as likely as whites to abuse their children.

He’s much more likely to have STDs
- 1 in 16 black men has HIV. Compared to straight white men, straight black men are 15 times more likely to be diagnosed with HIV, and more likely to go undiagnosed as well. That’s why over 50% of HIV/AIDS cases among white women result from having sex with black men.
- Black men are 8 times more likely than white men to have syphilis, 12 times more likely to have chlamydia, and 26 times more likely to have gonorrhea. Up to 78% have herpes.

Your kids probably wouldn’t be smart
The average white IQ in America is 100, but the average black IQ is 85. Of course, you could date one of the few smart black men. However, regression to the mean is a law of biology: if a parent has an extreme trait, the children tend to be closer to average. Since 88% of blacks have IQs under 100 and only 2.3% are smart enough to earn a good degree, being smart is an extreme trait for blacks. Your kids would regress to a mean well below average for a white child.

You should probably just avoid black men
Blacks are more likely to commit every type of violent crime than whites: 4.0 times more likely for rape; 7.3 times, for gang rape; 7.6 times, for robbery; and 6.0 times, for murder. This is not accounted for by poverty or “police racism.” Furthermore, black criminals target whites: they are more likely to attack whites than blacks.

The stories: horrific and sad
The stories below shouldn’t be the data on race and crime. Mainstream media have ignored these crimes for decades because the black men look violent, racist and mis

Black man wipes out white exes
In July 2011, Rodrick Dantzler (black) of Rapids massacred his estranged white wife, daughter (12), and his in-laws; his white girlfriend, her sister, and her niece (10). The guy shot another white ex, and killed himself. He really liked white girls — until they left him.

"No, no, stop, stop, don’t hurt me!"
Above: in April 2011, neighbors heard Sarah Coit (23) screaming for her life for 20 minutes before police found her, nearly decapitated by the black man she just tried to break up with.

"I’m dying! He’s stabbed me to death"
Above: in November 2008, model Amy Barnes (19), who liked to date black athletes, called for help as she bled to death slowly from nine stab wounds and a four-inch slash right across her face, all inflicted by her live-in black boyfriend.

Starts with brutal rape; gets much worse
Left: in March 2008, model Katie Piper (24) tried to end a two-week affair with Daniel Lynch after he’d held her captive for eight hours, raped her and smashed her head open. Not yet ready to let go, Lynch had another black man burn her face off with acid. She lost vision in one eye, too.

Take the Red Pill and meet the Alt-Right at RadxJournal.com
Brought to you by Unamusement Park
WHITE POWER/NEO-NAZI STICKERS IN MIDTOWN ATLANTA, DECEMBER 2016

These stickers (and similar) were found and removed in Midtown Atlanta on December 15, 2016. The designs originate from Tightrope, a Klan/neo-Nazi business. These stickers were placed on Spring Street between 17th and 18th, as well as on 17th between Spring Street and West Peachtree Street. In other words: they all appeared within a block of Atlanta’s John Marshall Law School. (The stickers were also a block away from the Jewish Federation of Greater Atlanta, which is near John Marshall.) These Tightrope designs as well as many other white power stickers surfaced in the Inman Park neighborhood of Atlanta – a short walk from Casey Cooper’s old residence in the Old Fourth Ward – during the time Cooper lived there.
COOPER AT RICHARD SPENCER EVENT, AUBURN UNIVERSITY, APRIL 18, 2017
COOPER AT WHITE NATIONALIST PROTEST, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA, MAY 13, 2017
Above: larger version of the placard held by Cooper in Charlottesville, promoting racist AltRight.com website.
Charlottesville, Va.’s mayor said a torchlit rally held by white nationalists Saturday night “was either profoundly ignorant or was designed to instill fear in our minority populations in a way that hearkens back to the days of the KKK.”

In a statement posted to Facebook, Charlottesville Mayor Mike Signer suggested the rally was meant to intimidate supporters of the planned removal of Confederate statues in the city in central Virginia, home to the University of Virginia and Monticello, Thomas Jefferson’s historic home. “We are a Welcoming City, but such intolerance is not welcome here,” Signer wrote.

Signer’s statement was a reaction to a small nighttime rally at the city’s Lee Park led by white nationalist Richard Spencer and others. Participants chanted, “We will not be replaced,” “Russia is our friend” and “Blood and soil,” a historic Nazi chant, ABC News reported.

The protest came in response to a Nov. 28 city council vote to remove a statue of Confederate Gen. Robert E. Lee at the park and sell it. A court injunction has halted the removal for six months. The city also plans to rename Lee Park as well as another park named after Confederate Gen. Thomas “Stonewall” Jackson.
Signer called the protest "horrific," noting that it coincided with Lee Park's Festival of Cultures event, which celebrates the city's cultural and linguistic diversity. He said it wasn't immediately clear whether the timing was intentional.

Saturday night's rally was actually the second event protesting removal of the Lee statue, local news reported. An earlier rally brought clashes between supporters of "white heritage" and detractors of the monument, WVIR-TV reported (http://www.nbc29.com/story/35422510/lee-statue-removal-protesters-clash-scuffle-with-supporters-at-park). Spencer said the afternoon demonstration, which was at the city's Jackson Park, was peaceful, but police responded to a scuffle that broke out between sides.
Spencer, known for popularizing the phrase "alt right," spoke at the afternoon event, telling onlookers, "I'm here to take part in this great celebration of our heritage and to say 'no' to the city of Charlottesville. You're not going to tear down our statue and you're not going to replace us."

"We're not white supremacists," said protester Orry Von Dize. "We are simply just white people that love our heritage, our culture, our European identity."

Defense of the statue has become a rallying cry for Republican gubernatorial candidate Corey Stewart, a one-time chairman of Donald Trump’s Virginia campaign.

There was no indication that Stewart attended either rally. The Washington Post reported, but in the past he has defended the Confederate battle flag and Civil War-era monuments, saying he is not promoting symbols of hate but battling political correctness and "historical vandalism."

Finding work shouldn't be work
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Cries for removal of Confederate imagery nationwide began shortly after the 2015 shooting deaths of nine parishioners at historic Emanuel African Methodist Episcopal Church in Charleston, S.C., and the subsequent removal of the battle flag from the grounds of the South Carolina Statehouse. The gunman was a self-avowed white supremacist.

On Thursday, a statue of Confederate President Jefferson Davis was taken down in New Orleans, the second of four monuments in that city scheduled for removal. Late last month, the city removed a 35-foot tall granite obelisk tribute to whites who battled a biracial Reconstruction government installed in New Orleans after the Civil War.

Contributing: Associated Press. Follow Greg Toppo on Twitter: @gtoppo

Read or Share this story: https://usat.ly/2rfr23
“PHOENIX-GA” CONFIRMS ATTENDANCE AT CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA AUGUST 12, 2017 “UNITE THE RIGHT” RALLY

On August 12, 2017, hundreds of white nationalists rallied in Charlottesville, Virginia for a “Unite the Right” protest, which was planned as a larger follow-up to the racist mass demonstration in May. The rally was eventually shut down by police after violence escalated. Later, white supremacist and “Unite the Right” participant James Alex Fields, Jr. rammed his car into a crowd of anti-racist counter-protesters, murdering Heather Heyer and injuring over a dozen more.

Following the Charlottesville events, records of “Unite the Right” planning on Discord chat servers were linked on the independent news site Unicorn Riot (see: http://www.unicornriot.ninja/?p=18284 ). “Phoenix-GA” confirmed participation at the Charlottesville rally on June 6, 2017 – this name is reminiscent of Cooper’s aliases of “Phoenix,” “Phoenix Reich,” and so on. If you have footage or photos of Cooper at the “Unite the Right” event, please contact Atlanta Antifascists.
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